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Abstract
A supramolecular polymer is a complex assembly of molecules held to-
gether by noncovalent bonds, such as hydrogen bonding, host-guest inter-
actions or coordinative bonds. The last few decades great developments
have been made in the research and application of supramolecular poly-
mers, and a wide variety of supramolecular polymers have been prepared.
These supramolecular polymers have been applied within many applica-
tion areas, especially for medical applications such as drug or DNA deliv-
ery into living cells, and controlled drug release. However, many funda-
mental aspects such as the relaxation dynamics and rheological properties
over a wide temperature range as well as the detailed structure-properties
relationships are still not well understood for supramolecular polymers.
This thesis addresses this, and aims at a better understanding of how the
supramolecular interactions affect the structure, relaxation dynamics and
rheological properties of different supramolecular polymer systems over a
wide timescale or temperature range ranging from the glassy to the melt
states. The goal is to determine the structure-property relationships, and
to provide guidelines for the design and synthesis of new supramolecular
polymers.
In this thesis, the dynamics of four different supramolecular polymers are
investigated. The first system is based on a comb-like polymeric back-
bone of poly(2-ethylhexyl acrylate) (PEHA) to which a random distribu-
tion of 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) supramolecular side-groups
are added. A series of polymers with varying side-group UPy contents
have been synthesised using the reversible addition fragmentation chain
transfer (RAFT) polymerization. The second system is based on poly(prop-
ylene glycol) (PPG) for which the chain ends were functionalised us-
ing supramolecular hydrogen-bonding UPy-groups. The unfunctionalised
PPG is a viscous liquid at room temperature whereas the end-functionalised
UPyPPG is a rubbery material due to the formation of long extended
chains formed through multiple hydrogen bonds. For this supramolec-
ular polymer system, we have investigated two possible application ar-
eas: (i) the use of blends of PPG and UPyPPG with lithium salts in poly-
mer electrolytes for Li-ion batteries and (ii) the use together with UV-
curable components for self-healing coatings. The third system is based
on hydroxyl-capped polytetrahydrofuran (PTHF) with varying molecular
weights and the fourth is a set of alkane diols of different chain-length. For
both these systems, intermolecular supramolecular hydrogen bond inter-
actions via the chain-ends will become more important for shorter chains.
Generally, the relaxation dynamics, thermodynamic response and rheolog-
ical response were determined using a range of experimental techniques,
including broadband dielectric relaxation spectroscopy, differential scan-
ning calorimetry (both in the standard and modulated mode), shear and
extensional rheology and nuclear magnetic resonance relaxometry.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the relaxation dynamics of supramolecular poly-
mers over a wide temperature range: from the glassy to the melt states. This chapter
will introduce some basic concepts and examples of supramolecular interactions and
supramolecular polymers. To understand the relaxation dynamics of supramolecular
polymers, some fundamental aspects of polymer structures and dynamics and of glass
transition related dynamics in general are necessary and these will also be introduced.
Finally, the the supramolecular systems investigated in this thesis will be introduced
briefly and an explanation of the importance of this work will be made.
1.1 Supramolecular chemistry
A supramolecule is a complex assembly of molecules held together by non-covalent
bonds such as hydrogen bonding, host-guest interactions or coordinative bonding.[1]
Supramolecules are abundant in nature. Perhaps the most well known example is the
DNA double helix which is formed from two DNA single chains held together by mul-
tiple hydrogen bonds. A knowledge of the nature of supramolecular dynamics is key to
understanding the function, processing and applications of supramolecular assemblies.
In this section, non-covalent interactions which can be used to form supramolecular
systems will be explained and some examples of supramolecular polymers based on
these interactions will be introduced. This section mainly follows the books of Alberto
Ciferri [2] and Jonathan Steed.[3]
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1.1.1 Supramolecular interactions
Interactions between supramolecular building blocks play an important role in deter-
mining the structure and function of supramolecules. These interactions are mainly
noncovalent bonds and include a wide range of attractive and repulsive forces, such
as ion-ion interactions, ion-dipole interactions (metal-ligand coordination), hydrogen
bonding and pi-pi stacking.[3] Understanding the interactions between the building
blocks is key for structural design and functional control of the resulting supramolec-
ular materials.
Ion-ion interactions
A typical example of ion-ion interactions is found in an ionic crystal such as sodium
chloride (NaCl).[2, 3] The Na-ions sit in a face centered cubic (FCC) lattice and each
Na+ cation is surrounded by six Cl− anions. The bond strength of an ionic bond is
relatively strong, ranging from 100 to 350 kJ/mol, which is comparable to the strength
of covalent bonds. It takes some imagination to think of NaCl as a supramolecular
compound. However, this example highlights the fact that Na+ cations can arrange six
Cl− anions around themselves through non-covalent bonds. An ionomer is another typ-
ical supramolecular material formed through ion-ion interactions. In ionomers, ionic
groups are covalently bonded to a polymer backbone or side groups, and associations
between ionic groups typically lead to nanometer-sized aggregates which act as phys-
ical cross-links for the supramolecular material.[4]
Ion-dipole interactions (metal-ligand coordination)
A charged ion, such as Na+, can bond to a polar molecule such as water. This is an ex-
ample of ion-dipole interactions. After dissolving sodium chloride in water, the crystal
structure can be broken due to water molecules penetrating the lattice thereby destroy-
ing the ion-ion interactions and forming new interactions with the positively charged
sodium ions, Na(H2O)6
+, see Figure 1.1a[2, 3]. These interactions are termed ion-
dipole interactions, as shown in Figure 1.1. Another example is the coordination bond
which forms between the vacant electron orbit and lone electron pairs. For example,
Ru2+ ions having vacant electron orbits which can become non-covalently bonded to
bi-pyridines (bpy) having lone electron pairs, see Figure 1.1b[5]. This is also termed
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metal-ligand coordination. Ion-dipole interactions can be formed both in solution and
in the solid state, i.e. Na(H2O)6
+ exists in water while Ru(bpy)3
2+ can remain bound in
a solid. Metal-ligand coordination has been widely used to construct supramolecular
compounds[6] and this will be introduced in Section 1.1.2.
Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of chemical structures of ion-dipole interactions:
(a) Na(H2O)6
+ and (b) Ru(bpy)3
2+. The solid and dashed triangles indicate spatial
positions of the bonds.
Hydrogen bonds
Hydrogen bond interactions arise between hydrogen atoms that are attached to an elec-
tronegative atom (such as oxygen, nitrogen, or fluorine) and lone electron pairs in a
neighbouring atom.[3] A simple example of a hydrogen bonding system is liquid wa-
ter. The electronegative nature of oxygen atoms biases the electron cloud within an
O−H bond to the oxygen atom and thus makes the hydrogen atom partly positively
charged. The oxygen atom has two lone electron pairs with partial negative charge
and the result is an electrostatic attraction between the opposite charges.[7] Figure
1.2a shows hydrogen bonds between water molecules, with the red spheres represent-
ing the oxygen atoms with a higher electron cloud density than the hydrogen atoms
(black spheres). Hydrogen bonds can change properties of a material dramatically.
Due to the hydrogen bonds between water molecules, water is liquid at room temper-
ature while its counterpart, hydrogen sulfide (H2S), is gaseous at room temperature.
The strength of hydrogen bonds can vary from 4-120 kJ/mol, depending on the chem-
ical structures.[3] Multiple hydrogen bonds can also be formed. For example, 1.2b
shows the triple hydrogen bonds between guanine and cytosine which are basic build-
ing blocks for a DNA double helix.[8] Hydrogen bonds have been widely applied in
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the formation of supramolecular polymers and this is well summarized in several re-
view articles.[9, 10] Examples of the use of hydrogen bonds to build supramolecular
materials will be shown in Sections 1.1.2.
Hydrogen bonding
Covalent bonding
d-
d+
N
N
N
NN
N O
O
NH
H
H
N H
H
Guanine Cytoisne
a b
Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of the hydrogen bond in (a) water and (b) triple
hydrogen bonds between guanine and cytosine. The red and black balls in (a) repre-
sent the oxygen and hydrogen atoms, and oxygen atoms are partly negative charged
whereas hydrogen atoms are partly positive charged.
Alcohols form one of the simplest molecular systems to be considered as a supramolec-
ular material. Monohydroxy alcohols are alcohols which have only one hydroxyl group
in their molecular structure. Examples include methanol, ethanol and propanol.[11]
The hydroxyl groups (-OH) in these molecules can form intermolecular hydrogen
bonds which have the ability to break and reform at ambient conditions. These re-
versible non-covalent bonds play an important role in determining the chemical and
physical properties of monohydroxy alcohols. Although, many studies have been per-
formed on these materials, their structures and dynamics are still not fully understood
on a microscopic level.
One specific relaxation feature that is very clearly observed for monohydroxy al-
cohols is normally referred to as the Debye relaxation (see Chapter 2 for more de-
tails on the Debye relaxation).[11] This relaxation contribution has also recently been
observed in some other more complex H-bonding systems including water[12, 13]
and glycerol[14, 15]. The Debye relaxation was originally observed only in dielec-
tric spectroscopy studies but it has recently been demonstrated that it can also be
observed using rheology [16] and light scattering.[17] The origin of this relaxation
contribution is still not well understood but several models have been proposed to ex-
plain the phenomenon. These include micellar aggregation,[18, 19] transient chain
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of transient chain model: molecules can attach
and/or detach from the “core” chain through hydrogen bonds. The blue arrows indi-
cated the end-to-end vector of the transient chain, of which the orientation corresponds
to the Debye relaxation.
mode,[16, 20] linear or branched clusters[21] and the breaking and re-forming of hy-
drogen bonds.[22] Recently, Gainaru and co-workers proposed a transient chain model
to reveal the origin of the Debye dielectric response for n-butanol.[20] In their expla-
nation, several butanol molecules are said to be held together temporarily by hydro-
gen bonding through the OH groups, forming the “core” of a chain, and other “free”
molecules nearby can attach to either ends of the core or the molecules at the ends of
the core can detach from the core. Since dipole reorientation is measured by dielec-
tric spectroscopy, the composite dipole moment resulting from clustering of hydroxyl
groups can be directly observed and this is believed to be linked to the the strong di-
electric Debye relaxation. This underlying molecular mechanism is shown in Figure
1.3. It has also recently been shown that a polymer-type rheological response exists for
monohydroxy alcohols. The strength and life time of hydrogen bonds and the speed
of breaking and reforming of these bonds are all temperature dependent. At high tem-
peratures the time required to break and reform hydrogen bonds becomes shorter. As
temperature decreases, this time will become longer. At certain temperatures (a few
Kelvin above Tg), the life time of the hydrogen bonds would be long enough that the
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small molecules would show the rheological response of a short-chain-polymer.[16]
More details on the Debye relaxation can be found in Chapter 2.
pi-pi stacking
The relatively weak interaction between aromatic rings is usually referred to as pi-pi
stacking , as shown in Figure 1.4. The strength of this interaction is in the range of 5
- 50 kJ/mol. The pi-pi stacking interaction results in the slippery feel of graphite which
can be used as a lubricant agent.[2] Graphite is composed of multiple carbon layers
where each carbon is covalently bonded to three other carbons, whereas interactions
between these carbon layers are due to pi-pi stacking.[23] The pi-pi interactions between
stacked layers are typically not strong enough to build supramolecular materials but
they can work cooperatively with other non-covalent interactions, such as hydrogen
bonding, to build supramolecular materials.[24]
Figure 1.4: pi-pi stacking between benzene rings.
1.1.2 Supramolecular polymers
Unlike conventional polymers, in which monomers are linked together by covalent
bonds, the interactions involved in the building of supramolecular polymers are typ-
ically secondary interactions which are reversible. Supramolecular polymers can be
both natural and synthetic and are based on the various interactions described in pre-
vious sections.[25] They can also exist in a variety of different states including the liq-
uid, solid, gel and glassy states. Unlike conventional polymers with covalently bonded
main chains, the non-covalent interactions linking the building blocks of supramolec-
ular polymers are reversible and relatively weak. This gives supramolecular poly-
mers specific functionality which can be utilised in a wide range of important appli-
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cations. Moreover, there are many supramolecular structures that can arise due to
self−assembly including linear, branched, helical, micellar and mono-layered struc-
tures and three−dimensional networks. These structures are not only controllable at
nanometer scales but also can be designed with advanced functionalities based on
their hierarchical self−assemblies. It is therefore important to understand the struc-
tures, properties and relaxation dynamics of supramolecular systems. Supramolecular
systems have potential applications in the biomedical field [26] and important appli-
cations can be found in drug delivery, gene transfection, bioimaging and diagnosis.
Supramolecular polymers are more sensitive to surrounding stimuli, such as temper-
ature, light and pH, than conventional polymers.[27] In the following, I will provide
some examples of supramolecular polymers assembled from different structures, such
as monohydroxy alcohols, end functionalised polymers and polymers with function-
alised side groups.
Linear supramolecular polymers
Building blocks with functional groups at the chain ends can grow into much longer
chains through end-to-end interactions.[28, 29] Figure 1.5a schematically illustrates
supramolecular polymers formed through end-to-end interactions. These interactions
can be hydrogen bonds, metal-ligand coordinations or the combination of both.[30]
Figure 1.5b shows an example of a linear supramolecular polymer based on 2-ureido-
4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) and functionalised polytetrahydrofuran (PTHF).[31] PTHF
is a linear polymer with tetramethylene repeat units linked together by ether bonds.
PTHF has been used as a building block for thermoplastic elastomers, which have
many advantages such as low temperature flexibility, high abrasion resistance, and
excellent resiliency over a wide range of temperatures. Various products made from
PTHF have been used in the fields of coatings, adhesives, sealants and the automotive
industry.[32] Depending on the molecular weight, commercial PTHF based materials
which are capped by hydroxyl groups can be liquid, wax or solid at room tempera-
ture. If the hydroxyl groups are exchanged with UPy groups at both ends then multiple
end-to-end hydrogen bonds can form, leading to chain extension. Meijer has devel-
oped several linear supramolecular polymers using various backbones based on this
strategy.[33] Chain extension can increase the tensile strength and tensile modulus
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dramatically. Since the hydrogen bonds between UPy groups are temperature sensi-
tive, supramolecular polymers are temperature sensitive as well. The supramolecular
structures can be stable up to 80 oC.[31] Above this temperature, the association of the
hydrogen bonds will be broken, and the viscosity decreases sharply which is ideal for
industrial processing.[31]
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Figure 1.5: (a) Schematic illustration of supramolecular polymers assembled from
end-to-end interactions,[29] (b) an example of linear supramolecular polymers based
on 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone, (UPy) functionalised polytetrahydrofuran. The red
dashed lines are hydrogen bonds.[31]
End-groups also affect microscopic dynamics.[31] A study on short-chain oligo-
propylene glycols showed that by changing the end hydroxyl groups to methoxy groups
at one or both ends, the secondary β relaxation is accelerated by one decade in timescale
if the chains are short and thus the dynamics is strongly affected by the end-groups[34]
For polymer systems, where chain-end interactions are not important, the β relaxation
speeds up when the chains become short enough. However, it has been demonstrated
that for H-bond coordinating systems such as propylene glycols, this effects is removed
due to the fact that even the shortest chains form effective H-bond mediated structures
that are large enough to remove any speed-up due to a shortening of the chains. Instead,
for the glycols, an increasing β relaxation time is observed as the H-bonding effects be-
come more pronounced for the shortest chains. The detailed origin of this effects is not
presently clear. Also, whether it is unique to PPG or if it is a common phenomenon for
all polyethers, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) or PTHF, is unknown.
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The formation of linear hydrogen bonded supramolecular polymers can be consid-
ered as a step growth process and the degree of polymerisation (DP) can be defined by
the Carother equation.[35]
DP =
1
1 − p =
1
1 − (1 − χ) =
1
χ
(1.1)
where p is the conversion percentage of hydrogen bonding groups, and χ is the mole
fraction of unassociated hydrogen bonding groups.
χ =
(8KdimCt + 1)1/2 − 1
4KdimCt
(1.2)
where Kdim is the dimerisation constant, and Ct is total molar concentration of hydrogen
bonding groups. For UPy groups in chloroform, Kdim ≈ 107 (mol/L)−1.[36, 37] Thus,
the DP can be expressed through a combination of the preceding two equations:
DP =
4KdimCt
(8KdimCt + 1)1/2 − 1 (1.3)
Here it is assumed that the association constant for each step is equal and the asso-
ciation constant for corresponding subunits is known and is the same to that of bare
hydrogen bonding groups.
Side-chain supramolecular polymers
Instead of putting functional groups at the chain-ends, functional groups can also be
placed onto the polymer side chains along the backbone.[9, 41] Figure 1.6 shows three
strategies to build side chain supramolecular polymers.[9, 41] Kato reported the prepa-
ration of side-chain liquid crystalline supramolecular polymers by mixing polyacry-
late bearing pendant and hexyloxybenzoic acidic side groups with liquid crystalline
components.[38] The resulting materials formed a nematic phase covering a wide tem-
perature range which exceeded that of the individual mesomorphic components. More-
over, when di-functional liquid crystalline components were used, supramolecular net-
works could be formed, as shown in the Figure 1.6(b).[39] The field of supramolecular
liquid crystalline polymers has advanced significantly over the last few years and var-
ious backbones and small molecules have been developed. The last strategy involved
polymers bearing self-complementary side groups.[40, 42, 43] Interactions between
9
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a b
c
Figure 1.6: Schematic illustration of side chain supramolecular polymers: (a) two com-
ponents system forms comb-like structure, (b) two components forms network struc-
tures and (c) one component system with self-complementary groups forms network
structures.[38–40]
these self-complementary groups can behave as physical cross linkings and can lead to
the formation of supramolecular networks, which in turn can dramatically change the
mechanical properties. One example of this was presented by Meijer and Kramer,[42]
who synthesised poly(butyl acrylate) with UPy side groups (Figure 1.7). Although the
molecular weight of the linear polymer was below the entanglement molecular weight,
the material behaved as a thermoplastic elastomer through the association of UPy
groups. The bulk properties of these materials, such as glass transition temperature,
moduli and relaxation timescales increased with increasing number of UPy groups per
chain.[42]
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Figure 1.7: Supramolecular polymer networks from poly(butyl acrylate) bearing self-
complementary UPy groups.[42]
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Dendritic supramolecular polymers
Dendrimers have been widely recognized as a new class of macromolecular architec-
ture with unique properties and applications.[44, 45] The dendritic architecture can be
considered as a intermediary state, placed within the range from linear to cross-linked
architectures and representing a higher level of molecular complexity.[46] Synthesis
of dendrimers can be dated back to the 1980s and two main synthesis strategies have
been developed since then.[2] The first one is the so-called divergent method. In this
method, the growth of a dendrimer starts from a core site, which can be viewed as
the root of a “molecular tree”, according to certain dendritic rules and reaction princi-
ples. The second method is the so-called convergent method.[46] In this method, the
dendrimer growth occurs in the opposite direction to the divergent method, i.e. from
the surface of a dendrimer to its molecular root.[46] In order to form a multi-dendron
architecture, an additional reaction is usually required in which several dendrons are
covalently coupled. Based on the two methods, more than 100 dendrimer families
have been synthesised for which both size and shape, from spheres and ellipsoids to
rods, can be controlled. More details about the synthesis, structures, properties and
applications of dendrimers have been reviewed elsewhere. [2, 46]
Supramolecular interactions have been used to construct dendrimers.[47] Unlike
their covalent counterparts, supramolecular dendrimers show close similarity to bio-
logical systems which usually have an ability to assemble large structures from small
building blocks. Self-assembly processes in biological systems are usually fast and
reproducible.[47] These advantages have driven researchers to develop complex struc-
tures to mimic the biological systems. Figure 1.8a shows a strategy to construct den-
drimers based on the focal point functionalised dendrons.[47] In this method, a den-
dron with supramolecular groups at the focal point is synthesised and aggregation
through the interactions between the functional groups leads to formation of a den-
dritic supramolecular polymers. The most frequency used functional groups at the fo-
cal points are hydrogen bonding groups, metal-ligand coordination groups and crown
ethers. Figure 1.8b shows a 3-generation supramolecular dendritic polymers through
interactions between the Ln3+ cation and carboxylic acid groups.[48] Properties of the
resulting dendrimers are highly tunable. For example, changing the groups attached to
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the outer layer can make the dendrimers show varying properties, such as biocompat-
ibility, hydrophily or hydrophobicity, which has found applications in medical field,
drug and DNA delivery and controlled releasing.[49]
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Figure 1.8: (a) Schematic illustration of construction of dendrimers based on
supramolecular interactions.[47] The numbers indicate the generation of the building
blocks. (b) an example of self-assembly of root functionalised dendrons around a metal
cation.[48]
1.2 Polymers and polymer dynamics
A polymer is a large molecule i.e. a macromolecule, composed of many repeat units
which are called monomers. Both synthetic polymers such as polystyrene and polyester,
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and natural polymers such as celluloses and DNA are playing an essential and ubiq-
uitous role in our daily life.[50] In this section, the basics of polymers and polymer
dynamics will be introduced briefly, mainly following the polymer chemistry book by
Ravve[51] and the polymer physics book by Rubinstein and Colby.[52]
1.2.1 Basics of polymers
A synthetic polymer can be made through polymerisation reactions which is a process
of linking many monomers into a long chain or network by covalent bonds.[50, 51]
The number of monomers in a macromolecule is termed the degree of polymerisation
N. Thus, the molecular weight of the macromolecule is related to N and the molecular
weight of the monomer Mmono:[51]
Mpolym = NMmono (1.4)
The molecular weight is a key characteristic for polymers because it is related directly
to the properties and applications of a polymeric material. In an ideal case, all poly-
mers from a single polymerisation process contain the same number of monomers,
i.e., the polymer sample is monodisperse. However, in reality, for all synthetic poly-
mers, the molecular weight is not characterised by a single value. Polymers are instead
typically polydisperse, which means that the chain-length or degree of polymerisa-
tion are distributed across a range of values.[51] Several methods have been devel-
oped to synthesise polymers in the last 6 decades, such as free radical polymerisation,
step polymerisation, and cationic or anionic polymerisation.[51] The free radical poly-
merisation method usually gives a relatively broad molecular weight distribution.[50]
Whereas cationic and anionic polymerisation need to be can give a very narrow molec-
ular weight distribution.[53, 54]
To characterize the molecular weight distribution, several average molecular weights
are defined.[52] The number average molecular weight Mn is defined as the ratio of the
total weight of all polymer chains to the total number of all polymer chains:
Mn =
∑
NiMi∑
Ni
=
∑
niMi (1.5)
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where Ni is the number of polymer chains with molecular weight of Mi. ni is the
number fraction of polymer chains with the molecular weight of Mi.
ni =
Ni∑
Ni
(1.6)
Mn can be estimated using end-group analysis by NMR. The weight average molecular
weight Mw is defined based on the fact that longer polymer chains contain more of the
total mass of a sample than shorter chains do.
Mw =
∑
NiM2i∑
NiMi
=
∑
wiMi (1.7)
where wi is the average fraction of polymer chains with molecular weight of Mi. Sim-
ilarly, the z-average molecular weight Mz is defined as:
Mz =
∑
NiM3i∑
NiM2i
(1.8)
In general, the (z + k)-average molecular weight Mz+k can be defined as:
Mz+k =
∑
NiMk+3i∑
NiMk+2i
(1.9)
Higher order average molecular weights are more sensitive to high molecular weight
components in a sample and are usually difficult to measure using experimental meth-
ods. A polydispersity index (PDI) is defined to characterize the broadness of the molec-
ular weight distribution of a polymer:
PDI =
Mw
Mn
(1.10)
The larger the polydispersity index is, the broader the molecular weight distribution
is. For monodisperse polymers, the PDI in theory equals 1. For those best controlled
polymerisation method such as anionic polymerisation, the PDI is usually between
1.02 and 1.2.[53] Step polymerisation usually gives a PDI around 2.[50, 51] Free radi-
cal polymerisation gives more broad PDI ranging from to 1.5 to 20.[50, 51]
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1.2.2 Structures and components of polymers
A linear polymer is the simplest type of polymer and properties of linear polymers
are mainly determined by the degree of polymerisation. Molecules containing a small
number of monomers (typical less than 20) are usually called oligomers.[51] As the
number of monomers in a polymer chain becomes larger, physical properties such as
the viscosity change sharply. With the developments in synthesis techniques over the
last 3 decades, a wide range of complex polymer structures have been synthesised, as
shown in Figure 1.9. Polymer structures including linear, ring, comb-like, star, ladder-
like, dendritic or branched, cross-linked and multiblock have been synthesised.[55, 56]
a b c
d e f
g h
Figure 1.9: Schematic illustration of structures and components of polymers: (a) linear,
(b) ring, (c) comb-like, (d) star, (e) ladder-like, (f) dendritic or branched, (g) cross-
linked and (h) multi-block. The color lines indicated polymer chains with different
monomers.
A polymer containing only one type of monomer is called a homo-polymer, whereas,
several different types of monomers can be linked together in a single polymer chain,
leading to a so-called hetero-polymer.[50, 51] The properties of hetero-polymers de-
pend on both the structure and the fraction of each type of monomer in the polymer.
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Hetero-polymers can form all the above mentioned complex structures, as shown in
Figure 1.9. A polymer containing two types of monomers is called a copolymer. The
arrangement of monomers along the backbone in a copolymer can include alternat-
ing or random arrangements, and grafts or blocks. In an alternating copolymer, two
monomers, here termed A and B, are arranged in a alternating manner · · · -A-B-A-
B-A-B-A-B-· · · .[57] In a random polymer, two monomers are randomly distributed
along the backbone · · · -A-A-B-A-B-B-B-A-A-B-· · · .[51] Block copolymers consist
of two different polymer chains covalently linked together · · · -A-A-A-A-A-B-B-B-
B-B-· · · .[58] Furthermore, linear backbones containing more than two different blocks
can be synthesised which are called multiblock polymers,[59] as shown in Figure 1.9h.
In recent work, a multiblock copolymer with more than 10 blocks organised in a con-
trolled sequence was synthesized using a combination of living radical polymerisation
and click chemistry.[60] These complex structures and components of polymers make
it possible to tune the properties of a polymer to meet varying application requirements.
For example, attaching short protein oligomers into the outer layer of a dendrimer can
improve the biocompatibility and make it possible to go through the cytomembrane
without causing an immunoreaction in a living cell, thus delivery of drugs into special
cells such as cancer cells could be possible using this technique.[61] Moreover, block
copolymers can form microphase separated structures such as spheres, cylinders, lami-
nar or bicontinuous phases depending on the fraction and nature of the monomers used.
These nanostrucutres can be used for nanofabrication and nanofilteration.[62] In sum-
mary, complex structures and multiple components of polymers broaden the applica-
tions in many fields and several reviews on these topics are available elsewhere.[63, 64]
1.2.3 Synthesis of polymers
Based on the reaction mechanism, the methods used to synthesise polymers can be
classified into different classes: step growth polymerisation, free radical polymerisa-
tion, anionic polymerisation and cationic polymerisation. More details about other
methods can be found in any textbook on polymer chemistry, such as Principle of
polymer chemistry by Flory and Rawe.[50, 51] In this section, only the polymerisa-
tion method related to free radical polymerisation which is used in this work will be
introduced briefly.
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Reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerisation
Free radical polymerisation is one of the most widely used methods to synthesise poly-
mers from monomers due to its simple reaction requirements and wide monomer toler-
ance. Many kinds of monomers bearing various functional groups can be polymerized
using free radical polymerisation.[50, 65] However, using a conventional free radical
polymerisation method, it is difficult to control the molecular weight and molecular
weight distribution.[50, 65] RAFT is a novel free radical polymerisation method first
developed by researchers from the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation (CSIRO), Australia.[66–69] RAFT polymerisation distinguishes itself
from other controllable radical polymerisation methods, such as atom transfer radi-
cal polymerisation (ATRP)[56] and single-electron transfer living radical polymeri-
sation (SET-LRP)[70] by its close relationship to conventional free-radical polymeri-
sation. The latter two polymerisation methods are not discussed in this chapter but
several review articles provide more details.[56, 71] RAFT polymerisation is essen-
tially a free-radical polymerisation with addition of a highly active chain transfer agent
(CTA). The CTA is readily fragmented during the chain transfer process to generate a
new radical species through an addition fragmentation mechanism.[67] In RAFT poly-
merisation, the molecular weight can be tuned and the molecular weight distribution
can be controlled; typically PDI<1.4.[68] Moreover, RAFT is tolerant to functional
groups in both chain tranfer agents (discussed later) and monomers. Thus, polymers
obtained from the RAFT technique can have various functional groups. Thus the re-
activity of the polymers obtained from the RAFT technique is strengthened due to
functional groups either in polymer ends or in side groups, which make it possible to
synthesise complex polymeric structures through post functionalisation such as click
chemistry.[72] Many complex polymer architectures have been synthesised by RAFT
and post functionalisation, such as multiple block copolymers (≥ 2 different polymeric
blocks), multiple arms or star polymers, bottle-brush polymers, ring polymers or mul-
tiple generation dendritic polymers.[66, 69] For in-depth discussions about the RAFT
technique, there are a range of good published review articles available.[66–69] In the
following sections, the basics of the RAFT technique and some details for the synthesis
work carried out in the thesis work are presented.
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A typical RAFT synthesis system contains three basic components: monomers,
initiators and chain transfer agents (CTA).[67] Due to the similarity to the conventional
radical polymerisation procedure, RAFT can be conducted in bulk, solution, emulsion
or dispersion conditions; thus solvent and or aqueous/organic emulsor agents can be
added.
Monomers
RAFT polymerisation can be applied to many kinds of monomers and their derivatives,
such as styrene derivatives, acrylamides, acrylates, acrylonitrile, vinyl acetates, vinyl
formamide, vinyl chlorides as well as vinyl monomers.[67] The chemical structures of
these monomers are shown in Figure 1.10. Moreover, RAFT polymerisation is tolerant
to monomers with various functional groups,[68] which is a great advantage of this
technique over traditional living polymerisation methods, such as anionic polymerisa-
tion. This advantage offers polymers with post-functionality and makes it possible to
tune properties of polymers further and to broaden applications. During the polymeri-
sation process, the carbon-carbon double bonds are activated by initiators and form
free radicals.[65] The detailed mechanism will be discussed in section 1.2.3.[67]
methacrylates
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Figure 1.10: Chemical structures of monomers can be polymerized using RAFT poly-
merisation.
Initiators
The quantity of initiators used in a RAFT polymerisation is normally very small, but
initiators are essential to start the polymerisation.[65] Initiators can produce free radi-
cals that are activated either by a high temperature or by light.[65] A radical is an atom,
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molecule, or ion that has an unpaired valence electron. Thus, most radicals are highly
reactive to other compounds or itself. There are three general classes of initiators, i.e.
azo compounds, organic peroxides and inorganic peroxides. Some examples as shown
in Figure 1.11a. There are two important factors to consider when choosing initiators:
(i) their half-life time (t1/2, the time that half the amount of initators is consumed) at
a certain temperature, which determines the speed of the initiation stage and (ii) the
polymerisation temperature.[65] Figure 1.11d shows the decomposition reaction used
to produce the free radicals upon heating.[65] Free radicals from initiators can activate
monomers and form monomer radicals which act as reactive center for chain growth.
AIBN is one of the most widely used initiators in radical polymerisations due to the
fact that it has good solubility in monomer-based solutions and a t1/2 of about 1 hour at
90 ◦C; consequently, it can continuously supply sufficient radicals at a moderate tem-
perature. Moreover, the decomposition rate of AIBN is almost solvent independent
and the initiator can thus be used in different types of solutions. Another initiator, 1,1’-
azobis-(cyclohexanecarbonitrile) (ABCN), is also used because it has a t1/2 of about 2
hours at 110 ◦C, which is important when a relatively high temperature is required for
the dissolution of some monomers with poor solubility.
2,2'-azobis(isobutyronitrile) 
(AIBN)
N
N
N
N
1,1'-azobis-(cyclohexanecarbonitrile)
(ABCN)
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
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N
2 + N2
a
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O O
dicumyl peroxide
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ONa
HO
Hydroxymethanesulfinic acid sodium
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Figure 1.11: Chemical structures of different types of initiators: (a) azo compounds,
(b) organic peroxides and (c) inorganic peroxides for free radical polymerisation. (d)
decomposition reaction of AIBN that produces initiator free radicals.
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Chain transfer agents
CTA is of key importance for a RAFT polymerisation. CTA is readily fragmented
during the chain-transfer process to generate a new radical species through an addition
fragmentation mechanism.[73] It provides control of the molecular weight distribution
through forming a reaction equilibrium between the propagation center and the CTA
(see section 1.2.3).[73] Hundreds of differnt CTAs have been synthesised and tested
for RAFT polymerisation and most of them are found within four classes: dithioester,
trithiocarbonate, xanthate and dithiocarbamate.[74], see Figure 1.12a. Figure 1.12b
shows the chemical structure of dithioester CTA, and the reaction equilibrium with one
free radical. The effectiveness of a CTA depends on the monomer structures and the
properties of leaving groups -R and -Z which can activate and deactivate the carbon-
sulphur (-C=S-) double bonds.[73] A guideline for selection of proper CTAs suitable
for different monomers can be found in the references[67, 73].
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Figure 1.12: (a) General structures of common RAFT agents (b) chemical structure of
a dithioester CTA and its reaction with a free radical.
Solvents
In RAFT, the solvents are not strictly required if a monomer is liquid and the polymer is
soluble in the monomer.[73] However, under some circumstances, for example when
the monomer is solid and the polymer cannot be dissolved in its monomers, then a
solvent is essential to conduct the polymerisation. One of the advantages of RAFT is
its tolerance to functional groups, which means that a wide variety of solvents can be
used. Examples include alcohols, ethers (THF, anisole and dioxane), toluene, DMF,
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MDSO and water. In this work, DMF was used to dissolve the functionalised solid
monomer.
The RAFT mechanism
The generally accepted mechanism behind the synthesis of homo-polymers via the
RAFT process is described in Figure 1.13. The mechanism involves five main steps:
(a) initiation, (b) pre-equilibration, (c) re-initiation, (d) chain equilibration, and (e)
termination.[67, 73]
(a) Initiation: Generation of radicals from the homolysis of initiators and reactions
with monomers to form chain radicals.
(b) Pre-equilibration: Chain radicals can propagate further until they are captured by
addition to the reactive -C=S- bond of the CTA and form intermediate radicals
which can form fragments reversibly to produce CTA-capped polymeric species
(macro-CTA) and a re-initiating a radical R·. [this sentence is not totally clear.
Look it over and try to make it clearer. ]
(c) Re-initiation: The released R· radical can react with monomers again to start a
new propagation process. After the initial CTA are completely consumed, the
polymerisation system is controlled by the presence of one macro-CTA.
(d) Chain equilibration: This step involves the rapid exchange of dithioester groups
between the macro-CTA and the active propagating radicals. Each generated macro-
radical has an equal probability of undergoing chain growth, promoting homoge-
nous chain growth, leading to a low molecular weight distribution.
(e) Termination: The polymerisation is terminated via bi-radical termination and/or
disproportionation.
RAFT has many advantages, including: (i) the controllable molecular weight and
low molecular weight distribution, (ii) a high tolerance to functional groups, (iii) the
wide range of polymerisable monomers in varying solvents and temperatures, (iv) no
need of metal catalysts which is not good for medical applications and (v) many com-
mercially available CTAs[66, 68, 69] Moreover, funtional end or side groups make it
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Figure 1.13: General mechanism of a RAFT polymerisation.
possible to synthesise complex polymeric architectures.[68] However, it does also have
some drawbacks.[67] Examples of drawbacks include the fact that (i) a particular CTA
is only suitable for a limited set of monomers; (ii) the multi-step synthetic process is
usually required to synthesise a CTA for polymerisation of a particular monomer; (iii)
the CTA is usually unstable over long time periods; (iv) the gradual decomposition of
thiocarbonylthio moiety can release a pungent odour; (v) the presence of a CTA moiety
in polymers, especially for low molecular weight polymers, makes polymers coloured,
and further chemical reactions are required to remove the colour; (vi) the free radical
concentration in RAFT needs to be kept low to avoid terminations, hence the reaction
rate for RAFT is actually lower than for conventional free radical polymerisation.
1.2.4 Single chain conformations
Understanding the chain conformations of polymers is important for understanding
the structure-property relationships of polymeric materials. In this section we will
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discuss so called ideal chains, which are characterised by the assumption that there
are no interactions between monomers if they are separated far apart from each other
along the polymer chain.[52] In reality, this is an approximation, but for polymer melts
where excluded volume interactions are screened or in polymer solutions at a tem-
perature where the attractive and repulsive interactions are balanced, the ideal chain
approximation gives a good picture of the real system[52]. Attractive and repulsive
interactions are typically temperature dependent.[52] At high temperatures, repulsive
forces typically dominate and chains swell in solution, whereas at low temperatures,
the attractive forces dominate and chains are in a collapsed state. At a certain temper-
ature, attractive and repulsive forces cancel each other and the chains are nearly in an
ideal conformation. This temperature is called the θ-temperature.[52] The ideal chain
approximation is an essential starting point for many of the key models in polymer
physics.
To illustrate the conformations for a polymer chain, let us start with the simplest
polymer, polyethylene -(CH2)n-. The distance between two neighbouring carbon atoms
is almost a constant and equals the -C-C- bond length, l = 0.154 nm. And the angle
between two neighbouring bonds is also almost a constant, θ = 68◦.[75] For four con-
secutive CH2 groups, there are two ways to arrange them and these two arrangements
are termed cis or trans isomers.[76] It has been shown that the trans state is the lowest
energy state. If all CH2 groups are arranged in the trans state, the polymer would be in
a rod-like zig-zag conformation, and the chain has the largest end-to-end distance Rmax
which is determined by the number n and the length l of -C-C- bond and the angle θ
between two neighbouring bonds.
Rmax = nlcos(θ/2) (1.11)
For flexible polymer with n + 1 atoms along the backbone, the bond vector ~ri goes
from atom Ai−1 to atom Ai, as shown in Figure 1.14. The end-to-end vector is the
summation of all n bond vectors along the backbone:
~Rn =
n∑
i+1
~ri (1.12)
Different chains have different conformations resulting in different bond vectors and
different end-to-end vectors. However, the average end-to-end vector for an isotropic
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Figure 1.14: Schematic illustration of one possible conformation for a flexible polymer
with n + 1 atoms.
polymer chain collection should be zero:[52]〈 ~Rn〉 = 0 (1.13)
For a set of chains which show no preferred orientation, the ensemble average of the
end-to-end vector should be zero. The simplest non-zero average is the mean-square
end-to-end distance
〈
R2
〉
which is defined as:
〈
R2
〉
=
〈 ~R2n〉 = 〈~Ri · ~R j〉 = 〈( n∑
i+1
~ri
)
·
( n∑
i+1
~r j
)〉
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
〈
~ri · ~r j
〉
(1.14)
For the backbones only containing one bond length l = |~ri|, the scalar product can be
expressed in terms of the angle θ between ~ri and ~r j:
~ri · ~r j = l2cosθi j (1.15)
Thus the mean-square end-to-end distance can be expressed as:
〈
R2
〉
= l2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
〈
cosθi j
〉
(1.16)
The freely jointed chain model is one of the simplest models for ideal polymer chains.[52]
In the freely jointed chain model, the bond length is a constant l = |~ri|, and there are
no correlations between ~ri and ~r j, thus
〈
cosθi j
〉
= 0 for i , j, under the condition
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that atoms Ai and A j are far separated from each other (|i − j|  1). There are only
n non-zero terms in equation 1.16 when i = j,
〈
cosθi j
〉
= 1. Thus the mean-square
end-to-end distance can be expressed as:〈
R2
〉
= nl2 (1.17)
For any ideal chain, there is no correlation between bond vectors of two monomers
which are separated far enough from each other, thus for an arbitrary bond vector ~ri,
the summation over all other bond vectors ~ri j converges to a finite number which can
be defined as:
C
′
i =
n∑
j=1
〈
cosθi j
〉
(1.18)
Substituting equation 1.18 into equation 1.16 gives:
〈
R2
〉
= l2
n∑
i=1
C
′
i = l
2n
1
n
n∑
i=1
C
′
i (1.19)
Flory’s characteristic ratio C∞ is defined as the average of the constant C
′
i over all
bonds along backbone of a polymer:
C∞ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
C
′
i (1.20)
Substituting equation 1.20 into equation 1.19 gives〈
R2
〉
= C∞nl2 (1.21)
The above equation shows that for an ideal chain
〈
R2
〉
is proportional to the number of
bonds n along the backbone multiplied by the square of the bond length l2 and with a
coefficient C∞. The Flory’s characteristic ratio shows dependence on the local stiffness
of a polymer chain.[77] Many flexible polymers have C∞ value ranging from 7 to 9,
such as poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, C∞ = 6.7) and polypropylene (PP, C∞ = 5.9). C∞
tends to increase as side groups become larger because of sterically hindering effect,
for example, C∞ for polystyrene (PS) is 9.5.[78]
Some properties of many flexible polymer are independent of their local chemical
structures, which can be interpreted by an equivalent freely jointed chain model.[52]
In this model, the definition for
〈
R2
〉
and Rmax is the same to that in the freely jointed
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chain model. Instead of considering a single monomer as the unit, several freely jointed
effective bonds with a length of b compose the equivalent chain. The effective bond
length b is defined as the Kuhn length,[79] and the following equation holds:
Nb = Rmax (1.22)
and the mean-square end-to-end distance is:〈
R2
〉
= Nb2 = bRmax = C∞nl2 (1.23)
Thus the number and length of the effective bonds unit can be calculated as
N =
R2max
C∞nl2
(1.24)
b =
〈
R2
〉
Rmax
=
C∞nl2
Rmax
(1.25)
The Kuhn length is usually equivalent to the length of several monomers, and is an
important parameters used in models to describe polymer dynamics.[52, 79]
1.2.5 The Rouse model
The Rouse model is a successful model to effectively describe polymer dynamics for
unentangled polymer liquids.[80–82] In the Rouse model, the monomers are repre-
sented by N beads which are connected by springs.[82] The springs have a root-mean-
square size of b, as shown in Figure 1.15. In this model, the beads only interact with
each other through the springs, and each bead has its own friction with a friction coef-
ficient of ζ. Thus the total friction coefficient for a whole chain is the summation over
all beads:
ζR = Nζ (1.26)
where ζR is the total friction coefficient for a Rouse chain. The Einstein equation relates
the diffusion coefficient D to the friction coefficient (D = kT/ζ). Thus, the diffusion
coefficient for a whole Rouse chain can be obtained through the Einstein equation:
DR =
kT
ζR
=
kT
Nζ
(1.27)
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where DR is the diffusion coefficient for a Rouse chain. The Rouse time τR is the
characteristic time during which a polymer chain diffuses a distance of its own size:
τR ≈ R
2
DR
≈ R
2
kT/(Nζ)
=
ζ
kT
NR2 (1.28)
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Figure 1.15: Schematic illustration of Rouse model for a chain with N monomers. The
monomers are presented by beads which are connected by springs.
The Rouse time is an important parameter for understanding time-dependent prop-
erties of polymers.[80, 81] For time-scales shorter than the Rouse time τ < τR, the
whole chain does not have enough time to relax, thus the chain shows viscoelastic
properties. However, for time-scales longer than the Rouse time τ > τR, the whole
chain can diffuse, and the chain thus shows only viscous properties.
The size of a polymer R is related the number of monomers along the backbone:
R ≈ bNν (1.29)
Here ν is the reciprocal of the fractal dimension of a polymer, and ν = 1/2 for an ideal
chain.[52] A chain with N beads has N − 1 springs to connect them. For a chain long
enough, the number of springs can be approximated by N. For the individual beads in
a Rouse chain, the timescale for motion can be expressed as:
τ0 =
ζb2
kT
(1.30)
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where τ0 is also called the Kuhn monomer relaxation time. Substituting equations 1.29
and 1.30 into the equation 1.28, the Rouse time can be expressed as:
τR ≈ ζkT NR
2 =
ζb2
kT
N1+2ν ≈ τ0N1+2ν (1.31)
For ideal chains, ν = 1/2, and the Rouse time can thus be expressed as:
τR = τ0N2 (1.32)
Rouse in 1953 published the full calculation of the relaxation time for ideal chains with
a coefficient:[82]
τR =
ζb2
6pi2kT
N2 (1.33)
The above equations demonstrate that the Rouse relaxation time is proportional to the
square of the number of monomers in a chain. The monomer relaxation time τ0 and the
Rouse relaxation time τR are two important characteristic time-scales in predicting the
time-dependent chain relaxation behaviour. For τ < τ0, even monomers do not have
enough time to relax, thus a chain shows elastic response. For τ0 < τ < τR, a chain
shows viscoelastic response. For τ > τR, a chain shows viscous response.
The longest relaxation in the Rouse model is the relaxation time for a whole chain
which is expressed in equation 1.32. Thus the relaxation time for a chain section
involving N/p monomers can be expressed as:
τp ≈ τ0
(N
p
)2
for p = 1, 2, 3, ...,N (1.34)
When the mode index p = N, τp = τ0, which means that the relaxation time for a
monomer is the shortest time in the Rouse model. When p = 1, τp = τR, which means
that the relaxation time for a whole chain is the longest relaxation time in the Rouse
model. The mode index p breaks a chain into p sections, and each section has N/p
monomers which relax independently on a timescale of τp. The larger the p value
means the fewer the monomers involved to relax, thus the shorter the relaxation time
is. Therefore, at a time of τp after a step strain is applied, the modes with mode index
larger than p can relax, but the modes with mode index smaller than p can not relax.
The number of unrelaxed modes per chain after τp equals the mode index p, and
each mode can contribute an energy on the order of kT to the stress relaxation modulus.
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Thus the stress relaxation modulus after τp is proportional to the product of the thermal
energy kT and the number density of sections with N/p monomers (φ/(b3N/p)):
G(τp) ≈ kTb3
φp
N
(1.35)
where φ is the volume fraction for the chain sections with N/p monomers. By com-
bining equations 1.34 and 1.35, the stress relaxation modulus in the Rouse model for
intermediate time-scales can be expressed as:
G(t) ≈ kT
b3
φ
( t
τ0
)−1/2
for τ0 < t < τR (1.36)
It is also known that the stress relaxation modulus shows an exponential decay when
t > τR. Thus the stress relaxation modulus in the Rouse model in the terminal region
can be expressed as:
G(t) ≈ kT
b3
φ
( t
τ0
)−1/2
exp(−t/τR) for t > τR (1.37)
In the frequency domain, the storage and loss moduli for the Rouse model can be
expressed as:
G′(ω) ≈ φkT
b3N
(ωτR)2√
[1 + (ωτR)2]
[ √
1 + (ωτR)2 + 1
] for ω < 1/τ0 (1.38)
G′′(ω) ≈ φkT
b3N
ωτR
√ √
1 + (ωτR)2 + 1
1 + (ωτR)2
for ω < 1/τ0 (1.39)
In the frequency range 1/τR  ω  1/τ0, G′ and G′′ of the Rouse model are equal to
each other and scales as the square root of frequency:
G′(ω) ≈ G′′(ω) ∼ ω1/2 for 1/τR  ω  1/τ0 (1.40)
At high frequencies ω > 1/τ0, no modes can relax in the Rouse model and the chains
are in the glassy state. At low frequencies ω < 1/τR, the storage modulus is propor-
tional to the square of the frequency, G′(ω) ∼ ω2, and the loss modulus is proportional
to the frequency, G′(ω) ∼ ω, which is the universal case for the terminal response for
viscoelastic liquids.
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1.2.6 The tube model
When polymer chains become long enough, a chain can impose topological constraints
on other chains; thus they cannot cross each other, as shown in Figure 1.16a. These
topological constraints are called entanglements. The reptation model, also called tube
model, is a molecular model used to describe polymer dynamics for entangled poly-
mer fluids.[83, 84] In the tube model, the topological constraints from all surrounding
chains make a given chain not relax as freely as in the Rouse model. Instead, the given
chain can only diffuse through these surrounding chains, and motion of the given chain
is restricted in a tube-like region, as shown in Figure 1.16b. The motion of the blue
chain can only diffuse within the tube region (indicated by black lines) because of the
topological constraints imposed by the red chains. A chain can only diffuse in the tube-
like region indicated by black lines in Figure 1.16b because of the constraints imposed
by the chain from other nearby chains, and the diffuse path of a chain can undergo, as
indicated by the green dotted line in Figure 1.16b is called the primitive path.
Monomers along the backbone are constrained to stay close to the primitive path
with a certain degree of fluctuations, which defines the width of the constraint tube,
called the tube diameter a. In the network of long linear chains, there are many en-
tanglement points and the strand between two entanglement points are called the en-
tanglement strand with a molecular weight of Me composed of Ne monomers. Thus
the entanglement molecular weight Me = NeM0, where M0 is the molecular weight for
monomers. The tube diameter is related to the end-to-end distance of the entanglement
strand:
a ≈ bN1/2e (1.41)
The entanglement strands determine the plateau modulus Gp:
Gp =
ρRT
Me
(1.42)
The importance of entanglements on the elasticity of polymers has been proven by
computer simulations and experimental observations.[52]
One can view the tube as composed of N/Ne sections, and each section contains
Ne monomers. Thus, the motion of the whole chain can be considered as the random
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a
a
b
Figure 1.16: Schematic illustration of (a) topological constraints between long linear
chains and (b) the tube model. The topological constraints from the red chains make
the motion of the blue chain in the tube-like region (black lines) with the tube diameter
of a.
walk of entanglement strands (N/Ne strands of size a) or random walk of monomers
(N monomers of size b).
R ≈ a
( N
Ne
)1/2 ≈ bN1/2 (1.43)
The average length
〈
L
〉
of the primitive path is the product of a and the number of
entanglement strands: 〈
L
〉 ≈ a N
Ne
≈ Nb
2
a
≈ bN
N1/2e
(1.44)
For a polymer with N  Ne, stress relaxation remains almost constant in a wide time or
frequency range because of entanglements. The volume occupied by an entanglement
strand Ve can be expressed as:
Ve =
Me
ρNAv
(1.45)
Where ρ is the density for a polymer and NAv is the Avogadro’s constant. The Ve is
also related to the number Ne and the volume of monomers V0:
Ve =
Me
ρNAv
= V0Ne ≈ V0 a
2
b2
(1.46)
Thus, the plateau modulus is related to Me for an entanglement polymer can be ex-
pressed as:
Gp ≈ ρRTMe ≈
kT
V0Ne
≈ b
2kT
a2V0
(1.47)
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The above equation means that the plateau modulus is related to the thermal energy of
unrelaxed chain strands carry.
t
G
(t)
τ0
-1/2
G0
Gp
τe τrep
Figure 1.17: Schematic illustration of stress relaxation modulus as a function of time
for entangled polymer predicted by the tube model in the log-log plot.
The motion of chains in the tube region is in the manner of curvilinear diffusion,
which is characterized by the number of monomers N and the friction coefficient ζ
between monomers. Thus, based on the Einstein equation, the curvilinear diffusion
coefficient Dc can be expressed as:
Dc =
kT
Nζ
(1.48)
The reptation time τrep is defined as the time a chain takes to diffuse out the original
tube with a average length
〈
L
〉
:
τrep ≈
〈
L
〉2
Dc
≈ ζb
2N3
NekT
(1.49)
The above equation predicts that the reptation time is proportional to the cube of molec-
ular weigh τrep ∼ N3 ∼ M3. However, in experiments, the power law exponent is mea-
sured to be 3.4, τrep ∼ M3.4 which shows a slight disagreement with the tube model.
The reptation model can be used to predict the stress relaxation modulus G(t) for
entangled polymers. On the length scale larger than the tube diameter a, topological
constraints are not important and entanglement strands show similar dynamics of unen-
tangled polymer melts which can be described by the Rouse model. The longest Rouse
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relaxation time τe for the entanglement strand with Ne monomers can be expressed as:
τe = τ0N2e (1.50)
The time dependent stress relaxation modulus for entangled polymers was calculated
by Doi and Edwards in 1978:
G(t) =
8
pi2
Gp
∑
oddp
1
p2
exp
(
− p
2t
τrep
)2
(1.51)
The stress relaxation modulus is shown schematically in Figure 1.17. The repatation
time in this model can be calculated as:
τrep = 6τ0
N3
Ne
= 6τe
( N
Ne
)3
(1.52)
Equation 1.51 is the so-called Doi-Edwards equation which is the first molecular model
for viscoelastic properties of entangled polymers.
The relationship between molecular weights and the viscosity can usually be de-
scribed by η ∝ Mα, where α equals 1 for unentangled polymers and about 3.4 for entan-
gled polymers from experimental data. Based on the Maxwell theory, η = G(τ)τ.[85]
In the Rouse model, the modulus corresponding to the timescale of the longest Rouse
mode is related to the product the number density of chains and thermal energy kT ,
G(τ) = kTφ/(Nb3). The relaxation time of the longest Rouse mode is ∼ τ0N2, thus,
η = G(τ)τ ∝ N, which means that for unentangled polymers, the viscosity is propor-
tional to the molecular weight. For entangled polymers, the tube model predicts that
the viscosity is proportional to M3, see Equation 1.52. In reality, one typically observes
a larger exponent: η ∝ M3.4.[52, 83] The tube model ignores tube length fluctuations
which might relax on shorter timescales. It also does not include the constraints re-
lease, which means that entanglements also fluctuates due to the fact that chains that
provide the constraints can diffuse and release their entanglement effects. Both the
contour length fluctuations and the constraint release lead to the power of 3.4, instead
of the value of 3 predicted by the model. Thus, further modifications to the tube model
are under investigation to improve the predication.
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1.2.7 The sticky Rouse model
To be able to predict and hence design and control viscoelastic properties of supramolec-
ular polymers (see Section 1.1.2), it is important to understand how to model the rhe-
ological response. The most commonly used model to describe rheology of unen-
tangled associating polymers is the sticky Rouse model, which is based on the idea
that stress can be relaxed through breaking and reformation of reversible cross linking
groups, i.e. stickers.[4, 86–90] Stickers are non-covalent and reversible bonds between
polymer chains which act as physical cross-links. For the normal Rouse modes with
lengths shorter than the distance between two sticky groups, Ms, stress relaxation of
these Rouse modes is essentially Rouse-like. However, for the chain segments longer
than Ms, the stress relaxation is controlled by the association and dissociation of sticky
groups.[88, 89] Based on these ideas, the Rouse relaxation modulus with considering
molecular weight distribution can be expressed as:
GR(t) =
∑
i
ρwiRT
Mi
Ni∑
p=1
exp
(−tp2
τ0N2i
)
(1.53)
where ρ is the density of a polymer, wi and Mi are weight fraction and molecular
weight of the ith chain. Ni = Mi/M0 is the number of elementary Rouse segments
per chain, M0 and τ0 are molecular weight and characteristic time of the elementary
Rouse unit, respectively. For supramolecular polymers, the Rouse segments longer
than Ms can feel the constraints from the association of sticky groups.[4] For the time
scales shorter than the association time τs, the stress relaxation is controlled by τs.
The relaxations of lower Rouse modes (p = 1 to p = Ns,i) are delayed, where Ns,i is
the average number of sticky groups on the ith chain fraction. Thus, the sticky Rouse
relaxation modulus can be expressed as:
Gs(t) =
∑
i
ρwiRT
Mi
 Ns,i∑
p=1
exp
( −tp2
τsN2s,i
)
+
Ni∑
p=Ns,i+1
exp
( −tp2
τ0N2s,i
) (1.54)
The above equation includes two contributions. The first contribution sums over the
Rouse modes contribution longer than Ms (low order Rouse mode), whereas the second
contribution sums over Rouse modes contribution shorter than Ms (high order Rouse
modes).
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1.3 The glassy state and the glass transition
If you ask someone in the street what a glass is, you will most likely not get an exact
definition but most people can surely give many examples, including windows, bottles
etc. However, although glass is an ancient material that has been used by human beings
for over thousands of years, the nature of glass and particularly the nature of the glass
transition has never been fully understood. [91, 92] In the words of the Nobel prize
winner Philip Anderson:
”The deepest and most interesting unsolved problem in solid state theory is probably
the theory of the nature of glass and the glass transition.”[93]
1.3.1 Supercooled liquids and glasses
There are three well defined thermodynamic equilibrium states for a substance: gas,
liquid and crystalline solid. As temperature decreases, the motion of molecules be-
comes slower[91] and the specific volume generally decreases. For most liquids, un-
dergoing different cooling rates can result in different structures: an ordered crystal, a
supercooled liquid, or a disordered solid glass[91, 92]. Some materials including some
polymers can never form a crystal. If the cooling rate is slow enough, the molecules
have enough time to find their equilibrium positions within an ordered crystal struc-
ture, which minimises the free energy. Crystals have long range periodicity, and the
temperature when this transition becomes thermodynamically preferred is termed the
melting point, Tm.
The second route occurs if the cooling rate is fast enough and a liquid is clean
enough so that nucleation and thus crystallization can be avoided. The liquid will then
not crystallize at the melting point, but will reach lower temperatures and exist in a
thermodynamically metastable state termed the supercooled liquid. As temperature
decreases in the supercooled state, the motion of the molecules become ever slower.
When the characteristic time-scale of molecular motions becomes longer than the time-
scale characterising cooling, there is not enough time to form a crystal and a disordered
solid with a liquid-like structure can be formed; this solid is called a glass [91, 92].
The temperature at which the characteristic motions of molecules reaches a typical
experimental time-scale of 100 seconds is called the glass transition temperature, Tg.
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A supercooled liquid is in a metastable state [91, 92] with regards to the equilibrium
crystal state. The viscosity, η, increases rapidly with decreasing temperature in the
supercooled state and the temperature dependence can usually be described by the
Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation:[94]
η = η0exp(
DT0
T − T0 ) (1.55)
A material behaves like a solid when η reaches around 1012 Pa·s, which is termed the
glass. A glass does not long range ordered structures as crystals show, instead, the
glass has random structures on the molecular scale as liquids show. The temperature
when η reaches around 1012 Pa·s is termed the glass transition temperature Tg.
Liquid
Crystal
Supercooled liquid
Glass
Temperature
H(T)
V(T)
S(T)
Tk Tg2 Tg1 Tm
Figure 1.18: Diagram showing several thermodynamic properties (enthalpy H(T ), en-
tropy S (T ), specific volume V(T ) as a function of temperatures at a constant pressure.
Lines in different colours and styles show properties of a material at different states
which are defined in figure. Variations of H, S and V upon temperature Tm are non-
continuous at melting point Tm. The red dot-dashed line is the extrapolation from
supercooled liquid line. The crossover of extrapolated supercooled liquid line with
crystal line is termed Kauzmann temperature, Tk, indicating that all liquids have to
crystallize at this temperature, otherwise entropy of supercooled liquids at tempera-
tures below Tk would be lower than that of corresponding crystals. This is so-called
entropy crisis.[95, 96]
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1.3.2 The glass transition
The transition from liquid to glass is called the glass transition and involves two states,
the supercooled liquid and the glassy state [91, 92]. The former state is a metastable
state and the latter is a non-equilibrium state. Taking the most common SiO2 glass
as an example, at high temperature above Tm, the SiO2 glass melt is a viscous liq-
uid. As temperature decreases, the viscosity of the melt increases sharply, especially
when the temperature is approaching Tg. After the temperature goes below Tg, the
melt becomes a long-range disordered, non-equilibrium solid. Figure 1.18 describes a
variation of the enthalpy H(T ), entropy S (T ) and specific volume V(T ) as the tempera-
ture decreases from above Tm to below Tg.[97] There are two routes for an equilibrium
liquid to become solid when the temperature approaches Tm. One is to crystallize and
form a stable, equilibrium crystal for materials that can crystallize. In this case, a dis-
continuous decrease in first order thermodynamic properties, such as the volume, can
be observed, see Figure 1.18. The other one is to go to the so-called supercooled liquid
state if the cooling rate is fast enough so that crystallization can be avoided.
As the temperature decreases further, the supercooled liquids turns into a glass.
During the glass transition, no discontinuous changes in volume, enthalpy and entropy
are observed. Instead, a change of the slope of the thermodynamic properties as func-
tion of temperature is observed in the glass region, as shown in Figure 1.18. Moreover,
the Tg depends on the cooling rate. The higher cooling rate results in a higher Tg,
Tg1 > Tg2, as shown in Figure 1.18. Thus, the Tg is not a fixed value for a certain
material. Within the glass transition range, as shown in Figure 1.18, the entropy of the
liquids is higher than the corresponding crystals. If the supercooled liquid does not go
into the glassy state when the temperature decreases, then in theory, there would be
crossover temperature at which the liquid and the corresponding crystalline states have
the same entropy. This hypothesized temperature is called the Kauzmann temperature
(Tk).[95] In the crystal state main contribution to entropy is vibrations and in super-
cooled state both vibrational and configurational degrees of freedom contribute. Thus,
at Tk the configurational part of entropy would effectively approach zero. If temper-
ature is reduced further the configurational entropy would become negative, which is
unphysical. This paradox is so−called entropy crisis.[95, 96]
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1.3.3 Relaxation dynamics in supercooled liquids
A range of characteristic relaxation mechanisms are generally observed for glass-
forming materials. These are often named using Greek letters, as α, β and γ, and
the relaxations are normally termed in order of decreasing relaxation time for a fixed
temperature.[98] Examples are shown in Figure 1.19a. In this section, these relaxation
processes will be introduced.
The structural α relaxation
The α relaxation is the primary structural relaxation which is related to the glass
transition.[98] On time-scales longer than the α relaxation time-scale, τalpha, the ma-
terial behaves like a liquid, whereas on timescales shorter than τalpha, the material
behaves like a solid. Based on the Maxwell theory of viscosity, the relation between
viscosity and the structural relaxation time-scale is:
η = G∞τα (1.56)
where η is the viscosity, and G∞ is the instantaneous shear modulus, respectively. The
temperature for which the viscosity reaches or above 1013 Pa·s,[99] which corresponds
to a timescale around 100 s, is normally defined as glass transition temperature Tg. The
temperature dependence of the α relaxation time-scale can be described using the VFT
equation:[94]
τ = τ0exp(
DT0
T − T0 ) (1.57)
where T0 is the temperature at which τα tends to infinity, and D is the so-called strength
parameter and is a measure of the temperature dependence of τα. The dynamics of
different liquids approach their glass transition temperatures differently. A so called
fragility parameter, m, has been proposed to describe the difference in temperature de-
pendence of the viscosity or structural relaxation time between different liquids when
forming a glass. m is defined as the slope of log10τα at Tg in the Arrhenius plot:[100]
m =
d(log10τα)
d(TgT )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T=Tg
(1.58)
Angell classified glass-formers according to their fragilities. The dynamic behaviour of
strong liquids when the temperature approaches Tg can be described by the Arrhenius
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equation, which is a near straight line in the Angell plot with a m value around 16.[92]
The dynamics of fragile liquids when the temperature approaches Tg deviates from the
Arrhenius equation, and can be described by the VFT equation. The more it deviates
from the Arrhenius behaviour, the larger the m value is (Figure 1.19b).[101] It is also
clear that τα for glass-formers with a smaller value of D shows a stronger temperature
dependence (larger m value, Figure 1.19b).
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Figure 1.19: (a) The Arrhenius of plot of relaxation timescales as a function of tem-
peratures for α, β and γ relaxations. (b) VFT behaviour of α relaxation with different
values of strength parameter, D, showing different fragilities.
Theoretical models used to explain the glass transition
Debates on the origin of the glass transition phenomenon (the slowing down of the α
relaxation within the supercooled state) have led to many attempts to understand the
phenomenon in theory, and many theoretical models have been proposed. [91, 92, 96,
100, 102–105] Since there are so many approaches, it is out of the scope of this thesis
to introduce all models in detail. However, two of mostly discussed models will be
introduced briefly and these are also mentioned in the latter chapters of this thesis.
One of these models is called the free volume model and is based on the assumption
that the volume of a material can be divided into two parts: one part is the volume
occupied by molecules and the other is the volume not occupied by molecules, which
can thus be shared by molecules once displacements of molecules occur.[106] The
latter part was termed free volume, V f . The core idea is that V f of a material has to
be large enough for structural relaxation to occur. As the temperature decreases, V f
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decreases. At a certain temperature, there is not enough V f for structural relaxation to
occur, meaning the motions of the molecules are arrested. Thus, within this type of
model, the structural relaxation is related to the temperature dependence of V f :[92]
τ = τ0exp(
A
V f
) (1.59)
The above equation yields a VFT-like behaviour of the temperature dependent α relax-
ation time-scales based on simple modeling of the temperature dependence of V f [92]
An extension to the free volume model was also proposed. In the extended model,
a material can be considered as a mixture of two regions: one is liquid-like and the
other is solid-like.[107] Relaxations in the liquid-like region is due to exchange of free
volume between molecules. As the temperatures decreases, the liquid-like regions be-
came smaller, while on the contrary, the solid-like regions became lager. The glass
transition occurs at the temperature where the solid-like regions occupy the whole ma-
terial. Although the free volume models show some success when applied to some
polymers, they have significant drawbacks. First of all, the free volume can not be
defined precisely. Secondly, a material measured at constant volume can also show a
glass transition.[108] These drawbacks indicate that only consideration of redistribu-
tion of free volume is not enough to explain the origin of a glass transition.
Other models were proposed that were based instead on the temperature depen-
dence of the entropy. In such entropy based models, an increase of the α relaxation
time-scale with decreasing temperature is related to a decreasing number of molecu-
lar configurations and thus a decreasing configurational entropy, S c. Thus, the glass
transition occurs at a temperatures where S c = 0. One of the most discussed entropy
models was proposed by Adam and Gibbs.[109] The concept of cooperatively rear-
ranging regions (CRR) was introduced which was defined as subregions of a material.
Relaxations of the subregions were not dependent on the surrounding subregions, and
the size of the CRR increases upon a decrease of temperature (more molecules are
included in a CRR).[105] Based on the assumption that the activation energy of the α
relaxation is proportional to the size of the CRR, the α relaxation time-scale can be
expressed as[92]
τ = τ0exp
A
TS c(T )
(1.60)
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The above equation implies that an increasing of the α relaxation time is related to
an increase of the size of CRRs with decreasing temperatures. Although many as-
pects of the entropy model has been demonstrated to be consistent with data for many
systems,[92] the determination of configurational entropy by experimental methods is
difficult, but it can be estimated as the difference between the total entropy and the
vibrational entropy. The total entropy is measurable by DSC and the vibrational en-
tropy can be estimated as the extrapolation of crystal entropy into the supercooled or
glassy region. However, even if the configurational entropy can be approximately esti-
mated, the CRR size determined from the estimated entropy only contains a very small
number of molecules.[110] and the relaxation of such a small CRR size is less likely
independent on the surroundings.[92]
Secondary relaxations
In addition to the structural α relaxation, secondary relaxations which occur at lower
temperatures or at higher frequencies have been observed in polymers[111] and small
molecular glass formers,[112] which are usually termed β and γ. Compared with the
α relaxation, these secondary relaxations show some different features: i) they occur
at higher frequencies for a fixed temperature or at lower temperatures, even below Tg,
for a fixed probe time-scale or frequency; ii) the relaxation strength as determined for
instance from dielectric or mechanical spectroscopy are usually symmetric on log-log
plots; iii) the temperature dependence of the secondary relaxation timescales usually
follows the Arrhenius behaviour within the glassy state (Figure 1.19a):
τ = τ0exp(
Ea
kBT
) (1.61)
where Ea is activation energy, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The β relaxations are general amongst glass-forming materials, however, there
is no general agreement on the origin of secondary β relaxations. In polymers, it
was proposed that β relaxation is related to both intermolecular and intramolecular
motions.[111] It has been demonstrated that for many polymers e.g. with side-groups
that the β relaxation has a side-group component but also requires backbone motions,
and for polymers without side groups, β relaxations can also be observed.[113] In
small molecular glass formers, β relaxations can also be observed and are of largely
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intermolecular nature.[112] Understanding the role played by secondary relaxations is
important for glassy dynamics, and it was suggested that β relaxations are also linked
to the α relaxations,[114] and investigations on secondary β relaxations are still a hot
topic currently.[115]
1.4 Importance of the work
In this thesis, the relaxation dynamics of four supramolecular systems will be inves-
tigated. The first system is based on a comb-like polymeric backbone of poly(2-
ethylhexyl acrylate) (PEHA) to which a random distribution of 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyri-
midinone (UPy) side groups are added. A series of polymers with a systematic vari-
ation of the concentration of UPy-based side-groups has been synthesised using re-
versible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerisation. The second
system is based on poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) for which its chain ends are function-
alised using UPy hydrogen-bonding groups forming a polymer with supramolecular
end-groups (UPyPPG). The unfunctionalised PPG is a viscous liquid at room temper-
ature whereas UPyPPG is a rubbery material due to the formation of long extended
chains through multiple end-to-end hydrogen bonds. The third system is based on
polytetrahydrofuran (PTHF) which contains hydroxyl end-groups. We investigate a
range of PTHFs with different molecular weights. Finally, the fourth system consists
of alkane diols which contain varying number of backbone carbons between two hy-
droxyl chain-ends.
The last few decades have witnessed great developments in research and applica-
tion fields related to supramolecular materials. Many supramolecular systems have
been prepared by chemists, and applications of these supramolecular systems have
been tested for use in a wide range of areas; examples include materials for medi-
cal applications such as drug or DNA delivery into living cells and controlled drug
release. However, many fundamental aspects such as the rheological response, the
relaxation dynamics over a wide temperature range, and structure-property relation-
ships are not well understood. This thesis is aimed at reaching a better understanding
of how supramolecular interactions affect the structure, rheology and relaxation dy-
namics over a wide temperature range ranging from the glassy to the melt state for a
range of different supramolecular oligomer and polymer systems. The aim is to build
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up a better understanding of this material which can provide guidelines for the design
and tuning of new supramolecular materials in the future. We have also investigate a
few potential applications of our synthesized chain-end functionalised supramolecular
polymer within the application area of Li-ion batteries and self-healing coating areas,
respectively.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Techniques
A range of experimental techniques were used to probe the dynamics of the supramolec-
ular materials in the melt and glassy states, covering timescales from ∼10−10 to 103 s.
These techniques include broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS), rheometry , differ-
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC), temperature modulated DSC (MDSC), rate depen-
dent DSC (RDSC) and Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). This chapter will detail
the theoretical and experimental aspects of these techniques.
A number of complementary techniques were also used to characterise the molec-
ular weight and structure of the supramolecular materials, such as size exclusion chro-
matography (SEC), small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and wide angle X-ray scatter-
ing (WAXS). Since these techniques do not directly probe the relaxation dynamics of
the systems, the details of these will not be discussed here but will instead be discussed
in the relevant results chapters.
2.1 Broadband dielectric spectroscopy
The structural relaxation dynamics of an amorphous material near the glass transi-
tion occur on timescales spanning many orders of magnitude. Broadband dielectric
spectroscopy (BDS) is a widely used technique to study the dynamics near the glass
transition temperature, Tg, because its operational frequency range can cover many
orders of magnitude, from from ∼10−6 to 1011 Hz. The spectrometer used in this
work has a frequency range of 10−2 to 106 Hz, corresponding to timescales rang-
ing from ∼16 and 10−7 s.[116] In the following sections, the theoretical aspects of
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the BDS will be introduced, following the books of Scho¨nhals,[117] Bo¨ttcher and
Rip,[118] Runt and Fitzgerald[119] and the PhD theses of Baker,[115] Gainaru[120]
and Blochowicz.[121] Subsequently, several empirical functions used to fit and analyse
the dielectric spectra will be explained and finally some general experimental details
will be given.
2.1.1 Polarisation of a material in an electrical fields
External electric fields can result in a macroscopic polarisation, P, of a material.[118,
122] This polarisation can be attributed to several mechanisms: (i) the reorientation of
the permanent dipoles of the molecule, µ; (ii) a displacement of the electron clouds rel-
ative to their nuclei; and (iii) a displacement of nuclei relative to other nuclei.[118, 123]
The first mechanism is of particular interest, because it occurs in the detectable fre-
quency range of the spectrometer used in this work. When studying the slow dynamics
near Tg, the reorientation of permanent dipoles can give information about the molec-
ular dynamics within a material.[124] The latter two cases, leading to a so-called in-
duced polarisation, P∞ , occuring on timescales faster than 10−13s, and this is thus not
directly detectable using our spectrometer.
Besides the above three mechanism, materials can also show other macroscopic polar-
isations if they contain charged species.[117] An external electric field can lead to the
diffusion of these charged species. At long timescales or low frequencies, these species
can accumulate at the surface of the electrodes, resulting in an extra macroscopic po-
larisation. This is the so called DC-conductivity,[117] which can result in a sharp in-
crease in the imaginary part of permittivity so that it can even surpress the signal due to
molecular fluctuations.[115] In some inhomogenous materials, such as partly crystal-
lized or phase separated materials, the charged species can also accumulate at the inter-
faces of different phases, and this leads to a so-called Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars (MWS)
polarisation.[117] When analysing the dielectric spectra, careful attention must be paid
if the spectra contain a DC-conductivity relaxation.
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2.1.2 Reorientation of permanent dipoles in an electrical field
According to Maxwell’s equations, the interaction of an applied electric field E to a
material can be expressed as:[117, 118]
D = εsε0E (2.1)
where D is the dielectric displacement field due to the applied field and ε0 and εs are
the permittivity of free space and static permittivity, respectively. The applied electric
field must be small enough to avoid nonlinear effects. The polarisation, P, describes
the dielectric displacement due to the response of the material to E, and is defined as:
P = ε0(εs − 1)E (2.2)
The term εs − 1 is a measure of how easily the material can be polarized by the applied
electrical field. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the permanent dipoles of molecules
are randomly oriented in the material due to thermal fluctuations.[122, 124] However,
when an electric field is applied the permanent dipoles will start to align with the field.
After a certain amount of time the polarisation will reach a maximum value oriented
in the direction of the applied electrical field, generating a macroscopic dipole. This is
termed as orientational polarisation, P0.[117, 118] The total macroscopic polarisation
should be the sum of the orientation polarisation and the induced polarisation, P =
P∞+P0. Here we assume that there are no charged species in the material for simplicity.
The orientational polarisation of a material is the sum over all microscopic perma-
nent dipoles of molecules within a volume V . For simplicity, we consider the external
electric field is along the z direction. Thus the orientational polarisation along the z
direction can be expressed as:
P0 =
1
V
N∑
i=1
µi · z = NV < µ >z (2.3)
where < µ >z and N are the average of all dipole moments in the z direction and the
number of dipoles. In reality, the molecular dipoles are not aligned exactly with the
external electric field due to the thermal fluctuations.[122, 124] Thus, the angle of a
dipole with the z direction, θ, needs to be taken into the consideration. According to
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the Boltzmann statistics one obtains:[120]
< µ >z=
∫ pi
0
µzexp(
µzE
kBT
)dΩ∫ pi
0
exp(
µzE
kBT
)dΩ
(2.4)
where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and dΩ is the differential
space angle. The factor exp(µE/kBT)dΩ is the probability for the dipole moment to
change angles, and dΩ = 2pisinθdθ.[120, 121] µz is the projection of a dipole on the z
direction, µz = µcosθ. Here it is assumed that the dipoles are non-interacting and so
one can define the potential energy of a dipole as U = −µEcosθ.[117, 118, 121] Thus,
equation 2.4 can be simplified to:
< µz >=
µ2E
3kBT
(2.5)
Inserting equation 2.5 into equation 2.3, a relationship between the orientational polar-
isation and applied external field can be derived:[117]
P0 =
µ2
3kBT
N
V
E (2.6)
One can further define an equation for the relationship between the dipole moment and
the dielectric relaxation strength, ∆ε, as follows:
∆ε = εs − ε∞ = 13ε0
µ2
kBT
N
V
(2.7)
Where ε0 and ε∞ are the permittivity at static state and as the frequency tends to infinity
respectively. With the aid of equation 2.7, the so-called Curie law,[117, 118] one can
estimate the average molecular dipole moments from the dielectric spectra.
2.1.3 The relaxation of a polarized material
When an electric field is applied, the permanent dipoles of the molecules will start
to align with the field and it will take a certain amount of time for the orientation
polarisation to reach its maximum value. If the electric field is subsequently removed,
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t0= 0 Time
E P
E0
P0
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the effect of an applied electric field (E) on the
polarisation of a material (P). The polarisation of (P0) is produced when the electric
field of (E0) is applied. After the electric field is removed at t0 = 0, the polarisation
starts to relax to as a function of time.
the polarisation will start to relax to its equilibrium value,[120] as shown in Figure 2.1.
The relaxation of the polarisation can be described by a relaxation function, Φ(t):
Φ(t) =
P0(t)
P0(t = 0)
(2.8)
When the applied electric fields is in the linear regime, it only introduces a small per-
turbation to the molecules.[120] Thus the response of the material to this small pertur-
bation follows the fluctuation dissipation theorem,[117] which means that the response
of the material to the perturbation is similar to the equilibrium thermal fluctuation with-
out an external field. In other words, applying a small electric field to a material can
cause the molecules to deviate from their equilibrium orientation but the deviation de-
gree is equivalent to thermal fluctuations without any electric field. Therefore, to a
good approximation, one can probe molecular dynamics by indirect measurement of
the dipolar reorientation of molecules using dielectric spectroscopy.[117, 123] How-
ever, the applied external electric field has to be small enough so that the fundamental
properties of the materials are not changed by the applied field. If a harmonic electric
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field, E∗(ω) is applied, the polarisation will become frequency dependent as well:
P∗(ω) = ε0(εs − 1)E∗(ω) (2.9)
The complex field, E∗(ω), is related to the complex permittivity, ε∗, which is composed
of real and imaginary parts:[115, 117]
ε∗ = ε′ − iε′′ (2.10)
The real part, ε′, is a measure of the energy stored in the material, whereas the imagi-
nary part, ε′′, is a measure of the energy loss in the material as a function of frequency.[123]
The complex permittivity is related to the relaxation function, in equation 2.8. The re-
lation between the relaxation function, Φ(t), and the complex permittivity, ε∗, can be
described in the following equation:[117, 118]
ε∗ − ε∞
∆ε
= 1 − iω
∫ ∞
0
Φ(t)e−iωtd(t) (2.11)
The application of frequency dependent electric fields, E∗, to a material results in a fre-
quency dependent polarisation, P, which is the result of the orientation and relaxation
of the permanent dipoles in a material. The relaxation of the polarisation is related
to the complex permittivity, ε∗, based on equation 2.11, and dielectric spectroscopy
can measure ε∗ over a wide range of frequencies. Thus, microscopic dynamics can
be probed in a dielectric measurement through the probing of the relaxation of the
permanent dipoles.[117, 123]
The changing rate of the macroscopic polarisation is proportional to its value at a
given time, t, which can be expressed in a differential form:[117, 125]
dP
dt
=
−1
τD
P(t) (2.12)
where τD is the Debye characteristic timescale.[117] In the simplest case, the relaxation
function, Φ(t), follows a single exponential law:
Φ(t) = e−t/τD (2.13)
Substituting equation 2.13 into equation 2.11 produces the complex permittivity, ε∗:
ε∗ = ε∞ +
∆ε
1 + iωτD
(2.14)
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Figure 2.2: The equation shapes for the Debye equation (solid lines with shifted ∆ε
for clarity), the Cole-Cole (CC) equation (black dashed and dotted lines),the Cole-
Davidson (CD) equation (red dashed and dotted lines) and the Havriliak-Negami (HN)
equation (blue dashed and dotted lines). The shape parameters to create these curves
are shown in legends. The curves are vertically shifted for clarity.
where ε∞ is the permittivity at high frequency, ∆ε is the difference between static
and high frequency permittivity, ∆ε = ε∞ − εs, and τD is the characteristic relaxation
timescale. This is the so−called Debye function. The imaginary component, ε′′, of a
Debye relaxation is manifested as a peak as a function of frequency, with symmetric
gradients at low and high frequencies in a log-log plot, equal to 1 and -1 respectively.
In Figure 2.2, three solid lines show the shape of a Debye relaxation peak, shifted
vertically for clarity. The real part of the permittivity, ε′ is step-like in frequency. The
dielectric relaxation strength, ∆ε is defined as the difference between the real part of
the permittivity, ε′, as the frequency tends to 0 and infinity, ∆ε = εs − ε∞, which is the
same as the integral area under the peak of the imaginary part:
∆ε =
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
ε′′(ω)
ω
dω (2.15)
In reality the dielectric relaxation peaks are often observed to be broader than a
Debye relaxation peak. To describe these relaxation peaks, several empirical mod-
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ifications of the Debye equation have been proposed. One such modification is the
Cole-Cole (CC) equation:[126]
ε∗CC(ω) = ε∞ +
∆ε
1 + (iωτCC)α
(2.16)
where α is a stretching parameter, which is in the range of 0 to 1. The value of α
changes the broadness of the peak in ε′′ symmetrically on a logarithmic frequency
axis. The smaller the value of α is, the broader the peak is, as shown by the black
dashed and dotted lines in the Figure 2.2. The Debye equation is obtained by setting α
to 1. The β relaxation in ε′′ is usually manifested as a symmetric peak.
If the dielectric loss peak is not symmetric, the Cole-Davidson equation is required
to describe the relaxation peak:[127]
ε∗CD(ω) = ε∞ +
∆ε
(1 + iωτCD)β
(2.17)
where β describes the asymmetric stretching of the high frequency flank of the loss
peak as shown by the red dashed and dotted lines in the Figure 2.2. In the Debye and
CC equations, the characteristic relaxation timescale is proportional to the reciprocal
of the frequency at which ε′′ reaches a maximum: τ = 1/2piωp. However, as is obvious
from Figure 2.2 the peak position in the CD equation changes with the shape parameter
β in the following way:
ωp =
1
τCD
tan(
pi
2β + 2
) (2.18)
To give more freedom to fit a peak with varying gradients of both the low and high
frequency flanks, the Havriliak-Negami (HN) equation was proposed, which combines
both stretching effects of the CC and CD equations:[128]
ε∗HN(ω) = ε∞ +
∆ε
(1 + (iωτHN)α)β
(2.19)
Using the HN equation to fit a loss peak gives the gradients of α and αβ at low and high
frequency flanks in a log-log plot, respectively, as shown by the blue dashed and dotted
lines in the Figure 2.2. In most cases, the HN equation can describe the loss peak well.
In a similar manner to the CD equation, the peak position of the HN equation is related
to both shape parameters, α and β , in the following way:[128, 129]
ωp =
1
τNH
[sin(
αpi
2β + 2
)]1/α[sin(
αβpi
2β + 2
)]−1/α (2.20)
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2.1.4 The dielectric spectroscopy experimental set-up
The broadband dielectric spectrometer (BDS) used in this work consists of a frequency
analyser (Novocontrol Alpha-N) connected separately to a standard sample cell (Novo-
control BDS 1200) was used to conduct all dielectric measurements in this study. To
conduct a dielectric measurement, a sample is placed between two electrically con-
ductive electrodes (see the schematic diagrams in Figure 2.3). A sinusoidally varying
voltage, V , is applied these two electrodes. The material has a complex capacitance,
C∗, which is a function of the area, A, the distance between the electrodes, d, and the
complex dielectric permittivity of the material, ε∗:[117]
C∗ =
ε0ε
∗A
d
. (2.21)
By applying a sinusoidal voltage:
V∗ = V0eiωt, (2.22)
the spectrometer can measure the complex current, I(ω) , which has a phase difference,
φ(ω), to the applied voltage:[117]
I∗ = I0ei(ωt+φ(ω)) (2.23)
Based on Ohm’s law, the complex impedance of the material is defined as Z∗ =
V(ω)/I(ω), which also be expressed in terms of real and imaginary parts: Z∗ = Z′+ jZ′′.
Based on the complex impedance, the permittivities can be calculated:[115, 117, 130]
ε∗ =
1
iωZ∗(ω)C0
(2.24)
ε′ =
−Z′′
ωC0(Z′2 + Z′′2)
(2.25)
ε′′ =
Z′
ωC0(Z′2 + Z′′2)
(2.26)
Thus, accurate measurements of ε requires high accuracy measurements of the com-
plex impedance. By measuring ε∗ at a series of frequencies, one can get a relationship
between the frequency and the real, ε′ , and imaginary, ε′′, parts of ε∗. A plot of imag-
inary part against the frequency is most often used in analysis of dielectric results.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram showing the experimental setup of the dielectric spec-
troscopy measurement.
BDS is a useful to tool to measure ion conductivities for lithium ion batteries. The
real part Z′ of the complex impedance is called the resistance and is only attributed to a
pure resistance R. The imaginary part Z′′ is called the reactance and is only attributed
to a pure capacitance C through 1/( jωC). An ion conducting material between two
plate electrodes in a BDS measurement can be represented using the parallel circuit in
Figure 2.4a. In the parallel circuit,[131]
1
Z∗
=
1
ZR
+
1
ZC
=
1
R
+ ωC j =
R
1 + RωC j
(2.27)
Thus, the real and imaginary parts of the complex impedance can be expressed as:
Z′ =
R
1 + ω2R2C2
(2.28)
Z′′ =
−ωR2C
1 + ω2R2C2
(2.29)
The plot of −Z′′ as a function of Z′ gives a semi-circle (red line in Figure 2.4c), and
Z∗ can be represented by a vector which points to the edge of the semi-circle. At high
frequency limit, Z′ = R which is the diameter of the semi-circle, and Z′′ = 0. At high
frequency limit, Z∗ = Z′ = Z′′ = 0.
If the frequency of the signal applied to a material is low or the material contains
charged species, ions with opposite charges can accumulate at the surface of each
electrode, forming layers of ions which cause a capacitive effect, Ce. An equivalent
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagrams show the equivalent circuits for BDS measurements
of ion conducting materials between two parallel plate electrodes (a) without and (b)
with ions accumulate on the surfaces of electrodes. (c) Plot of −Z′′ as a function of Z′.
circuit shown in Figure 2.4b can be used to describe this phenomenon.[132] In this
circuit, the Z′ and Z′′ can be expressed as:
Z′ =
R
1 + ω2R2C2
(2.30)
Z′′ =
−ωR2C
1 + ω2R2C2
− 2
ωCe
(2.31)
The capacitive effect from ion layers leads to a vertical line (dotted line in Figure
2.4c) in the plot of −Z′′ against Z′. In reality, there are many other factors can affect
the response from the ion layers. For example, if the surfaces of electrodes are not
smooth, irregularly capacitive effects can change the slope of the vertical line,[131] as
the dashed line in Figure 2.4c shows.
Complex impedance is also related to the ion conductivity σ∗ of a material:
σ∗ =
d
A
1
Z∗
(2.32)
where d and A are the distance between two electrodes and the area of the electrodes.
Thus, the real σ′ and imaginary σ′′ parts of the complex ion conductivity σ∗ can be
expressed as:
σ′ =
d
A
Z′
Z′2 + Z′′2
(2.33)
σ′′ =
d
A
−Z′′
Z′2 + Z′′2
(2.34)
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2.1.5 Sample preparation
BDS can be used to measure samples both in liquid and solid states. In this work,
the BDS measurements for all samples are performed using the two electrodes setup
in Figure 2.5a. To prepare the solid samples, the bottom electrode was placed on a a
hot stage at a temperature at least 80 K higher than the Tg of the particular sample.
Thus depending on the sample, the temperature of the hot stage is different. Then, the
sample was placed onto the bottom electrode. After the sample is melted, three silicon
spacers each with a diameter of 100 µm were placed into the sample melt, and the top
electrode was placed on the spacers. The diameters for the bottom and top electrodes
are 30 and 20 mm, respectively. For liquid samples, a similar procedure was applied at
the room temperature (without the hot stage). For polymeric electrolytes (see Chapter
5) which are viscous liquids, the gel cell in Figure 2.5b was used. First of all, the
sample was placed into the cylindrical groove with 18 mm in diameter and 6.8 mm in
thickness generated by the bottom electrode unit and the Teflon insulators, then the top
electrode was placed onto the sample.
A
B
C
A: top electrode
B: bottom electrode
C: silicon spacer
D: sampleD
Electrodes
Teflon insulator
Sample
a b
Figure 2.5: Schematic diagrams show samples between (a) two electrodes (from top
view) separated by silicon spacers and (b) in a gel cell (from cross-section view) for
BDS measurements.
2.1.6 Characteristics of a typical dielectric relaxation spectrum
A dielectric loss spectrum can contain several contributions in the frequency range
of our spectrometer at a certain temperature.[117] Figure 2.6a shows the schematic
diagram of a dielectric curve which contains several responses. With increasing fre-
quency, an electrode polarisation (EP), ion conductivity σ and α relaxation are shown.
As discussed above, a relaxation process usually shows a peak in the ε′′ curve and a
step feature in the ε′ curve. In an ideal situation there should not be charged species
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in a material, meaning that no ion conductivity signal should be detected. Unfortu-
nately, in most cases a contribution from the ionic conductivity can be detected. The
conductivity, σ0, has the following contribution to ε∗:[117, 123]
ε∗cond(ω) = −i
σ0
ε0ω
(2.35)
The contribution from ion conductivity is only observed in dielectric loss curves ε′′
and can be described by a power-law flank at low frequency. Thus in a plot on double
logarithmic axes, it is manifested as a straight line and the slope of the line is the
exponent of the power law. Sometimes, the sample contains charged mobile carriers,
such as metal ions. Furthermore, the contribution to ε′′ from the orientation of dipoles
of the target molecules can be suppressed by the conductivity signal. Thus, samples
with high ionic conductivity should be pre-cleaned before a dielectric measurement in
order to remove these charged species.[130] As decreasing frequency, charged species
in the material have enough time to move, and form ion layers on the surfaces of each
electrode. This is the so-called electrode polarisation (EP). EP can result in very high
values of ε′ and ε′′, which can mask other dielectric responses.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic diagram shows typical real ε′ and imaginary ε′′ parts of the
complex permittivity, which contain contributions from electrode polarisation (EP),
ion conductivity σ and a relaxation process (termed α relaxation as an example). (b)
A typical ε′′ curve for polytetrahydrofuran with molecular weight of 250 g/mol at 182
K, which contains contributions from ion conductivity σ, α and β relaxations, which
are fitted using a power law, a HN equation and a Cole-Cole equation.
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A summation over several expressions is used to describe the dielectric response
containing several contributions. The fitting procedure was conducted using the Novo-
control WinFit software which uses non-linear curve fitting algorithms to minimize
mean squared deviation (MSD) between the fits and the experimental results. Figure
2.6b shows a typical ε′′ curve for polytetrahydrofuran with molecular weight of 250
g/mol at 182 K. As increasing frequency, several contributions from ion conductivity
σ, α and β relaxations are observed, which are fitted using a power law (dot-dashed
line), a HN equation (dashed line) and a Cole-Cole (dotted line) equation, respectively.
The black solid line is the total fitted results (summation over each contribution) to
the experimental data, and the solid line goes through all symbols which shows that
the experimental data can be described well using this fitting procedure. Based on the
number of contributions that are detected, the number of contributions used to fit the
experimental data was adjusted. The specific fitting procedures used for different data
sets are discussed in each chapter.
2.2 Rheometry
The term “rheology” comes from the Greek word “Rhei”, meaning “to flow”.[133]
The effects of the rheological properties of matter are abundant in nature. A simple
substance, water, for example, is a low viscosity liquid that flows easily, showing ideal
viscous behaviour. On the other hand, steel is a solid at room temperature and can only
be deformed upon the action of a large force, thus showing an ideal elastic behaviour
for small deformations. In between these two limits, there are materials which show a
mixture of viscous and elastic behaviour, termed viscoelastic.[134] Rheology is used
to describe the deformation and flow properties of a material and rheometry is the
technique used to measure its rheological properties. The macroscopic rheological
properties of a material are the external representation of the internal nature of the
material. Thus, the rheological properties of a material can give information on its
microscopic structure and dynamics. In this chapter, rheological definitions, theory
and experimental methods related to my work will be introduced, mainly following
the books of Meger,[135] Ferry,[134] Larson[133] and Graessley.[136]
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2.2.1 Definition of terms
Let us imagine, for simplicity, putting a soft material with a thickness, h, between two
parallel plates. After applying a force, F on the top plate, as shown in Figure 2.7, the
material will be deformed in the horizontal direction with a displacement, L. This is
the two-plate model that is widely used to define rheological parameters.[135] The two
plates are parallel to each other, and the lower plate is fixed to a hard support whereas
the top plate can move parallel to the lower plate. Based on this geometry, one can
define the shear stress λ, shear strain γ, shear rate γ˙ and shear modulus G.[135]
A
h
F
νL
Figure 2.7: A typical two parallel plates model with a definition of the relevant param-
eters.
• Shear stress, λ = F/A, where F is the applied force to deform the material and A
is the area of the top surface of the material. The shear stress has a unit of N/m2
or Pascal (Pa).
• Shear strain, γ = L/h, where L is the displacement of the material under the
applied force, and the h is the thickness of the material or the gap between two
plates. The shear strain has a unit of 1 which means the deformation is dimen-
sionless. In practice, it is usually expressed in percentage.
• Shear rate, γ˙ = ν/h, where ν is the velocity of the deformation, The shear rate
has a unit of 1/s.
• Shear modulus, G = λ/γ, the shear modulus has a unit of Pa. This equation is
also called ’Hooke’s Law’ for ideal elastic materials which shows that the force
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is proportional to the deformation. The higher the value of G, the stiffer the
material is.
2.2.2 Oscillatory test
In section 2.2.1, we have only considered the case in which a simple shear is applied
to the material. However, in reality, an oscillatory shear is often used to study the rhe-
ological properties of a material. An illustrative diagram of this is shown in Figure 2.8.
In this case, the bottom plate remains stationary. There is a stiff push rod connecting
the top plate with a driving wheel. The driving wheel can rotate at certain speed and,
simultaneously, the push rod can move the top plate back and forth, applying an oscil-
latory strain to the material. The force is measured at the bottom plate. The rotation
of the driving wheel generates the time dependent functions λ(t), γ(t) and γ˙(t) within
a complete oscillation cycle. During the rotation, when the driving wheel passes 0◦
and 180◦ the displacement of the top plate is zero. Therefore γ = 0 and λ = 0 and
γ˙ is at a maximum. When the driving wheel passes 90◦ and 270◦ the top plate has
maximum displacement with the opposite direction. At these two positions, the strain
is at a maximum and γ˙ = 0. The oscillatory strain is a sine wave as a function of time
or angle. The response to the applied oscillatory strain, the stress λ , is dependent on
the nature of the material.
0 /360o o
90o
180o
270o
0 /360o o
90o
180o
270o
0 /360o o
90o
180o
270o
0 /360o o
90o
180o
270o
0 /360o o
90o
180o
270o+ + + + +
0 1/2π π 3/2π 2πγ
Figure 2.8: Schematic diagrams to illustrate the oscillatory shear test with a two plates
model with a driving wheel linking by a stiff push rod. The top raw shows the dis-
placements of the material at different angle positions (0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦ and 360◦)
of the driving wheel. The bottom figure shows the strain applied to the material by
the rotation of the driving wheel is a sine wave as function of the time or the angle
position.
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For ideally elastic materials Hooke’s law applies. There is no time lag between the
applied strain wave and the resulting stress wave. In other words, there is no phase
shift and thus the shift angle δ is zero δ = 0. However, the shear rate function is shifted
by 90◦ compared to the γ(t) function and therefore the ˙λ(t) function is a cosine wave.
Moreover, the shear rate γ˙(t) is the time derivative of γ, γ˙(t) = dγ/dt, which appears
as a cosine wave. All waves are shown as the light green curves in the Figure 2.9. The
rheological functions for ideally elastic materials can be expressed as following:
γ(t) = γAsin(ωt) (2.36)
λ(t) = λAsin(ωt) (2.37)
γ˙(t) = dγ/dt = γAωcos(ωt) (2.38)
λ ( t )
γ( t )
γ( t )
λ ( t )
γ( t ) V i s c o e l a s t i c
I d e a l l y  v i s c o u s
t
δ
I d e a l l y  e l a s t i c
γ( t )
λ ( t )
γ( t )9 0 o
Figure 2.9: Time dependent functions of γ(t), λ(t) and λ˙(t) for ideally elastic, ideally
viscous and viscoelastic materials.
For ideally viscous materials, Newton’s law applies:[136]
λ = ηγ˙(t) (2.39)
where η is the viscosity which characterises the resistance of the sample to flow. The
viscosity is a constant within a certain shear rate range and is an inherent property of
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the material under these conditions.[133] Thus the λ(t) wave and γ˙(t) are in phase with
each other, in other words, both are cosine waves.[135] However, there is a phase shift,
δ = 90◦, between the λ(t) wave and the γ(t) wave, as the red curves show in the Figure
2.9.
Materials showing a rheological response between the ideal elastic and ideal vis-
cous behaviour are termed viscoelastic. In this case, the response of the material to the
applied sine strain wave is neither a sine wave or a cosine wave. There is a phase shift
δ (0◦ < δ < 90◦) between the applied strain γ(t) and the response λ(t):[134]
λ(t) = λAsin(ωt + δ), 0◦ < δ < 90◦ (2.40)
For fluid materials which show viscoelastic properties, such as liquid shampoo and
body cleaner, the phase shift is between 45◦ and 90◦. These materials are fluid at rest
and have no dimensional stability. In viscoelastic solid materials, such as tire rubber
and hand cream, the phase shift is between 0◦ and 45◦. These materials are solid at rest
and can maintain their shapes. [135]
The parameters above can also be expressed using complex numbers:
γ∗ = γ0eiωt (2.41)
λ∗ = λ0ei(ωt+δ) (2.42)
Thus, the complex modulus, G∗, can be expressed as:
G∗ =
λ∗
γ∗
=
λ0
γ0
eiδ = G′ + iG′′ (2.43)
Where G′ and G′′ are the storage modulus and loss modulus. Based on the Euler’s
formula, eiδ = cos(δ) + isin(δ), one thus obtains:
G∗ =
λ0
γ0
eiδ =
λ0
γ0
(cos(δ) + isin(δ)) = G′ + iG′′ (2.44)
Thus, G′ and G′′ can be expressed as:
G′ =
λ0cosδ
γ0
(2.45)
G′′ =
λ0sinδ
γ0
(2.46)
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The complex modulus describes the viscoelastic properties of a material, containing
both elastic and viscous components. Mathematically, the complex modulus is a vec-
tor which can be projected onto the x and y axes with an angle δ.[134] The projection
onto the x axis is called the storage modulus, G′, which represents the elastic por-
tion of the viscoelastic properties, whereas the projection onto the y axis is called the
loss modulus, G′′, which represents the viscous portion of the viscoelastic properties,
as shown in the Figure 2.10. G′ is a measure of the energy stored in the sample by
extending or stretching the internal structures during deformation. Once the load is re-
moved, the stored energy acts as the driving force to reform the material to its original
shape. A material which can store deformation energy completely shows reversible
deformation behaviour.[134] G′′ is a measure of the deformation energy which is lost
by the material during deformation. Viscous flow always involves the relative motion
of internal components such as molecules, clusters or particles. The friction between
these components produces frictional heat which may either heat up the sample or be
exchanged with the environment. As a consequence, the energy is dissipated.[134] A
material which loses its deformation energy completely during the deformation pro-
cess shows irreversible deformation behaviour. Based on Pythagoras’ theorem, the
relationship between the complex modulus, storage modulus and loss modulus can be
expressed as the following:[134]
G∗2 = G′2 + G′′2 (2.47)
and the loss factor or damping factor is defined as:
tan(δ) = G′′/G′ (2.48)
The loss factor indicates the ratio between the viscous and elastic components of a
viscoelastic material.
Similar to the geometry in Figure 2.10, one can also define the complex viscosity
η∗ based on Newton’s laws, and its real, η′, and imaginary, η′′, parts as follows:[134]
η∗ = λ∗/γ˙∗ (2.49)
The complex viscosity has an unit of Pa·s. The relationship between the components
can be expressed as:
η∗2 = η′2 + η′′2 (2.50)
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Figure 2.10: Vector diagram illustrating the relationship between the complex modulus
G∗, the storage modulus G′, the loss modulus G′′ and the phase angle δ with G∗2 =
G′2 + G′′2 and tan(δ) = G′′/G′.
tan(δ) = η′/η′′ (2.51)
η′ represents the viscous portion and η′′ represents the elastic portion of the complex
viscosity. The relationship between complex modulus G∗ and complex viscosity η∗ can
be expressed as:
|G∗| = ω|η∗| (2.52)
η′ = G′′/ω (2.53)
η′′ = G′/ω (2.54)
2.2.3 Amplitude sweep
Amplitude sweep measurements are performed to determine the deformation range of
a material i.e. the range over which a material can be linearly deformed without being
destroyed. This is important in practice, because most of our measurements are re-
quired to be performed in the linear region (non-destructive range). Thus it is better to
do amplitude sweeps to determine the range of the linear region before doing any other
measurements.[135] There are two ways to do the amplitude sweep measurements: a
strain sweep or a stress sweep. In my work, a strain sweep has been used. In a strain
sweep, a gradually increasing strain is applied to a material during an oscillatory mea-
surement (Figure 2.11a), and the loss and storage moduli are measured and plotted as a
function of strain (Figure 2.11b). The linear viscoelastic (LVE) region region indicates
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the strain range within which a strain is applied without a change of the rheological
response as characterised e.g. by the moduli. This behaviour typically means that the
applied deformation does not lead to any destruction of the internal structures of the
material. This region is indicated by the plateau in Figure 2.11b. As the strain in-
creases further, exceeding the LVE region, the moduli start to decrease, which is often
related to the internal material structures changing, and the material starts to flow, or
the material breaks in a brittle way. In general, one should perform amplitude sweep
measurements to determine the LVE region when examining an unknown material.
t
γ
log(γ)
log(G')
log(G'')
γlinear
a b
Figure 2.11: (a) oscillatory strain increases as function of time and (b) a typical strain
sweep result as a function of strain.
2.2.4 Frequency sweep
Frequency sweep measurements can be used to test the time dependent properties of
a material in the non-destructive range, i.e. LVE region, because time is the recip-
rocal of frequency. Low frequencies correspond to slow motions or long timescale
behaviour, whereas high frequencies correspond to fast motions or short timescale
behaviour.[136] The frequency sweep experiment provides information on the inter-
nal structure and the long term stability of a material.
In a frequency sweep with controlled strain, the amplitude of the applied strain is
a constant but the frequency varies with time: γ(t) = γAsin(ωt), with γA = constant
and ω = ω(t), as shown in Figure 2.12a. Here one has to bear in mind that the applied
strain has to be in the LVE range and therefore pre-measurement amplitude sweeps
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have to be conducted to determine the LVE range. The shear rate can be calculated,
γ˙ = γAω.
γA Gp
log(ω)
log(G')
log(G'')1
2
-1
τ = 1/ω
a b
t
Figure 2.12: (a) Controlled strain wave with varying frequency and a constant strain
amplitude in a frequency sweep experiment, and (b) typical G′ and G′′ curves as a
function of frequency for an ideal polymer melt or solution in a log-log plot.
Figure 2.12b shows typical G′ and G′′ curves as a function of frequency for an ideal
polymer melt or solution. As frequency increases, G′ first increases with a power law
exponent of 2 and then reaches a plateau, Gp. Simultaneously, G′′ first increases with a
power law exponent of 1. After reaching a maximum value, usually half of the plateau
value in the G′ curve, G′′ starts to decrease as the frequency increases with a power
law exponent of -1. One can explain the frequency (time) dependent behaviour by con-
sidering energy conservation.[134] Increasing frequency is equivalent to probing faster
motion. The polymer chains or temporary networks due to entanglement become in-
creasing inflexible and rigid. In this case, more energy can be stored in the polymer
to extend or stretch the chain structure. Moreover, the relative motion between chains
becomes less and less, which means less energy is lost due to frictional heat between
chains. As a consequence, G′ increases and G′′ decreases as a function of increasing
frequency.[136] When G′ > G′′, elastic behaviour is dominant over viscous behaviour.
On the other hand, decreasing frequency is equivalent to probing slower motions. The
polymer chains or the temporary networks become increasingly flexible and soft. Thus
the flipping between polymer chains or unentanglement becomes more likely to hap-
pen, meaning more energy is lost through friction. Thus, viscous behaviour becomes
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dominant over elastic behaviour, with G′′ > G′.[136]
This idealized and simplified case for polymer melt or solution can be predicted
by a single Maxwell model,[134, 136] which is combination of an elastic spring and
a viscous dashpot connected in series. The spring and the dashpot simulate elastic
behaviour and viscous behaviour,respectively. In the Maxwell model, the frequency or
time dependence of G′ and G′′ can be expressed as follows:
G′(ω) = Gp
ω2τ2
1 + ω2τ2
(2.55)
G′′(ω) = Gp
ωτ
1 + ω2τ2
(2.56)
where Gp is the plate modulus and the τ is the relaxation time. From these two equa-
tions, one observes that, at low frequency, ω → 0 and the development of G′ can be
described by a power law with an exponent of 2 because G′ is proportional to the ω2.
G′′ can be described by a power law with an exponent of 1 because G′′ is proportional
to ω. At high frequency, ω→ ∞, the behaviour of G′′ is well described by a power law
with an exponent of -1 because G′′ is proportional to ω−1, and G′ reaches a plateau,
Gp.[134, 136] Since limω→0 = 0 and limω→∞ = Gp, Maxwell fluids act as flexible
liquids at low frequency (long timescale) but as rigid solids at high frequency (short
timescale). The parameter, Gp reflect the rigidity of the material.[135] At the point
where G′ = G′′, requiring ωτ = 1, G′′ reaches its maximum value, G′′max = Gp/2.
Moreover, at the crossover point, the elastic and viscous behaviours are balanced, and
the frequency at this point is related to the characteristic relaxation time of the material,
τ = 1/ω.[136]
2.2.5 Time Temperature Superposition (TTS)
In the previous section, the time dependent behaviour of a material was discussed. This
is of particular importance in practice, as knowledge of the long term performance
of a material is valuable and the frequency sweep provides a method to evaluate it.
However, in reality, a rheometer can only probe a limited frequency range, from ∼
10−3 rad/s to a few hundreds of rad/s.[135] Time temperature superposition (TTS) is
a method used to determine the temperature dependent behaviour of a viscoelastic
material over a wide frequency range by shifting measured data at varying temperatures
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to a reference temperature.[52] The assumption behind TTS is that frequency, time or
temperature have a comparable effect on the rheological behaviour of a material. For
example, for a typical polymer melt, both heating the sample and shearing at a slow
rate can decrease the value of G′.
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Figure 2.13: (a) Frequency sweeps at three different temperatures (T1, T2 and T3)) for
an entangled polymer in the frequency range of 0.62 to 125.6 rad/s. (b) horizontally
shift T1 and T3 curves to T2 with shift factor of aT1 and aT3 to build a master curve.
To construct a so-called master curve, several frequency sweep measurements at
different temperatures are conducted. Each spectra contains G′, G′′, G∗ or η∗ data as
a function of frequency. The resulting curves are shifted in frequency to a selected
reference temperature measurement through multiplication by a shift factor, aT . This
process results in a single curve showing frequency dependent behaviour over a wide
frequency range.[52] Figure 2.13 shows an example for an entangled polymer at three
different temperatures (T1, T2 and T3). G′ and G′′ measured at T1 and T3 are shifted
to the curve measured at T2 with shift factors of aT1, aT1 > 1, and aT3, aT3 < 1, and a
new curve, covering around 10 decades in frequency, is obtained. Such a master curve
allows for the prediction of the deformation behaviour of a material over much longer
or shorter timescales than would be possible over the timescale of an experiment. As
discussed previously, increasing temperature results in a shorter relaxation timescale
τ. Thus, the shift factor between two temperatures can be expressed as:
aT = τ(T )/τ(Tref) (2.57)
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This equation also involves the viscosity of ideal viscous liquid: aT = η(T )/η(Tre f ). aT
parameters as a function of temperature can be described by the empirical Williams-
Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation:[134]
aT = exp
( −C1(T − Tref)
C2 + (T − Tref)
)
(2.58)
where C1 and C2 are coefficients related to specific materials. In some circumstances,
the Arrhenius equation can also be used depending on the nature of the material:
aT = Aexp
(−Ea
RT
)
(2.59)
where A is a pre-factor and Ea and R are the activation energy and universal gas con-
stant respectively. Occasionally it is also necessary to correct the curves in the y-
direction using vertical shift factors, bT :
bT =
ρrefTref
ρT
(2.60)
where ρ is the density of the material at different temperatures. However, in some cases
the temperature dependent densities for many polymers are not available, thus one can
choose to use only horizontal shift factors. The Van-Gurp-Palmen (VGP) plot[137,
138], i.e.loss tangent tan(δ) vs the complex modulus G∗, can be used to investigate the
accuracy of this approach, which removes all explicit time-dependence from the data,
and indicates whether an accurate frequency-shift TTS is possible or not.
The application of TTS is conditional on the fact that the material should be “ther-
morheologically simple”, meaning all relaxation processes of a polymer including seg-
mental relaxations and chain modes follow the same temperature dependence.[139] In
general, many polymers without cross-links or filled nanoparticles in both melts or
solutions meet this criteria. Contrary to thermal-rheological simple materials, thermal-
rheological complex materials show structural modifications as a function of tempera-
ture. These modifications include assembly or disassembly of superstructures, temper-
ature responsive interactions, gelation and cross-linking reactions. TTS usually is not
applicable to these materials.[140–144]
Figure 2.14 shows a typical master curve of G∗ as a function of frequency, ω, for an
entangled amorphous polymer. At high frequency, ω > ω3 (short timescale or low tem-
perature), the complex modulus reaches a maximum value and becomes independent
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Figure 2.14: A typical mechanical behaviour of an entangled polymer as a function of
frequency.
to further increases of frequency. Motion between polymer chains is limited because
at such high frequencies almost all parts of the polymer are immobilized.[117] In this
“frozen state”’, the chain motion is far slower than the applied oscillatory strain, thus
only a small amount of the energy is consumed by the chain friction and most of the
energy is stored. The sample behaves like a stiff solid and is said to have entered the
glassy state.[135] In the transition rangeω2 < ω < ω3, the chain segments have enough
time to relax, thus G∗ starts to decrease rapidly with decreasing frequency. After this
transition region, there is a rubber plateau where G∗ is more or less constant but with a
much smaller value of G∗ than in the glassy state. In this frequency rangeω1 < ω < ω2,
the relative chain-glide between polymer chains is no longer possible and thus entan-
glements act as physical cross-linking points and form a temporary network.[134] The
polymer still shows the behaviour of a viscoelastic solid. As the frequency decreases
further to the so-called terminal range, ω < ω1, the whole chain can relax and flow
over the probed timescale. In this frequency range, the frequency dependent behaviour
can be described by the Maxwell model and the polymer shows the behaviour of a
viscoelastic liquid.[134]
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2.2.6 Relaxation and creep experiments
Relaxation and creep experiments can be used to test the viscoelastic behaviour of a
material. In a stress relaxation experiment, a step strain is applied to the material and
the strain remains constant. The response of the corresponding stress as a function of
time, λ(t) , is recorded. In practice, before the real test, a small pre-strain is usually
applied to the material in order to eliminate the effect of pre-stress in the material and to
improve the reproducibility of the experimental data. The relaxation time for the pre-
strain, γ1 , should be long enough so that the stress from the pre-strain, λ1, is negligible
before the experiment is started.[135] Figure 2.15 (left) shows typical stress curves as
a function of time for an ideal viscous liquid (1), ideal elastic solid (2), viscoelastic
solid (3) and viscoelastic liquid (4).[135] After the pre-strain step, t1, a relatively large
step strain, γ2, produces a stress, λ2 , to the test material. γ2 remains constant for
the remaining experiment time (t > t1). Here one should note that γ2 should be in
the linear viscoelastic range. After this, the developing stress as a function of time
is recorded. For an ideal viscous liquid, e.g. water, there is no resisting force once
the applied strain stops and so the stress relaxes quickly to zero, as shown by the red
line in the Figure 2.15 (left). On the contrary, the stress for an ideal elastic material
remains constant once the step strain is constant. The rigid internal structure of an
elastic material is unable to lose any stress thus the no stress relaxation happens, as
shown by the green line in the figure. The response for viscoelastic materials lies in
between these two extreme cases. The response stress starts to relax after the applied
step strain stops but the relaxation speed is much slower than that for an ideal viscous
liquid. For viscoelastic solids (dashed blue line), the stress can only relax to a certain
extent even after a relatively long timescale. λ(t) reaches the equilibrium stress λe.
This means that the molecules are not free to move and this is usually attributed to the
chemical or physical cross-links inside the material.[133] The material behaves like a
gel and a cross-linked rubber. For viscoelastic liquids (solid blue line), the response can
eventually relax to zero. This behaviour is typical for a polymer melt or a concentrated
polymer solution.
After applying the step strain, the polymer chains have initially not had enough
time to rearrange themselves to adapt to the strain. Thus an internal stress is induced
in the polymer. After the applied step strain stops, the polymer chains tend to return
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Figure 2.15: Typical stress curves (a) as a function of time in a stress relaxation experi-
ment and strain curves (b) as a function of time in a creep experiment for ideal viscous
liquid (1), ideal elastic solid (2), viscoelastic solid (3) and viscoelastic liquid (4).
to their original state (a stress free state) through slow motion of the chains. As a
consequence, the internal stress is relaxed gradually and the relaxation occurs with
delayed timescales.[134] For non-cross-linked polymers, the internal stress can be re-
laxed completely if the time is sufficiently long because disentanglement can happen
due to slow chain diffusion. For partly chemical or physical cross-linked networks, the
extent of the relaxation depends on the viscous component of the material. For fully
cross-linked networks, no relaxation can occur and the material behaves like a ideal
elastic material.[135]
Since the relaxation time is related to the molecular size, stress relaxation curves
λ(t) can be used to obtain information about the internal structure. For example, a
faster relaxation will have steeper damping at relatively short relaxation times in the
λ(t) curve, indicating a greater fraction of small molecules in the material.[135] A λ(t)
curve with a wider relaxation distribution indicates a wider molecular weight distri-
bution. The stress value at relative long times indicates the overall molecular weight.
The larger the value, the longer the relaxation timescale and thus the higher the overall
molecular weight.[135]
In a creep experiment, a stress, λ1 , is applied to a material in the time interval
t0 to t1. The developing strain as a function of time γ(t) due to the step stress is
recorded.[134, 135] Here one has to note that the linear viscoelastic range should not
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be be exceeded. For an ideal viscous liquid, after applying the step stress, a gradual
continuous deformation occurs, reaching a maximum value, γmax, at time t1. After t1,
the applied stress is removed. The material cannot return to its original shape because
the deformation is non-reversible.[135] There is no energy stored in the viscous liq-
uid during the deformation process and as a result the material does not demonstrate
elastic behaviour. Thus, γ(t) becomes constant with respect to t as shown by the red
line in the Figure 2.15 (right). For an ideal elastic solid (green lines), a step stress
results in a step strain, and after removing the stress, the strain immediately goes to
zero. The whole deformation energy is stored during the deformation process for an
elastic material, allowing the material return to its original shape once the loading is
removed.[134] A viscoelastic material shows both elastic and viscous deformation.
The elastic deformation occurs immediately after the stress is applied but the viscous
deformation is delayed. After removing the stress load, the deformation can be recov-
ered partially or completely depending on the internal structure of the material. Both
the development and recovery γ(t) curves show an exponential functional shape.[134]
For viscoelastic solids (dashed blue line), the deformation can be fully recovered if the
test time is sufficiently long. Cross-linked materials such as gels and rubbers display
this behaviour.[134] For a viscoelastic liquid (solid blue lines), it is possible for the de-
formation to be recovered but it is also possible that the stress can reach an equilibrium
value even after very long timescales. This is termed γe. The stress caused by partial
deformations will remain permanently and is termed γr. The stresses γe and γr indi-
cate the elastic and viscous portion of the viscoelastic behaviour, respectively. During
deformation recovery, part of the energy is stored in the material whereas the other is
consumed by chain friction. Therefore, the deformation for a viscoelastic liquid is not
completely reversible.[134]
Both the λ(t) and γ(t) data can be converted to storage, G′, and loss, G′′ , moduli
through the integration of the G(t) and J(t) curves. In this work, stress relaxation
experiments have been conducted and the data were converted to G′ and G′′ using the
following equation:
G∗ = iω
∫ ∞
0
eiωtG(t)dt (2.61)
The real and imaginary parts of G∗ represent the storage and loss moduli of the test
material. There are several rheology analysis softwares which enable this conversion to
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be done. We chose the open access software, iRheo, developed by Manlio Tassieri from
the University of Glasgow UK.[145] The choice to use iRheo was made because this
software uses an over sampling technique in order to make the conversion. Usually, the
data at the beginning of a test are discarded due the limitation of the data acquisition
rates of the rheometer. However, in the iRheo software, data points are numerically
interpolated between the original data points using a standard non-overshooting cubic
spline, generating a new data set which can then be used to calculate the G′ and G′′
curves. Thus, iRheo can extend the frequency range of G′ and G′′ curves from a single
stress relaxation experiment, taking the data recorded at very short timescales into
account.
2.2.7 Rotational experiments
Rotational experiments are usually used to test the flow properties of various fluids.
Rotational tests can be performed by control of either the shear stress or the shear rate.
In the former case, the shear stress or torque is controlled by the rheometer whereas in
the later case the rotation speed, the shear rate, γ˙ , is controlled by the rheometer. In
both cases, the flow behaviour of the material in response to the applied shear stress
or the shear rate is recorded.[135] Figure 2.16 shows three typical flow curves as a
function of shear rate γ˙, which show ideal viscous, shear thinning and shear thickening
characteristics.
For an ideal viscous liquid, the stress increases linearly with the applied shear rate
and the viscosity, defined as η = λ/γ˙ , is a constant with varying shear rate. This
behaviour is shown by the blue line in the figure. Examples of materials showing ideal
viscous behaviour include water and cooking oil. Contrary to this, many materials have
shear rate dependent viscosities and the flow curves of these materials either decrease
or increase with the increasing shear rate.
For shear thinning materials, the increase of the shear stress is slower than the
increase of the shear rate. Thus the viscosity, i.e. the ratio of the shear stress to the
shear rate, decreases as the shear rate increases, as shown by the red dashed lines in the
Figure 2.16. Most polymer melts or polymer solutions show ideal viscous behaviour
at low shear rates but demonstrate shear thinning behaviour at high shear rates.[135]
When shear is applied to a polymer material, the polymer coils can deform in the
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direction of the applied force. Thus the polymers show signs of orientation and can
disentangle to a certain extent, resulting in the reduction of the flow resistance, i.e. the
viscosity. If the shear rate is sufficiently high, all chains become disentangled and the
viscosity is therefore independent of the shear rate. The viscosity at low shear rate is
a constant and is called the zero-shear viscosity, η0. In the shear thinning region, the
viscosity is a function of the shear rate η = f (γ˙). The viscosity in the second plateau
region is called the infinite-shear viscosity η∞.
Finally, some materials show shear thickening behaviour. In this case, both the
shear stress and viscosity increase sharply as the the shear rate increases. Examples
of materials which demonstrate shear thickening behaviour are starch dispersions, ce-
ramic suspensions and filled elastomers.[135]
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Figure 2.16: Shear stress and viscosity for materials showing ideal viscous (1), shear
thinning (2) and shear thickening behaviours.
2.2.8 Extensional Rheology
Extensional rheology involves measurement of the response of a material under uni-
axial extension.[135] Figure 2.17 shows the deformation of a material during an ex-
tensional rheological measurement. The sample is placed between two circular plates.
The bottom plate is stationary during the measurement whereas the top plate moves
upwards at certain speed so that the material between two plates undergoes uniaxial
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extension. The mid-plate diameter of the sample at the initial state is D0. After time t,
it decreases exponentially to D(t).[146, 147] Thus, the strain rate, ε˙ , can be defined:
ε˙ = − 2
R
dR
dt
(2.62)
where R is the mid-plate radius i.e. R = D/2. The Hencky strain, εH, is defined as:
εH(t) = −2lnR(t)R0 (2.63)
where R0 and R(t) are the radii of the sample at t = 0 and at time t. The transient stress
growth coefficient, η+E , is a function of time at a fixed Hencky strain rate, which can
be expressed:
η+E =
F(t)/(piR(t)2)
ε˙
(2.64)
where F(t) and R(t) are the transient force and transient radius of the sample at time t.
At low strain rates, the extensional viscosity is three times that of the transient shear
viscosity (the Trouton ratio)[136] and the corresponding curve is termed the stress
growth curve. However, at high extensional rates, the increase of the viscosity can
follow the stress growth curve, due to the orientation and stretching of polymer chains.
This phenomenon is known as strain hardening.[135] An example of this is shown in
Chapter 5.
D0
D(t)
F(t)
Stationary plate
Moving plate
Sample
a b
Figure 2.17: Schematic diagram shows the deformation of the material during an ex-
tensional rheological measurement (a) at initial state and (b) at time t
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Extensional rheological measurements were conducted using a filament stretch
rheometer (FSR) at Denmark Technical University.[148] The FSR is equipped with
a sensor at bottom to measure the force and a laser at side to measure the diameter of
the sample. The FSR is also equipped with an oven capable of controlling temperature
from 15 ◦C to 350 ◦C with accuracy of ±0.2 ◦C.
2.2.9 Rheometers
Two types of rheometers are used in this work: a stress controlled rheometer (MCR
302, Anton Paar) and a strain controlled rheometer, (ARES G1, TA instrument). In
a strain controlled rheometer (left hand side of Figure 2.18), the displacement or the
strain is controlled by a motor connected to the bottom plate. The transducer con-
nected to the top plate measures the torque or stress applied to the material by the
motor.[135] In a stress controlled rheometer (right hand side of Figure 2.18), the bot-
tom plate is fixed and the displacement sensor and the motor are combined together.
The displacement and the torque are measured.[135] Knowledge of the measurement
geometry, such as the diameter of the plates and the gap between two plates, allows
for several rheological parameters to be calculated according to the definitions in the
section 2.2.1.
Transducer:
Motor:
 measure torque 
or stress
 apply strain or
displacement
Strain controlled
Sensor:
Stress controlled
Fixed plate
Non-contact
motor
measure strain or
displacement
 Apply torque 
or stress
Figure 2.18: Schematic diagrams for strain controlled (left) and stress (right) controlled
rheometers.
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2.3 Calorimetry
In this section, the theoretical and experimental aspects of the calorimetric methods
used to characterize the dynamics of the glass transition will be explained. These
calorimetric methods include differential Scanning calorimetry (DSC), temperature
modulated DSC (MDSC) and rate dependent DSC (RDSC). This section mainly fol-
lows books and review articles by Hohne,[149] Freire,[150] Gill,[151] Wunderlich[152]
and Simon.[153]
2.3.1 Differential Scanning calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a technique used to measure the difference
in heat flow between a sample and a reference as a function of temperature.[149, 150]
There are two types of DSC instruments which use different methods in order to deter-
mine the heat flow. Power compensation DSC[149, 150] involves placing a sample and
a reference into two separate furnaces and then monitoring the temperature difference,
∆T , between the sample and the reference. To satisfy the condition that ∆T = 0 dur-
ing a thermodynamic transition, different electrical powers are supplied to the heaters
of the sample and reference furnaces. The heat flow of the sample is then calculated
from the difference in the supplied electrical power. Heat-flux DSC involves placing
a sample and a reference into the same furnace with ∆T being measured directly and
then used to calculate the heat flow through the sample. All DSC measurements in this
work were performed on a TA Instruments Q2000, which is an example of a heat-flux
DSC.
In a classical DSC measurement, the temperature is set to increase or decrease
linearly with time, and the heat flow, q, as a function of temperature is recorded. The
heat flow is the rate of change of the enthalpy, H:[150]
q =
dH
dt
(2.65)
The heat capacity, Cp , is related to the change of enthalpy as a function of temperature:[149]
Cp =
dH
dT
(2.66)
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Thus, experimentally, Cp can be obtained by dividing the heat flow by the heating or
cooling rate, Q = dT/dt:[149]
Cp =
q
Q
(2.67)
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Figure 2.19: (a) A typical DSC heat flow q and (b) Cp traces for the quenched Poly-
tetrahydrofuran with molecular weight of 2000 g/mol (PTHF2000) showing the glass
transition, crystallization and melting transitions. The insets are magnifications of the
dashed squares to show the step-like glass transition.
An accurate measurement of the heat flow is very important to the success of a
DSC measurement. Figure 2.19 shows typical DSC traces of the heat flow and Cp
for a quenched PTHF sample. In this representation (exothem up) positive heat flow
indicates the flow of heat out of the sample and negative heat flow indicates the flow
of heat into the sample.[149] In the traces, three transitions can be observed. At a
temperature of around 190 K, a step-like decrease in the heat flow is observed and
this is a characteristic of the glass transition. At temperatures higher than the glass
transition temperature, the molecules are able to move more freely. In a quenched
PTHF sample, the polymer chains tend to form a crystal structure when they have
enough mobility. Thus cold crystallization occurs upon further heating, represented by
an exothermic peak in the heat flow trace.[149] Finally, an endothermic peak indicative
of the melting of the crystalline structure in the sample is observed in the heat flow
trace. Figure 2.19b shows the equivalent specific heat capacity trace to that in Figure
2.19a. The same transitions can be observed from the Cp trace, but with an inverse
peak direction.[149]
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Figure 2.20: Definitions of onset Tonset, offset Toffset, inflection Tinflection temperatures
and ∆Cp during a glass transition process. The temperature difference ∆T between the
Toffset and the Tonset, ∆T = Toffset −Tonset, indicates the broadness of the glass transition.
In this work, the onset temperature Tonset is used as the glass transition temperature Tg.
Analysis of all features observed in the DSC traces obtained during this study was
performed using the TA Universal Analysis software package. Figure 2.20 shows the
analysis of the step-like glass transition in Cp. The glass transition step is analysed by
first placing two points on the baseline on either side of the step.[154] The analysis
software then calculates the first derivatives at these two points, which are the slopes
of the tangent lines at these two points. Thus, two lines tangential to these chosen
points are drawn. Moreover, a third line tangential to the inflection point of the step.
The crossover temperature between the tangent line through the inflection point and
the tangent line from the low temperature side is termed the onset temperature Tonset,
and the crossover point on the other side is termed the offset temperature Toffset. The
temperature difference ∆T = Toffset − Tonset between the offset and onset temperature
indicates the breadth of the glass transition. And the Cp difference between two tangent
lines from the low and high temperature points is defined as the ∆Cp which can be
related to the entropy difference during the glass transition [155, 156]:
∆Cp = Tg
(
∂S liquid
∂T
− ∂S
solid
∂T
) ∣∣∣∣∣
T=Tg
(2.68)
where S liquid and S solid are the entropy of the material in the liquid and solid states.
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Often, Tonset is used to define Tg or alternatively Tinflection is chosen instead.[157] More-
over, in a plot of dCp/dT against T , there will be a peak corresponding to the inflec-
tion point and the peak position can be used to define Tg. It seems that this is a better
way to determine the Tg, because it is less affected by the arbitrary placement of the
starting tangent points. However, the inflection point is more affected by the thermal
history of the material and calculation of the derivative of Cp can induce errors into the
results.[150] Therefore, in this work, Tonset is used as the glass transition temperature.
It is widely accepted that the heating or cooling rates used in a DSC measurement
can affect the glass transition temperature. This is because the glass transition is a time-
related process.[116] The reciprocal of the heating or cooling rates, 1/Q, is related to
the characteristic timescale for the glass transition dynamics.[158, 159] However, 1/Q
is not directly the structural (α) relaxation, but it corresponds to a constant multiplied
by this timescale. To characterize the absolute timescale, temperature modulated DSC
is used in this work and will be introduced in the nest section.
2.3.2 Temperature modulated DSC
In a conventional DSC measurement, the relationship between temperature and time,
f (T, t), is set to be linear. This single heating rate produces a single heat flow rate which
is the summation of all heat flows that occur at a temperature or time point.[150] In
a temperature modulated DSC (MDSC) measurement, two simultaneous heating rates
are applied to the sample. One is a linear heating rate, Q, which is the same as the
rate applied in a conventional DSC measurement, and the other is a sinusoidal heating
rate, Qm, which is overlaid onto the normal linear heating rate.[151–153] The rela-
tionship between temperature and time in an MDSC experiment, fm(T, t), is therefore
sinusoidal. Figure 2.21a shows temperature as function of time for conventional DSC
(blue line) and for MDSC (red line). The temperature increases linearly with the time
in a conventional DSC experiment whereas for MDSC, the temperature increases in an
oscillatory manner. The linear heating rate, Q, oscillatory period, tp, and the ampli-
tude are three key parameters for a successful MDSC measurement.[153] These will
be discussed later. Figure 2.21b shows the linear heating rate Q and modulated heating
rate, Qm , for a MDSC measurement. Two heating rates are applied to the sample and
produce separate heat flows which are recorded by the calorimeter.
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Figure 2.21: (a) Temperature as a function of time in a conventional DSC f (T, t) and
in a MDSC fm(T, t), (b) heating rate Q and modulated heating rate Qm for silicon oil
from a MDSC measurement.
Figure 2.22 shows the modulated heat flow, qm , and the total heat flow, qtotal , as a
function of temperature in a MDSC measurement. qm is due to the modulated heating
rate, Qm, and qtotal is the summation of all heat flows through the sample. The step in
the qtotal is indicative of the glass transition of the silicon oil. The total heat flow in a
MDSC measurement can be expressed as:[153]
qtotal =
dH
dT
= Cp
dT
dt
+ g(T, t) (2.69)
qtotal is equivalent to conventional DSC at the same heating rate. dT/dt is the heat-
ing rate and contains both linear and modulated components. Cp is the heat capacity,
calculated from the measured heat flow in response to the modulated heat flow.[153]
CpdT/dt is called the reversing heat flow component, qr , of the total heat flow.[153]
g(T, t) is the kinetic component of the total heat flow and this is the difference be-
tween the total heat flow and the reversing heat flow.[153] g(T, t) is also called the
non-reversing heat flow component, qnr, with qnr = qtotal − qr.[153]
MDSC has several advantages over conventional DSC. Conventional DSC only
provides a single heat flow signal which is the summation of all thermal events hap-
pening in the sample. This sometimes makes it difficult to detect particularly small
transitions and to explain the data. MDSC can record the total heat flow and the heat
capacity component of the total heat flow, thus making it possible to detect the kinetic
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Figure 2.22: Modulated heat flow qm and total heat flow qtotal as a function of temper-
ature for the silicon oil from the MDSC measurement.
component, resulting from events such as cold crystallization or enthalpic relaxation.
Therefore, MDSC can resolve complex transitions or separate transitions happening
within the same temperature range.[153]
From the heat flow traces, the heat capacities can also be calculated:[153]
Cp,total =
qtotal
Q
Ktotal (2.70)
Cp,r =
Aqm
AQm
Kr (2.71)
Cp,nr = Cp,total −Cp,r (2.72)
where Cp,total, Cp,r and Cp,nr are the total heat capacity, reversing heat capacity and
non-reversing heat capacity respectively. Aqm and AQm are the modulated heat flow
amplitude (see Figure 2.22) and modulated heating rate amplitude (see Figure 2.21b),
respectively. Ktotal and Kr are the calibration constants for the total and reversing heat
capacity respectively. Equation 2.72 holds on the assumption that the heat capacity
responses are the same for both the linear and modulated components. Figure 2.23
shows qtotal, qr, qnr and Cp,total, Cp,r and Cp, nr as a function of temperature for silicon oil
from a MDSC measurement. From the total heat flow and heat capacity traces, a step-
like transition accompanied by an enthalpy relaxation peak can be observed, indicating
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Figure 2.23: (a) Total heat flow qtotal, reversing heat flow qr and non-reversing heat flow
qnr and (b) total heat capacity Cp,total, reversing heat capacity Cp,r and non-reversing
heat capacity Cp, nr as a function of temperature for the silicon oil from the MDSC
measurement.
that the two thermal events occur simultaneously during the glass transition process.
Since MDSC can distinguish the signal from the reversing heat flow or reversing heat
capacity component to the kinetic component, the qr and Cp,r traces show a pure step
characteristic, whereas, the qnr and Cp,nr traces show peaks due to the enthalpy relax-
ation.
Before doing a MDSC experiment, it is good practice to optimise the measurement
parameters: average heating rate Q, modulation period (tp in seconds) and modulation
amplitude (Am). The average heating rate should be slow enough to allow a sufficient
number of modulation cycles over the targeted transitions. Generally, at least 4 to 6
cycles over the transition are required for good data quality.[152–154] The modulation
period should be long enough to allow sufficient heat flow between the sample and
the sensor. The modulation amplitude should be large enough for good sensitivity but
not so large that the resolution of the data is reduced due to the insufficient cooling or
heating power of the instrument. In practice, an amplitude set between ±0.2 and ±2 K
is recommended for the Q2000 instrument.[154] The linear heating rate cannot be too
slow as this can significantly increase the experiment time and reduce the amplitude
of the total heat flow. It cannot be too fast as this can reduce the effective modulated
cycles during a transition. There is an equation which can be used to estimate the ideal
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linear heating rate:[154]
Q = 60 × T1/2
ntp
(2.73)
where Q is the linear heating rate in K/min and T1/2 is the full width at half height for
the transition of interest. n is the number of modulation cycles over the transition of
interest which has a minimum value of 4-6 cycles. Ideally a conventional DSC mea-
surement should be performed initially to determine T1/2 before a MDSC experiment.
Glass transitions normally occur over a relatively wide temperature range and therefore
a relatively fast average heating rate can be used. However, for samples which have an
enthalpy relaxation in combination with glass transition, a slow average heating rate is
required in order to separate these two features.[153] In the case of silicon oil, shown
in Figure 2.22, an average heating rate of 0.5 K/min was used which allowed around
20 modulation cycles over the glass transition but only 5 modulation cycles for the
enthalpy relaxation peak.
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Figure 2.24: (a) Reversing heat capacity Cp,r and phase angle δ from the MDSC mea-
surement of poly(2-ethylhexyl acrylate) (PEHA) as a function of temperature. The δ
is corrected using the following relations: ∆δ = a + b|Cp,r|[160] (the dashed pink line),
thus the corrected phase angle: δcorr = δ−∆δ. (b) Real C′p and imaginary C′′p parts of the
complex heat capacity C∗p of PEHA measured by MDSC with tp = 60 s, Q = 3 K/min
and amplitude of ±1 K. C∗p is the reversing heat capacity Cp,r from the MDSC mea-
surement. C′p and C
′′
p are calculated using the following equations: C
′
p = |C∗p|cos(δcorr)
and C′′p = |C∗p|sin(δcorr).[160]
In a MDSC measurement there is a phase angle δ between the heating rate and the
measured heat flow rate which is related to the intrinsic properties of the material.[153]
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A MDSC experiment allows the determination of the frequency dependent heat capac-
ity of a material, and the real C′p and imaginary C
′′
p parts of the complex heat capacity
C∗p can be calculated using the following equations:[153, 158–160]
C∗p = C
′
p − iC′′p (2.74)
C′p = |C∗p|cos(δ) (2.75)
C′′p = |C∗p|sin(δ) (2.76)
Both δ and |C∗p|, i.e. the reversing heat capacity |Cp,r| can be measured directly from
the MDSC measurement. Howver, since it takes a non-negligible amount of time for
heat to flow from the heater to the sample in any DSC measurement, this leads to an
additional phase angle which is added to that of the intrinsic material behaviour. This
additional phase angle thus has be to been considered when calculating the real C′p and
imaginary C′′p parts from the complex heat capacity using equation 2.75 and 2.76. The
correction to the phase angle was reported by Weyer etc. using the relation:[160]
δcorr = δ − ∆δ = δ − (a + b|C∗p|) (2.77)
The measured δ from the MDSC measurement is the superposition of two phase angles
due to the intrinsic properties of the material and the heat transfer ability of the instru-
ment. Equation 2.77 can separate these two components and allow investigation of the
thermal response only due to the intrinsic properties of the material. An example of the
correction is shown in Figure 2.24a, where the reversing heat capacity or the complex
heat capacity and the phase angle are plotted as a function of temperature. The mea-
surement was performed on poly(2-ethylhexyl acrylate) (PEHA) with tp = 60 s, Q = 3
K/min and amplitude of ±1 K. The phase angle due to the heat transfer lag can usually
lead to the uneven baseline, which can be corrected by subtracting the contribution
from ∆δ, where ∆δ = a + b|Cp,r|[160] (the dashed pink line Figure 2.24a). Thus, the
real C′p and imaginary C
′′
p heat capacity should be calculated using the correct phase
angle:
C′p = |C∗p|cos(δcorr) (2.78)
C′′p = |C∗p|sin(δcorr) (2.79)
Figure 2.24b shows the real and imaginary parts of the complex heat capacity of
PEHA calculated using the measured reversing heat capacity and the corrected phase
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angle in Figure 2.24. The dynamic glass transition temperature, Tα, is related to the
structural relaxation process and can be determined from the peak position in the imag-
inary heat capacity trace. In MDSC, measurement of Tα is similar to other techniques
which probe dynamics, such as dielectric spectroscopy and rheometry. In all these
cases, the glass transition temperature is dependent on the frequency of the external
perturbation. In MDSC, the perturbation is the modulated heat flow. The frequency is
related to the modulated period tp:[153, 160]
ω =
2pi
tp
(2.80)
Thus the characteristic timescale can be determined:
τ =
1
ω
=
tp
2pi
(2.81)
For the Q2000 DSC, the modulated period cannot be varied over a wide range but
one can still determine the timescale of the glass transition over a certain temperature
range. The combination of MDSC with other techniques allows for the mapping of a
wide range of relaxation timescales.
2.3.3 Rate dependent DSC
It is widely accepted that the glass transition temperature, Tg, depends on the heating or
cooling rate.[116] Thus, it is interesting to probe Tg at systematically varying heating
rates. The timescale is proportional to the heating rate Q:[159]
τ ∼ a
Q
(2.82)
where a is a constant. Figure 2.25 shows an Arrhenius plot of 1/q measured by con-
ventional DSC and the timescale measured using MDSC as a function of temperature.
The data from conventional DSC (red squares) are shifted to overlap with the data
point (pink star) measured with MDSC by the constant, a.[159] Thus, a combination
of conventional DSC data obtained with varying heat rates and MDSC data, one can
probe an extended frequency range in order to study the dynamics of the glass transi-
tion. Combination of this data with dielectric or rheological data allows this frequency
range to be extended further. This method has been verified on various glass formers.
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Figure 2.25: Arrhenius plot of the silicon oil measured by conventional DSC (red
squares) and MDSC (pink star) with tp = 60 s, Q = 0.5 K/min and amplitude of ±1 K.
The data from conventional DSC is shifted upwards to overlap with the MDSC point
by the constant a, log(a) = 2. The blue dashed line is the VFT fitting curve to the data.
2.4 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
In this section, the theoretical and experimental aspects of nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), used to investigate polymer dynamics in the melt, will be introduced. This
section mainly follows the books of Hore,[161] Levitt[162] and the PhD thesis of
Radhi.[163]
2.4.1 Origin of nuclear magnetic resonance
All subatomic particles, such as protons, electrons and neutrons, have an intrinsic prop-
erty called spin in the form of the angular momentum L.[162] The vector L is an in-
trinsic property of particles and is not introduced by the rotation of the particles. The
magnitude of L can be expressed as:
L = [I(I + 1)]1/2~ (2.83)
where ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant and I is the spin quantum number which
can equal one of following values, I = 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, · · · , depending on the nuclei
themselves. A general rule can be used to predict I: i) if the number of protons and
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neutrons of a nucleus are both even, then I = 0; ii) if the number of protons and
neutrons of a nucleus are both odd, then I = 1, 2, 3, · · · ; iii) if either of the number
protons or neutrons is even and the other is odd, then I = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, · · · . For
example, I for 1H and 13C is equal to 1/2, and I for 2H and 14N is equal to 1. Subatomic
particles with a spin quantum number of I are usually termed ’spin-I’ particles. For
example, both 1H and 13C are ’spin-1/2’ particles. The spin angular momentum is a
vector and so both the direction and the magnitude can be quantified. The angular
momentum L for a spin-I particle can have 2I + 1 projections on a chosen axis. For
example the projection on the z-axis can be quantified as:
Lz = m~ (2.84)
where m is the magnetic quantum number which has 2I + 1 values between I and −I,
m = I, I − 1, I − 2, · · · ,−I + 1,−I. For example, for 1H and 13C, Lz = ±1/2~.
The spin angular momentum of nuclei can produce magnetic moments, µ, [162]
which are proportional to L:
µ = γL (2.85)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. In the absence of an external magnetic field, mag-
netic moments, µ for ’spin-I’ nuclei have 2I + 1 possible orientations. There are no
energy differences between these states, thus they are randomly oriented. However, in
an external magnetic field this is no longer the case and different orientations will have
different energy levels. The energy of magnetic moments in an external magnetic field
B can be expressed as:
E = −µB (2.86)
Substituting equations 2.84 and 2.85 into equation 2.86 gives:
E = −m~γB (2.87)
Here, E is the energy for orientations in the z-axis direction. Equation 2.86 shows that
the energy is proportional to the magnetic quantum number and the strength of the
external filed which is defined as the z-axis direction (γ and ~ are constants). Thus the
energy gap for ’spin-I’ nuclei is γ~B. For example, 1H is a ’spin-1/2’ particle which
has two magnetic quantum numbers, m = +1/2 and m = −1/2. In an external magnetic
field, some of the magnetic moments will align parallel with the external magnetic field
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and will therefore populate the lower energy level and some will align anti-parallel
with the external magnetic field and will populate the higher energy level[162] (see
Figure 2.26a). The NMR signal comes from the net energy absorption ∆E after the
disturbance of a radio frequency (RF) pulse. The nuclear magnetic resonance condition
is:
∆E = ~ω = ~γB (2.88)
ω = γB (2.89)
where ω is the angular frequency of the RF pulse, also called the Larmor frequency.
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Figure 2.26: (a) Energy levels for the 1H nuclei as a function of external magnetic
field. The 1H nuclei is a ’spin-1/2’ particle, splitting into two sub-levels according
to Equation 2.86 after the radiation frequency pulse perturbation. (b) The nuclear
magnetic moment µ precessing around the external magnetic field B with the Larmor
frequency ω0.
The motion of a magnetic moment can be described in terms of the precession of
the magnetization vector µ around the external magnetic field, B, with a frequency, ω,
(the Larmor frequency) at an angle θ as shown in Figure 2.26b. The Larmor frequency
is given by the equation 2.89. The potential energy for the precession can be expressed
as:
E = −µB = −µBcosθ (2.90)
where θ is the precession angle. Nuclear spins can be excited by the RF pulse through
absorption of energy.[161] After the pulse is switched off, a spin in the excited state
can return to the equilibrium state, emitting the energy it has absorbed over some time.
This is the so-called magnetization relaxation process, during which the magnetization
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relaxation in the z-direction Mz returns to its original value, M0. The signal decay in the
xy-plane is detected, and is typically characterised by a single exponential decay.[161,
162]
2.4.2 The NMR spectrometer
In this work, a MARAN bench-top pulse NMR analyser, manufactured by Resonance
Instruments Ltd, U.K. and operating at 20 MHz for protons, was used to acquire data.
Figure 2.27(a) shows the schematic diagram of the setup of this NMR analyser. The
sample in the tube is placed in the magnetic field B created by the permanent magnets
in the z-direction (Figure 2.27b). The RF pulse is generated by the coil in which the
sample tube is placed. The energy of the RF pulse corresponds to the energy difference
between two different spin states. Thus the frequency of the RF pulse is given by the
equation 2.88 and 2.89.
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Figure 2.27: (a) Schematic diagram shows the setup of the MARAN bench-top pulse
NMR analyser. (b) definition of the direction of the external magnetic field B (z-
direction) and the RF pulse direction of the NMR analyser.
2.4.3 Relaxation of the magnetic moment
As discussed above, without an external magnetic field B0, the nuclear magnetic mo-
ments µ are randomly oriented, thus the vector sum of these nuclear magnetic moments
equals zero. After the application of an external magnetic field, the total magnetic mo-
ment vector M0 is the sum of µ along the direction of the external magnetic field as
shown in Figure 2.28a. After a perturbation in the form of an RF pulse, M will leave the
equilibrium state and precess about the pulse. The projections of M on the xy-plane and
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z-direction are defined as the Mxy and Mz components, respectively, see Figure 2.28b.
After removal of the RF pulse, M will recover back to the equilibrium state gradu-
ally. This process is the so-called magnetization relaxation.[161, 162] The relaxation
in the z-direction is the longitudinal T1 relaxation and the relaxation in the xy-plane is
the transverse T2 relaxation.[161] The T1 relaxation process can be described by the
equation:
dMZ
dt
= −Mz − M0
T1
(2.91)
If M0 is tilted onto the xy-plane, i.e. Mz = 0, the recovery of the magnetization can be
described in the integrated form:
Mz(t) = M0(1 − e−t/T1) (2.92)
The above equation means that after a time constant T1, 63% of magnetization can be
recovered in the z-direction. T1 relaxation is related to the energy exchange between
the spin system and the surrounding environment (lattice), thus T1 relaxation is also
known as spin lattice relaxation.[161]
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Figure 2.28: (a) The overall M0 along the direction of external magnetic field in the
z-direction, (b) after the RF perturbation, M0 leaves the equilibrium state and has pro-
jections Mxy and Mz in the xy-plane and along the z-direction respectively.
The transverse relaxation time T2 can be described using the following equation:[161]
dMxy
dt
= −Mxy
T2
(2.93)
M(t) = Mxye−t/T2 (2.94)
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The T2 relaxation describes the process by which the nuclear spin magnetization loses
its phase coherence. Unlike the T1 relaxation, the T2 relaxation does not require the en-
ergy exchange but is instead related to the local variation of the magnetic field strength
which leads to the phase decoherence of the precessing spins. The greater the magnetic
field strength variation, the faster the phase decoherence of the precessing spins.[161]
2.4.4 Measurements of T1 and T2 relaxations
Inversion recovery is the commonly used method to conduct a T1 measurement.[161,
162] In this method, a 180◦ RF pulse in the +z direction is first applied to the sample
which inverts the magnetization from the +z direction to the −z direction as shown in
Figures 2.29a and b. After a certain time t, the magnetization inverts back to the +z
direction as shown in Figure 2.29c. After the delay time t, a 90◦ RF pulse is applied,
tilting the magnetization onto the xy-plane as shown in Figure 2.29d. The magneti-
zation and signal intensity are then recorded in z-direction as shown in Figure 2.29e.
The RF pulse sequences are shown in 2.29f. The magnetization from the inversion
recovery method can be described by the following equation:
M(t) = M0(1 − 2e−t/T1) (2.95)
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Figure 2.29: Schematic diagram showing the variation of the magnetization during the
T1 measurement using inversion recovery method.
A Hahn Spin-Echo pulse sequence is used to conduct a T2 measurement.[161, 162]
In this method, a 90◦ RF pulse is applied, tilting the magnetization onto the xy-plane
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as shown in Figures 2.30a and b. After certain time t1, the magnetization can spread
in the xy-plane as shown in Figure 2.30c. Following this, a 180◦ RF pulse is applied
which flips the magnetization horizontally as shown in Figure 2.30d. After certain time
t2, the echo is recorded, which reveals the decoherence (Figure 2.30e). The RF pulse
sequences are shown in 2.30f. In a simple case, the T2 relaxation can be described by
an exponential decay:
M(t) = Mxye−t/T2 (2.96)
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Figure 2.30: Schematic diagram showing the variation of the magnetization during the
T2 measurement using Hahn spin-echo pulse sequence.
2.4.5 Bloemberg-Purcell-Pound (BPP) Theory
For systems containing protons, the most important relaxation mechanism is the dipole-
dipole interaction. The BBP theory was proposed to describe the relaxation times of
some simple systems such as bulk water in terms of the correlation time, τ.[164] This
theory is based on the assumption that a single reorientational correlation time τ of a
molecule is responsible for the relaxation. Based on this, the relaxation times can be
expressed as:[164]
1
T1
= 2A
( τ
1 + ω2τ2
+
4τ
1 + ω24τ2
)
(2.97)
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1
T2
= A
(
3τ +
5τ
1 + ω2τ2
+
2τ
1 + 4ω2τ2
)
(2.98)
where τ is the correlation time and ω is the Larmor frequency which is specific to the
equipment used. A is a constant:
A =
3
20
γ4~2
(µ0
4pi
)2
r6 (2.99)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio for protons, ~ is the reduced Planck constant, µ0 is
the permeability of free space and r is the distance between two interacting protons.
Figure 2.31 compares the T1 and T2 data as a function of τ. The values of T1 and
T2 are equal at very short correlation times. T1 has a minimum and then increases
as the correlation time increases. On the other hand, T2 continues to decrease, which
means in practice that the NMR peaks get broader as the molecular size or viscosity
increases. Therefore, the T1 and T2 relaxations and the spectral resolution depend on
the molecular size and the viscosity of the solution.[161, 163]
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Figure 2.31: Schematic illustration of T1 and T2 relaxations as a function of correlation
time, τ.
2.5 Summary
The four main techniques used in this work to probe the dynamics of materials over
a wide timescale range have been introduced. Broadband dielectric spectroscopy is
useful to study the glassy dynamics and sub-glass transitions. Its large operational
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frequency and temperature range means that the dynamics of such materials can be
analysed over a wide range of timescales. Various different types of rheometry were in-
troduced showing that the microscopic structures of materials could be studied through
analysis of their macroscopic properties. Differential scanning calorimetry is a pow-
erful method to study thermally driven events, including the glass transition, melting,
crystallization and degradation. In this work, conventional DSC, modulated DSC and
rate dependent DSC measurements are combined together to study the dynamics of
the glass transition. NMR is a versatile technique and was used to investigate several
aspects of chemical compounds such as their molecular structure, motion and confor-
mation. T1 and T2 relaxometry measurements were used in this work to probe the
dynamics of polymer melts.
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Chapter 3
Control of polymer dynamics using
supramolecular side-groups
In this chapter, comb-like polymers based on 2-ethylhexyl acrylate (EHA) and 2-
ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) units are synthesised via RAFT polymerisations.
The former monomers give the polymers a comb-like structure, whereas the latter
monomers generate side-group supramolecular interactions (hydrogen bonds) acting
by the formation UPy dimers, where the dimers are linked by quadruple hydrogen
bonds. We investigate the structure, dynamics and rheology of these supramolecular
side-chain polymers where the UPy side-chain molar concentration was systematically
varied and encompassed 0, 2, 6, 9 and 14% of UPy units. We demonstrate that these
polymers which contain a significant fraction of alkyl side-chains demonstrate nano-
phase segregated structures due to the incompatibility between the polymer backbone
and the alkyl side-chains. This is reflected in the dynamics, which show two separate
relaxation processes near the glass transition temperatures Tg, as observed using broad-
band dielectric spectroscopy. For the pure non supramolecular polymer, the slowest
relaxation is assigned as the α relaxation which is related to structural relaxation and
thus the glass transition. The faster observed relaxation is due to relaxations of alkyl
chains within the nano-phase segregated alkyl-rich regions. We term this relaxation α∗,
and demonstrate that it shows similarities to relaxations observed in polyethylene αPE.
The random addition of supramolecular UPy-groups along the polymer backbones sig-
nificantly slows down the α relaxations, leading to higher Tgs.
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As the concentration of UPy groups along the backbone is increased, the glass tran-
sitions become weaker and broader due to the physical cross-linking of UPy dimers be-
tween chains. For the polymer with 14 mol% UPy, the α relaxation changes from the
usual Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann VFT behaviour to an Arrhenius behaviour, which im-
plies that the α relaxation is mainly controlled by dynamics of supramolecular groups.
On the other hand, addition of UPy groups has a much smaller effect on the α∗ and
γ relaxations. The α∗ relaxation is controlled by the size of alkyl regions which in
our case are more or less fixed, as demonstrated by x-ray measurements. The γ re-
laxation in the sub-glassy state is mainly due to local motions of the side groups and
is not significantly affected by the inter-chain supramolecular interactions. On the
macroscopic scale, the addition of UPy groups along the backbone changes the me-
chanical properties dramatically. For polymers with 0 and 2 mol% UPy groups, the
materials are viscous liquids at room temperature. However, polymers with 6, 9 and
14 mol% UPy groups are rubbery solids and demonstrate clear rubber plateaus in the
elastic storage modulus, covering almost 4 decades in frequency. The supramolecu-
lar interactions also delay the terminal relaxations, decrease the power law exponents
corresponding to the terminal regime and increase the activation energies for polymers
to flow. These phenomena are rationalized in terms of the addition of supramolecular
physical cross-links, the UPy dimers. In the intermediate frequency range between the
glassy response and the rubber plateau, the addition of UPy groups also decreases the
effective power law exponents, characterising the response, from ∼0.5 to ∼0.2, as the
UPy concentration increases from 0 to 14 mol%, showing a change of the dynamics
from Rouse-like to gel-like behaviour.
3.1 Introduction
Supramolecular materials made of covalently bonded chains, intermolecularly con-
nected through secondary reversible interactions, such as hydrogen bonding,[165–172]
metal-ligand coordinations,[173–178] hydrophobic interactions,[179, 180] or ionic ag-
gregations,[181–184] have been of great interest for many years. As a matter of fact,
the intrinsic reversibility of such secondary bonds leads to the formation of transient
networks,[140, 170, 185–190] with stimuli-responsive properties that can be controlled
e.g. through a variation of the temperature,[191–193] moisture or pH,[194–196], In
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particular, supramolecular polymer can provide new and unique opportunities in terms
of materials processing and this is highly relevant to industrial applications.
Nano-phase segregated structures in the range of 1-3 nm have been reported for
polymers with comb-like architecture containing long alkyl side chains because of in-
compatibility between polymer backbones and side alkyl chains.[197–204] Materials
with such nano-scale structures are of a great interest in many fields, for example, as or-
ganic semi-conductors in thin-film transistors,[205] surfactants component for biomed-
ical applications,[206] organic photovoltaic cells[207] and light emitting diodes.[208]
Understanding the relaxation dynamics across a wide range of length- and time-scales
of such nano-phase segregated materials is important in order to be able to fully utilise
the potential of these materials in applications. It has been shown that nano-phase seg-
regation phenomena widely exists in many polymers, and depends on the chemistry,
flexibility and glass transition temperature of the polymer backbones.[197, 198, 200–
204] For polymer systems with alkyl side-chains, it has been demonstrated that the size
of the alkyl side chain region is the key parameter that controls the dynamics inside the
alkyl region.[203]
In this chapter, poly(2-ethylhexyl acrylate-co-UPyEA) (UPyPEHA) with varying
UPy concentrations φUPy are synthesised using RAFT polymerisation.[67, 168, 209–
211] Two monomers are chosen. One is 2-ethylhexyl acrylate and the other is mod-
ified by 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) groups. The former one leads to nano-
phase segregated structures[203] and the latter one provides supramolecular interac-
tions, forming transient networks due to quadruple hydrogen bonds between UPy
groups.[212, 213] The UPy hydrogen bonding group is chosen because of its easy
chemical synthesis, strong association constant (kasso > 106 M−1 in chloroform), tem-
perature sensitivity and self-complementarity.[33, 166, 214, 215] The physical and
chemical aspects of UPy-based supramolecular materials have been widely studied,
both with a focus of increasing the fundamental understanding and additionally to
develop new applications, such as stimuli-responsive,[170, 174, 191, 216–218] tem-
perature sensitive[192, 193, 210, 216, 219, 219] or self-healing properties.[167, 220–
224] Attaching UPy groups to the ends of linear polymers or oligomers, (forming
so-called ’telechelic’ building-blocks, one example is given in Chapter 5), enables
chain-extension and thus a qualitative change of the mechanical behaviour from liquid-
like to rubber-like at room temperature.[33, 166, 170, 225–228] On the contrary, at
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high temperature, hydrogen bonds are more likely to be dissociated, which drasti-
cally decreases the melt viscosities. This behaviour is potentially of high interest
for industrial processing.[33, 166] Alternatively, UPy groups can be attached to the
polymer backbone as side groups by random co-polymerisation of conventional and
UPy-functionalized monomers.[168, 186, 210, 213, 229, 230] By tuning the molecular
weight of the polymer backbone, as well as the concentration of UPy groups along the
backbone, φUPy, a broad range of properties such as glass transition temperatures and
melt viscosities can be controlled.
In this chapter, we study a series of polymers both without and with varying con-
centrations of supramolecular UPy groups along the chains. All polymers are below
their entanglement molecular weight (Me ∼ 30 kg/mol, as estimated by comparison to
the similar polymer poly(hexyl acrylate) (PHA)),[231]) Thus, a series of samples with
varying φUPy (0, 2, 6, 9 and 14mol%) were synthesised. The nano-phase segregated
structures were characterized by small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The dynamics were investigated by differential scanning calorime-
try (DSC), broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) and rheological measurements.
As φUPy increases, the glass transitions become much weaker and broader, and the tem-
perature dependences change from a Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT)[232] behaviour
to an Arrhenius behaviour. These results indicate that as chain segments between two
UPy groups becomes shorter, relaxations occur over a broader range of timescales, cor-
responding to more constrained states. Similar behaviours have been observed in other
systems such as nanocomposites showing gel-like behaviour over a wide frequency
range (∼ 6 decades) for high nanoparticle loading.[233] In the melt state, the charac-
teristic relaxation timecales and power law exponents in the terminal regime decrease
as φUPy increases because inter-chain hydrogen bonds act as an extra friction and slow
down chain relaxations.[186] Inside the nano-phase segregated regions, the relaxation
dynamics of the alkyl chains are independent on the surrounding matrix and is only
slightly affected by increasing φUPy. In the sub-glassy state, a γ relaxation is observed
that is related to local motions of side groups,[234] and is not affected by inter-chain
supramolecular interactions. Our work, supported by structural evidences, investigate
effects of supramolecular interactions and nano-phase separations on the dynamics and
rheology of polymer networks ranging from the glassy state to the melt state.
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3.2 Experimental section
3.2.1 Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 2-ethylhexyl acrylate (EHA) was
passed through a basic aluminium oxide column to remove monomethyl ether hydro-
quinone which act as stabilizers before polymerisation. 2,2-azobis(isobutyronitrile)
(AIBN) and 1,1’-azobis(cyclohexanecarbonitrile) (ABCN) were re-crystalized from
ethanol twice before use. 2-isocyanatoethyl acrylate (ICEA), 2-amino-4-hydroxy-
6-methylpyrimidone (AHEP) and molecular sieve adsorbent were used as received.
4-cyano-4-[(dodecylsulfanylthiocarbonyl) sulfanyl] pentanoic acid was used as chain
transfer agent (CTA) for the RAFT polymerisations. Solvents, i.e. tetrahydrofuran
(THF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), chloroform, dichloromethane (DCM) were dried
using molecular sieves for two days before use.
3.2.2 Synthesis of UPy functionalized ethylacrylate (UPyEA)
Synthesis of UPy side-chain functionalized polymers involves two steps: synthesis of
2-(3-(6-methyl-4-oxo-1,4-dihydropyrimidin-2-yl)ureido)ethyl acrylate (UPyEA) and
co-polymerisation of UPyEA with EHA monomers.[210, 211, 235] Synthesis proce-
dure for UPyEA is shown in Figure 3.1. AHEP (4.03 g, 32.2 mmol) was dissolved
in 60 ml of DMSO at 150 ◦C. The solution was then cooled to room temperature and
ICEA (5.0 g, 35.5 mmol) was added. After 3 hours under stirring, the reaction solution
generated white solids. Most DMSO was removed under a high vacuum using a ro-
tary evaporator, and washed with a large amount of acetone, yielding UPyEA as white
powders. Yield: 8.4 g, 98%. 1H (500 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ: 2.11 (3H, s, -CH3), 3.47
(2H, q, J = 5 Hz, -CH2-CH2-O-), 4.20 (2H, t, J = 5 Hz, -CH2-CH2-O-), 5.8 (1H, s, -
CH-C(=O)-), 5.98 (1H, dd, J1 = 5 Hz, J2 = 10 Hz, -CH=CH2(trans)), 6.20 (1H, dd, J1
= 5 Hz, J2 = 15 Hz,-CH=CH2), 6.37 (1H, dd, J1 = 5 Hz, J2 = 15 Hz, -CH=CH2(cis)).
13H (500 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ: 168.2, 166.1, 154.4, 152.2, 131.1, 128.0, 104.8, 61.0,
45.4, 18.9. υmax(neat, cm−1): 2956, 2169, 1733, 1703, 1659, 1578, 1522, 1455, 981,
967; ESI-HRMS calculated for [C11H14N4O4+H]
+: 267.1260 g/mol, found 267.1090
g/mol.
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Figure 3.1: Synthesis of UPy functionalised monomers (UPyEA) and (co)polymers
containing EHA and UPyEA by RAFT polymerisation.
A general procedure for RAFT polymerisation of co-polymers is as follows: a
calculated amount of monomers (EHA and UPyEA), CTAs, initiators (ACBN), and
DMF were added into a round-bottom flask. The flask was then connected to a vacuum
line, and subsequently the flask was immersed into liquid nitrogen to make sure all
chemicals inside were frozen. In the frozen state, the air in the flask was pumped out
through the vacuum line over a period of 15 mins. After this, the valve between the
pump and the flask was closed. The flask was immersed into methanol which can help
warm up the mixture in the flask quickly. The freeze-pump-thaw cycle was repeated
at least three times to remove the oxygen in the solution; this is important since the
oxygen can otherwise react with radicals and terminate the polymerisation. After three
freeze-pump-thaw cycles, the flask was immersed into a pre-heated oil bath to start
the polymerisation. After a prescribed time, to stop the polymerisation, the flask was
removed from the oil bath, immersed into a mixture of ice and water and the flask was
opened to air.
To purify the polymer, a small amount of chloroform was added to the viscous
solution and the diluted solution was precipitated drop by drop into large amount of
methanol (at least 10 times excess in volume). This was performed twice to remove
any residual monomers, followed by filtration and drying under vacuum at 60 ◦C for
one day. The synthesis procedure is shown in Figure 3.1. Five (co-)polymers were
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of (co-)polymers synthesised by RAFT
sample
code
Mn1
(g/mol)
PDI 1
ϕ 2
(%)
Mn,theory3
(g/mol)
Feeding
φUPy (%)
φUPy
4
(%)
[UPy] 5 [EHA] 6
PEHA 17200 1.05 65 19400 – – – –
UPyPEHA2 16600 1.24 70 21400 4 2 2 –
UPyPEHA6 22000 1.38 76 24800 8 6 7 16
UPyPEHA9 23700 1.71 79 25300 10 9 13 10
UPyPEHA14 24600 2.26 84 29200 15 14 17 6
1 Measured by SEC, Polydispersity Distribution Index (PDI), PDI = Mw/Mn;
2 ϕ = mpolymers/mmonomers × 100%, where mpolymers and mmonomers are the mass for polymer after purifi-
cation and the mass for fed monomers;
3 Mn,theory = MCTA + ( [EHA][CTA] × MEHA + [UPyEA][CTA] × MUPyEA) × ϕ, where MCTA, MEHA and MUPyEA are
molecular weights of CTA, EHA and UPyPEHA, respectively; [CTA], [EHA] and [UPyEA] are the
feeding concentrations of CTA, EHA and UPyEA, respectively.
4 φUPy = [UPyEA]/([UPyEA]+[EHA]) in the synthesised polymers;
5 the number of UPy groups per chain;
6 the number of EHA monomers between two neighbouring UPy groups;
synthesised using RAFT method,[210, 229] and detailed characteristic information is
show in Table 3.1. Note that: i) changing the ratio between the total amount of two
monomers and the amount of CTA can tune the molecular weights of co-polymers;
ii) changing the ratio between EHA and UPyEA can tune the ratio of UPyEA (φUPy)
in the co-polymers. iii) to increase solubility of UPyEA in DMF, high temperature is
required, e.g. ∼130◦C and polymerisation time for the polymer with high UPy ratio
was also slightly longer. iv) for synthesis of homo-polymer poly(2-ethylhexyl acrylate)
(PEHA), the polymerisation was conducted in toluene at 80 ◦C and used AIBN as
the radical initiators. Here we note that the reaction activities of HEA is larger than
that of UPyEA,[50] which may lead to the gradient distribution of UPyEA along a
polymer chain. However, in the discussion below and modelling in Chapter 4, we
assume that the UPyEA monomers are randomly distributed along a chain. Molecular
weights and distribution were measured using SEC, as shown in Table 3.1. Typical
NMR result UPyPEHA is as follows: 1H (500 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ: 0.7-2 (-CH2−CH−
in polymer backbone), 3.2 (2H, -CH2-S-), 3.8-4.2 (4H, -O-CH2 − CH2 − CH− and -
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O-CH2 − CH2 − NH−), 5.8 (1H, pyrimidyl-H); 12C (500 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ: 14.0,
18.9, 22.6, 24.1, 28.8, 29.4, 30.6, 32.4, 35.4, 38.9, 41.9, 45.4, 60.9, 67.5, 104.8, 125.2,
152.1, 154.4, 168.2. ii) PEHA: 1H (500 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ: 0.7-2 (-CH2 − CH− in
polymer backbone), 3.9 (2H, -O-CH2 − CH2 − CH−); 12C (500 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ:
11.1, 14.0, 22.9, 23.9, 24.1, 28.2, 28.9, 29.1, 29.4, 31.0, 35.4, 38.9, 41.9, 43.4, 46.8,
67.5, 125.2, 172.0, 175.2.
3.2.3 Characterisations
General introductions to the characterisation methods used in the work are provided in
Chapter 2. However, we provide some specific details below for each technique used.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
NMR (1H and 13C) characterisations were performed using a Bruker 500M Hz NMR
instrument with tetramethylsilane (TMS) as the internal standard and deuterated chlo-
roform (CDCl3) and d6-DMSO were used as solvents for PEHA and UPyPEHA, re-
spectively. Polymer solutions with concentration about 50 mg/ml were used and 512
scans were performed to obtain spectra with good signal-to-noise ratio. UPyEA solu-
tion in d6-DMSO with concentration about 4 mg/ml and 512 scans were performed.
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
The average molecular weight and polydispersity (PDI) were measured using SEC, a
Waters Breeze instrument equipped with multiple water columns covering molecular
weight range from 2000 to 80000 g/mol with tetrahydrofuran as the eluant (1 mL/min)
and a Waters 2410 refractive index detector was used. A polystyrene standard was used
for calibration. Polymer solution with concentrations of about 1 mg/ml were used for
the measurements.
Small and Wide Angle X-ray scattering
Small and wide angle X-ray scattering (SAXS/WAXS) experiments were performed
using a SAXSpace system (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) with an x-ray incident wave-
length of λ =0.154 nm. For this experimental set-up, described in detail elsewhere,[236]
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the minimum and maximum accessible scattering vectors are qmin =0.06 nm−1 and
qmax = 18.5 nm−1, respectively, where q = 4pisinθ/λ, and 2θ is the scattering angle.qmin
and qmax correspond to a maximum/minimum spatial resolution of 0.34/104 nm. A
Mythen X-ray detector (Dectris Ltd., Baden, Switzerland) was used to record the 1D
scattering patterns at sample-to-detector distances of 317 mm (SAXS) and 130 mm
(SAXS and WAXS), respectively. Each polymer sample was filled into a paste cell
(Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) of 1 mm thickness and sealed with a thin Kapton poly-
imide film window. All experiments were performed at a temperature of 25◦C ± 0.1◦C,
using a typical exposure time of 1 hour. Background scattering from the empty cell
as well as from the solvent was subtracted following standard procedures.[236] The
reduced SAXS data were analysed using a simple empirical fit combining a powerlaw
with either one or two Gaussian contributions to follow the overall structural trends.
(Modulated) Differential Scanning Calorimetry ((M)DSC)
The calorimetric response of the synthesised polymers were determined using a TA
Q2000 heat flux Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) using both standard and
modulated DSC (MDSC). For both DSC and MDSC, the samples were first heated to
T =403 K using a heating rate of 20 K/min, and the samples were kept for 5 min to
ensure a good thermal contact with the sample pans, after which they were cooled to
T =103 K at a rate of 20 K/min. The subsequent measurements were performed on
heating from T =103 to 403 K using a heating rate of 10 K/min for the standard DSC
measurements. The MDSC measurements were also conducted on heating, in which
a 1 K amplitude sinusoidal temperature oscillation with a 60 s modulation period was
added to a linear heating ramp characterized by either 2 or 3 K/min heating rate.
Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS)
Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) was performed using a Novocontrol Alpha-
N analyser ( 10−2 to 106 Hz) connected to a sample cell through a high impedance ac-
tive test interface (Novocontrol 2-Wire Test Interface ZG2). Data were collected over
a broad temperature range of -160 to 130 ◦C on heating with a temperature accuracy
of ±0.1◦C using a Novocontrol Quatro cryo-system. The polymer samples were sand-
wiched between 20 mm diameter metal electrodes and the inter-electrode spacing was
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set using 0.1 mm silica spacers. More details about the sample preparation are shown
in Section 2.1.5, Chapter 2.
Oscillatory and stress relaxation shear rheology
Small amplitude oscillation shear measurements (SAOS) and step strain stress relax-
ation experiments were performed using a Rheometrics Advanced Expansion System
(ARES) strain-controlled rheometer equipped with two complementary Force Rebal-
ance Transducers. The experiments were conducted within a temperature range from
Tg (≈ 203 to 215 K) to T=403 K using a convection oven operating under nitrogen
flow with a temperature control better than ±0.5 K. A plate-plate geometry was used
in the experiments and either 3 or 10 mm diameter parallel plates were used depending
on the composition of the samples and on the testing temperature. Polymer films with
a thickness of about 1.5 mm were obtained by placing the polymers in a round mold
at T=403 K under vacuum for 3 days. The films were placed between the rheometer
plates and their edges were trimmed to match the geometry. For the range of deter-
mined material moduli, we confirmed that our results are not influenced by a variation
of plate diameters (3, 5 and 10 mm plates) and thus recorded torques, demonstrating
that we are not influenced by instrument compliance effects.[184]
For the oscillatory shear experiments, the complex shear modulus (G∗ = G′ − iG′′)
was determined over an angular frequency range of 0.628 to 62.8 rad/s. To obtain the
rheological response over a wider frequency range, time-temperature superposition
(TTS) using horizontal shift factors was used. We note that vertical shifts are also
often used to account for the temperature variation of the density. However, with the
amount of the polymers available in this work, we could not reliably determine the
temperature dependent densities and thus choose to use only horizontal shift factors. To
investigate the accuracy of this approach we plot the loss tangent tan(δ) vs the complex
modulus G∗ in a so-called Van-Gurp-Palmen (VGP) plot [137, 138] (Chapter 4, Figure
4.3). This representation removes all explicit time-dependence from the data, and so
indicates whether an accurate frequency-shift TTS is possible or not. Based on this
plot, we find that for the data where TTS works well, as described in more detail further
on, master curves are formed without the need for vertical shifts, thus supporting our
approach of only using horizontal shift factors. TTS was initially conducted using the
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software, Orchestrator from TA instrument, which takes both G′ and G′′ into account
in the fitting procedure. For the samples with 0, 2 and 6 mol% UPy groups, TTS was
solely performed using this fitting procedure. For the samples with 9 and 14% UPy
groups, the initial fitting was performed in the same manner, subsequently followed
by small manual horizontal adjustments (¡ ±10 %) aimed to result in a continuous G′
curve. Also, as further described below, we demonstrate that when TTS works well, the
results are fully consistent with those resulting from stress relaxation measurements,
which cover a wider frequency range without need for TTS, further supporting the fact
that the introduction of a vertical shift factor is not necessary within the accuracy of
the experiments for our polymers (details about TTS are given in Chapter 4).
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Figure 3.2: Stress σ and strain γ as a function of time for UPyPEHA14 at 263 K in a
step stress relaxation measurement.
In stress relaxation experiments, a step strain with a rise time from 0.01 to 0.1 s
within the linear regime was applied to the material and this strain subsequently re-
mained constant over time. The stress responding to the applied strain was recorded as
a function of time.In practice, before the real test, a small pre-strain was applied to the
material which aims to eliminate the effect of pre-stress in the material and improve the
experiment reproducibility. The waiting time for the pre-strain to relax should be long
enough so that the pre-stress from the pre-strain is negligible. A free software, iRheo,
was used to do the transformation from stress relaxation data to dynamic moduli.[145]
The advantage using iRheo for the transformation is that it takes account of the re-
sponse also from the initial strain ramp period and extends the frequency range of the
transformed moduli. Figure 3.2 shows the stress and strain as a function of time for
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UPyPEHA14 at 263 K, as an example to illustrate the input data for iRheo to conduct
the transformation. The interpretation of the output from iRheo and the assessment of
its accuracy are discussed later.
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was performed on the polymer films using an Icon
FastScan-Bio AFM (Bruker), in standard Tapping Mode (repulsive regime) in air with
a TESPA-V2 (Bruker) probe at 284 kHz. Whilst the amplitude setpoint is normally set
to the minimum to achieve stable imaging, to enhance phase contrast a slightly lower
amplitude, approximately 85% of the free amplitude (approximately 10 nm) was used.
Low magnification surveys were performed both optically and with AFM, revealing
an extremely flat spin coated polymer film with occasional widely spaced (10-30 µm)
pores cause by solvent venting. Between the pores the surface roughness (Ra) was 0.14
nm at a scan size of 500 nm. Images presented here are the phase images only with a
contrast range of about 1 degree, acquired at 1024 pixel resolution. The relevant image
features were only visible at a scan-range of less than 1 µm. The AFM sample was
prepared by dissolving UPyPEHA6 in CH3Cl (3 mg/ml) and spin-coated onto silicon
wafer at 3000 rpm for 30 s. The sample was left at room temperature for a week to dry
solvents.
3.3 Results and discussions
3.3.1 Structures
The structures of the five polymers were investigated using SAXS/WAXS, as described
in the experimental section and the results are showed in Figure 3.3, where scattering
intensities I(q) are plotted versus the scattering vector, q. For all polymers, either two
or three maxima are observed in I(q), and the two higher q contributions, here termed
qII and qIII, are observed for all polymers; However, only the UPy-containing polymers
show the low-q scattering maximum, termed qI. To investigate how the three scattering
contributions vary with φUPy, we perform a simple empirical analysis by describing I(q)
as a sum of two Gaussian functions, representing the observed maxima and a powerlaw
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that empirically describe the rise in intensity at low q, (Figure 3.4a and b), using the
following equation:
I(q) = mq−n +
∑
i=1, 2
aiexp(
−(q − bi)2
2c2i
) (3.1)
where bi gives peak positions. In the case of fitting the SAXS data, the peak positions
for qI do not change significantly with increasing φUPy. Thus in the fits, b1 is fixed
to 1.50, i.e. qI = 1.5 nm−1. b2 decreases slightly with increasing φUPy. qII equals
4.3, 4.3, 4.2, 4.2 and 4.1 nm−1 for PEHA0, UPyPEHA2, UPyPEHA6, UPyPEHA9
and UPyPEHA14, respectively. For the fitting of the WAXS data we use a sum of
two Gaussians (the powerlaw contribution in equation 3.1 is not included in these fits),
where the first Gaussian accounts for the broadening at the low q side and this Gaus-
sian is fixed in position for all samples. All fitting parameters corresponding to the
second Gaussian are kept free. Since the peak at qIII is described using a sum of two
Gaussians, the peak positions for qIII are defined as the q values corresponding to the
maxima of the sums of the two Gaussians. We find that qIII equals 12.9, 12.9, 13,0, 13.0
and 13.1 nm−1 for PEHA0, UPyPEHA2, UPyPEHA6, UPyPEHA9 and UPyPEHA14,
respectively. The high-q diffraction peak, here observed at qIII ∼13.0 nm−1 and thus
corresponding to distances of dIII ∼ 2pi/qIII ∼ 0.48 nm, is a general characteristic of
amorphous polymers and typically originates from correlations between atoms situ-
ated in different chains.[203, 204] Since chains are typically interacting through van
der Waals interactions this scattering contribution is often termed the van der Waals
peak.[237] For amorphous polymer without side-chains this contribution is normally
observed around 15 nm−1 and shifts to lower q for increasing temperature, due to ther-
mal expansion.[237] Importantly, a range of scattering studies using x-ray and/or neu-
tron scattering, have investigated comb-like polymers, similar to our PEHA0, with
alkyl-based side-chains including poly(n-alkyl methacrylates),[197, 199, 230] poly(n-
alkyl acrylates),[202]poly(di-n-alkyl itaconates)[198] and poly(alkylene oxides).[201]
X-ray and/or neutron scattering studies on these systems also demonstrate a scattering
peak in the same wave-vector range as our qIII peak.
To study the corresponding correlations in more detail, isotope labelling was used
in neutron scattering studies on poly(n-alkyl) methacrylates (PnMAs).[200, 201, 238]
Fully deuterated PnMAs show a clear peak at qIII, whereas it was demonstrated that
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Figure 3.3: (a) X-ray scattering intensity measured on PEHA0 and its UPy function-
alised counterparts (2, 6, 9 and 14% UPy) as a function of q. The solid lines in the
SAXS region are the best fits using the combination of a powerlaw and two Gaussian
equations for qI and qII. The solid line in the WAXS region is the best fit for UP-
yPEHA14 using the combination of two Gaussian equations for qIII. For clarity, fitted
lines are other samples are not plotted. In WAXS fits, one Gaussian equation accounts
for the broadening at low q side is fixed for all samples. The contributions of each
fitting component are shown in Figure 3.4a and b for SAXS and WAXS respectively.
when the side chain was made nearly invisible to neutrons by using partial deuteration,
the scattering peak at qIII disappears demonstrating that for polymers with significant
alkyl side-chains this contribution is due to correlations between atoms situated within
the alkyl side-groups.[200, 238] Moreover, it was demonstrated that the structure fac-
tor peak obtained on pure deuterated polyethylene (PE) is very similar both in terms of
peak position and temperature dependence further supporting the conclusion that the
peak at qIII reflects correlations between atoms situated in the side-group of different
monomers and the presence of alkyl-rich side-chain PE-like nanometer sized domains
in these types of polymers.[200, 238] These results were further confirmed by neu-
tron scattering work on poly(alkylene oxides) (PAOs)[201] where isotope labelling
together with neutron polarisation analysis was used to separate incoherent and coher-
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ent scattering contributions and the neutron scattering investigation was combined with
atomistic MD computer simulations.[238] These studies also confirmed the existence
of alkyl nano-domains and that the qIII peak was due to correlations between atoms
situated in different side-chains (SC) and also in this system the peak is consistent with
that corresponding to the amorphous fraction of PE at the relevant temperatures .[239]
Referring to Figure 3.3, we see that for our five polymers, the qIII peak position is rel-
atively insensitive to a variation in the UPy concentration and the peak position is at
most shifting very weakly towards higher q as φUPy increases.
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Figure 3.4: Examples to show the fitting contributions as discussed in Figure 3.3 for
(a) SAXS of UPyPEHA9 and (b) WAXS of PEHA0.
For comb-like polymers with alkyl-type side-chains discussed above, the scattering
maximum corresponding to our scattering peak at qII, here observed at qII ∼4.2 nm−1
and thus corresponding to distances of dII ∼ 2pi/qII ∼1.5 nm,(Figure 3.6a), was also
consistently observed.[202–204] It has been clearly demonstrated that the location of
the qII maximum is directly related to the length of the side-chains, where the peak
is observed at lower q for longer side-chains supporting an interpretation where the
peak is related to the average size of the alkyl nano-domains and dII ∼1.5 nm is con-
sistent with our side-chains containing 8 carbon atoms.[203] In the neutron scattering
investigations both on PnMAs and POAs,[200, 201, 238] the origin of this peak was
investigated in detail and it was demonstrated that this peak remains as the alkyl side-
chains were made nearly invisible to neutrons. Thus, the peak at qII is interpreted as
due to correlations between main-chain (MC) structural units and thus to correspond to
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an average inter-chain distance. Given this interpretation, qII thus directly provides in-
formation about the size of the alkyl nano-domains. For POAs, the combined neutron
and MD simulation study revealed that the correlations underlying the peak at qII, in-
clude partial structure factor contributions not only from positive correlations between
main chains (MC-MC), as discussed above, but also from positive SC-SC correlations
and negative MC-SC correlations.[201] This is expected due to the fact that there is
a depletion of side-chains at the position of the main chains. However, the fact that
several different correlations contribute means that the variation e.g. with temperature
of the peak at qII can be quite complex to interpret. Typically, in the previous studies
this peak has been observed to be relatively insensitive to temperature, but as discussed
in reference,[238] given its complex origin, this does not necessarily mean that there
is no effect of temperature on the separate underlying structural correlations.
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Figure 3.5: AFM height (a) and phase (b) images for UPyPEHA6, see Experimental
section for the preparation of the thin film.
The generality of the results, as discussed above, for the peaks at qII and qIII have
recently been investigated using MD computer simulation also in a more generic bead-
spring model for comb-type co-polymers.[238] These simulations confirmed the inter-
pretations of both the scattering peak at qII and qIII, and thus the existence of nano-
segregation also in such simple model polymers. Importantly, the simulations also
demonstrated that nano-segregation can occur even in systems where the main-chain
and side-chain energetic interactions are identical, where the segregation will thus be
of entropic origin.[238] The existence of PE-like nm-sized domains in the comb-like
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polymers is further demonstrated by the effects on dynamics, as demonstrated in ex-
periments using broadband dielectric spectroscopy,[203] calorimetry[202] or neutron
spin echo investigations,[238] as discussed in more detail below where we compare
these results with our experimental results. As shown in Figure 3.3, the qII peak posi-
tion is not very sensitive to a variation in UPy concentration and within the accuracy
of our empirical analysis we can only deduce a possible shift towards lower q of about
0.3 nm−1 between the PEHA0 and the UPyPEHA14 samples, thus demonstrating that
the size of the alkyl-rich regions remain at 1.5 nm are not sensitive to the addition of
the cross-linkers. However, we do observe a decrease in the intensity of the peak at
qII which is reasonable given that the higher the UPy side-chain concentration is, the
lower the density of alkyl side-chains becomes.
1
2
a b
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagrams show (a) nano-phase separated structures for PEHA0
and side alkyl chain arrangements, (b) transient networks through UPy dimers for UP-
yPEHA. For clarity, nano-phase structures are not shown.
Finally, as shown in Figure 3.3, for the UPy-containing polymers a third scattering
maximum is observed at lower q, marked as qI. The maximum is observed at qI ∼ 1.5
nm−1 for all UPy concentrations and within the accuracy of our analysis we do not find
evidence for any significant variation in its peak position. In a simple interpretation,
qI would thus correspond to a characteristic length-scale of dI ∼ 2pi/qI ∼ 4.19 nm.
Moreover, it is clear that the strength of the maximum increases systematically with
increasing UPy concentration. This demonstrates that the qI peak is directly linked to
the presence of UPy groups. The strong hydrogen bond affinity between UPy groups
with typical bond energies of ∼70 kJ/mol (∼28 kT at T =298 K)[214, 215] means
that we do not expect any UPy monomers to exist freely in polymers, and instead
the observed scattering contribution should arise due to the presence of UPy dimers
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(Figure 3.6b). However, the remaining question is what arrangement of the dimers that
the scattering maximum represents; there are several potential options.
The fact that the qI peak position is relatively insensitive to UPy concentration,
and that the peak strength increases roughly proportionately with UPy concentration,
is indicative that the peak may be due to the typical “form factor” for electron den-
sity surrounding a single UPy dimer (rather than from structure factor correlations
between dimers). The possible origin of the observed qI peak may be discussed as a
type of “correlation hole” effect.[240, 241] A correlation hole arises e.g. in systems
such as diblock or triblock copolymers where the scattering properties varies between
the blocks so that certain block(s) scatter more than others. Since any chosen block is
connected to a block of the opposite type, it is thus surrounded by a “depletion region”
where the probability of finding a block of its own kind is lowered which modulates
the total q-dependence of the scattered intensity. Combined with the q-dependent scat-
tering from a certain block itself, its form factor, this can give rise to a peak in the
q-dependent scattered intensity.[240] Such behaviour is not only typically observed
in block copolymers and has been observed also in supramolecular systems with a
block-like nature where one of the block-types includes UPy groups. Our UPyPEHA
system is a random copolymer and as such one would not expect to observe any cor-
relation hole effects. However, the formation of supramolecular links through UPy
dimers means that each high electron density dimer is connected on each side via an
alkyl chain to the backbone to which in turn more alkyl chains are connected. Thus,
surrounding each UPy dimer there will be an effective “depletion zone” where it is less
probable to find another dimer. The combination of the scattering form factor of the
dimer together with the lowered probability of other dimers to be situated nearby could
be expected to lead to a peak in the scattered intensity at q-vectors consistent with our
observations. The fact that we find a systematic increase in the scattering contribution
at qI with increasing UPy concentration and the lack of any significant variation of the
peak position with UPy concentration both support this interpretation.
We may note that, at higher UPy concentrations, the “depletion zone” surrounding
a dimer may in turn give rise to correlations between dimers, as the structures become
packed together. As discussed above, we know that in all these systems free alkyl
chains tend to segregate into alkyl-rich regions with a characteristic size on nanometer
scale. Thus, it is possible that at least for high UPy concentrations the distance between
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two dimers can be correlated through the backbone-backbone correlations across the
alkyl-rich regions. We can not exclude that this mechanism could come into play at
least for the higher UPy concentrations, but the systematic nature of the variation of
the amplitude of the qI peak with UPy concentration suggests that this mechanism is
likely of less importance.
Although it is well known that UPy functionalised polymers can in some situa-
tions form self-assembled or aggregated structures,[172, 225] we do not find evidence
for UPy aggregates in our samples. In previous work that show self-assembled struc-
tures, the fibre structure is observed as a structure factor peak at q ∼ 1 nm−1 in SAXS
which is related the inter-fibre distance.[225] As discussed above, we also observe
a feature at qI ∼ 1.5 nm−1, however, as outlined above, we do not think that this is
due to a structure factor contribution from such structures, but instead believe that
our low-q SAXS contribution is due to a correlation-hole effect. Moreover, UPy as-
sociated aggregates based on crystallisation will melt at around 120 ◦C[242] and are
typically clearly observed in calorimetric studies. As shown below, however, we do
not observe any sign of a structural change or melting in our DSC data, see Figure
3.9. Another way to observe structures in supramolecular systems is to image the sam-
ples using AFM techniques.[225] To test this, we performed AFM experiments on the
UPyPEHA6 sample. The resulting height and phase images are shown in Figure 3.5.
The film with a thickness of about ∼30 nm thickness spin-coated onto a silicon wafer
reveal an extremely flat film with a surface roughness of 0.14 nm and a phase contrast
variation of about a degree, both at a scan size of 500 nm; the relevant image features
were only visible at a scan range of less than 1 µm. We thus do not find any evidence
to support the formation of UPy-based aggregates or crystalline regions, supporting
our interpretation. We also note that the linkage groups situated between the polymer
chains and the UPy groups, can play an important role in the formation of fibre-like
structures. Holger et al. reported that the use of urea or urethane groups as the linkage
groups between a poly(ethylene butylene) (PEB) backbone and the UPy groups can
promote the formation of the fibre structure. The reason for this is the formation of hy-
drogen bonds between these groups and nearby chains.[226] On the contrary, polymers
without any linkage hydrogen bonding groups, did not form the fibre structure. In our
case, we do not have urea or urethane groups between the UPy groups and the polymer
backbone, again supporting the lack of aggregated structures. In summary, We can
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not totally exclude the formation of UPy-based aggregated or crystalline structures,
but we do not find any evidence for the existence of these in our samples. Instead, to
summarise our main conclusions are:
a) We find direct support for nano-segregated alkyl side-chain rich regions in all
samples on length-scales of ∼1.5 nm, which is fully consistent with results for other
comb-like polymers with alkyl-rich side chains that typically contain alkyl-rich regions
in the size range of 0.5-2 nm. The sizes of the alkyl-rich regions are not significantly
affected by the addition of UPy groups, even though some evidence for a small size
increase is found.
b) We do not find evidence for any organisation of the UPy dimers into aggregates
or other organised structures. We interprete the scattering maximum observed for the
UPy containing polymers at low q to be due to a “correlation hole” type effect and thus
support an overall random arrangement of UPy dimers through the system.
3.3.2 Rheological responses
The significant effects that the addition of UPy-containing associating side-groups have
on the rheological properties, together with the fact that the associations are reversible
and temperature dependent, give these types of supramolecular materials unique pro-
cessing properties[166] as well as self-healing aspects,[223] which have found appli-
cations un many fields, including printings,[243, 244] cosmetics,[245, 246] adhesives
and coatings.[247–249] The strong effect on the rheology is illustrated by the insets
of Figure 3.7a, where the upper left photo (blue frame) depicts the UPyPEHA6 poly-
mer and the lower right (black frame) the UPyPEHA2 polymer. As shown, the room
temperature properties of the UPyPEHA2 and the UPyPEHA6 polymers, differ quite
dramatically. PEHA0 is a viscous liquid at room temperature whereas UPyPEHA6 is
a solid rubbery material.
The linear viscoelastic (LVE) shear response for the five polymers were deter-
mined, as outlined in the experimental section. Master curves were constructed for
each sample using time-temperature superposition (TTS) at a reference temperature
of 363 K, as shown in Figure 3.7. We find that TTS works well over full tempera-
ture ranges for PEHA0 and UPyPEHA2, but for UPyPEAH6, UPyPEAH9 and UPy-
PEAH14, it only works sufficiently well at temperatures higher than 323 K. TTS is
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based on the concept of thermo-rheological simplicity[139] meaning that all under-
lying relaxation mechanisms such as segmental (α) relaxations and chain relaxations
(Rouse and/or reptation dynamics) follow the same temperature dependence.[143, 144]
Thus, TTS is generally an approximation and for supramolecular systems, dynamics
of supramolecular cross-links add to the complexity and it is by no means obvious
that TTS should work.[144, 230, 250] For a very detailed investigation of the tempera-
ture range for which TTS is valid in our polymers, and a detailed model analysis of the
rheological response are shown in Chapter 4. Our objective in this chapter is to demon-
strate main effects that an increasing cross-link density has on rheological responses
and to relate these effects to variations in structures, dynamics and thermodynamics.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Master curves for samples with varying φUPy referring to 363 K. The
black and yellow solid lines are the single SAOS measurements at 363 K. Two pictures
framed black and blue illustrate the state of the matter for PEAH0 and UPyPEHA6, re-
spectively. For samples with more then 2 mol% UPy, only part of master curves (from
plateau to terminal range) are shown. Three horizontal dashed lines indicate plateau
moduli calculated using equation 3.2. (b)Shift factors used to build corresponding mas-
ter curves in panel (a). The solid lines in (b) are VFT fits (PEAH0 and UPyPEHA2)
and Arrhenius fits (UPyPEHA6, 9 and 14), and fitting parameters are shown in Table
3.2.
As shown in Figure 3.7a, for PEHA0 and UPyPEHA2, the data can be roughly
divided into three regimes: a high-frequency regime (> 1011 Hz) characteristic of the
glassy state, an intermediate frequency regime (105 ∼ 1011 Hz) where chain-modes
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active in melts (including temporary cross-links from UPy groups) are determining
the behaviours, and a terminal regime at low frequencies (< 105 Hz), where chain
modes are relaxed and samples flow. The same overall behaviour is also observed for
polymers with higher φUPy; however, since the effects of supramolecular cross-linking
groups on the dynamics here become significant, these samples are not thermorheo-
logically simple over full temperature ranges and we have thus only included data over
a frequency range for which TTS can be used to construct a master curve. We see
that within this dynamic range, the tail of the intermediate frequency range described
above is observed, followed by a plateau-like regime caused by the supramolecular
cross-links and eventually the terminal regime at the lowest frequencies.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Schematic diagram shows the cooperative breaks of UPy dimers for
chains to relax in the terminal region. (b) G’ and G”in the frequency range between
glass and rubbery plateau, obtained from the transformation of the stress relaxation
experiment at 243 K for UPyPEHA6 and UPyPEHA9 and 263 K for UPyPEHA14.
A free software, iRheo, is used to do the transformation.[145] For, PEHA0 and UP-
yPEHA2, the TTS results in Figure 3.7 are used. The curves are shifted vertically for
clarity.
Since all our polymers are characterised by molecular weights below the entan-
glement molecular weight for PEHA0, the development of a plateau and a rubber-like
response for higher φUPy is solely due to temporary cross-links formed by UPy dimers.
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Note that we have not explicitly determined the entanglement molecular weight for
PEHA0, but our conclusion is supported both by a comparison to a similar polymer
poly(hexyl acrylate)[231] which has an Me ∼30 kg/mol whereas the molecular weights
of our samples are smaller than 30 kg/mol, and the fact that we do not observe a plateau
modulus in the rheological response for PEHA0, as shown in Figure 3.7a. The elastic
plateau modulus (GN) can be estimated using the following equation:
GN = υxRT =
ρRT
MUPy
(3.2)
where MUPy is the molecular weight of a strand between UPy groups, which can be
estimated from SEC and NMR measurements (shown in Table 3.1). υx is the strand
density in the network and ρ is the mass density of a polymer. The estimated GN for
UPyPEHA6, UPyPEHA9 and UPyPEHA14 are 3×105, 3×109 and 3×10×6 Pa, as hor-
izontal dashed lines indicated in Figure 3.7a. We find that this simple approximation
captures the plateau behaviour for all three systems quite well, again demonstrating
that the origin of the elastic behaviour in these polymers is the UPy-based associa-
tions.
For UPyPEHA2 (two UPy groups per chain on average, see Table 3.1), the main
effect of the UPy dimers is the slowing down of the terminal relaxation time, from
∼ 10−5 s to 10−2 s at reference temperature T = 363 K. As φUPy is further increased to
6 mol% and above, the terminal relaxation time is further slowed down, and the growth
of a plateau modulus becomes clear. We also find that the addition of UPy groups along
polymer backbones changes the powerlaw slopes in the terminal regimes.[186, 251]
For conventional polymers, the slopes are usually 1 and 2 for G′′ and G in terminal
regimes, respectively.[134] This is also the case for case for PEHA0 and UPyPEHA2.
For UPyPEHA6 and UPyPEHA14, the slopes are 1.2 (G′) and 0.9 (G′′), and 0.8 (G′)
and 0.7 (G′′), respectively. These results demonstrate that the true terminal relaxation
regime is not yet reached within the time window of the experiment.
The breaking of UPy-based associations followed by chain relaxations gives rise
to the end of the “plateau” region of the relaxation spectrum, but there are apparently
relaxation modes at lower frequencies than this, indicating that full relaxation of the
chains requires multiple rearrangements of the dimers. Thus, the inter-chain hydrogen
bonding associations delay the relative motion of chains, acting like extra inter-chain
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friction for supramolecular polymers. This behaviour is predicted for example from
the “sticky Rouse” model often used to model chains with multiple sticky groups along
backbones.[184, 252, 253]
Temperature-dependent horizontal shift factors aT (T) used to build master curves
are presented in Figure 3.7b; no vertical shift factor was needed to build the master
curves, which demonstrates that for each sample the polymer density is at most very
weakly temperature dependent. For polymers with φUPy ≥ 6 mol%, for T > 323 K
where TTS is successful, the shift factors aT (T) are well fitted using the Arrhenius
equation with fit parameters provided in Table 3.2. An Arrhenius equation can also
describe UPyPEHA2 data well above T = 323 K, whereas in the low temperature
range find, aT (T) are best described using the WLF equation. For PEHA0, the data
in the whole temperature range is only fitted using the WLF equation. The WLF and
Arrhenius fit parameters are provided in Table 3.2.
A change in the temperature dependence of the dynamics from a low temperature
WLF to a high temperature Arrhenius behaviour has previously been reported for a
range of different supramolecular systems.[185, 186, 189, 210, 230] It was demon-
strated that for poly(arcylate)s carrying hydrogen bonding supramolecular associating
groups of either single, double or quadruple type, the change to a high temperature Ar-
rhenius behaviour, controlled by supramolecular associations, was observed only for
the relatively strong quadruple hydrogen bonding groups.[185] Many small molecu-
lar glass-forming liquids follow an Arrhenius temperature behaviour of their charac-
teristic structural relaxation time at temperatures ∼100 K above their glass-transition
temperature.[254] However, within the dynamic range of interest here, the onset of
Arrhenius behaviour observed for polymers containing supramolecular groups charac-
terised by high associating energies, is due to fact that at the corresponding relatively
high temperatures the dynamics are totally dominated by the supramolecular associ-
ations. At temperatures ∼100 K higher than Tg, the segmental relaxations is fast and
the chain dynamics leading to the terminal decay, are controlled by the supramolec-
ular associations. Thus, one expects the activation barrier controlling the chain rear-
rangements to be related to a relevant average supramolecular association energy. An
important question, however, is how this activation barrier energy varies with φUPy?
Activation energies Ea and pre-factors τ0 for four UPy-containing polymers were
determined from fitting of the data to an Arrhenius equation (τ = τ0exp(Ea/(kT )))
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and the results are shown in Table 3.2. We find that Ea increases systematically
with increasing φUPy, ranging from 78 kJ/mol for UPyPEHA2, to 191 kJ/mol for UP-
yPEHA14. The bonding energy between UPy dimers in chloroform is typically ∼70
kJ/mol.[214, 215] For unentangled chains with one UPy group (or none), full relax-
ation of their internal configurations and their contribution to stress relaxation is pos-
sible without breaking any UPy dimers. Hence, the long-time stress relaxation must
be due only to those chains with two or more UPy groups. Typically, the UPy groups
are spaced far apart along the chain and so the chain between UPy groups is flexible.
Hence, the critical events permitting stress relaxation is likely to involve the break-
ing of a UPy dimer, followed by internal rearrangement of chains and re-association
of UPy groups. As discussed above, UPyPEHA2 contains on average two two UPy
groups per chain. Hence, it is reasonable that the Ea for UPyPEHA2 appears to close
to the UPy dimer bond energy.
However, for samples with more than 2 mol% UPy groups, terminal stress re-
laxation cannot be achieved through the cumulative effect of a succession of “sin-
gle dimer breaking” events. For UPyPEHA9 and UPyPEHA14, the number of EHA
monomers between two UPy groups are ∼13 and ∼6, respectively, which in turn is
close to the Kuhn length for the polymer poly(hexyl acrylate) that has a structure sim-
ilar to PEHA0,[231] indicating that the chain segment between two consecutive UPy
groups is not flexible. Thus, when a single dimer is broken, it is likely that the inter-
UPy-group chain segment does not have enough flexibility to effectively “search” for
a new UPy-group to pair with. Instead, of exchanging association partner, it will then
return its original UPy partner and no stress is lost.[184] Only when several dimers are
broken cooperatively can the chain achieve enough flexibility to relax stress. We thus
arrive at the simple picture showed in the sketch of Figure 3.8a, where the terminal
relaxation is controlled by cooperative breaking of several UPy dimers. As a simple
approximation, we can use the ratio of the determined activation energy and the single
dimer association energy to estimate the number of dimers needed for flow. We find
that this number is set by φUPy, and ranges from ∼1 to 3 for our polymers.
Interestingly, we find that the Arrhenius pre-factor τ0, determined in the fits, de-
creases from values consistent with a typical vibrational time-scale of τ0 ∼ 10−14 s to
significantly lower values for increasing φUPy,[255] as shown in Table 3.2. A variation
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Table 3.2: WLF and Arrhenius fitting parameters for the LVE shift factors, for PEHA0,
only WLF fit in the whole temperature range was conducted; For UPyPEHA2, both
WLF fit over the whole temperature range and the Arrhenius fit over the terminal range
were conducted; For samples with φUPy ≥ 6 mol%, Arrhenius fits over temperatures
above 323 K were conducted.
Sample codes
WLF fits Arrhenius fits
C1 C2 -log10(τ0) (s) Ea (kJ/mol)
PEHA0 9.9±0.3 109.9±1 – –
UPyPEHA2 11.3±0.4 89.9±0.9 15±0.1 78±0.7
UPyPEHA6 – – 22±0.2 108±1.1
UPyPEHA9 – – 24±0.1 116±1.2
UPyPEHA12 – – 38±0.1 191±0.6
of the pre-factor is commonly found for the temperature dependent structural α relax-
ation of liquids and polymers. To account for this variation, a relevant activation free
energy is often considered and an activation entropy ∆S is thus introduced, according
to:
τ = τ0exp(
Ea − T∆S
kT
) = τ0exp(
−∆S
k
)exp(
∆Ha
kT
) (3.3)
and a variation in the pre-factor tau0 is thus associated with a variation in the activa-
tion entropy ∆S . Many liquids, particularly within the highly viscous regime, show
significant non-zero values of ∆S/k.[256, 257] Moreover, for a wide range of differ-
ent systems including polymers, proteins, and small molecular formers, ∆S ≈ ∆H (or
∆S ≈ Ea at constant pressure), a behaviour often termed an entropy-enthalpy compen-
sation rule or a Meyer-Nelder rule.[257, 258] As shown in equation 3.3, this is equiv-
alent to stating that the Arrhenius attempt time-scale τ0 varies exponentially with the
activation energy. For our supramolecular system the pre-factor variation, described
above, translates to a finite activation entropy which varies with φUPy (given that we
assume that τ0 remains constant and the pre-factor variation is due to an increasing acti-
vation entropy with an increasing φUPy). We find that the activation entropy determined
in this manner increases systematically with increasing activation energy (or enthalpy)
and the observed behaviour is thus similar to that often find in literature.[256–258]
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Finally, to investigate the behaviour in the intermediate frequency range between
the glassy and plateau regimes for all our polymer samples without any need to use
TTS, we conducted stress relaxation upon step strain experiments at chosen temper-
atures, as described in the Experimental section. We converted the stress relaxation
modulus to frequency dependent storage and loss shear moduli using the software
iRheo and obtained data over ∼4 decades in frequency. The results are shown in Figure
3.8b for our polymers, and as shown we observe a clear variation of the frequency-
dependent powerlaw-like response where a higher φUPy corresponds to a smaller ef-
fective powerlaw exponent. For PEHA0, the storage modulus can approximately
be described as G′ ∝ ω0.5, as expected for a dynamic regime dominated by Rouse
behaviour.[134] However, as φUPy is increased, the powerlaw exponent systematically
decreases from 0.5 and a value of ∼0.2 is found for UPyPEHA14. The presence of as-
sociating UPy groups along the backbone clearly affects the relaxation mode distribu-
tions. Interestingly, similar results have been observed for nano-composites prepared
from silica nanoparticles (SNP) dispersed in poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP).[233] For
this system, a powerlaw exponent of 0.5 is observed for pure P2VP, but the powerlaw
is decreasing for increasing SNP loading and reaches ∼0.2 for material with 31% (in
volume) SNP loading.
3.3.3 The thermodynamic and dynamic response
DSC measurements for our five polymers were performed on heating with a heating
rate of 10 K/min, as described in detail in the Experimental section. The measured
temperature-dependent specific heat capacity Cp data are shown in Figure 3.9a, clearly
demonstrating the Cp step characteristic of a glass transition for each polymer. Even
though it is clear that the glass transition becomes broader with increasing φUPy, as
discussed in more detail below, we do not find evidence for multiple glass transitions
even though the data for the highest φUPy is somewhat more noisy. As discussed above,
for PnMAs with similar structure to our PEHA0, segregation on the nanometer scale
was demonstrated for polymers containing linear alkyl side-chains with more than
nC > 3 carbons.[203] The nano-segregation was also observed in dynamic and vis-
coelastic properties as characterized by broadband dielectric spectroscopy[203], neu-
tron scattering[200] and rheology.[199, 203] With regards to calorimetry, a broadening
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of the complex heat capacity C∗P response was observed for alkyl chains with nC > 3
and for alkyl chains of nC > 10, two separate peaks in the imaginary part of the com-
plex heat capacity C′′p were observed indicating the presence of two separate glass tran-
sitions, where the higher temperature transition is the conventional glass-transition and
the lower temperature transition was assigned to the nano-segregated polyethylene-like
regions. For our PEHA0 sample with nC = 8 (a 6 carbon alkyl chain with a 2-carbon
branch), we observe only one step in Cp and correspondingly one step in C′p and one
peak in C′′p in the calorimetric response determined using MDSC (see Figure 3.11).
Thus, our calorimetry results are consistent with the calorimetry results for PnMAs.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Specific heat capacity Cp of the (co-)polymers as a function of tem-
peratures for PEHA0 and UPyPEHA with various φUPy. The thermograms have been
vertically shifted for clarity, allowing to illustrate broadening of glass transitions as
increasing φUPy. (b) Temperature differences ∆T between Tonset and Toffset as well as
the step amplitude ∆Cp as a function of molar UPy fraction φUPy. The blue and red
lines are guide to eye.
As shown in Figure 3.10, glass transition temperatures based on different defini-
tions, increases systematically with φUPy. A similar phenomenon of Tg on φUPy has
been previously observed for other supramolecular systems.[213] We note that both
for our system and for these reported supramolecular systems, the crosslink concen-
tration is <15 mol%. The typical bonding energy between UPy dimers is 70 kJ/mol
which for temperatures near Tg corresponding to 42 kT. Thus, near Tg most cross-
links (UPy dimers) are “active” and we can view UPy-containing polymers as effec-
tively chemically cross-linked polymers. It is thus interesting to compare the Tg be-
haviour in our system with the behaviours observed for chemically cross-liked polymer
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systems.[259–261] The observed cross-linking dependence of Tg can typically, at least
up to moderate cross-linking densities of ∼25%, be well described using a linear be-
haviour, as shown in a range of publications[259–261] and the observed behaviour has
been modelled based on both free volume and entropy arguments.[262, 263]
The breadth of the glass transitions is clearly increasing with φUPy, as seen directly
in Figure 3.9a and quantified as ∆T = Toffset − Tonset in Figure 3.9b. This result demon-
strates that as φUPy increases, the distribution of time-scales characterising motions
underlying the structural α relaxations becomes wider. This is expected since the ad-
dition of cross-links will induce a variety of environments for the polymer segments
where the effects on their dynamics are determined by the distance and connection
to one or several cross-links. Similar effects are also observed in other cross-linked
rubbers[262] and other supramolecular materials.[233] Finally, the strength of the tran-
sition ∆Cp, characterised by the step height on a Cp curve is shown in Figure 3.9b and
it is clear that ∆Cp decreases nearly linearly with increasing φUPy. Considering that
∆Cp = Tg(∂S melt/∂T − ∂S glass/∂T )|Tg (see Chapter 2),[155] and the fact that Tg in-
creases with φUPy, thus Tg-renormalised ∆Cp (∆Cp/Tg) decreases as increasing φUPy,
indicating that less entropy is released during glass transitions for samples with higher
φUPy.
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Figure 3.10: Various definitions of the glass transition temperatures from DSC, MDSC
and BDS measurements as a function of φUPy.
That an increasing cross-link density reduces the magnitude of released degrees
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of freedom at the glass-transition is expected and similar results are typically also
observed for other cross-linked polymer systems.[260, 261] Moreover, the change in
heat capacity ∆Cp at Tg has sometimes been used to define a thermodynamic fragility
and attempts have been made to correlate this with the dynamic fragility m, defined as
the temperature dependence of structural relaxation time (m = d(logτα)/d(Tg/T )|T=Tg)
when temperature approaches Tg[264]). We will show below that the dynamic fragility
m for our polymer system decreases with increasing φUPy, which is consistent with such
a correlation. It has been demonstrated, however, that the relevance of such correlations
depends very much on the particular system.[265, 266] Small molecular glass-formers
show only a weak, if any, correlation between ∆Cp and m;[266] polymers show a
decreasing ∆Cp which decreases with increasing m, whereas inorganic glass-formers
show an increasing ∆Cp with increasing m.[266] The behaviour for our supramolecular
polymers with a controlled degree of cross-linking is thus closest to that observed for
inorganic glasses, where the coordination number between the fundamental units can
be accurately determined.[267]
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Figure 3.11: The real part Cp’ and imaginary part Cp”of complex heat capacity Cp* for
(a) PEHA0, (b) UPyPEHA2, (c) UPyPEHA6, (d) UPyPEHA92 and (e) UPyPEHA14,
measured by MDSC with a period time (tp) of 60 s and modulated amplitude of 1 K at
3 K/min heating rate, the angular frequency, ω = 2pi/tp, thus characteristic relaxation
timescale, τ = 1/ω. [268]
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The real part Cp’, imaginary part Cp”of complex heat capacity Cp* and heat flow
phase angle (δ) can be determined from MDSC measurements (see Chapter 2 for
details):[268]
C∗p = C
′
p − iC′′p (3.4)
tan(δ) = C′′p /C
′
p (3.5)
Cp’ and Cp” are plotted as a function of temperatures in Figure 3.11. During the
glass transition, a step-like increase in the Cp’ curve and a peak feature in the corre-
sponding Cp” curve are observed for PEHA0 (Figure 3.11a). The temperature corre-
sponding to the peak position in Cp” curve is defined as the glass transition temperature
(Tα).[268, 269] As φUPy increases, the step characteristic becomes less and less obvious
and the peak becomes broader, which is consistent with the ∆T and ∆Cp data shown
in Figure 3.9b. For UPyPEHA14, the peak characteristic disappeared completely, thus
Tα cannot be measured for UPyPEHA14. The modulated heat rate ω in a MDSC mea-
surement is related to the period time tp: ω = 2pi/tp , thus the characteristic relaxation
time τ which is related to the structural relaxation can be determined: τ = 1/ω.[269–
271] Plot of τ against 1000/Tα is shown in Figure 3.14a, which is consistent timescales
for α relaxations from BDS (discussed below).
To further characterise the molecular relaxation behaviour of the synthesised poly-
mers, BDS is performed over a frequency range from 10−2 to 106 Hz, as described
in Experimental section. Figure 3.12 shows full dielectric spectra (ε′ and ε′′) for all
samples at various temperatures. Starting with PEHA0, we find that, in addition to
a contribution from ionic dc-conductivity (σdc) at the lowest frequencies, two relax-
ation processes are observed and they are situated relatively close together (Figure
3.13a). As discussed in detail below, we assign the slowest relaxation, termed α, to the
structural or segmental relaxation, which is directly related to the glass transition of
polymers. The higher frequency relaxation, here termed α∗, is assigned to relaxations
within the alkyl-rich nano-segregated regions. Both α and α∗ relaxations are observed
for all polymers as shown in Figure 3.12; We find that increasing φUPy leads to a de-
crease of peak amplitude for both relaxations, and particularly a significant change of
their relative amplitude. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 3.13d where α∗ data
have been rescaled so that the peak amplitude is the same for all samples, and the hor-
izontal and vertical rescale factors A and B are listed in the legend. In relation to the
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Figure 3.12: Real ε′ and imaginary ε′′ part of complex permittivity for (co-)polymers
with varyingφUPy at various temperatures. Solid lines are the best fitting results to the
data using Equation 3.6.
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Figure 3.13: Real ε′ and imaginary ε′′ part of complex permittivity as function of
frequencies for a) PEHA0 with T = 236 K, b) UPyPEHA6 T = 258 K and c) UP-
yPEHA14 T = 272 K. The dotted and dashed lines represent the imaginary part of
the different process contributions (σ, α, α∗) used to fit the data. d) Normalized ε′′ at
T=268 K for PEHA0 and the samples containing 2, 6, 9 and 14 % molar UPy contents.
A and B in d) are the scaled factors based on the α∗ relaxation peak.
α∗ relaxation, the α relaxation becomes stronger for increasing φUPy. The α-relaxation
itself becomes weaker for increasing φUPy but the variation is relatively small, so the
main observed effect in Figure 3.13d is due to a weakening of the α∗ relaxation for in-
creasing φUPy. The other effect is a broadening upon increasing φUPy observed for both
the α and α∗ relaxations. Both the decreasing strength and the broadening of the α re-
laxation with increasing φUPy are consistent with our DSC results, as described above.
The Havriliak-Negami[272] (HN) equation was used to fit the relaxation contributions
to the real ε′(ω, T ) and imaginary ε′′(ω, T ) parts of complex dielectric permittivity
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ε∗(ω, T ) and an additional powerlaw exprssion was added to account for the ionic
DC-conductivity at low frequencies. The total fitting equations can be expressed as
following:
ε∗ = −i σ
ε0ω
+ ε∞ +
∑
j=α,α∗
∆ε j
(1 + (iωτ j)a j)b j
(3.6)
Where ε∞ is the high-frequency limiting dielectric permittivity, ∆ε j is the relaxation
strength for the jth relaxation process (α, α∗ and γ), a j and b j are respectively the
asymmetric and symmetric shape parameters, and σ is the direct current conductivity.
All relaxations except the α∗ relaxation for PEHA0, could be well described using a
value of b = 1 in Equation 3.6, corresponding to a Cole-Cole expression (symmetri-
cal on a logarithmic frequency axis);[273] The fact that the α and α∗ relaxations are
situated quite close together and the fact that the simpler Cole-Cole fits work well,
makes the use of a more general asymmetric HN-expression unreliable and we choose
to simplify the fitting by restricting the fits to one shape parameter only characterizing
the full response. For the PEHA0 sample, however, an asymmetric shape had to be
introduced to account for the α∗ relaxation shape. The shape parameter a for the α
relaxation of PEHA0 varies between 0.6 and 0.8, and between 0.15 and 0.3 for UP-
yPEHA at different temperatures. The shape parameter a for the α∗ relaxation of all
sample varies between 0.45 and 0.7. The shape parameter b for the α∗ relaxation of
PEHA0 varies between 0.6 and 0.7 at different temperatures. In the Cole-Cole equa-
tion, fitted timescales are the reverse of peak frequencies, τCC = 1/ωp. Whereas in the
HN equation, peak timescales τHN need to be corrected using the equation below: (see
Chapter 2)
ωp =
1
τHN
[sin(
αpi
2β + 2
)]1/α[sin(
αβpi
2β + 2
)]−1/α (3.7)
Fitting examples are shown in Figure 3.13a-c, where the fits to α, α∗ relaxations
and the DC-conductivity are shown by dashed, dotted lines and short dashed lines. The
temperatures of curves in Figure 3.13a-c are chosen so that characteristic timescales
for both relaxations are observable in the probed frequency window (T=236, 258 and
272 K for PEHA0, UPyPEHA2 and UPyPEHA14, respectively). The total fits of full
responses at various temperatures are shown in solid lines in Figure 3.12. From the fit-
ting results we can determine the temperature-dependent characteristic timescales for
both α and α∗ relaxations (τα and τα∗), which are shown in Figure 3.14a. Temperature
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dependences of τα are well described using the VFT equation except that for UP-
yPEHA14 which is better described using the Arrhenius equation, as shown in Figure
3.14a; all fitting parameters are shown in Table 3.3. Data points obtained from MDSC
are also included in the plot, as cross-filled symbols shown, and these data points are
consistent with the VFT fits of τα, which confirms that the slower relaxation is the
structural α relaxation, relating to glass transitions; for UPyPEHA14, the response in
C′′p is too broad to determine a peak and we could thus not assign a data point to this
polymer based on MDSC, see Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.14: (a) Temperature dependence of τα and τα∗ (filled and open symbols) for
(co-)polymers with varying φUPy, as well as MDSC results (cross filled symbols). Solid
lines are fitted to τα data with the VFT equation excepted that for UPyPEHA14 which
is fitted with the Arrhenius equation. The dashed lines are the Arrhenius fits of τα∗ for
PEHA0. For clarity, the Arrhenius fits for τα∗ of other samples are not shown. Fitting
parameters are reported in Table 3.3. (b) Plots of τα against Tg/T for all samples. The
dash-dot lines indicate the definition of Tg when τα = 100 s.
We find that α relaxations significantly slow down upon addition of UPy groups,
which is reflected in increasing glass transition temperatures (Figure 3.10). Tg is de-
fined as the temperature when τα = 100 s. Thus, glass transition temperatures from
BDS measurement T BDSg, 100 s can be obtained, which show similar variations as function
of φUPy, to the results from DSC measurements in Figure 3.10. It is also clear from
Figure 3.14a that the significant slowing down observed for the α relaxation is not ob-
served for the α∗ relaxation which is much less affected by UPy addition. Thus, α and
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α∗ relaxations separate from each other with increasing φUPy.
The dynamic fragility for each polymer is defined as m = d(logτα)/d(Tg/T )|T=Tg[264]
and is a measure of temperature sensitivity of dynamics at Tg. A material which shows
a large m value (> 120) is termed fragile and which shows a small value (∼ 16) is
termed strong. Network glass-formers characterized by covalent bonds are typically
strong, whereas small molecular liquids or polymers are typical fragile. Hydrogen
bonding systems usually have intermediate fragility.[264] The development towards a
more Arrhenius-like behaviour as the UPy concentration is increased can be directly
seen if the α relaxation data are plotted in an Arrhenius plot with a Tg-scaled abscissa,
as shown in Figure 3.14b. We find that PEHA0 polymer has an intermediate fragility
of m ∼ 40 and that fragilities decrease with increasing φUPy, as shown in Table 3.2, and
UPyPEHA14 has a fragility of m ∼ 16 and is thus strong. For chemically cross-linked
polymers an increase in fragility has been reported with increasing cross-linking den-
sity and the behaviour has been conceptualized as due to an enhanced cross-link me-
diated coupling between relaxing molecular segments[274–276] However, in our case,
m decreases with increasing φUPy, which is opposite to the chemically cross-linked
polymers.
Table 3.3: VFT and Arrhenius fitting parameters for the BDS α, α∗ and γ relaxations.
PEHA0 UPyPEHA2 UPyPEHA6 UPyPEHA9 UPyPEHA14
α
-log10(τ0) (s) 12±0.4 11±0.4 10±0.5 12±0.9 21±0.4
D 18±2 16±2 15±3 33±0.4 –
T0 (K) 130±4 133±6 138±7 106±16 –
Ea (kJ/mol) – – – – 12±0.4
m 40±3 38±1 35±3 26±2 16±3
Tg (K) 196±4 198±3 203±4 204±2 207±3
α∗
-log10(τ0) (s) 24±0.1 22±0.1 20±0.1 19±0.1 18±0.1
Ea (kJ/mol) 91±0.3 82±0.3 74±0.4 71±0.1 63±0.4
γ
-log10(τ0) (s) 14±0.3 13±0.4 14±0.1 13±0.3 14±0.3
Ea (kJ/mol) 24±0.2 22±0.4 25±0.5 23±0.4 24±0.3
Figure 3.14a also shows that temperature dependences of τα∗ can be well described
using the Arrhenius equation for all polymers, see fitting parameters in Table 3.3. We
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do not observe any dramatic changes of α∗ relaxation with φUPy. As described above,
we find that our SAXS data for PEHA0 are consistent with those of other polymers
that show nano-segregated alkyl regions and in particular, our system is closely re-
lated to the PnMAs.[203] In previous work on PnMAs, it was observed that in addition
to α relaxation a faster relaxation mode, corresponding to our α∗, was also observed
and its characteristic relaxation time was directly related to the number of alkyl side-
chain carbons nC. For nC > 3 in PnMAs, it was observed that α∗ relaxation slows
down and becomes stronger as nC increases. It was argued that this relaxation for long
enough side chains was due to PE-like dynamics αPE dynamics in the confinement of
surrounding backbone chains. In our case, the side group is composed of 8 carbons
(a 6-carbon chain with 2-carbon short branch), thus, τα∗ we observed is close to what
was reported.[203] Given that the α∗ and α relaxations are situated close together in
frequency, as discussed above, small variations in the Arrhenius fit parameters between
our polymers have to be interpreted with caution. However, within the estimated accu-
racy of our analysis, we find evidence for a slight decrease of the the activation energies
from ∼91 to 63 kJ/mol when the φUPy increases from 0 to 14 mol%, as shown in Table
3.3.
In addition to α and α∗ relaxations, all five polymers show a third relaxation which
enters the experimental frequency window at low temperatures (< 150 K). Following
the terminology often adapted for other acrylate polymers, we denote this γ relaxation.[234]
ε′′ spectra of γ relaxations for all samples at various temperatures are shown in Fig-
ure 3.15b-f. As increasing temperature, peak positions for γ relaxations move to-
wards higher frequencies and peak heights increase slightly. To obtain γ relaxation
timescales, ε′′ spectra are fitted using a combination of a Cole-Cole equation and two
power laws to account for the low and high frequency contributions, see Equation 3.6.
The contritions from each relaxation process is shown in Figure 3.15a, taking PEHA0
at 130 K as an example. The same fitting procedure is applied to all other samples at
various temperatures. We found that the shape of γ relaxations remains similar for all
polymers, with the shape parameter a around 0.25.
Similarly, Figure 3.16 shows the Arrhenius plot of the temperature dependent γ
relaxation timescales τγ whthin the glassy state for all polymers. Within the accuracy
of the abalysis, we find very small, if any, effects on the γ relaxation dynamics re-
sulting from the supramolecular interactions. Fried et al. reported that, in the case of
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Figure 3.15: (a) An example shows the fitting of ε′′ spectra for γ relaxation by the
combination of a Cole-Cole equation and two power laws for the low and high fre-
quency flanks. (b-f) ε′′ spectra for γ relaxations for (co-)polymers with varying φUPy
at various temperatures. Solid lines are the best fitting results to the data.
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poly(n-alkyl acrylates) (PnAA) and poly(n-alkyl methacrylates) with nC > 3, a low
temperature relaxation (∼ 125-160 K) with a typical activation energy ∼ 25 kJ/mol
can be observed and it was suggested that this relaxation involves the motion of side
groups of four atoms sequence -O-C-C-C or O-C-C-C-C-.[234] The Arrhenius fits of
τγ give activation energies around 22-25 kJ/mol, thus consistent with the behaviour
observed in other similar polymers.[234] The observations of the γ relaxation that is
largely independent of the addition of supramolecular interactions are also consistent
with the fact that no significant structural change is observed at short length-scales in
the WAXS data, as shown in Figure 3.3. Finally, we note that for short alkyl side-chain
polymers including PnMA and PnAA with nC < 3, a secondary beta relaxation with
an activation energy typically ∼80 kJ/mol, which is slower than the γ relaxation can be
observed within the glassy state.[277, 278] We do not find evidence for this in our sys-
tem, but note that the existence of the α∗ relaxation due to the nano-segregated alkyl
regions is situated in the dynamic range where such a relaxation would be expected
and β relaxation of for poly(acrylate) polymers may be suppressed by the strong α∗
relaxations.[277–279]
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3.4 Conclusions
A series of PEHA-based supramolecular (co)polymers with the “stickers” being UPy
side groups have been synthesised via RAFT polymerisation. Both the structure, dy-
namics and rheology of these polymers have been studied. We find that the addition
of supramolecular UPy groups strongly hampered the segmental motions, leading to
increasing glass transition temperatures and a significant broadening of the glass tran-
sition. The addition of UPy groups also leads to the temperature dependent structural
relaxation changing from VFT to Arrhenius-like. For the highest investigated UPy
concentration of 14% mol, the number of monomer units between two UPy groups
was found to be close to the number of units corresponding to the estimated Kuhn
length of the pure polymer. This provides an explanation for the significant change
of the dynamics and rheology as the supramolecular groups will significantly inhibit
the relaxations and the full behaviour will thus be dominated by the supramolecular
interactions. Even though we find that the UPy groups play an important role near
Tg, we find that they only weakly impact the more local relaxations α∗ and γ, where
the former is related to relaxations within nano-segregated alkyl-rich regimes and the
latter is related to side-group dominated relaxations. On the macroscopic scale, a re-
versible network is formed due to the supramolecular interactions as evidenced by the
appearance of a finite plateau modulus which increases with an increasing concentra-
tion of UPy side-chains. In summary, in this work, we have investigated the effects
of supramolecular interactions on the polymer structure, dynamics and rheology. We
demonstrate that the rheology, as well as the relaxation dynamics are tunable via the
adjustment of the side-chain sticker density.
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Chapter 4
Linear shear and extensional rheology
of unentangled supramolecular
side-chain polymers
Due to the possibility of detailed control of material properties that supramolecu-
lar associations allow, supramolecular polymers are important within a wide range
of applications including printing, adhesives, coatings, cosmetics, surgery and nano-
fabrication. Moreover, to control and tune the behaviour of supramolecular materials
and to develop new application it is of key importance to understand their rheolog-
ical response. Here, we present a systematic investigation of the linear shear rheol-
ogy for a series of unentangled polymers for which the concentration of randomly
distributed supramolecular side-groups are systematically varied. Due to the limited
frequency range of any rheometer, time-temperature superposition (TTS) is typically
used to probe the rheological properties over a wide frequency range. However, TTS
is an approximation based on the assumption that all relaxation processes of a poly-
mer including segmental relaxations and chain modes follow the same temperature
dependence. Given this, TTS has to be used with caution and is normally at best a rea-
sonable approximation over a limited temperature or time (frequency) range for many
polymers. For supramolecular polymers, the additional associations typically intro-
duce an additional temperature dependence, which makes the interpretations of their
rheological response particularly challenging. Addressing this, we perform a detailed
investigation of the validity of TTS for our polymers. This is necessary for the inter-
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pretation of the rheological response and the work might also provide a guidance as to
when TTS can be used to investigate the rheology of supramolecular polymers. More-
over, we find that the “sticky Rouse” model normally used to interpret the rheological
response of supramolecular polymers fits our experimental data well in the terminal
regime, but is less successful in the rubbery plateau regime. We propose some modi-
fications to the “sticky Rouse” model, which includes more realistic assumptions with
regards to (i) the random placement of the stickers along the backbone, (ii) the con-
tributions from dangling chain ends and (iii) the chain motion upon dissociation of a
sticker and re-association with a new coordination involves a finite sized “hop” of the
chain. Our model provides an improved description of the plateau region. Finally, we
investigate the extensional rheological response of one of our supramolecular systems
and the strong strain hardening is observed which can be modelled using the upper
convected Maxwell model.
4.1 Introduction
Supramolecular polymers are made of covalent chains connected through reversible
interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, [165, 166, 170–172, 190, 191, 214, 221, 225,
226, 229, 280–286] metal-ligand coordination,[30, 174, 175, 178, 287, 288, 288–295]
and ionic aggregation.[181, 183, 184, 187, 251, 296, 297] The ability to vary and con-
trol the interactions in supramolecular systems provides an efficient tool to tune the
structure, dynamics and rheology.[174, 227, 287] Among the possible supramolec-
ular interactions, quadruple hydrogen bonding groups, 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone
(UPy), were chosen in this study since their properties and behaviour with regards to
chemical synthesis are well understood. [33, 286] The UPy groups are characterised
by a strong association constant (kasso > 106 in chloroform), [214, 298] leading to sig-
nificant effects on material properties, and the hydrogen (H-) bonding nature of UPy
interactions leads to interesting and useful temperature sensitivity of the interactions.
[170, 228]
Supramolecular polymers based on UPy groups have been widely investigated
and materials with important properties such as stimuli-responsive,[170], self-healing
[220–224] and temperature responsive [193, 219] properties have found applications
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within printing, [243, 244, 248, 249] cosmetics, [245, 246] adhesives [299] and coat-
ings. [247] As an example of how supramolecular associations can play an important
role, for inkjet printing applications a UPy-modified polyether mixed with stabilizers,
antioxidants and colourants was used in work by Jaeger et al.[244]. The ink needs a
low viscosity during droplet ejection, but should be highly viscous or even solid once
it is deposited on the print surface. The supramolecular associations here ensure the
solid-like nature of the printed ink at ambient temperatures, but the elevated tempera-
tures during deposition dissociates the network leading to the low deposition viscosity.
It is important to understand the rheological response in applications such as those
mentioned above to optimise the material efficiency and facilitate a proper control of
the material behaviour. The effect of UPy addition on the linear viscoelasticity of
supramolecular polymers have previously been investigated[186, 213, 229, 300, 301].
However, few studies exist where the rheological response is characterised for a sys-
tematic variation of supramolecular side-group density[213].
Time temperature superposition (TTS) is a commonly used and often powerful
method to evaluate the linear rheological properties of a material over a wide time or
frequency window. [134] TTS is based on the assumption that the underlying friction
coefficient for all relevant relaxation processes (segmental as well as chain relaxation
including Rouse and/or reptation mechanisms) is the same, that is to say, these relax-
ation processes all arise as the summation of increments of the same “local” motions
and therefore are accelerated or retarded by the same factor as temperature is var-
ied. [134] A material for which TTS is applicable is termed “thermorheologically
simple”. [139] Although TTS is commonly used, it is well known that TTS breaks
down for many polymers because of the different temperature dependence of segmen-
tal and chain relaxation processes. [140, 140–144]. Commonly, polymers start to
show different temperature dependences of segmental relaxation and chain relaxation
processes when the segmental relaxation time (τα) becomes longer than ∼ 10−7 - 10−5
s.[144] It has also been observed that highly “fragile” polymers, including polymers
such as polystyrene, for which the segmental relaxation time is strongly temperature
dependent near the glass-transition temperature, exhibit more significant deviations
from TTS behaviour.[144, 302, 303] A supramolecular polymer is characterised by at
least two types of interactions: the usual chain-chain interaction (friction effect) and
additional supramolecular interactions. The chain motions associated with these two
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interactions, respectively, can be expected to behave differently as temperature is var-
ied leading to a breakdown of TTS. To what degree TTS still approximately holds for
a particular supramolecular system will depend on the specific material and interac-
tion details, but it is not uncommon for TTS to be applied to supramolecular systems
[140, 186, 212, 213, 229, 300, 301]
Several theoretical models have been proposed to describe the rheological response
of telechelic polymers [304, 305] and unentangled [184, 252, 253, 306, 307] or entan-
gled [308–312] supramolecular polymers. For unentangled polymers with supramolec-
ular side-groups, the polymer type relevant to our work, the so-called sticky Rouse
model has been proposed. [184, 252, 253, 306, 307] Here, the standard Rouse model
for single chain dynamics is modified to take into account the effects of the sticker
interactions on the viscoelastic properties of the supramolecular material. The asso-
ciations and dissociations of the sticky groups are assumed to act as an extra friction
between polymer chains and thus to delay the terminal relaxation. The sticky Rouse
model can be generalized to account both for polydispersity in the overall molecular
weight and for variation in the total number of stickers per chain. [186] This model has
been used to describe data on supramolecular polymers and it typically fits the exper-
imental data quite well in the terminal regime. [184, 186, 313] However, a relatively
large mismatch between data and theory can often be observed in the rubber plateau
region, [184, 186] and we find the same to be true for the polymers in the present
investigation.
One possible reason for the mismatch is that, in sticky Rouse model, supramolec-
ular groups are assumed to be evenly distributed along the chain. More precisely, the
slowest modes of the Rouse spectrum are assumed to be uniformly retarded by the
sticky group timescale, without changing their essential mode distribution, whilst the
faster modes are left as is; this is closely equivalent to assuming an even distribution
of stickers along the chain. For our polymers we need to relax this hypothesis because
(i) our four supramolecular polymers have a relatively low sticker concentration (2,
6 9 and 14 mol%) and, (ii) random co-polymerization implies a random placement
of the stickers along the backbone. Moreover, (iii) the contribution to the response
from dangling chain ends, which differs from the relaxation modes of segments of
chain “trapped” between stickers, is not considered in the common formulation of the
sticky Rouse model and finally (iv) the chain motion upon dissociation of a sticker
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and re-association with a new coordination involves a finite sized “hop” of the chain,
rather than a continuous motion with increased friction, as assumed in the standard
sticky Rouse model. We find that our model can fit data precisely in the terminal re-
gion and improves the fit the in the rubber plateau region. However, whilst we have
included some extra and essential details in our model, we still find that the fit is not
perfect, especially for samples with higher sticker concentration. We provide a discus-
sion regarding what elements might still be missing from the model, to provide a full
description of the rheology.
The relevant deformation and flow conditions during polymer processing is often
of extensional character. However, for supramolecular polymers with side-chain func-
tional groups, relatively few studies have been reported.[182, 314, 315] As an exam-
ple, Shabbir and coworkers[315] have reported the extensional rheology of poly(butyl
acrylate-co-acrylic acid) with varying acrylic acid content. H-bonds can form between
acrylic acid groups and introduce chain-chain interactions. They observed strain hard-
ening for strain rates significantly smaller than the inverse of the reptation time, indicat-
ing that the strain hardening for their studied polymer system is attributed to stretching
of chain segments which are restricted by hydrogen bonding groups. Similar observa-
tions were also made for ionomers.[182, 314] In ionomers, the supramolecular interac-
tions originate from association of ionic groups covalently attached to either the poly-
mer backbone or the side groups. Associations between these ionic groups typically
lead to nanometer-sized aggregates which act as physical cross-links. The magnitude
of the strain hardening in ionomers was related to the strength of these ionic cluster
and a stronger cohesive strength of the ionic clusters leads to a more pronounced strain
hardening. The ionic aggregates of ionomers thus correspond to chain-chain interac-
tions via H-bonds for our UPy-based supramolecular polymers.
In the present paper, we present a detailed investigation of the rheological responses
of a series of linear, unentangled polymers in which the concentration of randomly dis-
tributed supramolecular side- groups is systematically varied. The molecular weights
for all samples (Table 3.1) are below the entanglement molecular weight (Me ∼ 30
kg/mol for a similar polymer, i.e. poly(hexyl acrylate) (PHA)), [231] meaning that the
cross-linking effects of reversible supramolecular side group interactions can be read-
ily identified. A homo-polymer, poly(ethylhexyl acrylate) (PEHA) and four copoly-
mers (UPyPEHAx) composed of ethylhexyl acrylate and 2-(3-(6-methyl-4-oxo-1,4-
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dihydropyrimidin-2-yl)ureido)-ethyl acrylate (UPyEA) with varying concentrations of
UPyEA (φUPy) of 2, 6, 9 and 14 mol%, respectively, are synthesized using RAFT poly-
merization, [67, 69] see Figure 4.1. The letter “x” in the abbreviation indicates different
concentrations of φUPy expressed in mol%. We focus on four particular aspects of the
rheology of our samples: (i) the effects of adding UPy-based side-groups on the linear
viscoelasticity, (ii) a detailed investigation of the extent to which TTS can be applied
to our series of polymers. We complement our small amplitude oscillatory shear ex-
periments with measurements of stress relaxation resulting from a step shear strain,
where the time-dependent response is converted to the frequency domain to extend the
frequency range accessed at a single temperature (iii) detailed modelling of the lin-
ear rheological response using both a standard and a modified version of the sticky
Rouse model, and (iv) extensional rheology measurements on one of our supramolec-
ular polymers, UPyPEHA6, together with upper convected Maxwell modelling.
4.2 Experimental section
Five polymers were synthesised by RAFT polymerization, see Table 3.1. The first
homo-polymer (PEHA0) was synthesized from ethylhexyl acrylate (EHA). Other four
copolymers were synthesised from EHA and 2-(3-(6-methyl-4-oxo-1,4-dihydropyrimi-
din-2-yl)ureido)-ethyl acrylate (UPyEA) with systematically increasing concentrations
of UPyEA. The chemical structures of the polymers are shown in Figure 4.1. The
details of the synthesis and the characterisation of these polymers were reported in
Chapter 3. Some key characteristics of the samples, including their number average
molecular weight Mn, their polydispersity indices (PDI), the number of UPyEA side-
groups per chain, and the average number of EHA monomers between UPyEA side-
groups are listed in Table 3.1. Two UPy groups are interacting through the formation
of quadruple hydrogen bonds, as shown in the sketch in Figure 4.1 and thus dimers
of interacting UPy groups, lead to reversible supramolecular associations and hence a
transient network of polymer chains.
Small amplitude oscillation shear measurements (SAOS) and step strain stress re-
laxation experiments were the same to the descriptions in the Experimental Section of
Chapter 3, thus they are not repeated again here. In the extensional rheology experi-
ments, the time-dependent extensional stress growth coefficient (i.e. stress divided by
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Figure 4.1: Chemical structures of PEHA and UPyPEHA with varying φUPy. The letter
“x” in the figure indicates the φUPy = 2, 6, 9, 14 mol%.
strain rate, σ/ε˙) was measured using a filament stretching rheometer (DTU-FSR).[316]
Cylindrical stainless steel sample plates with a diameter of 5.4 mm were used for the
measurements. Measurements were performed at a constant Hencky strain rate (ε˙)
imposed at the mid-filament diameter using a real-time control software. The time-
dependent Hencky strain (ε) is defined as: ε(t) = −2ln(R(t)/R0), Where R(t) and R0 are
the radii of the filament at times t and 0, respectively. The rheometer can be operated
over the temperature range with an accuracy of ±0.5 K. PEHA0 and UPyPEHA2 are
liquid-like at room temperature, and the resulting force is too small to be measured
by the transducer at the relevant extensional rates. In contrast, the more highly cross-
linked nature of UPyPEHA9 and UPyPEHA14 polymers meant that these could not
be attached to the plate even at T =403 K; thus, only the UPyPEHA6 polymer was
successfully measured using extensional rheology.
4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Linear viscoelasticity and validity of TTS
The SAOS results for our series of polymers were determined as outlined in the ex-
perimental section. To obtain the SAOS response over a wider frequency range than
what is possible in a single measurement, we investigate in detail to what extent TTS
can be used to extend the dynamic range. The master curves obtained using TTS at
a reference temperature of 363 K are shown in Figure 4.2a. For each polymer, the
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Figure 4.2: (a) Master curves for the samples with varying φUPy referring to 363 K.
The black and yellow solid lines are the single small amplitude oscillatory rheological
measurements at 363 K. (b) the shift factors used to build the corresponding master
curves in panel (a). The solid lines are the VFT fits, except for the UPyPEHA14 which
is fitted by the Arrhenius equation. (c) Part of master curves where TTS works and (d)
corresponding shift factors. In (d), the shift factors for PEHA0 and UPyPEHA2 are
fitted with VFT equation, whereas other samples are fitted with the Arrhenius equation.
Note that the master curve for PEHA0 was referred to 263 K, because the torque at 363
K is too small for the oscillation shear measurement. Thus, shift factors referring to
263 K is extrapolated to 363 K and the extrapolated shift factor at 363 K is used to
shifted the master curve for PEHA0 in (a) and (c).
data taken at the reference temperature are shown in black and yellow lines for G′′ and
G′ respectively, to allow for easy comparisons between the different polymers. The
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temperature-dependent horizontal frequency shift factors aT used to create the master
curves are shown in Figure 4.2b.
Before evaluating the accuracy of using TTS to describe these samples in detail,
we focus on the immediate observations. Since the molecular weight for all samples
are below the entanglement molecular weight, Me, no plateau should be observed in
the absence of supramolecular effects and this is indeed observed for the PEHA0 sam-
ples. Also the lowest UPy concentration sample UPyPEHA2 shows little evidence of a
plateau. For the UPyPEHA samples containing more than 2 mol% UPy, however, we
clearly observe rubber-like plateaus, and the plateau modulus increases systematically
with increasing φUPy. This is expected since, as discussed above, the UPy dimers act as
physical cross-links leading to the formation of an elastic network. Moreover, it is also
clear that addition of associating UPy groups leads to a delay of the terminal relaxation
for all supramolecular polymers compared to the non-supramolecular polymer PEHA0
and that the terminal relaxation times increase with increasing φUPy.
To evaluate the validity of TTS for our supramolecular polymers, we plot the loss
tangent tan(δ) as a function of complex modulus G∗ in a so-called Van-Gurp-Palmen
(VGP) plot[137, 138] in Figure 4.3. This representation removes all explicit time-
dependence from the data, and so indicates whether an accurate frequency-shift TTS
is possible or not. In a tan(δ) vs G∗ representation, the SAOS data for PEHA and UP-
yPEHA2 (blue rings in Figure 4.3a and b) are relatively smooth and continuous across
the whole temperature range, indicating (but not guaranteeing) that the TTS has the po-
tential to work well for these two samples. However, for higher φUPy and particularly
for 9 and 14 mol%, the curves (blue rings) show discontinuities from one temperature
to the next in the mid to high modulus range. This behaviour clearly indicates a failure
of TTS at low temperatures. For each polymer, we estimate the temperature where the
curves start to show clear discontinuities. Based on this information, we modify the
master curve plots in Figure 4.2c so that the TTS master curves are terminated at low
temperatures, where we have indications that TTS is not a good approximation, and the
shift factor plots resulting from this procedure are shown in Fig 4.2d, respectively. To
only include the data for which we find strong indications of TTS working well (as we
do above) is probably the most defensible position to take when TTS is found to break
over some parts of the dynamic range. Certainly, we would expect TTS errors to be
cumulative, such that a small TTS error repeated over many increments in temperature
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Figure 4.3: Plot of tan(δ) as a function of G∗ for all samples. The blue symbols are
the small amplitude oscillation shear (SAOS) measurements at all temperatures. The
colour symbols on the figure for PEHA0, UPyPEHA6 and UPyPEHA14 are the SAOS
measurements at the temperatures where the stress relaxation experiments are con-
ducted. The black lines are calculated from the dynamic modulus from the stress
relaxation measurements at the temperatures corresponding to the colour symbols.
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will add together to give a largely incorrect placement (and shape) of the data at tem-
peratures distant from the reference (and correspondingly at frequencies distant from
the measured frequency). Nevertheless, the question remains: relatively close to the
original measurement frequency, how well do the TTS-shifted data actually represent
the real behaviour?
To further investigate the effect of the supramolecular interactions on TTS, and to
test the accuracy of the TTS-shifted data, we compare these with the dynamic modulus
obtained from stress relaxation after step strain measurements performed on the same
polymers. The latter technique can in principle probe a much wider dynamic range
within a given duration of an experiment and a comparison of data taken using this
technique and the TTS method, respectively, provides direct information on the validity
of TTS.
The analysis software, iRheo, was used to perform the transformation from the
stress relaxation data to the dynamic modulus. An advantage of the analysis method
used in this software is that it permits stress and strain data taken during the non-
instantaneous initial step to be used, and improves the accuracy at high frequencies.[145]
To test the reliability of the iRheo transformation, we take our stress relaxation result
for UPyPEHA14 at T =263 K as an example, and compare it with our TTS results. The
results of this comparison are plotted in Figure 4.4a (black lines from iRheo and green
symbols from TTS). As expected, the moduli from the iRheo analysis and from the
TTS analysis overlap well in the frequency range of a single SAOS measurement (be-
tween two vertical blue lines). However, since the stress for this sample does not fully
relax in the time window of the σ(t) step strain experiment, the iRheo transformation
gives unphysical shapes in the low frequency range of its output. iRheo allows users to
fit and extrapolate the σ(t) curves at long times, which can improve the transformation
at low frequencies. [145] To test to what degree we can trust the transformation result
in the low frequency range, we altered the input σ(t) data in two simple ways, and ex-
amined the transformed output. Firstly, we fit σ(t) up to a time near the experimental
end-time, and artificially extrapolate to longer time (equivalent to longer experiment
time) to evaluate the effects of extending the dynamic range. Secondly, for further
comparison, we investigate the effects of slightly decreasing the dynamic range by re-
moving a few data points from the original σ(t) curve near the experiment end-time.
The transformation results obtained from the three σ(t) curves are compared as the red,
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between the dynamic shear modulus obtained from TTS (sym-
bols) and from the conversion (lines) of stress relaxation data using iRheo: (a) an ex-
ample of UPyPEHA14 at 263 K to estimate the accuracy of iRheo at low frequencies,
(b) PEHA0, (c) UPyPEHA6 and (d) UPyPEHA14 at various temperatures. The data
for UPyPEHA6 and UPyPEHA14 in panels (c) and (d) are vertically shifted for clarity.
The blue vertical lines indicate the frequency range of a single SAOS measurement.
black and purple lines in Figure 4.4a. It is clear from this comparison that the majority
of the output is stable with respect to these changes in the input data, but the lowest
frequency results (where the unphysical shapes are seen) are altered, as might be ex-
pected. We conclude that the transformation is uncertain in this low frequency regime,
and thus cut the transformed output below the frequency where the three curves di-
verge. A similar procedure was followed for all other iRheo converted data reported in
this paper.
We next compare the dynamic moduli obtained from TTS and stress relaxation
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for the three samples PEHA0, UPyPEHA6 and UPyPEHA14 at a range of different
temperatures, as shown in Figure 4.4b-d; the symbols show the TTS results and the
lines show the modulus converted from the stress relaxation experiments. The data
at different temperatures for UPyPEHA6 and UPyPEHA14 in panels (b) and (d) are
vertically shifted for clarity, using shift factors shown in the figure. It is worth noting
that the σ(t) curves for PEHA0 at 203 K and UPyPEHA14 at 233 K are somewhat
noisy; thus, more points on the transformed modulus curves are cut.
From the comparison in Figure 4.4b-d, it is clear that the TTS curves (symbols) and
iRheo results overlap reasonably well with each other in the extended frequency range
covered by the iRheo output. This is perhaps surprising since, in at least some cases
such as the UPyPEHA14 sample at 263 K, the data span regions where TTS obviously
breaks down (i.e. perfect overlap is not achieved in the TTS curves or in the VGP plots
in Figure 4.3). Nevertheless, the TTS shifted data do (on average) closely follow the
overall shape of the iRheo output. One reason for this becomes evident on examining
Figure 4.3, where the stress relaxation results are also represented in the VGP plots for
each sample (Figure 4.3a, c and e). Where TTS is found to work for the oscillatory
shear data (e.g. PEHA0 and much of UPyPEHA6 data), the stress relaxation results
follow the same curve as the oscillatory data, but span a wider range of moduli at each
temperature. However, where TTS is breaking down (e.g. UPyPEHA14 sample at 263
K), the extended curve obtained by stress relaxation experiments at a given temperature
still passes through the broad band swept out by the (non-overlapping) oscillatory rhe-
ology data taken at nearby temperatures, following the general shape of that band. The
net result is that the cumulative error produced when TTS shifting oscillatory data ob-
tained at temperatures close to the reference, is small. Consequently, the TTS curves
match quite closely the iRheo output, over the frequency range obtainable by trans-
forming stress relaxation data taken over a reasonable experimental time, as is clear in
Figure 4.4.
The error in TTS shifting, however, accumulates when data from a much broader
range of temperatures is shifted by larger extents in the frequency domain. This is
apparent in Figure 4.5, where the stress relaxation data taken at different temperatures
is shifted by the same factors as was used to create “master curves” from the oscilla-
tory data in Figure 4.2a. Although the shifted stress relaxation data overlaps with the
shifted oscillatory data taken at the same temperature, there is evidently a mismatch
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the master curves from TTS (symbols) and from stress
relaxation measurements (lines) for (a) PEHA0, (b) UPyPEHA6 and (c) UPyPEHA14.
The colour lines are shifted horizontally using the TTS shift factors used to build the
TTS master curves at the corresponding temperature. For example, the master curves
for PEHA0 is built referring to 203 K. Thus the red lines are not shifted, but the green
and pink lines are shifted using the TTS shift factors for 243 and 263 K.
between the shifted stress relaxation data obtained at different temperatures for the UP-
yPEHA14 sample (and weakly for the UPyPEHA6 sample). The PEHA0 data overlaps
perfectly.
Hence, we conclude that construction of a reliable master curve across a broad fre-
quency range is not possible for the samples with high φUPy; the cumulative shifting er-
ror means that sections of the spectrum are moved to the incorrect frequencies. In what
follows, we thus use only the master curves depicted in Figure 4.2c and the shift fac-
tors in Figure 4.2d. From Figure 4.2c, the following general statements can be made:
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as φUPy increases, (i) the plateau moduli increase, (ii) the terminal relaxation times in-
crease, and (iii) the power law exponents at the lowest measured frequencies decrease.
These results are consistent with results for several other reported supramolecular poly-
mers. [186, 213, 300, 301] The temperature-dependent shift factors for PEHA0 and
UPyPEHA2 can be well described using a WLF equation (C1 = 9.9 and C2 = 109.9
for PEHA0, C1 = 11.3 and C2 = 89.9 for UPyPEHA2). However, in the temperature
range where we consider that TTS works (above 323 K) for UPyPEHA with φUPy ≥ 2
mol%, the shift factors can be fitted using the Arrhenius equation, which gives the ac-
tivation energy for polymers to flow. As illustrated by the slope of the Arrhenius fitting
in Figure 4.2d, the activation energies increases as φUPy increases, i.e. 78, 108, 116 and
191 kJ/mol for UPyPEHA2, UPyPEHA6, UPyPEHA9 and UPyPEHA14, respectively.
4.4 Modeling of linear shear rheology
4.4.1 “Classic” sticky Rouse model
The most commonly used model to describe the rheology of unentangled associating
polymers, the sticky Rouse model, is based on the idea that stickers along the chain
provide an additional effective drag, delaying the terminal relaxation time. [184, 253,
306, 307] The chemical dissociations and associations of the stickers occur on a time
scale τassos, corresponding to the typical time a sticker will spend associated. However,
following the idea of Rubinstein and Semenov [307], a dissociated sticker will often
return to and re-associate with the same partner. Hence, stress relaxation only occurs
when the stickers change partners, characterized by an average timescale τs, which
may be significantly longer that the timescale τassos. Thus, τs is the relevant timescale
for linear rheology. We assume that the sticker lifetime τs is significantly longer than
the time-scale for the slowest Rouse-mode corresponding to chain segments between
stickers, and thus τs  (N/Ns)2τ0. Here, τ0 is the characteristic relaxation time of a
Rouse monomer, and Ns = M/Mstrand is the average number of stickers per chain of
molecular mass M, where Mstrand is the average molar mass between stickers.
The slowest Rouse modes are uniformly retarded by the effective sticker friction,
and so it is possible to decouple the stress relaxation function, G(t), into two distinct
summations over mode contributions, as proposed by Chen and co-workers. [184] The
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first term in Equation (4.1) is the contribution to G(t) from chain strands longer than
Mstrand that are unrelaxed, and thus elastically active at time t, and the second sum is
the corresponding Rouse contribution from chain strands shorter than Mstrand
Gs(t) =
∑
i
ρwiRT
Mi
 Ns,i∑
p=1
exp
(
−tp2/τsN2s,i
)
(4.1)
+
Ni∑
p=Ns,i+1
exp
(
−tp2/τ0N2i
) .
Here, ρ is the mass density of the polymer, R the gas constant, T the temperature, wi and
Mi are the weight fraction and molecular weight of the ith chain fraction, Ni = Mi/M0
is the number of elementary Rouse monomers per chain, each with molar mass M0,
and Ns,i is the average number of stickers on the ith chain fraction. Note that have the
relation
Mstrand = ρRT/G0N , (4.2)
where G0N is the (experimental) value of the plateau modulus. Given that ρ, T and Mi
are known, G0N , τs and τ0 are fitting parameters of this model, where the two timescale
parameters shift the model predictions in time, or correspondingly frequency, in a fre-
quency dependent representation.
4.4.2 The stochastic model
In this work, we demonstrate that the sticky Rouse model can capture the low fre-
quency, long-time, linear rheological response for all four polymers. However, the
model fails to predict the loss modulus at intermediate frequencies around the plateau
region.[184, 186] Hence, we propose a number of modifications to the sticky Rouse
model to make it better describe our particular supramolecular polymers.
The new model, we here call it the “stochastic model” addresses three particular as-
sumptions made by the sticky Rouse model which are not relevant for our polymers: (i)
the synthesis process, random co-polymerization, leads to a random placement of the
stickers along the backbone and this is not accounted for in Equation Equation (4.1),
which assumes that all stickers are equally spaced. Instead, we generate a number of
chains with random distribution of sticky groups along the chain, rather than assuming
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evenly spaced stickers, as is done in the Sticky Rouse model. (ii) in Equation Equa-
tion (4.1), the relaxation of chain-end segments (one free end and one associated) is
treated in the same way as the relaxation of chain segments “trapped” between stick-
ers (both associated). In the new model, instead we differentiate between these two
“types” of chain segments. Accounting for these two factors leads to a modification
of the “fast” relaxation modes of the sticky Rouse spectrum. At the time scale of τs,
or longer, only the “trapped” chain segments contribute to the stress because the chain
ends and internal modes of the trapped chains are fully relaxed. A model thus needs to
be consistent with the random sticker placement and be able to describe the relaxation
of the remaining chain modes. (iii) it would be possible to treat the long time motion
of a chain by constructing a Rouse-like model with a friction proportional to τs con-
centrated at the randomly placed sticker positions. However, this would not properly
represent the chain motion, since dissociation of a sticker and re-association with a
new group involves a finite sized “hop” of the chain, with a hop amplitude dependent
upon the lengths of chain to adjacent stickers, rather than a continuous motion with in-
creased friction. Thus, instead a stochastic model with finite sized hops is constructed.
The details of the stochastic model are presented in the Appendix.
4.4.3 Comparisons of two models with experimental data
Figures 4.6a and 4.6b show storage and loss moduli of experimental data, as reported
above in Figure 4.2c, together with fits to the data using the stochastic model and
the sticky Rouse model for the UPyPEHA6 and an indication of the contribution to
the spectrum from fast internal Rouse modes and “sticky” modes. Figure 4.6c shows
the fitting results of both models for the sample with different UPy contents. The
parameters used for both models are shown in the Table 4.1. The parameter Ns, which
describes the average number of stickers per chain between stickers, fixes the value of
the plateau modulus (of G′sticky) via Equation (4.2). The parameter τs effectively shifts
G′sticky and G
′′
sticky horizontally and is adjusted to fit the low frequency cross-over. The
parameter τ0 effectively shifts G′fast and G
′′
fast horizontally, and is adjusted to fit the high
frequency region near the plateau modulus.
The slopes at low frequency are well captured both by the stochastic model and
the sticky Rouse model, which indicates that the “hop” picture described above for
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Table 4.1: Parameters used in the stochastic and “classic” sticky Rouse models.
sample Man PDI
a Ns τs (µs) τ0
codes kg/mol NMRa Modelsb Stochastic Classicc (ns)
UPyPEHA2 16.6 1.24 2 0.2 5 25 0.70
UPyPEHA6 22.0 1.38 7 3 29 65 1.0
UPyPEHA9 23.7 1.71 11 8 56 100 2.5
UPyPEHA14 24.6 2.38 17 21 83 200 500
a Identical to values of Table 3.1;
b Same parameters used in both models;
c Includes the factor pi2, Section A.3.6;
the large scale chain motion is meaningful, and that the polydispersity of the system
is well captured in both models. However, the value of the relevant fitting parameter,
the sticker time τs, is substantially different for the two models. The reason for this
discrepancy is that the stochastic model considers finite distance hops of the discrete
sticker groups, which are randomly placed along the chain, whereas the “sticky Rouse
model” of Equation (4.1) considers continuous motion of a chain with distributed fric-
tion. We argue that the stochastic model is closer to the physical reality.
For frequencies in the rubbery plateau range, both models show a slight disagree-
ment with the data, particularly in the loss modulus. For all materials, the fit is better
for the stochastic model, because it includes: i) the distribution of length between
stickers and stickers per chains, and ii) the separate contribution of the chain ends.
Both of these factors give rise to a longer, smoother crossover between the high fre-
quency Rouse spectrum (for sections of chain between stickers) and the plateau, be-
cause this crossover occurs at later times for longer chain sections between stickers,
and for chains with one free end. Consequently, the storage and loss modulus are
matched quite well at the high frequency end of the plateau region in the stochastic
model, showing significant improvement over the sticky Rouse model.
Further improvement of the fit to data would require introducing yet more physical
mechanisms with correspondingly more parameters. We consider the most likely cause
of the remaining mismatch with data in the plateau region is that the model considers a
single “sticker time”. Introducing a spectrum of sticker times (which might be justified
by supposing different local environments or configurations for paired stickers) would
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Figure 4.6: Master curves (symbols) for UPyPEHA6 referring to 343 K, and fitting
(solid lines) by (a) the stochastic model and (b) the sticky Rouse model, and the contri-
butions from the sticky modes and the fast modes. (c) master curves (symbols) for the
samples with varying UPy contents, and the fitting by the sticky Rouse model and the
stochastic model. The curves in (c) are vertically shifted for clarity. The parameters
used in both models are given in Table 4.1.
certainly improve the model fits, at the expense of introducing and parameterizing a
function for the distribution of sticker lifetimes.
One feature of the fitted value of the sticker time τs, that is true for both models, is
that it increases with increasing concentration of stickers. It has been pointed out by
Rubinstein and Semenov [307] that the effective sticker time in the model is not the
fundamental time for sticker dissociation, since a dissociated sticker will return many
times to the same partner, before finally finding another free partner with which to
associate. Since returns to the same partner does not result in a significant chain rear-
rangement, to first approximation, these events do not relax the stress. Consequently,
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the sticker time, τs, should be interpreted as the time to find a new partner. Whilst it
may be that the fundamental sticker dissociation time changes with UPy content (and
certainly the activation energy does seem to change), it is appealing to suggest that the
differences in sticker time τs might be attributed to the relative difficulty of finding a
new partner as UPy content is increased, i.e. stickers return more often to the same
partner before swapping. This suggestion can be supported with a scaling argument
showing that an increase of the number of UPy group per chain implies a decrease of
the number of stickers present in a “search” volume of a detached sticker. Calling b3
the volume of a sticker or monomer, and Nm ≡ N/Ns the average number of monomers
between stickers, then the number of stickers per unit volume, ns, is defined as
ns =
number of stickers per chain
volume occupied by a chain
≈ Ns
NsNmb3
= (Nmb3)−1. (4.3)
When a sticker is free, it explores its neighbourhood in a volume limited by the typical
dimensions of the chain between stickers, see Figure A.3, which obeys random walk
statistics. Hence the explored volume, Vsearch, is of order
Vsearch ≈ (N1/2m b)3. (4.4)
Therefore, the number of stickers, Npartner, in the exploration volume defined by Equa-
tion (4.4) scales as
Npartner ≈ nsVsearch
≈ N1/2m
∝ N−1/2s . (4.5)
Npartner represents the number of potential partners available to a sticker, and it de-
creases as the number of stickers per chain, Ns, increases. Consequently, we expect the
effective sticker time τs to increase with increasing number of stickers per chain. The
above argument may be augmented by noting that for the largest concentration of stick-
ers, the chain between stickers may in fact be not completely flexible. From Table 3.1,
one can know that as φUPy increases, the Nm decreases from 16 for UPyPEHA6 to 6 for
UPyPEHA14. Compared with the Kuhn length (∼13 monomers) of a similar polymer
(PHA),[231] the segments between two UPy groups are not flexible enough to search
for a different partner in a surrounding volume, especially for high φUPy samples. To
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relax stresses, cooperative dissociation of several stickers simultaneously is required
for segments being flexible enough to search for a new partner. In other words, the
activation energies for chain relaxations are determined by the event involving break-
ing of several stickers simultaneously. As φUPy increases (segments between two UPy
groups becomes shorter), more stickers are required to be broken simultaneously for
chain relaxations, leading to higher activation energies. This argument is consistent
with the results from Figure 4.2d.
4.4.4 Extensional rheology and modelling
As noted above in Section II, we were only able to successfully measure the non-linear
extensional rheology for the UPyPEHA6 sample. Figure 4.7a shows the extensional
stress growth coefficient (i.e. stress divided by strain rate, σ/ε˙) as a function of time
for UPyPEHA6 with various stretching rates at T =343 K, whilst Figure 4.7b shows
the stress as a function of Hencky strain for the same measurements.
We find that at short times before strain hardening occurs, the extensional stress
growth coefficient (η+E) data follow the LVE envelope (Equation 4.8). However, for
extension rates of 0.1 s−1 or below, at longer time (above a Hencky strain 200%),
strain hardening is observed leading to stress growth coefficients with magnitudes up
to 10 times higher than those of the LVE envelope. For these cases, the experiments
were terminated when stresses were out of the limit of the rheometer transducer. For
extension rates 0.1 s−1 or above, the extension is typically terminated for stresses in the
region of 105 to 2 × 105 Pa (almost independent of strain rate) by brittle fracture. For
the measurements performed at rates of 0.3 s−1 and above, the samples break before
the strain hardening takes place.
The solid lines in Figure 4.7a and 4.7b correspond to the simplest possible non-
linear rheological description of the data, in which each mode from multi-mode Maxwell
fit of LVE data is assigned to an upper-convected Maxwell model (UCM)[317]. This
model is one of the few non-linear models that can be exactly derived from a micro-
scopic model without closure approximations. A collections of dumbbells (frictional
beads separated by linear springs) embedded in a fluid give rise to a UCM model with
single relaxation time. A “Rouse model” (many frictional beads with linear springs)
in nonlinear flow gives rise to a superposition of mltiple UCM models with relaxation
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Figure 4.7: (a) Stress growth coefficient measured using the filament stretching
rheometer for the UPyPEHA6 at 343 K with varying stretching rates. The dashed
line represents the best fit of the multimode Maxwell model to the LVE data. (b) the
stress as a function of Hencky strain corresponding to the same measurements in (a).
The symbols represent the same stretching rates in both (a) and (b).
times of the models, corresponding to the Rouse relaxation spectrum.[317] Hence, if
our polymer sample obeys Rouse-like dynamics, we may expect a multi-mode UCM
model to successfully describe the data. We test this as follows. We fit the LVE data
by assigning two Maxwell modes per decade (via a least square procedure) to obtain a
set of relaxation times, τi , and weighting constants, gi. The total stress is then given
by
σ(t) =
∑
i
giσi(t), (4.6)
where σi is the conformation tensor associated with the ith Maxwell mode, whose time
evolution is given by the upper convected Maxwell model
dσi
dt
= κ · σi + σi · κT − 1
τi
(σi − I), (4.7)
where κ is the velocity gradient tensor and I is the isotropic tensor.
The dashed line in Figure 4.7a represents the stress growth coefficient correspond-
ing LVE which, in extension, is given by
η+E(t) = 3
∑
i
giτi
(
1 − exp (−t/τi) ), ε˙τi  1. (4.8)
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It is clear that this simple model can provide an excellent description of the extension
hardening up to the point of either sample fracture or termination of the experiment.
This supports the notion that Rouse-like chain motions are important given that the
Rouse model is predicted to obey a multi-mode upper-convected Maxwell model in
non-linear flow [317]. To understand the behaviour of supramolecular materials in the
non-linear extensional regime as well as fracture at high deformation rates is important
for the design and use of these types of materials. Although the linear viscoelasticity of
supramolecular materials are increasingly being investigated, there has been much less
focus on the the non-linear rheology and particularly extensional rheology and fracture
behaviour and this is thus an area where a lot more work are needed in the future.
4.5 Conclusions
In this work, linear viscoelastic properties of a series of PEHA based supramolecu-
lar polymer with systematically increasing the concentration of UPy groups increas-
ing the concentration of the supramolecular interactions and validity of TTS for these
supramolecular polymers were investigated.The supramolecular interactions, i.e. hy-
drogen bonds between UPy groups, acting as a second friction for polymer chains,
show a different temperature dependence to the segmental relaxations and thus makes
this class of polymers not “thermorheologically simple”. Thus, TTS is expected to
break for supramolecular polymers. However, by comparing the modulus curves from
stress relaxations and from the TTS, we found that TTS works reasonably well in a
relatively narrow time or frequency window close to the reference temperature. Note
that one should be cautious when constructing master curves in which data is shifted
by many decades in frequency, because cumulative errors may lead to wrong shape of
the master curve.
Modifications to the classical sticky Rouse model were performed to improve the
predictions of LVE by taking into account of (i) random distribution of sticky groups
along the chain, rather than assuming evenly spaced stickers when polymers, which is
closer to reality when polymers are synthesised from randomly co-polymerization of
two monomers; (ii) the contribution to relaxation from dangling chain ends, which is
different from the relaxation modes of segments of chain “trapped” between stickers;
(iii) the chain motion upon dissociation of a sticker and re-association, assumed to be
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a finite sized “hop” of the chain, rather than a continuous motion with increased fric-
tion, as assumed in the standard sticky Rouse model. The modified model can describe
data in the low frequencies range as good as the classical sticky Rouse model. The
parameter τs which is the timescale for stickers to change partners is more physically
meaningful than the corresponding parameter in the “classical” sticky Rouse expres-
sion, because it takes account of the “hop” process for a dissociated sticky group to
search another sticky group. τs increases with increasing φUPy may be due to the in-
creasing difficulty in finding different partners, and to the increased stiffness of the
chain. The fits in intermediate zone are also improved because contributions from
polydispersity of strands between stickers and dangling ends are included. However,
it worth noting that the fits in the intermediate zone is still not perfect, indicating that
extra physics needs to be considered, such as distribution of mean sticker lifetimes.
Extensional rheological measurements on one of our samples were conducted. At
short times, the stress growth coefficient follows the LVE envelope. At long times,
stress growth coefficients show the magnitudes ∼10 times higher than the LVE enve-
lope due to the strain hardening. The upper-convected Maxwell model, which is based
on the LVE fit, works very well to model non-linear extensional data. At relatively low
supramolecular interaction concentrations, the TTS works reasonably well to capture
the LVE dynamics and properties of the materials.
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Chapter 5
Supramolecular polymers based on
UPy end-functionalised
poly(propylene glycol): structure,
dynamics, rheology and applications
In this chapter, the effects of chain-end functionalisation of poly(propylene glycol)
(PPG) with hydrogen bond associating 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) groups to
form a supramolecular polymer (UPyPPG) are investigated. Multiple hydrogen bonds
can form between two UPy groups. i.e. forming dimers, which in turn can lead to chain
extension and complex structures including fibre-like aggregates. Both chain exten-
sions and aggregates lead to dramatic changes of material properties. Unfunctionalised
PPG is a viscous liquid at room temperature whereas the supramolecular UPyPPG
polymer is a rubbery material. The effects of supramolecular associations on struc-
ture, relaxation dynamics and rheological properties were investigated using various
techniques. The end-functionalisation weakens and broadens the glass transition and
increases the glass transition temperatures by ∼ 20 K. Normal mode chain-relaxations,
observed both in rheology and broadband dielectric spectroscopy, become slower upon
end-functionalisation, reflecting the associating nature of the supramolecular interac-
tions. The temperature dependence of the normal mode dynamics changes from VFT
to Arrhenius behaviour, reflecting that a single energy-scale set by UPy-interactions
is dominating chain relaxations of the supramolecular polymer. The secondary relax-
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ation process observed in the glass state is not markedly affected by the end-group
modification. In light of these findings, potential applications of this supramolecular
material both as a solid electrolyte for lithium ion batteries and as a basic component
in self-healing coatings are explored.
5.1 Introduction
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) and polytetrahydrofuran
(PTHF) are three polyglycols with similar backbone structures, i.e. repeat units are
composed of short alkyl units which are linked through ether groups. The backbones
for these three polymers can be expressed as −(CH2CH2O)n−, −(CH2CH(CH3)O)n−
and−(CH2CH2CH2CH2O)n− respectively (Chapter 6 for more details on PTHF). These
polymers have been of great interest for many years because of their wide applications
in many fields including medicine, biology, lithium (Li) ion batteries and thermoplas-
tic elastomers (TPE). [32, 216, 318–321] PEG and PPG have been significantly in-
vestigated as promising candidates for polymer electrolytes due to the strong Li ion
coordination to the backbone ether oxygen atom. PEG is a semi-crystalline polymer
which makes it difficult to investigate the ion transfer mechanisms in PEG-based poly-
mer electrolytes over a wide temperature range.[318] On the other hand, the side group
methyl groups (CH3) in PPG prevent crystallization and makes it an appropriate alter-
native polymer to investigate ion transfer mechanisms.[322] To better understand the
fundamental aspects of PPG based polymer electrolytes it is essential to understand
relaxation dynamics of PPG both with and without lithium salts.
Relaxation dynamics of PPG have been investigated by various techniques, such as
broad band dielectric spectroscopy (BDS),[272, 296, 323–341] calorimetry,[342] light
or neutron scattering,[327, 343–346] mechanical experiments,[347] and nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR),[348] in varying conditions, such as under high pressures[322,
349] and in spatial confinements.[328, 344, 350] Using these techniques, it was shown
that dynamics are affected both by molecular weights and end functionalisations.[324,
327, 341, 347] Oligomers, such as propylene glycol (PG), dipropylene glycol (DPG)
and tripropylene glycol (TPG) are too short to show polymeric properties.[324, 336,
341] The dynamics of these oligomers are thus similar to those of classic small molecule
glass forming liquids. For instance, a structural relaxation is observed by BDS near
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the glass transition temperature.[351] Above a certain molecular weight threshold,
typically around 7 monomers, a relaxation visible at the low frequency flank of the
segmental relaxation relaxation in frequency dependent dielectric spectra becomes
visible.[324, 341] This relaxation which is thus slower than the structural α relax-
ation is the so-called normal mode realaxation.[352–357] The normal mode relaxation
can be attributed to motions of the end-to-end vector of a polymer backbone and can
thus depending on the polymer chain-length be controlled by Rouse or reptation be-
haviour. A normal mode relaxation is observed in BDS for polymers that have a seg-
mental dipole-moment component along the chain direction. The end-to-end dipole
moment vector is the summation of the segmental dipole moment components along
the backbone.[354] PPG is an example of a so-called type A polymer that has a dipole-
moment component in the chain-direction and will thus show relaxations of the poly-
mer end-to-end dipole-moment.
The normal mode spectrum for PPG below its entanglement molecular weight, Me,
can be described by the Rouse model.[324, 341] The relaxations of the normal modes
thus strongly depend on the molecular weight. An increasing molecular weight or
chain length leads to a slower normal mode relaxation. The hydroxyl end-groups of
PPG have been demonstrated to lead to the formation of H-bond mediated clusters
leading to only very small chain-length effects on the glass transition temperature for
molecular weights above Mw ∼400. [324, 327, 329, 337, 341, 347] Thus, as the chain
length increases, a more well-separated normal mode can typically be observed in the
dielectric spectra.[324, 337, 341]
To further illustrate the roles of end-functionalisation in determining the dynamics
of PPG, several studies have been devoted to modifications of the OH end-groups of
PPG, e.g. by amino groups, -NH2[330] or methoxy groups, -OCH3.[327, 334, 347]
From density functional theory (DFT) calculations, the hydrogen bonding energy be-
tween two -OH groups is higher (15.7 kJ/mol) than that between two -NH2 groups
(6.4 kJ/mol).[330] On the other hand, no hydrogen bonds can be formed for PPG
with terminal -OCH3 groups[327, 334, 347] As a consequence of these end modifi-
cations, the relaxation dynamics differ in several ways between different types of PPG
chain-series: i) glass transition temperatures of -NH2 and -OCH3 terminated PPGs are
lower than those of -OH terminated PPG of the same molecular weight demonstrating
that effective structures of larger molecular weight are formed due to H-bonding for
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OH-terminated PPG.[330, 334] ii) PPGs with -NH2 and -OCH3 terminated groups are
more fragile and thus typically have a larger m-value (for a description of fragility, see
Chapter 1). and the fragilities show a less significant molecular weight dependence
than those for -OH terminated PPGs.[330, 334] For example, as the molecular weights
increase from Mw ∼ 200 to 4000 g/mol, the fragility m-parameters for -NH2 terminated
PPGs remain around 105, whereas the m-parameters for -OH terminated PPGs increase
from around 80 to 100.[330] iii) different end-functionalizations typically have little
effect on the normal mode relaxation dynamics iv) the observed secondary relaxation
speeds up for OCH3 terminated PPGs for chain-lengths shorter than 5 monomer units
and this is typically observed for oligomer systems which lack strong intermolecular
interactions. However, for H-bonded OH terminated PPG, this effects disappears and
it has been suggested ([334] ) that this is due to molecular clustering leading to even
the shortest PPG oligomers being part of clusters that are larger than the cut-off size
needed for the speeding up of the dynamics. Instead, for the shortest PPG oligomers,
a slowing down of the dynamics is observed and this has been suggested to be directly
linked to the increasing degree of H-bonding for shorter PPG chains,[334]
The above mentioned studies were investigating the relaxation dynamics of PPGs
with relatively weak H-bond interactions. For systems involving stronger hydrogen
bonding groups, such as 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) that can form quadruple
hydrogen bonds, the behaviour is still unclear. In the present work, a supramolecular
polymer based on PPG with end-functionalised UPy groups was synthesised. Multi-
ple hydrogen bonds can be formed between two UPy groups, leading to chain exten-
sion, the formation of more complex associations and dramatic changes in macroscopic
properties.[33, 166, 225, 226, 242, 284, 285] The unfunctionalised PPG is a viscous
liquid at room temperature whereas the supramolecular polymer UPyPPG is a rub-
bery material. The effects of chain-end UPy addition on the structure, dynamics and
rheological properties have been investigated.
Solid polymeric electrolytes for lithium batteries have attracted a great amount of
attention in the last few decades because of advantages, such as high safety and low
cost, over traditional liquid lithium batteries.[321, 358–363] However, most solid poly-
meric lithium electrolytes show an ionic conductivity significantly below ∼ 10−3 S/cm
at room temperature which is one factor limiting their utilization.[360, 363] It is there-
fore essential to understand the ion transfer mechanisms in polymer electrolytes to try
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to improve the ionic conductivity. A significant amount of efforts have been put into
investigations of polymeric electrolytes based on complexes based on various Li-based
salts and the polymer polyethylene glycol (PEG)[320, 364–370] poly(propylene gly-
col) (PPG)[322, 364, 371–375] These polymers are typically chosen due to their ability
to solvate salts well, the fact that the ether oxygen is a good coordination site for Li-
ions and the relatively low glass transition temperatures that means leads to significant
segmental mobility in the amorphous state within a typical operational temperature
range.[320] Unfortunately, PEG is a semi-crystalline polymer and its ionic conduc-
tivity is mainly attributed to the amorphous phase of the PEG-salt complex[320, 370]
This means that unless the crystallization can be quenched for a particular PEG-based
system, PEG if often not useful unless the battery operation temperature is above the
melting point of the relevant PEG-salt complex. The polymer choice of the present
work, PPG, has the advantage that it is a fully amorphous polymer and we can thus
investigate ion conductiviy effects without taking any effects due to crystallinity into
account.[322, 364, 371–375] A further problem with the use of salt complexes made
from either pure PEG or PPG as polymer electrolytes is that the electrolytes lack me-
chanical rigidity. One potential solution to this is to introduce supramolecular associ-
ations and this is the route we investigate in the present work.
Microphase separation has been observed in many PPG-lithium salt blends.[322,
371, 373, 374] For example, two glass transition temperatures due to microphase sepa-
ration between ion-rich and ion-depleted regions have been observed for several PPG-
salt complexes using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and broad band dielectric
spectroscopy (BDS).[371, 373] Microphase separation is not unique to PPG-salt com-
plexes and is also observed in other polymer-salt complexes, such as poly(vinyl methyl
ether) (PVME)-LiClO4.[376] Thus, it seems that microphase separation is commonly
found in polymeric electrolytes and understanding the mechanisms of its origin and
its effects on ion transfer is essential in designing polymeric electrolytes with better
performance.
In this chapter, a PPG with a moderate molecular weight of 2000 g/mol and the
corresponding UPy end-functionalised polymer UPyPPG are chosen for use as poly-
meric electrolytes. The salt LiTFSI is chosen to prepare electrolytes. Improvements in
ion conductivity were demonstrated using LiTFSI salts due to the reduced crystallinity
of PEG at room temperature, the enhanced dissociation and plasticizing effects of the
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relatively large anionic group.[377] LiTFSI also has good solubility in polymers and
low anionic group mobility in electrolytes.[377] The latter is advantageous since the
goal is to achieve an efficient transport of only the Li cations, whereas it is ideal to
have immobile anions.[378] PPG-LiTFSI complexes with varying salt concentrations
from O:Li=5:1 to 1000:1 are investigated, and the relationship between ion concentra-
tions and ion conductivities has been determined. Microphase separation is observed
when the O:Li ratio is smaller than 40:1. We find evidence supporting that the ion
conductivity is controlled not by the segmental relaxation as normally assumed, but
by the slower normal mode relaxations. We also evaluated the self-healing property
of UPyPPG using mechanical testing and some simple optical microscopy. Also, an
initial exploration in how to prepare self-healing coatings by blending of UPyPPG
with commonly used unsaturated reactants for UV curable coatings was performed;
the self-healing property of these blended coatings were also investigated using optical
microscopy.
5.2 Experimental section
5.2.1 Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich unless otherwise stated. 2-amino-
4-hydroxy-6-methylpyrimidone (AHEP) and molecular sieves (4 A˚) were used as re-
ceived. Solvents, i.e. tetrahydrofuran (THF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), chloroform,
dichloromethane (DCM) were dried for two days using molecular sieves before use.
Tolylene 2,4-diisocyanate terminated poly(propylene glycol)(TDIPPG) was stored in
a nitrogen-filled dry box to avoid moisture. Bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium
(LiTFSI) salt was dried at 393 K under vacuum for 2 days before use and THF was
dried for a week using 4 A˚ pore size molecular sieves before use. 1-hydroxycyclohexyl-
1-phenyl methanone (HPM), tripropylene glycol diacrylate (TPGDA) and diacrylate
poly(propylene glycol) (DAPPG) of molecular weight Mn = 2000 g/mol, were pro-
vided by allnex, Belgium.
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5.2.2 Synthesis of UPy end-functionalised poly(propylene glycol)
(UPyPPG)
The procedure for synthesis of UPyPPG is shown in Figure 5.1. To conduct the re-
action, AHEP (22 g, 0.176 mol) was dissolved in 200 ml of anhydrous DMSO in a
500 ml round bottom flask at 150◦C. The solution was then cooled to room tempera-
ture and TDIPPG (20g, 8.69 mmol) was dissolved in 100 ml anhydrous chloroform.
After this, TDIPPG solution was added dropwise into the AHEP solution over a one
hour period under a nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was stirred continuously for 6
hours. Most solvents were removed under a high vacuum using a rotary evaporator and
a white solid was obtained. For purification a large amount of chloroform was added
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Figure 5.1: Synthesis of end-functionalised poly(propylene glycol)
to the white solid and after vigorous stirring for one hour, the white turbid suspen-
sion was filtered. To separate insoluble AHEP from soluble UPyPPG in chloroform,
filtration was used to separate the excess AHEP from the product. The process was
repeated twice to further extract UPyPPG. The filtered solutions containing UPyPPG
were combined and concentrated resulting in a viscous liquid. To further remove un-
reacted AHEP, a 200 ml (10:1 volume ratio) mixture of chloroform and DMSO was
added into the viscous liquid and washed with 100 ml of deionized water three times.
The organic phase was collected and dried using magnesium sulfate (MeSO4). After
filtration, the final solution was collected and concentrated, resulting in a clear viscous
liquid. The viscous liquid was further dried under vacuum at 90 ◦C for two days. After
cooling to room temperature, a slightly yellow rubbery solid was obtained. This solid
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was characterised using Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC), Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) and NMR. A summary of the result is: Yield: 21 g, 99%; Mn
(g/mol): 3200 (SEC); PDI: 1.25 (SEC); Tg: 215 K (DSC); 1H (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ:
1.07-1.19 (-CH3 in polymer backbones), 2.08-2.21 (12H, benzene-CH3, pyrimidyl-
CH3), 3.08-3.69 (-CH2-CH- in polymer backbone), 4.95-5.09,(2H, -NH-), 5.75 (2H,
pyrimidyl-H) 6.47-7.12, (6H, benzene-H). 13C (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 17.3, 19.1, 66.8,
103, 117.1, 128.9, 130.9, 141.5, 152.4, 154.6, 169.5.
5.2.3 Preparation of polymeric electrolytes
Both pure PPG and UPyPPG were dried at 333 K under vacuum for 16 hours be-
fore use. Polymer electrolytes were prepared as follows: first PPG or UPyPPG and
LiTFSI were separately dissolved in THF. Then two solutions were mixed by stirring
overnight. The majority of solvents were slowly evaporated at room temperature in
a fume hood for three days, which were further dried at T =333 K under vacuum;
Weight losses during drying were carefully monitored to make sure that all solvents
were removed. A range of samples with different ratios of ether oxygen to lithium ions
O:Li (R) were prepared, ranging from 5:1 to 1000:1. For clarity, the samples were
named by combining an acronym for the polymer matrix and the O:Li ratio. For exam-
ple, PPG and UPyPPG with an O:Li ratio of 80:1 were named PPG80 and UPyPPG80,
respectively.
5.2.4 Preparation of self-healing coatings
TPGDA and DAPPG are commonly used monomers or macromonomers for UV cur-
able coatings. Since both TPGDA and DAPPG are bi-functional, a permanent net-
work is formed after UV curing which hinders the flow of polymers and thus prohibits
the self-healing properties. The idea here is to blend TPGDA and/or DAPPG with
UPyPPG to combine the UV curable property with the temperature sensitivity of UP-
yPPG. At high temperatures, hydrogen bonds of UPyPPG are driven to the dissociative
state and thus UPyPPG chains have sufficient mobility to heal a scratch. Several com-
posite coatings were prepared as follows: solutions of TPGDA and/or DAPPG with
UPyPPG were prepared in dichloromethane (DCM), followed by addition of small
amounts of photo initiators (HPM). The solution was coated on clean glass slides and
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subsequently polymer films were formed after the solvents were removed under vac-
uum at 313 K overnight. After drying, the films were cured under UV light for 3 min.
The self-healing properties of the composite coatings could be tuned by changing the
ratios between TPGDA, DAPPG and UPyPPG.
5.2.5 Characterisations
General characterizations to the chemical structures and general material properties us-
ing methods, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), size exclusion chromatogra-
phy (SEC), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray measurements and atomic
force microscopy (AFM), are described in Section 3.2.3. Here, some specific details
are provided below.
Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS)
BDS measurements on PPG and UPyPPG are described in Section 3.2.3. The ion con-
ductivities for PPG-salt complexes were measured using a gel cell with 18 mm in diam-
eter and 6.8 mm in thickness (Figure 2.5), whereas the conductivities for UPyPPG-salt
complexes were measured using two parallel plates separated by a teflon ring with 16
mm in diameter and 1 mm in thickness.
Rheology
Small amplitude oscillation shear measurements (SAOS) are described in Section 3.2.3.
The experiments were conducted within a temperature range from Tg (≈ 190 to 215
K) to T=373 K. Shear viscosities were measured using the same rheometer with plate-
plate geometry of 10 mm diameter for PPG and 3 mm for UPyPPG. The viscosities
were measured within a temperature range from 293 to 400 K in step of 10 K. The
shear stress λ increasing linearly with shear rate γ˙ is fitted and the slope of the fitted
line is the viscosity (Chapter 2).
Optical microscopy
To evaluate self-healing properties of coatings, scratches were made on the surface
using a sharp needle. Changes of scratches were observed using optical microscopy
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equipped with a hot stage, temperature controller and camera. Pictures of the scratches
were taken during heating of coatings (10 K/min from 303 to 423 K, ±0.5 K).
Universal mechanical testing system
Mechanical properties of UPyPPG strips were tested using the universal mechanical
testing system (Zwick Z010) at room temperature. The sample strips were cut from
UPyPPG films with thickness around 1.5 mm using a dumbbell cutter (ASTMD-638-
v). After loading the sample strips into the testing machine, they were stretched at 60
mm/min and forces applied to the sample and strains were recorded.
5.3 Results and Discussions
5.3.1 Structure
Given the rather complex structures and supramolecular interactions of end UPy groups,
an analysis of the structure is essential for the understanding of the polymer behaviour.
Figure 5.2 shows AFM height and phase images for UPyPPG at room temperature. As
shown in the height image (Figure 5.2a), the surface of spin cast film is very smooth,
however, a weak contrast pattern of rod-like features can be observed. The AFM phase
image (Figure 5.2b) clearly shows rod or fibre-like harder domains that are light in
the image, on top of the darker continous amorphous phase corresponding to the PPG
backbone. These structures are consistent with fibre-like structures previously ob-
served for UPy-based supramolecular systems.[379–382] The average diameter and
the spacing d between nanofibres are around 2 and 5 nm, respectively, as shown in the
inset in Figure 5.2b.
The formation of nanofibre structures from hierarchical self-assembly of polymers
containing urea units has been reported by many researchers[225, 226, 242, 383]. The
formation typically involves three steps (Figure 5.3)[225]. The first step is the dimeri-
sation of UPy groups, resulting in chain extension which can change the macroscopic
properties dramatically from liquid to solid rubber at room temperature.[33, 166, 225,
226, 242, 284, 285] The second step involves stacking of the chain extended struc-
tures. Stacking of the formed UPy dimers can occur due to lateral hydrogen bonds
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Figure 5.2: AFM height (a) and phase (b) images for UPyPPG after spin casting. The
inset in (b) is the cross-sectional profile inside the dotted box, with the domain spacing
d being the distance between the maxima of two neighbouring peaks.
between urea units.[172, 242, 283] It has been shown that the double lateral hydro-
gen bonds between urea units is the key driving force for the formation of nanofibres,
and that several thermoplastic elastomers (TPE) can be formed from polymers only
UPyPPG
Chain extension
Stack Aggregate
Nanofibre
d
Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram showing the formation of nanofibres through hierarchi-
cal self-assembly involving three steps: i) chain extension through UPy dimerisation,
ii) stack of UPy dimers and iii) aggregation induced phase separation of nanofibres.
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containing urea units.[379–382] In our case, instead of urea units, the linking group
between the UPy end-groups and the polymer chain is the amide unit which in princi-
ple can form a single lateral hydrogen bond. However, pi− pi stack interaction between
aromatic units (benzene rings) near chain ends in our case may also contribute to the
formation of nanofibres.[23, 384] The third step consists of aggregation of the stacked
structures.[225]
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Figure 5.4: X-ray profiles for PPG and UPyPPG. Two peaks q1 and q2 are detected and
the peak marked by ∗ is possibly due to antioxidants in PPG.[385, 386]
To investigate the structure further, both X-ray scattering measurements were per-
formed on PPG and UPyPPG. As shown in Figure 5.4, a peak at q2 = 12.8 nm−1 is
observed for both PPG and UPyPPG. This corresponds to a characteristic distance of
2pi/q2 ∼ 0.5 nm and can be assigned to the typical interchain distance in amorphous
polymers.[387] However, for q < 3 nm−1, a significant difference between the PPG and
the UPyPPG scattering results are observed. The profile for PPG does not show any
significant features, whereas the profile for UPyPPG shows a clear peak at q1 = 1.22
nm−1, corresponding to an average domain spacing d = 2pi/q1 ∼ 5 nm. The domain
spacings determined from SAXS and AFM are thus consistent with each other (the
inset in Figure 5.2b). The peaks marked with ’*’ appear at q = 4 nm−1 for both PPG
and UPyPPG, indicating that this diffraction contribution is not due to the structure of
UPy groups. Instead, we believe that the small peak is a Bragg peak from phenolic
compounds which are usually used as antioxidants for PPG. Phenolic compounds are
colorless crystalline solids which give the peak.[385, 386]
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5.3.2 Dynamics and rheological response of PPG and UPyPPG
Figure 5.5 shows the specific heat capacity as a function of temperature near the glass
transition for PPG and UPyPPG, respectively. The Cp curves reveal unambiguously
that the characteristic step of the glass-to-melt transition for UPyPPG is at a higher
temperature (Table 5.1), and is broader, compared with that for PPG. The differences
can be quantified by extracting both onset and offset temperatures from which we
deduce the broadness ∆T and the amplitude ∆Cp normalized by Tg of a glass tran-
sition, shown in Table 5.1. It is obvious that the glass transition becomes broader
in UPyPPG, ∆T UPyPPG > ∆T PPG. The ∆Cp during a glass transition is related to
the Tg and the change in rate of the entropy in liquid and solid states[155, 156]:
∆Cp = Tg(∂S melt/∂T − ∂S glass/∂T )|Tg (see Chapter 2). Thus, ∆Cp/Tg indicates the
entropy released during a glass-to-melt transition. The ∆Cp/Tg for UPyPPG is smaller
than that for PPG, which indicates that less entropy is released during the glass tran-
sition for UPyPPG than that for PPG. This is due to the fact that UPy dimers in the
material act as rigid segments along backbones making PPG blocks less mobile.
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Figure 5.5: Specific heat capacity as a function of temperatures for PPG and UPyPPG
Figure 5.6 shows dielectric spectra for PPG at 216 K and 150 K, and for UPyPPG
at 248 K and 150 K. At these temperatures, all relaxation modes are accessible in the
frequency window of the dielectric analyser. The spectra are fitted by a sum of several
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Table 5.1: Quantitative analysis of glass transitions for PPG and UPyPPG by DSC,
BDS and rheological measurements.
T DS Cg (K) ∆Cp/Tg (J K
−2g−1) ∆T (K) Tαg (K) T
rheo
g (K)
PPG 202±2 2.8±0.2e-3 3.7±0.8 201±2 198±3
UPyPPG 215±3 2.2±0.4e-3 7.1±1.3 219±4 218±5
Havriliak Negami (HN) equations as follows:[272]
ε∗ = ε∞ +
∑
j
∆ε j
(1 + (iωτ j)a j)b j
+
σ
iε0ω
+ AωB (5.1)
where ε∞ is high-frequency limiting dielectric permittivity, ∆ε j and τ j are relaxation
strength and relaxation timescale for the jth relaxation process, a and b are shape
parameters, and σ is the ionic dc-conductivity. The last power law term accounts
for a high frequency contribution from a relaxation process outside the experimental
frequency window. It has been shown by many researchers that PPG can show a slower
relaxation process than the segmental relaxation, α, when molecular weights are higher
than a threshold (∼400 g/mol). This is the so-called normal mode relaxation, α′, due
to the motion of the end-to-end dipole vector resulting from a summation of segmental
dipole moments along the backbone[329, 352, 354, 356].
In our case, two relaxation modes, α and α′ are visible for both polymers at temper-
atures slightly higher than glass transition temperatures. The normal mode relaxations
α′ for both polymers are fitted using a Cole-Cole equation[388] ( b = 1 in equation
5.1). The α relaxations for PPG and UPyPPG are fitted using a HN equation and
a Cole-Cole equation, respectively. From the fitting, we determine the temperature
dependent characteristic time-scales corresponding to the peak frequencies of the dif-
ferent relaxation contributions. The characteristic time-scale corresponding to the peak
frequency is determined as τ = 1/(2piωpeak). Since a Cole-Cole contribution is symmet-
ric around the loss peak on a logarithmic frequency axis, we can use the characteristic
time determined directly from the Cole-Cole fit. However, since the HN response is
asymmetric on a logarithmic frequency axis, we use Equation 21 in Chapter 1 to deter-
mine the correct time-scale corresponding to the loss peak. The γ relaxation is fitted
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Figure 5.6: Imaginary part, ε′′, of complex permittivity as function of frequencies
for PPG at (a) T = 216 K and (b) T = 150 K, and for UPyPPG at (c) T = 248
K and (d) T = 150 K. The light blue dashed and blue dotted lines in (a) and (c)
represent imaginary parts of α′, α relaxation contributions, respectively. The blue
dashed lines in (b) and (d) represent γ relaxation. At some temperatures, the spectra
show a high frequency contribution which is described by a power law ε′′ = AωB
(green dot-dot-dashed lines) in (a), (b) and (d). The pink dot-dashed lines in (a) an (c)
are the contributions from ion conductivity. The black lines in all figures are the total
fitted results.
using a Cole-Cole expression together with two powerlaw expressions, where the latter
account for the contributions at the lowest and highest frequencies.
Figure 5.7 shows dielectric spectra of PPG and UPyPPG at different temperatures.
At these temperatures, relaxation modes α′, α and γ, are in the accessible frequency
range of the analyser. For clarity, contributions from conductivity at low frequencies
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on some spectra are not shown in the figure. All relaxations for both samples become
faster (move to higher frequencies) as temperature increases. For both samples the ε′′
maxima for the α′ and α relaxation modes decrease slightly as temperatures increases,
whereas the maxima for the γ relaxation modes increases as the temperature increases.
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Figure 5.7: Dielectric spectra for PPG and UPyPPG at different temperatures showing
normal modes α′, segmental or structural modes α and subglass relaxation modes γ:
(a) α′, α, (b) γ relaxations for PPG, (c) α′, α, (d) γ relaxations for UPyPPG. The black
lines in all figures are the total fitted results as described in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.8 shows the temperature dependences of the shape parameters used in
equation 5.1. In the HN equation, the parameters a and a×b represent power law expo-
nents of the low and high frequency flanks of the relaxation peak; thus, values of a and
a × b indicate the broadness of a peak.[272, 388] All relaxation peaks are fitted using
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the Cole-Cole equation (b = 1 in the HN equation), except for the α relaxation of PPG
which is fitted using the HN equation. The α relaxation peaks of PPG and UPyPPG
become slightly narrower with increasing temperatures (Figure 5.8A). The broadness
of the α′ relaxation peaks for PPG remain almost constant whereas that for UPyPPG
becomes broader with increasing temperatures (Figure 5.8B). Modification of the end
groups of PPG by UPy groups makes both the α and α′ relaxation peaks broader, in-
dicating a wide distribution of relaxation timescales. This is expected since relatively
rigid UPy dimers added to the end of chains can introduce a gradient in mobility for
segments along the backbones, which has been reported in other supramolecular ma-
terials and chemically cross-linked systems.[233, 275] The γ loss peaks for both PPG
and UPyPPG become more narrow as the temperature increases as is typically ob-
served for secondary glassy relaxations[296] and PPG shows the stronger temperature
dependence (Figure 5.8C). Figure 5.8 D and E show relaxation strengths for differ-
ent relaxation modes of PPG and UPyPPG. The α relaxation strengths for PPG and
UPyPPG decrease as the temperature is increased, which is the typical behavior for
α relaxations.[389] The strength of α′ for PPG decreases while that for UPyPPG in-
creases with increasing temperatures. The subglass relaxations are usually related to
relatively local motions of a polymer. Thus, the relaxation strengths are usually quite
low, which is true also in our case. Figure 5.8F shows the temperature dependence of
the relative strength ∆εα
′
/∆εα of normal modes to segmental modes for PPG and UP-
yPPG. ∆εα
′
/∆εα for PPG remain around 0.1 which is close to the previously reported
value.[324, 341]. ∆εα
′
/∆εα for UPyPPG is larger than that for PPG.
Figure 5.9a compares the linear viscoelastic response for UPyPPG and PPG deter-
mined using oscillatory rheology together with time-temperature superposition (Tref =223
K). At high frequencies, the storage moduli G′ for both samples tend to a plateau (∼1
GPa) and the loss moduli G′′ show peaks. These are characteristics of a glassy state.
As the frequencies become lower, however, samples show significant differences. For
UPyPPG, a clear plateau covering almost 5 decades is observed due to formation of ef-
fective cross-links mediated by the formation of end-to-end hydrogen bonds.[33, 166]
For PPG, on the other hand, no clear plateau can be observed and G′′ values are always
larger than the corresponding G′. As frequencies are further reduced, a cross-over be-
tween G′ and G′′ is observed for UPyPPG at which the material enters the terminal flow
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Figure 5.8: Temperature dependence of fitting parameters in equation 5.1. Shape pa-
rameters for (A) α, (B) α′ and (C) γ relaxation modes for PPG and UPyPPG. Re-
laxation strengths ∆ε of different modes for (D) PPG and (E) UPyPPG. (F) Relative
dielectric strengths ∆εα
′
/∆εα as a function of temperatures.
regime. In the terminal regime, G′ and G′′ show power law behaviour with exponents
of about 1 and 2 for both samples, as indicated in Figure 5.9a.
Figure 5.9b shows the horizontal shift factors aT for both samples as a function of
reciprocal temperature. The shift factors for PPG can be well described using a VFT
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equation as demonstrated by the red solid line. However, the temperature dependent
behaviour appears to be more complex for UPyPPG. At high temperatures, where shift
factors tracks chain dynamics, they can be described by an Arrhenius expression (blue
dashed line), yielding an activation energy of 141 kJ/mol (Table 5.2). However, as
temperatures get close to the glass transition temperature, they can be described well
using a VFT equation (blue solid line). The temperature separating the two dynami-
cal behaviours is ∼283 K, as shown in Figure 5.9b. TTS is based on the concept of
thermo-rheological simplicity[139], meaning that all underlying relaxation dynamics
including the segmental (α) relaxation, chain relaxations (Rouse and/or reptation dy-
namics) and any supramolecular relaxation contribution follow the same temperature
dependence.[143, 144] Thus, TTS is generally an approximation and for supramolec-
ular systems which include supramolecular cross linking groups, we generally do not
expect that TTS should work over a wide dynamic range[144, 230, 250] Thus, the
observed change from a VFT to an Arrhenius behaviour should be due to different
dynamics dominating the relaxation behaviour at low and high temperatures.
The shift factors below ∼283 K track segmental dynamics and those above ∼283 K
track chain dynamics. In Chapter 5, we conclude that it is impossible to build master
curves for supramolecular materials covering the whole frequency range from glass to
melt. To present the LVE data in a reasonable way, we thus split the master curves for
UPyPPG into two regions (Figure 5.9c), according to the temperature where dynamics
change, i.e. ∼283 K. Since two different regions in the dynamics are observed, two
different reference temperatures, one in each dynamic region, are chosen to construct
the master curves; they are 223 K and 331 K. Two absolute timescales corresponding
to the temperatures 223 K and 331 K, respectively, are also defined. The characteristic
timescale for the 223 K data was defined as the maximum of G′′, shown in Figure
5.9, within the glass-transition related high frequency range, as τ223 = 1/ωpeak. The
characteristic timescale for the 331 K data was defined from the cross-over frequency
of G′ and G′′ within the terminal regime, as shown in Figure 5.9c, as τ331 = 1/ωcross.
The calculated timescales for the two regions show clear VFT (below 283 K) and
Arrhenius (above 283 K) behaviours, respectively, which are fitted using the VFT and
Arrhenius equation, and fitting parameters are shows in Table 5.2. The relaxation
dynamics will be discussed in detail later, together with dielectric results.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Linear viscoelastic master curves referring to 223 K (Trefer = 223 K)
for PPG and UPyPPG. The green and purple lines represent the SAOS data measured
at 223 K. Power law exponents in terminal regions for both samples are 1 and 2 for G′′
and G′. (b) The temperature dependence of the shift factors for PPG and UPyPPG. The
solid lines are VFT fits whereas the dashed line is the Arrhenius fit. An obvious change
from the VFT behaviour (between two vertical lines) to the Arrhenius behaviour is
observed at T∼283 K. (c) master curves for UPyPPG referring to 223 and 331 K. SAOS
data measured below and above 283 K are referred to 223 and 331 K, respectively. The
green and purple lines are the SAOS data measured at 223 and 331 K, respectively.
(d) the temperature dependence of the relaxation timescales τaT for UPyPPG from
rheological measurements. τaT is calculated: τaT = τ223aT,223 (blue squares) or τaT =
τ331aT,331 (upper triangles). τ223 is the absolute timescale at 223 K obtained from the
peak position by fitting glass region of G′′ in (c); τ331 is the absolute timescale at 331
K obtained from the cross-over frequency of G′ and G′′ in (c); aT,223 and aT,331 are the
shift factors used to build master curves in (c) referring to 223 and 331 K, respectively.
The solid and dashed lines in (d) are the VFT and Arrhenius fits, and fitting parameters
are shows in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.10: Shear viscosities for PPG and UPyPPG as a function of reciprocal tem-
perature. The dashed and solid lines are the Arrhenius and VFT fits to the experimental
data, and the fitting parameters are shows in Table 5.2.
Figure 5.10 shows shear viscosities as a function of temperature for PPG and UP-
yPPG. The temperature dependent viscosity for PPG can be described using the VFT
equation (solid line). However, the viscosities determined for UPyPPG can be well
described by using the Arrhenius equation (dashed line), yielding an activation energy
of ∼137 kJ/mol. The viscosity for UPyPPG are almost 104 times higher than that for
PPG at the same temperature due to chain associations.
Figure 5.11a shows the time-scales determined from BDS and rheology in an Ar-
rhenius plot. The end-functionalisation of PPG significantly delays the time-scales for
the α and α′ relaxations. The temperature dependences of the relaxation time-scales
can be well described using the VFT equation (solid lines), except for the α′ relaxation
of UPyPPG, which shows an apparent Arrhenius behaviour (dashed line). The change
from VFT behaviour to Arrhenius behaviour indicates a change from polymer segmen-
tal dynamics (friction) to supramolecular dynamics (reversible hydrogen bonds), which
has been reported by many researchers.[33, 166, 186, 189, 213] Figure 5.11b compares
τα′ and τaT in the terminal region. It is found that the τα′ and τaT against 1000/T are al-
most parallel to each other, i.e. follows the similar temperature dependence and gives
the activation energy around ∼140 kJ/mol, see Table 5.2. The relaxation of normal
modes α′ from BDS is due to the re-orientation of the end-to-end vector of a chain,
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Figure 5.11: (a) The Arrhenius plot of relaxation timescales for segmental τα and
normal modes τα′ relaxations from BDS, and the timescales calculated from the rhe-
ological measurements τaT for PPG and UPyPPG; The solid lines are the VFT fits
while the dashed line is the Arrhenius fit, with fitting parameters shown in Table 5.2.
(b) comparison of τα′ and τaT which track chain dynamics from BDS and rheological
measurements. Calculations for τaT are described in Figure 5.9 (c) Plots of relaxation
timescales against the Tg/T .
which is the summation of dipoles of repeat units along the backbone.[324] Thus, the
normal mode relaxation α′represents chain dynamics.[324, 341] The shift factors in the
terminal region from rheology also track the chain dynamics. Thus, we compare the
absolute relaxation times of chain dynamics from these two techniques for UPyPPG
in Figure5.11b. Somewhat surprisingly, we find that the timescales for chain dynamics
from rheology is over 6 decades in time slower than those from BDS. We speculate that
this is related to the fact that the terminal relaxation time determined from rheology is
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the longest characteristic timescale relevant for flow, whereas BDS also tracks chain-
relaxations, but given the complexity arising from the additional dipolar component of
UPy dimers, as well as the fact that UPy dimers self-assemble into fibre structures, it is
not presently clear exactly which chain modes BDS are tracking, which needs further
considerations.
Table 5.2: The Arrhenius and VFT fitting parameters of α, α′ and γ relaxation
timescales from BDS, shift factors aT and shear viscosity η from rheological mea-
surements for PPG and UPyPPG.
-log(τ0) (s) D T0 (K) m Tg (K) -log(τ0) (s) Ea (kJ/mol)
PPG
α 12.1±0.1 6.1±0.2 169±1 92±2 201±3 – –
α′ 10.6±0.1 6.7±0.2 165±1 66 ±4 203±4 – –
γ – – – – – 14.5±0.3 32.4±2
aT 10.7±0.7 3.1±0.8 181±3 98±4 198±5 – –
η 12.6±0.1 5±0.4 190±4 – – – –
UPyPPG
α 11.5±0.2 3.5±0.2 199±1 133±6 221±3 – –
α′ – – – – – 33.4±0.5 144±4
γ – – – – – 14.6±0.1 35±3
aT 14.3±0.5 6.9±0.5 183±2 133±5 219±7 31.1±0.3 141±4
η – – – – – 13.5±0.2 137±4
The glass transition temperature is defined as the temperature at which τα reaches
100 s. Thus from VFT fits of τα, Tgs from different techniques can be calculated, which
are shown in Table 5.2. Tgs from fits of τα of PPG and UPyPPG are close to the value
from DSC measurements (Table 5.1). This is expected, because it has been widely
shown that the glass transition is directly related to segmental dynamics. However, the
Tgs from rheological measurements are slightly lower than those from τα, which is not
uncommon. Typical scale factors between τα and τaT ranging from 2 to 10 has been
reported for many glass forming systems.[282, 390–393] In our case, the scale factors
are ∼ 3 and 11 for UPyPPG and PPG, respectively.
Figure 5.11c shows plots of τα for BDS and the timescales from rheology as a func-
tion of Tg/T which directly shows the variation in fragility. The fragility m is defined
as[254, 394]: m = d(log10τ)/d(Tg/T )|T=Tg . The fragility of a glass-former illustrates
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how quickly the dynamics slow down when the temperature approaches the glass tran-
sition temperature. The m value for UPyPPG is larger than that for PPG (Table 5.2),
indicating that the dynamics of UPyPPG slow down faster than those of PPG, or in
other words, the dynamics of UPyPPG near Tg are more temperature sensitive. This
is as expected, because at temperatures near Tg, dissocations of UPy dimers are much
less active and thus the effective chain-length of UPyPPG is much longer than PPG.
It has been reported that fragilities increase (larger m values) with increasing molecu-
lar weight for polymers[395–398] Moreover, the m values from BDS and rheological
measurements are consistent with each other for PPG and UPyPPG, indicating that
mechanical properties of PPG and UPyPPG are closely coupled to the segmental re-
laxations. This is similar to the supramolecular system reported by Lou etc.[282] In
their work, a linear supramolecular polymer with weaker end-to-end hydrogen bonding
groups and shorter spacers, compared to UPyPPG, was investigated. A slow Debye-
like normal mode relaxation and a fast segmental relaxation were detected by BDS, and
the mechanical relaxation was also coupled to the segmental relaxation process.[282]
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Figure 5.12: The Arrhenius plot of γ relaxation timescales, τγ, as a function of tem-
peratures. The dashed lines are the Arrhenius fits to the data, and fitting parameters are
shown in Table 5.2.
Figure 5.12 shows the Arrhenius plot for the γ relaxation time-scale, τγ, as a func-
tion of temperature. We find that that γ relaxations occur far below the glass transition
temperatures for both PPG and UPyPPG. The temperature dependences of τγ, for both
samples, can be described well by the Arrhenius equation. Activation energies for PPG
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and UPyPPG are 32.4 and 35 kJ/mol, respectively, which are typical values for the sec-
ondary relaxation for PPG.[332, 399] Moreover, relaxation timescales for UPyPPG are
slightly slower than those for PPG, indicating that end-functionalisation barely affects
relaxation dynamics on the relatively local scale characteristic of the γ relaxation .
5.3.3 Ion transport in polymer electrolytes based on PPG and UP-
yPPG with added LiTFSI salts
Ion dc-conductivities (σ) for PPG and UPyPPG mixed with LiTFSI salts with ratios
of ether oxygen atoms to Li-ions (O:Li, R) ranging from 5:1 to 1000:1 were measured
using BDS in the temperature range from 353 K to 233 K. For clarity, samples are
named by combining the polymer matrix and O:Li ratio; for example, PPG and UP-
yPPG with O:Li ratio of 80:1 are denoted PPG80 and UPyPPG80, respectively. Two
methods were used to determine ion conductivities.
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Figure 5.13: Plot of imaginary σ′′ against real σ′ part of the complex conductivity for
PPG with ratio of O:Li (R) 80:1 (PPG80) at 308 K.
The first method is based on plotting −σ′′ vs σ′ (see Chapter 2), as shown in Fig-
ure 5.13. The ion conductivity is determined as the σ′ value when σ′′ approaches zero.
The second method is based on fits of the imaginary part of the complex permittivity
ε′′ using equation 5.1. For samples with small R, i.e. containing a high concentra-
tions of salts, a strong electrode polarisation (EP) (see Chapter 2) suppresses α and
α′relaxations, which make it very difficult to fit the ε′′ curves, Thus for those sam-
ples with high concentrations of salts, only the first method is used to determine ion
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conductivities.[400, 401] The results using both methods are shown for the samples
with R = 1000 in Figure 5.14 (red squares and plus (+) filled red squares) and it is
clear that the results from both methods are almost identical.
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Figure 5.14: Plots of ion conductivities as a function of temperatures for PPG (a) and
UPyPPG (b) with varying R. The vertical dashed lines indicate the temperature of 303
K.
Figure 5.14 shows ionic conductivities for (a) PPG and (b) UPyPPG as a function
of temperatures and LiTFSI concentrations, quantified by R. As expected, ion conduc-
tivitiesσ for all samples increase with increasing temperatures, andσ reaches ∼3×10−3
and 3×10−4 S/cm for PPG25 and UPyPPG25 at 353 K, respectively. To be success-
fully used as lithium polymer electrolytes, ion conductivities of polymer electrolytes
should approach at least 10−4 S/cm at ambient temperature. Moreover, a successful
polymer electrolyte should also show high ion conductivities in the typical working
temperature range, i.e. ∼230 to ∼360 K. However, for most polymer electrolytes, ion
conductivities decrease rapidly with decreasing temperatures. The R−dependences of
σ for both systems are generally non-monotonic. This is illustrated in Figure5.15,
where σ is plotted as a function of R at 303 K. It is clear that for both PPG and UP-
yPPG, σ first increases with increasing R. After reaching a maximum, it decreases
as R increases further. For both systems, we find the maxima around R ∼ 25. These
results are consistent with previously reported results for polymer electrolytes based
on PPG mixed with LiTFSI.[402, 403] LiTFSI is a salt with a typically high degree of
ion dissociation.[321] Also, PPG has a relatively high dielectric constant which makes
the attractive Coulomb interactions between the LiTFSI ion-pair relatively weak. For
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large R (low concentrations of salt), ion conductivities increase with increasing R due
to the fact that the free ion concentration increases. However, for small R (high Li-
ion concentrations), ions are more likely to stay associated or form large aggregated
clusters, leading to the decreases of ion conductivities.[322, 371–374]
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Figure 5.15: Plots of the ion conductivities as a function R for PPG and UPyPPG at
303 K. The lines are guide to eye.
Ion conductivities for PPG based electrolytes with various R in our studies are
comparable to what has been reported for PPG with different molecular weights and
with different lithium salts [321, 361, 404, 405]. A conductivity of 8×10−5 S/cm was
reported for the mixture of PPG (4000 g/mol) and LiCF3SO3 (R = 23) at 303 K and a
conductivity of 2×10−5 S/cm was reported for the mixture of PPG (426000 g/mol) and
LiTFSI (R = 12) at T=295 K.[321, 322, 403] Ion conductivities of PPG based elec-
trolytes are still too low, particularly at lower operational temperatures. However, there
are several methods available to increase conductivities, e.g. addition of nanoparticles,
e.g. Al2O3, TiO2, SiO2[362, 406, 407] or addition of materials with plastic crystalline
phases.[408] However, one significant drawback remains, which is that pure PPGs are
viscous liquids and thus lack the mechanical strength that is highly desirable for a
real solid polymer electrolyte. However, the supramolecular end-functionalised UP-
yPPG meets this requirement, as previously discussed in Figure 5.9. It is thus very
interesting to determine the ion conductivities of UPyPPG. Unfortunately, we find that
the maximum conductivity of UPyPPG with LiTFSI, at 303 K is 4×10−7 S/cm, i.e.
nearly 2 orders of magnitude lower than that for PPG. Tg for UPyPPG is almost 20
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K higher than that for PPG (Table 5.1), which means that the segmental α relaxation
slows down significantly in UPyPPG. Moreover, the normal mode α′ relaxation also
slows down significantly (Figure 5.11a). Slowing down of both segmental and normal
mode relaxations leads to the significant decrease in ion conductivities for UPyPPG.
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Figure 5.16: Heat capacity Cp as a function of temperatures for (a) PPG and (b) UP-
yPPG with varying ratio of O:Li, R. (c) Glass transition temperatures Tg and (d) broad-
ness of glass transitions ∆T as a function of R for PPG and UPyPPG with varying R.
Onset temperatures of glass transitions are used as Tg and ∆T = Toffset−Tonset is defined
as broadness of a glass transition. The symbols in dashed frames are data points for
pure PPG and UPyPPG. The error bars are smaller than symbol sizes.
To investigate the effects of different polymer relaxations on the ion conductiv-
ities, mixtures of polymers with LiTFSI with varying R were measured by DSC and
BDS. Figure 5.16a and b shows heat capacity Cp as a function of temperatures for PPG
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and UPyPPG with varying concentrations of LiTFSI. For all samples (except PPG5), a
clear characteristic step in Cp is observed due to the glass transition and we find that the
Tgs and the breadths of the glass transitions increase with decreasing R; Importantly,
however, the Cps for PPG and UPyPPG are almost identical to those of the pure poly-
mers, as shown in Figure 5.16c and d. We use the onset temperatures to quantify Tg
and the transition breadth is quantified by temperature differences between onset and
offset temperatures, ∆T = Toffset − Tonset. The increasing breadth of glass transitions is
expected, since associations between Li-ions and ether oxygens in polymer backbones
slow down the segmental relaxation[322], which results in a wider distribution of seg-
mental relaxation time-scales. Thus, the more ions, the slower relaxation dynamics
(higher Tg) and the broader glass transitions (larger ∆T ). For PPG with the highest salt
concentration, PPG5, a clear two-step behaviour in Cp is observed, indicating two dis-
tinguishable Tgs. This is consistent with previously reported results.[322, 371, 373] At
high Li-salt concentrations, microphase separation between ion-rich and ion-depleted
phases can occur, and each phase shows different glass transition temperatures.[322]
Moreover, Tgs of PPG-LiTFSI mixtures are lower than those for UPyPPG-LiTFSI, be-
cause UPy end-groups of UPyPPG slow down relaxation dynamics further, see Table
5.1 and Figure 5.11.
To investigate the relationship between polymer dynamics and ion conductivities,
BDS measurements were performed on PPG1000 and UPyPPG1000. For these inves-
tigations, low ion concentrations were chosen since it is necessary to determine both α
and α′ relaxations and ion conductivities. After adding LiTFSI into polymers, It is very
difficult to see relaxation peaks on ε′′ curves because of strong electrode polarizations
(EP) and ion conductivities.[255]. As discussed in Chapter 2, ion conductivities can
not be directly observed in the ε′ data, thus to fit ε′′ data precisely, an approximative
procedure using the derivative analysis of ε′ is applied:[184, 255, 409]
ε′′der(ω) = −
pi
2
∂ε′(ω)
∂ln(ω)
(5.2)
This approximation gives information about ε′′ from ε′ avoiding effects from strong
ion conductivities. Figure 5.17 show the real ε′, imaginary ε′′ and the derivative imag-
inary permittivity ε′′der, for PPG1000 at 228 K (Figure 5.17a) and UPyPPG1000 at 248
K (Figure 5.17b). We first fit ε′′der curves using a combination of two Cole-Cole equa-
tions to account for the α′ and α relaxations, and then the characteristic time-scales
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Figure 5.17: Real ε′, imaginary ε′′ and derivative imaginary permittivity ε′′der (equation
5.2) as a function of frequencies for (a) PPG1000 at 228 K and (b) UPyPPG1000 at 248
K. The pink dot-dashed, light blue dashed and blue dotted lines represent the different
relaxation contributions (σ, α′ and α), respectively. Electrode polarizations (EP) are
indicated in the black dashed frames. The black solid lines in both figures are the total
fitted results to ε′ and ε′′ curves.
from the fits were fixed in equation 5.1 to fit the ε′′ data. Both ε′ and ε′′ are fitted
simultaneously. At higher salt concentration (smaller R), EP becomes very strong and
contributes to both ε′ and ε′′ curves (see Chapter 2) which precludes gaining relax-
ation dynamics from an analysis through derivative of real parts. The fitted results are
shown in Figure 5.17a and b. The contributions from ion conductivities σ, normal
modes α′ and structural α relaxations are shown in Figure 5.17 by pink dot-dashed,
light blue dashed and blue dotted lines. The fitted peak positions using this procedure
are consistent with the step-like decrease characteristic of the ε′ curves. The black
solid lines represent the total fitting results to ε′ and ε′′ curves, which demonstrate that
the permittivity data is well fitted using the chosen procedure.
Figure 5.18a and b show effects of adding a small amount of LiTFSI (R =1000)
on the structural τα and normal modes τα′ relaxation time-scales. As shown, adding
a small amount of LiTFSI does not markedly affect the structural relaxation time-
scales for PPG and UPyPPG (filled circles and squares in Figure 5.18a, and filled
upper and down triangles in Figure 5.18b). Since structural relaxations are related to
glass transitions, the Tgs for PPG1000 and UPyPPG1000 should almost identical to
those for PPG and UPyPPG, which is also evidenced by the DSC results in Figure
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Figure 5.18: The Arrhenius plots of structural τα and normal modes τα′ relaxation
timescales as a function of temperatures for (a) PPG and PPG1000, and (b) UPyPPG
and UPyPPG1000.
5.16. As discussed above, the dielectric normal mode relaxations are due to motions
of the end-to-end vector of a polymer backbone.[354] We find that the normal mode
relaxation of PPG is not markedly affected by adding small amounts of LiTFSI (R =
1000 : 1), see Figure 5.18a. However, the slow dielectric relaxation of UPyPPG1000
does demonstrate some small changes from that of UPyPPG also for small addition of
salt (Figure 5.18b). The reason for this is not clear, but we speculate that it may be
attributed to interactions between the ions and the nitrogen and oxygen atoms in the
UPy groups (see Figure 5.3), which could have a direct effect on the properties of the
hydrogen bonding between UPy groups.
Ion conductivities in a material can be expressed as:
σ =
∑
ciµiqi (5.3)
where ci and µi are the concentration and mobility of all free ion species, respectively,
qi is the charge these ions carry. The equation above can be simplified as σ = cµq in
our case of LiTFSI where q+ = q−.[410] Based on the Einstein relation, the mobility
of an ion in a medium is related to the diffusion coefficient D:
µ =
Dq
kBT
(5.4)
Based on the Stokes-Einstein equation: D = (kBT )/(6piηr), where η is viscosity of the
medium and r is radius of a ion. The diffusion coefficient D is related to the friction
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felt by ions in the electrolytes,[411, 412] thus the relation between mobility of ions and
the viscosity of a medium can be determined:
µ ∝ η−1 (5.5)
According to the Maxwell equation, η = G∞τα, where G∞ is the high frequency shear
modulus and τα is structural relaxation timescale. Thus, the relation between mobility
of an ion and structural relaxation timescale can be determined:
µ ∝ τ−1α (5.6)
The physical meaning of the above equation is that the ion transport is controlled by
the structural relaxation of the medium molecules. In the case of polymer electrolytes,
the size of ions is much smaller than that of the medium molecules, i.e. the polymers.
Thus, ion transport is controlled by segmental relaxations.[410] This is to say that
ion conductivity in polymer electrolytes is controlled by the micro-viscosity felt by
the ions. By assuming that the micro-viscosity is defined by segmental relaxations
in the equation 5.3 and 5.6, the relation between the ion dc-conductivities σ and the
segmental relaxation timescales τα can be written as:
σ ∝ τ−1s (5.7)
σ drops significantly when the temperatures approach the glass transition (segmental
relaxation slows down significantly). However, it has been reported that ion conductiv-
ities can be decoupled from segmental relaxations in some fragile materials.[410, 413–
415] The fragility of a material is the steepness of the temperature dependence of the
segmental relaxation when temperatures approach Tg (see Chapter 1). It was reported
that the decoupling between ion motions and segmental relaxation is stronger in more
fragile materials.[413] The segmental relaxation slows down more significantly than
ion motions in fragile materials, which results in the decoupling. Moreover, some mod-
ified polymers, particularly with large side groups (e.g. benzene groups) along back-
bones, show even stronger decoupling.[414] However, ion conductivities of these sys-
tems are very low because these polymers have poor ion association abilities.[414, 415]
To test the decoupling idea, plots of ion conductivities σ as a function of segmental
τα and normal mode τα′ relaxation timescales are shown in Figure 5.19. Generally,
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Figure 5.19: Plot of ion conductivityσ as a function of segmental τα and normal modes
τα′ relaxation timescales. The dotted line indicates the slope of 1, and the dashed lines
are the linear fits to the data.
the ion conductivities is proportional to the segmental relaxation timescales with a
powerlaw exponent:
σ ∝ τνα (5.8)
where ν is the powerlaw exponent, which equals 1 in the ideal case. In the log-log plot
of σ against τ, a straight line with the slope of µ is expected. The dotted line in Figure
5.19 indicates a slope of 1, which means that σ and τα follow the same temperature
dependence. In our case, plots of σ against τα and τα′ are approximately straight lines,
and the slopes as indicated in the figure. The slopes of σ against τα for PPG and
UPyPPG are 0.9 and 0.74, respectively, indicating a degree of decoupling of σ from
segmental relaxation timescales. On the contrary, the slopes of σ against τα′ for PPG
and UPyPPG are ∼0.96, indicating that σ and normal mode relaxations nearly follow
the same temperature dependence, i.e. ion conductivities are closely coupled to normal
mode relaxations.
Polymer electrolytes composed of PPG with molecular weights of 425, 1000 and
4000 g/mol and LiClO4 have been investigated by Fan.[322] They observed slow and
fast segmental relaxation modes, originating from structural relaxations in ion-rich and
ion-depleted phases, respectively. Reports on microphase separation in PPG-lithium
complexes for a wide range of lithium species and concentrations [322, 371, 373, 374]
seem to support their arguments. They also observed an additional ion relaxation mode
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which they argued was due to polarization caused by a separation of ionic mobili-
ties where the Li-ions are more strongly associated with the backbone ether oxygens
whereas the counter ions are more free to move. As reported by Fan, the ion mode
and fast segmental relaxations in the ion-depleted regions show the same temperature
dependence. They also reported that ion conductivity is coupled to the slow segmental
mode. However, our results show some differences to theirs. i) we also observe two
relaxation modes: normal modes at relative low frequency and segmental modes at rel-
ative high frequency. The relaxation timescales of both segmental and normal modes
for PPG and PPG1000 are identical (Figure 5.18a), and the DSC Cp curves for PPG
and PPG1000 are also almost identical. Since there is no microphase separation in
pure PPG, these results demonstrate that microphase separation is less likely to occur
in PPG1000 in our case. ii) We do not find any evidence for an additional ion mode.
However, it is worth noting that the type of lithium salts and the molecular weight
in two studies are different. The salt used in the present study LiTFSI anionic ions
are very easily dissociated in polyethers such as PPG which means that effects due to
ion aggregation are less likely. Also, any effects resulting from the behaviour of anion
could be different between the two salts since TFSI anionic ions are significantly larger
than ClO−4 ions. These differences may lead to the observed differences. However, this
needs further confirmation.
5.3.4 UPyPPG as an effective component for self-healing coating
Coatings are everywhere in the world around us, defined as thin layers applied on the
surfaces of a substrate. Coatings are usually used for decorative and/or functional pur-
poses, such as corrosion resistance and wear resistance etc. Coatings are an important
subject of material science. In this section, one class of coatings, i.e. ultraviolet (UV)
curable coating, will be introduced briefly, which is related to investigations discussed
in this section.
Some coatings are applied onto surfaces of a substrate in a liquid state, followed by
a curing process which involves evaporation of solvents and/or cross-linking reactions
between effective components. For a UV curable coating, cross-linking reaction is
initiated by UV. A typical UV coating is usually composed of i) unsaturated reactants
which have more than one double bond and can form cross-linked networks through
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reactions between them under UV; ii) photo-initiators which can generate radicals to
initiate polymerisations; iii) some other components, such as solvents, accelerators to
make reactions faster and other additives and fillers to improve performances. In the
last few years, continuous attention has been paid to improve performances of coatings,
and one of these efforts is to prepare self-healing coatings which can heal defects or
scratches automatically under certain conditions, such as at high temperatures.
In this section, we first evaluate self-healing properties of UPyPPG, and start a very
initial exploration to prepare self-healing coatings by blending UPyPPG with com-
monly used unsaturated reactants for UV curable coatings, such as tripropylene glycol
diacrylate (TPGDA), diacrylate poly(propylene glycol) (DAPPG). The procedure to
prepare these self-healing coating samples are described in the experimental section.
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Figure 5.20: (a) Images show the self-healing property of pure UPyPPG after cutting
the sample strip, (b) the force as a function of strain for the original strip and the strip
after self-healing at 318 K overnight.
Self-healing of UPyPPG and supramolecular coatings
Self-healing properties of supramolecular materials rely on the use of non-covalent,
reversible and transient bonds to generate networks, which can heal after breaking.
[167, 220–224] The self-healing property of bulk UPyPPG is evaluated here. As shown
in Figure 5.20a, a UPyPPG strip was cut into two parts using a knife, then the two parts
were put back together. After staying at 318 K overnight, the interface between the two
parts was not observable by eye. The disappearance of the interface indicates healing
of the material. Figure 5.20b compares the force applied to the samples as a function
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of strain at a stretching rate of 60 mm/min for the original strip (without cut) and the
strip after self-healing (with cut and self-healing). At small strains (<20%), the force
grows linearly with the increase of strain, and the tensile modulus (the slope) for both
sample strips are almost the same. At large strains (>50%), the force for the self-healed
strip is about 10% lower than that of the original one. Although this small difference
is observed, the results still indicate that pure UPyPPG overall has good self-healing
property.
The self-healing property of UPyPPG can also be evaluated using optical mi-
croscopy. Figure 5.21a-d shows evaluation of a scratch on a pure UPyPPG coating
when the temperature is increased at 10 K/min. It is obvious that when the tempera-
ture reaches 413 K, the scratch is almost healed. However, it is worth noting that pure
UPyPPG can not be used as a coating, since it is a thermoplastic material and flows at
high temperatures.
Pure UPyPPG:
a b
c d
e f
g h
UPyPPG: TPGDA = 1:1
1 mm
Figure 5.21: Images show the self-healing property of pure UPyPPG film (a - d) at
different thermal stages heating from 303 K to 423 K at 10 K/min: (a) 303 K, (b) 333
K, (c) 373 K and (d) 413 K, and the mixture coating (e - h) of UPyPPG and TPGDA
(1:1): (e) 303 K, (f) 343 K, (g) 393 K and (h) 423 K.
To be used as coatings, coating layers have to be thermosets (highly cross-linked)
to provide strong mechanical properties, such as hardness and toughness. On the other
hand, the self-healing property requires the mobility of chains, which means a sac-
rifice of mechanical properties. A good self-healing coating should balance the two
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aspects.[416–418] To achieve these properties, we blend UPyPPG with TPGDA which
is a commonly used monomer for UV curable coatings in ratio of 1:1 and 1:3. The
chemical structure of TPGDA is shown in Figure 5.23a. Figure 5.21e-h show temper-
ature dependences of scratches on the supramolecular coating composed of UPyPPG
and TPGDA at a ratio of 1:1. A small scratch and a big scratch were made on the coat-
ing. As shown in the figures, both scratches tend to be healed when the temperatures
increases. When the temperature reaches 393 K, the small scratch almost disappears.
At higher temperature (423 K), the small scratch disappears completely, however, the
big scratch heals to some extent but can not be completely healed. On other hand, for
the case of UPyPPG and TPGDA in a ratio of 1:3, it is shown in Figure 5.22a-d that
even at 423 K for 60 min, both the small and big scratches can not be healed. The sam-
ple with UPyPPG and TPGDA at a ratio of 1:1 feels too soft to be a practical coating,
whilst a ratio of 1:3 yields a coating that is too brittle and has weak self-healing prop-
erties. The weak self-healing property may be due to the high cross-linking density
of TPGDA, i.e. distances between two double bonds in TPGDA is too small, which
hinders the motion of UPyPPG chains to heal scratches.
UPyPPG : TPGDA
a b e f
c d g h
UPyPPG : TPGDA : DAPPG = 1 : 1 : 1
1 mm
= 1 : 3
Figure 5.22: Pictures to show the self-healing property of the mixture coating (a - d) of
UPyPPG and TPGDA (1:3) at different thermal stage heating from 303 K to 423 K at
10 K/min: (a) 303 K, (b) 343 K, (c) 373 K and (d) 423 K for 60 min, and the mixture
coating (e - h) of UPyPPG, TPGDA and DAPPG (1:1:1): (e) 303 K, (f) 343 K, (g) 393
K and (h) 423 K for 10 min.
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To increase the mobilities of UPyPPG chains in supramolecular coatings, DAPPG
with molecular weight around 2000 g/mol (Figure 5.23b) is introduced into the mix-
ture in a ratio of 1:1:1 as a first attempt to improve the self-healing properties. After
introducing the third macro-monomer, DAPPG, the cross-linking density is reduced,
see comparisons in Figure 5.23c and 5.23d. Figure 5.22e-h show temperature depen-
dences of the scratch on the supramolecular coating of UPyPPG, TPGDA and DAPPG
in a ratio of 1:1:1 when increasing temperatures from 303 to 423 K at a heating rate
of 10 K/min. When the temperature reaches 393 K, some parts of the scratch are
healed, but heating the coating also leads to formation of some holes, which may be
due to evaporation of residual solvents in the coating. When the temperature increases
further to 423 K for 10 min, the holes can be somewhat healed, but not completely.
Compared to the Figure 5.22d, introduction of the macro-monomer DAPPG can im-
prove the self-healing property.
Mn ~2000 g/mol
Cross linked network UPyPPG chain
c, UPyPPG : TPGDA = 3:1 d, UPyPPG : TPGDA: DAPPG = 1:1:1
a b
TPGDA DAPPG
Figure 5.23: Chemical structures for (a) tripropylene glycol diacrylate (TPGDA), and
(b) diacrylate poly(propylene glycol) (DAPPG). Schematic diagrams show networks
with (c) high cross-linking density and (d) low cross linking density when introducing
DAPPG into coatings.
In summary, UPyPPG shows good self-healing property at relative low temper-
atures. However, it can not be used as coating due to the fact that it flows at rela-
tive high temperatures. Blends of UPyPPG with commonly used monomers TPGDA
and/or DAPPG were used to prepare UV curable coatings with self-healing proper-
ties. The idea is that TPGDA provides good mechanical properties to coatings through
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formation of highly cross-linked networks, and UPyPPG provides self-healing features
through diffusion of chains at high temperatures. The self-healing property is inversely
correlated with cross-linking densities (the amount of TPGDA in coatings). The higher
TPGDA ratio in coatings, the poorer the self-healing property is. Introduction of the
macro-monomer DAPPG can decrease the cross-linking density, thus increase chain
diffusion of UPyPPG and consequently increase self-healing properties. Finally, it
is worth noting that at the present stage we have only performed these initial feasi-
bility experiments to investigate the self-healing property of supramolecular coatings.
More quantitative research should be conducted to determine the best compositions to
optimize both self-healing and mechanical properties based on full rheological inves-
tigations of the synthesized materials, and a rheological model should be designed to
describe the relationships between chain relaxations and self-healing properties. The
work presented here is intended to demonstrate that supramolecular polymers can be
potentially used to prepare self-healing coatings, and detailed work may be conducted
in the future.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, relaxation dynamics and rheological properties of PPG and UPyPPG
are investigated. Exchange of the end OH groups of PPG for supramolecular UPy
groups changes the macroscopic properties dramatically; the unfunctionalised PPG
is a viscous liquid at room temperature whereas UPyPPG is a rubbery solid at room
temperature. The difference in the macroscopic properties can be interpreted by two
microscopic aspects. Firstly, the multiple end-to-end hydrogen bonds between UPy
groups leads to chain extensions which leads to the entanglements of the extended
chain. Secondly, the fibre-like structures through dimerisation, stacking and aggrega-
tion of UPy groups, act as physical cross-links. Both these two factors weaken and
broaden glass transitions, and dramatically delay segmental and normal mode relax-
ations for UPyPPG. However, these two structural factors do not significantly affect
the secondary relaxation of the supramolecular polymer.
Based on our understanding of the relaxation dynamics of the supramolecular poly-
mer, we explored two potential applications of the material as solid polymeric elec-
trolytes for lithium-ion batteries and for self-healing coatings. Ion conductivities of
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PPG and UPyPPG blended with LiTFSI salts with different concentrations are mea-
sured. Ion conductivities show dependences on ion concentrations, first increasing as
increasing ion concentrations; after reaching the maximum (4×10−4 and 5×10−7 S/cm
for PPG and UPyPPG, respectively) when the ratio of O:Li is ∼ 25), ion conductiv-
ities decrease as further increasing ion concentrations . We find evidence that the
Li-ion transport in PPG-based LiTFSI electrolytes are coupled to the normal modes
relaxation. UPyPPG shows good self-healing property at relative low temperatures.
Coatings from blends of UPyPPG with commonly used di-functional monomers or
macro-monomers show self-healing property to some extent. Self-healing properties
are inversely correlated to the cross-linking density. The higher cross-linking den-
sity, the poorer self-healing property. Introduction of the macro-monomer decreases
the cross-linking density, thus increases chain diffusion of UPyPPG and consequently
increases the self-healing property. Note that more quantitative work should be con-
ducted to determine the best composition of coatings to optimize both self-healing
and mechanical properties. The work presented here simply demonstrates a potential
application of supramolecular materials for self-healing coatings.
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Chapter 6
Chain-Length Dependent Relaxation
Dynamics in Polytetrahydrofuran
6.1 Introduction
In the last three chapters, we demonstrated that strong hydrogen bonds (quadruple) can
affect relaxation dynamics across multiple length-scales of polymers. Relatively weak
hydrogen (H-) bonds such as the H-bonds between hydroxyl groups (OH) can also
affect dynamics of small molecules, oligmers and polymers.[12, 419–426] Particularly,
monohydroxy alcohols that contain only one OH-group within a molecule have been
widely investigated by various techniques.[12, 419–426] Molecular clusters composed
of several molecules linked through (H-) bonds have been reported.[427] In principle,
each OH group can form hydrogen bonds with three other OH groups: the oxygen atom
can act as acceptor for two hydrogen atoms from other OH groups and the hydrogen
atom acts as a donor to an oxygen atom from another OH group.[3] Several structures
such as chain-like[426], tree-like [425, 427–429] or ring-like[430–432] structures have
been proposed. For example, liquid n-butanol has a rheological response similar to
that of short-chain polymers at relative low temperatures near its glass transition.[426]
The n-butanol molecules are held together by H-bonds between OH groups; thus, the
dipole moments from each molecule add up and form a composite dipole moment.
The reorientation of this composite dipole moment and thus the cluster structure can
be directly detected using broadband dielectric spectroscopy. Free molecules in the
surroundings can attach to either ends of the composite dipole or the molecule at the
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end of the composite dipole can disattach from it. As the temperature approaches the
glass transition temperature, Tg, the forming and breaking of H-bonds between OH
groups become slow and the composite dipole is stable enough to show the Rouse-like
relaxation dynamics of short polymers.[426]
To investigate the effects of OH groups on the relaxation dynamics of oligomers
and/or polymers, significant effort has been made.[323, 327, 334, 347] A series of
poly(propylene glycols) (PPG) with molecular weights ranging from oligomer to poly-
mer and with different end-functionalization were studied. For example, the end OH
groups of PPG can be changed to amino groups, -NH2[323] or methoxy groups, -
OCH3[327, 334, 347]. The H-bonding strength between OH groups are stronger than
between -NH2 groups[323], whereas changing OH groups to -OCH3 groups removes
hydrogen bonds completely.[327, 334, 347]. As a consequence of these structural mod-
ifications, the dynamics for different PPG series differ. Compared to OH ended PPG,
PPGs with -NH2 and -OCH3 end groups show different dynamics: i) glass transition
temperatures are lower, and show stronger dependence on molecular weights;[323] ii)
the distribution of the structural relaxations become broader; iii) fragilities are larger
but show weaker dependence on molecular weights.[323, 334]. iv) normal mode re-
laxations are less affected by the chain-end functionalisation .[334, 347] The influence
of the end modifications on the secondary relaxations is complex. For example, for
OH end-capped PPG, the secondary relaxation becomes faster as the molecular weight
is increased, but it becomes molecular weight independent for large enough molecu-
lar weights demonstrating that the secondary relaxation is related to the presence of
the end-groups. On the contrary, for PPGs with one end or both ends capped with
-OCH3 groups, the secondary relaxation becomes faster as the molecular weights is
decreased which is typically observed for non H-bonded liquids. The observations
were interpreted as evidence of the formation of H-bond mediated clusters in shorter
PPGs, where even short-chain PPG molecules are characterised by effective sizes large
enough for the size-dependent effects on the secondary relaxation not to be observed.
Thus, for short-chain PPG, only the effects due to the presence of H-bonds on the
secondary relaxation are observed.[334] Still, the detailed mechanisms behind these
effects are not well understood. To address these questions, we here investigate two
different chain-systems that both have OH groups at the chain-ends. The first system
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is linear polytetrahydrofuran (PTHF) with different molecular weights, and the second
one is alkyl diols with varying alkyl lengths.
Polytetrahydrofuran (PTHF) was first obtained from polymerisation of tetrahydro-
furan (THF) in the 1930s, and since then hundreds of applications have been de-
veloped that are based on PTHF.[32] In particular, PTHF can be used as a building
block for thermoplastic elastomers (TPE), which have the advantages of low temper-
ature flexibility, high abrasion resistance, and excellent resilience over a wide range
of temperatures. Thus, products using PTHF as a building block, are found for in-
stance in the fields of coatings, adhesives, sealants and automotives.[32] Despite this,
some fundamental aspects of PTHF are still not fully understood. Relaxation dynam-
ics of PTHF were investigated by dielectric spectroscopy,[433–435] mechanical spec-
troscopy [435, 436], nuclear magnetic resonance[434] and neutron scatting.[437] The
results from these techniques demonstrate that both the structural α-relaxation and a
secondary relaxation are observed. The relaxation observed by dielectric spectroscopy
at temperatures around 220 K was assigned to the structural, α, relaxation, related
to the glass transition.[433, 434] This relaxation can also be observed in mechanical
relaxation spectroscopy (at an oscillation frequency of 10 Hz), thus confirming that
this is the structural α relaxation directly linked to the glass transition. The second
relaxation observed at lower temperatures ∼155 K, was assigned to the secondary β
relaxation[433, 434] and it was proposed that the β relaxation arises from a type of
main-chain motion, different from the cooperative chain motions responsible for the
structural relaxation, and proposed that it was a relatively ’local mode’.[438] More
specifically, Willbourn investigated the secondary relaxation by dynamic mechani-
cal analysis, and proposed that the secondary relaxation is due to motions of short
(CH2)n units with n > 3. This interpretation was supported by the fact that the re-
laxation occurred at 10 Hz and similar temperatures (∼155 K) in nylons, polyethylene
and poly(alkyl methacrylates) which all have alkyl units longer than three methylene
units.[435]
With regards to the primary structural α relaxation for PTHF, a number of prop-
erties have been observed that set this polymer aside including: (i) a very broad
structural relaxation response that has been interpreted as caused by a broad distri-
bution of characteristic α relaxation times and (ii) a dynamically relatively ’strong’
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behaviour where the structural relaxation times were relatively insensitive to temper-
ature changes. Long-chain polymers are often fragile, which can be described by the
fragility m, as discussed in Chapter 1. The fragility of PTHF is around ∼ 80 which
is smaller than the typical value (∼150) for many other polymers (see Chapter 1). It
was argued that both these features were directly linked to the flexible chain struc-
ture of PTHF as due to the flexible −C−O− (ether) groups along the backbone.[439]
Also, the effects of chain entanglements in PTHF melts were investigated using neutron
scattering[437, 440] and the tube diameter for PTHF (see Chapter 1) was determined
to be around 0.3 nm, which was consistent with the value calculated from viscoelastic
data using the Doi-Edwards theory.[83, 84]. The tube diameter of PTHF is thus close
to that of polyethylene but is smaller than that of polystyrene (0.8 nm).[441] This
was attributed to the structural difference, since PTHF has a very flexible main chain
with ether linkages along the backbone without any large side groups. In contrast, the
phenyl rings along the backbone of polystyrene hinder chain motions and polystyrene
chains are thus less flexible.
With regards to the literature studies of PTHF, mentioned above, it is worth men-
tioning two facts: i) the molecular weights for all the investigated PTHF samples are
above 10000 g/mol, i.e. larger than the estimated entanglement molecular weight Me
(∼ 1500 g/mol) of PTHF;[32] ii) PTHF is a semi-crystalline polymer and for all the re-
ported data, discussed above, the measured samples contain both amorphous and crys-
talline phases, which complicate the interpretations. For example, dynamics within the
amorphous regions can be affected by the presence of the crystalline regions. Addition-
ally, molecular relaxations can even take place in the crystalline phase, as reported for
polymers such as polyoxymethylene and polyethylenglycol.[442, 443], which made
it even more difficult to determine relaxation dynamics in the amorphous phase. To
avoid or minimise these effects, measures have to be taken to avoid crystallisation or
at least to minimise the degree of crystallinity in the samples. One way to achieve this
is to perform a rapid temperature quench from a temperature above the melting point
so that the polymers go from their melt to glassy states within a very short time and
there is thus not enough time for crystallization to occur. As discussed in detail in the
experimental section, we find that such temperature quenches are necessary for PTHF
samples to reach a mainly amorphous state. It was previously demonstrated that the
dynamics in quenched PTHF samples show the same relaxation time characteristics
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as un-quenched samples in terms of their temperature dependent relaxation dynam-
ics both for the the α-relaxation and secondary relaxations. However, the quenched
PTHF samples show a stronger dielectric permittivity, thus demonstrating a higher
amorphous fraction, because the α-relaxation of PTHF arises from relaxation within
the amorphous regions.[433]
In this chapter, we investigate chain-length dependent dynamics of the linear poly-
tetrahydrofuran (PTHF), spanning from the oligomeric to the polymeric range both
near the glass transition temperature and in the melt using rheometry, NMR relax-
ometry, dielectric spectroscopy and calorimetry. We compare our results to those of
other relevant polymer systems and to relevant theories of molecular relaxation and
glass-formation. Our systematic studies of PTHF, both in the low and high temper-
ature ranges, presented in this chapter can provide guidance for understanding the
structure-property relationships of thermoplastic elastomers, where PTHF is used as
soft building blocks. Moreover, we have initiated detailed investigations of the relax-
ation dynamics of alkyl diols. Short linear alkyl units with a number of carbons from 2
to 7, all with OH groups at both ends are chosen for the investigation. These molecules
are chosen because of their similar structure but systematically increasing number of
carbons, which allows to investigate effects of the length of alkyl units on the relaxation
dynamics.
6.2 Experimental section
6.2.1 Materials
Polytetrahydrofuran (PTHF) samples with molecular weights Mn of 250, 650, 1000,
2000 and 2900 g/mol were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and one PTHF sample with
molecular weight of 1400 g/mol was provided by BASF. All PTHFs are linear poly-
mers with hydroxyl end-groups, as shown in Figure 6.1. Note that 1,4-butanediol
is included in the investigation of the series of PTHF samples because this sample
corresponds to a PTHF with a degree of polymerization of n =1. Six alkane diols:
ethanediol, 1,3-propanediol, 1,4-butanediol, 1,5-pentanediol, 1,6-hexanediol and 1,7-
heptanediol were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. For clarity, we use abbreviations to
denote all samples in this chapter. These abbreviations are composed of a capital “P”
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together with the molecular weights. For example, P250 and P90 are the abbreviations
for the PTHF with molecular weight of 250 g/mol and 1,4-butanediol, respectively.
HO
O
H
Mn (g/mol)     250       650        1000        1400         2000       2900
   P250     P650      P1000      P1400      P2000     P2900
Poly(tetrahydrofuran)
Abbreviations
n
OHHO
Alkane diols
n       3           9            14           20             28           40
      2            3            4             5               6             7
    62          76           90          104           118         132
      P62        P76        P90        P104         P118       P132
M
  
(g/mol)
Abbreviations
nC
nC
Figure 6.1: Chemical structures and abbreviations for PTHF and alkane diols.
6.2.2 Characterizations
The general introduction to the characterization methods used to determine dynamics
is found in Chapter 2. Here, the experimental details relevant for the work in this
Chapter is included.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
DSC measurements were performed using a TA Q2000 heat-flux instrument. To de-
termine its glass-transition temperature without interference from crystallization, the
polymer samples were quenched by quickly submerging the melt into liquid nitro-
gen, thus avoiding or significantly lowering the degree of crystallization. The adapted
procedure is as follows: a PTHF sample with weight around 10 mg was placed in a
T-zero DSC pan. The sample pan was first heated to T = 353 K on a hot stage and
held for 5 min to melt the polymer completely. Then, the sample pan was submerged
into liquid nitrogen as quickly as possible and was kept in the liquid nitrogen for 10
minutes to make sure that the temperature of the sample is far below Tg ∼170 K. In
parallel, the standby temperature (sample stage temperature) of the DSC machine was
set to T = 120 K under a continuous dry nitrogen gas flow. When the temperatures
for both the sample and the stage were far below the sample Tg, the sample pan was
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transferred from the liquid nitrogen into the pre-cooled DSC sample stage. The rea-
son for pre-cooling the sample stage of the DSC machine is that the quenched sample
can start to cold-crystallize when the temperature is just slightly higher than Tg and
this procedure avoids the increase of the sample pan temperature before the actual
measurements start. Since PTHF crystallizes each time when temperature is higher
than Tg, the quench procedure needs to be repeated for every measurement. The heat-
ing traces of the quenched samples at varying heating rates from 5 to 30 K/min were
recorded to determine the calorimetric response of the samples. The same procedure
was used to measure the glass transitions of the alkane diols.
Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS)
Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) was performed on a Novocontrol spectrom-
eter with an alpha-N frequency analyser (10−2 to 106 Hz) connected to a sample cell
through a high impedance active test interface (Novocontrol 2-Wire Test Interface
ZG2). The spectra were recorded in the temperature range from T=120 to 353 K
using a Novocontrol Quatro cryo-system with a temperature control of ±0.1 K. The
polymer samples were prepared by melting the polymer on a 20 mm gold coated metal
electrode and a few 100 µm thick silica spacers were added to the sample to make sure
that the capacitor geometry has a fixed thickness. Subsequently, a 10 mm electrode top
plate was added to sandwich the configuration. To avoid or minimise crystallization in
the PTHF samples, the samples used in the BDS measurements also have to be tem-
perature quenched. To achieve this, the sample cell was pre-heated using a hot air gun
(to approximately 150 ◦C) and then submerged into liquid nitrogen; it was kept in the
liquid nitrogen for 10 min to ensure that the temperature was stable and far below Tg.
In parallel, the sample compartment of the cryo-system was pre-cooled to T =120 K
using cold nitrogen gas. When both the sample cell and the cryostat were cold enough,
the sample was rapidly transferred into the cryostat. This procedure was applied to
avoid crystallization of PTHF before the actual measurements. Spectra were recorded
within a frequency range of ∼ 10−2 to 106 Hz over a temperature range from 120 to
353 K upon heating.
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Viscosity measurements
Shear viscosities of all samples were measured using an Anton Paar MCR 302 stress-
controlled rheometer with a 50 mm diameter plate-plate geometry. The viscosities
were measured within a temperature range from 303 to 383 K in steps of 10 K. Figure
6.2 shows shear stress λ increases linearly as increasing shear rate γ˙ in shear rate below
100 s−1. The red line is the linear fit to the data, and the slope of the fitted line is the
viscosity. The same procedure has been applied to all other viscosity measurements.
0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0 1 0 00
5
1 0
1 5
 (P
a) 
  (1/ s )
Figure 6.2: An example for the viscosity measurement on P650 at 313 K shows that
shear stress λ increases linearly as increasing of shear rate γ˙ in shear rate below 100
1/s. The red line is the linear fit to the date, and the slope of the fitted line is the
viscosity.
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)
A MARAN bench-top pulse NMR analyzer from Resonance Instruments Ltd, UK, op-
erating at 20 MHz, was used to conduct T1 and T2 measurements. The pulse sequences
for T1 and T2 measurements are introduced in Chapter 2. The NMR relaxometry mea-
surements are conducted in the temperature range from 323 to 383 K in steps of 10
K.
6.3 Results and Discussions
The results from rheology, NMR, BDS and DSC measurements characterising dynam-
ics and thermodynamics for the chain-series of PTHF and alkane diols, both in the
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glass and melt states, are discussed in following sections.
6.3.1 Dynamics in the melt
Figure 6.3a shows the measured viscosity as a function of temperature and molec-
ular weight for the PTHF samples. As expected, the viscosity increases upon in-
creasing molecular weight, but decreases for increasing temperatures. The tempera-
ture dependence of the viscosity can be well described using a VFT equation, η =
η0exp(DT0/(T − T0)), (red lines in the figure), and we clearly observe that all sam-
ples follow very similar temperature dependences, as demonstrated by the VFT fitting
parameters in Table 6.1). To directly compare the temperature dependence of the vis-
cosities, the viscosities for each polymer are scaled onto the fit for the P2900 sample
using a scale-factor A, as shown in Figure 6.3b. It is clear that the temperature depen-
dences for the different molecular weight samples are very similar. The inset in Figure
6.3b shows the determined scale factor A as a function of molecular weight, demon-
strating a clear change of the behaviour observed around a molecular weight of 1400
g/mol. To further investigate this, viscosities for chosen temperatures are plotted as a
function of molecular weights in Figure 6.4a, and viscosities at various temperatures
are scaled to the data taken at 303 K, as shown in Figure 6.4b.
The molecular weight dependence of viscosity can usually be described by η ∝ Mα,
where α equals 1 for unentangled polymers and ∼ 3.4 for entangled polymers. Based
on the Maxwell theory η = G(τ)τ.[85] For Rouse behaviour, the modulus correspond-
ing to the timescale of the longest Rouse mode is related to the product of the number
density of chains and thermal energy kT , G(τ) = kTφ/(Nb3) (Chapter 1). The relax-
ation time of the longest Rouse mode is ∼ τ0N2, thus, η = G(τ)τ ∝ N, which means
that for unentangled polymers, the viscosity is proportional to the molecular weight.
For entangled polymers, the tube model discussed in Chapter 1, predicts that the vis-
cosity is proportional to M3. In reality, one typically observes a larger exponent which
is due to constraint release and polymer contour length fluctuations, as described in
Chapter 1. Thus, the viscosity scales as η ∝ M3.4.[52, 83]
Our viscosity data for different temperatures are scaled onto the T=303 K data
using the scaling factor B in Figure 6.4b. It is clear that viscosity data measured at
different temperatures overlap well. As shown in Fig. 4b, the scaling relation η ∝ M
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can describe the samples with molecular weights of 250, 650 and 1000 g/mol well even
though the fact that we have only a few data points within this range makes it difficult
to state anything about the exact scaling relation. It is clear though that if one assumes
that that the 250, 650 and 1000 g/mol samples follow the expected Rouse behaviour,
the lowest M sample P90 deviates from the behaviour. Two possible reasons can be
considered for this. Firstly, the Rouse model will not be a reasonable description for
short enough molecules. It has been reported that at least ∼5 fundamental Rouse units
are required in a chain for the Rouse model to work.[52] As discussed later, there
are only around two Rouse units in P90. Secondly, the OH end-groups that can form
hydrogen bonds play a more important role in determining the viscosity for P90 than
for other polymers and these interactions are of course not accounted for within a
Rouse model. It can thus be expected that the higher density of H-bonds for P90 leads
to a higher viscosity than what is predicted by the η ∝ M scaling.
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Figure 6.3: a) Viscosity and (b) scaled viscosity as a function of temperature for sam-
ples with varying molecular weights. The red lines are VFT fits to the data and fitting
parameters are given in Table 6.1. The viscosities in (b) are scaled to the viscosity of
P2900 with scaling factors A. The scaling demonstrates that the viscosities for all sam-
ples follow a very similar temperature dependence. The inset in (b) shows the scaling
factor A as a function of molecular weight. A clear change in behaviour around 1400
g/mol is observed as indicated by the pink and blue lines.
For Mn ≥ 1400 g/mol, we find an approximate scaling exponent of 2.4, which is
smaller than the reported value ∼3.4 for many other polymers.[52, 83] The reason for
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Table 6.1: VFT fitting parameters for the viscosities as a function of temperature (red
lines in Figure 6.3).
P90 P250 P650 P1000 P1400 P2000 P2900
-log(η0) 5.1±0.05 5.0±0.15 4.9±0.3 4.8±0.2 4.7±0.3 4.9±0.6 4.8 ±0.3
D 13.9±0.8 14.2±1.2 12.9±0.4 13.2±0.3 12.7±0.9 11.0±0.6 11.8±0.8
T0 119±5 117±8 124±4 129±2 121±6 132±6 131±7
the deviation from the predication of the tube model is not clear. However, two possi-
ble reasons may be considered. Firstly, the deviation of from 3.4 may just indicate that
we are situated within a transition regime between unentangled and entangled polymer
behaviour. In other words. the exponent of 2.4 may be attributed to the onset of entan-
glements in PTHF. To verify this, more samples with higher molecular weights should
be measured. Unfortunately, we have no access to samples with molecular weights
higher than 2900 g/mol. Secondly, Jeong et al. reported for alkane melts that the self-
diffusion coefficient scales as D ∼ Mβ(T ) for chains with lengths varying from 6 to
100 backbone carbons.[256] The exponent β is not a constant, but has a temperature
dependence.[256] Based on the link between self-diffusion coefficient and viscosity,
it is a reasonable speculation that the viscosity might also show a temperature depen-
dence η ∝ Mα(T ). Indeed, for alkane melts they observed that diffusion coefficients vary
with exponents varying within the range from -1.85 to -2.72. In contrast to the temper-
ature dependent behaviour observed for the alkanes, however, the viscosity behaviour
for the PTHF within the investigated temperature range is independent of temperature.
It is thus clear that the reason for our observed behaviour needs further investigations
either by experiment or simulations. However, irrespective of the detailed interpreta-
tion, it is clear that we do observe a change in the molecular weight dependence of
the viscosity around Mn ∼ 1400 g/mol and this does indicate an onset of a different
physical mechanism and it is reasonable to speculate that this is due to the early onset
of entanglements.[52]
To investigate relaxation dynamics further in the melts, NMR T1 and T2 measure-
ments (Chapter 2) are conducted. Figure 6.5a and b show the T2 relaxation as mea-
sured using NMR relaxometry, as a function of temperature and molecular weight,
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Figure 6.4: (a) Viscosity and (b) scaled viscosity as a function of molecular weights
at varying temperatures. The viscosity in (b) are scaled to the viscosity at 303 K with
scale factors B. The red line in (b) is the guide to eye.
respectively. We find that T2 increases with increasing temperature, but decreases with
increasing molecular weights at a given temperature.
Linear polymers in the melt with molecular weights below the entanglement molec-
ular weight Me can typically be described using the Rouse model (see Chapter 1).[52]
The time scale for a particular Rouse mode, τp, can be described as:
τp =
τ0
sin2(pip/2N)
(6.1)
Here, N is the number of Rouse units in a polymer chain and τ0 is the fundamental
Rouse unit relaxation time. p enumerates the Rouse modes and thus varies from 1 to
N. When p equals N, τp = τ0. The number of Rouse units in a polymer chain equals:
N =
Mn
NaMmono
(6.2)
where Mn is the molecular weight, Na is the number of monomers in a Rouse unit, and
Mmono is the monomer molecular weight.
The relaxation function, Φ(t), of transverse nuclear magnetization follows a single
exponential law:
Φ(t) = exp(
−t
T2
) (6.3)
where T2 equals
1/T2 =
6∆2τ0
pi
ln(N) (6.4)
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Figure 6.5: (a) T2 as a function of temperatures for samples with varying molecular
weights and (b) T2 as a function of molecular weights at varying temperatures. The
red lines in (a) are guides to eye and the lines in (b) are the fit using equation 6.6 in the
range of Mn ≤ 1000 g/mol (Rouse model region but excluding P90). Fitting parameters
are shown in Table 6.2
.
Here, ∆ is the dipole interaction strength which equals,
∆ =
γ2~µ0
8piNad3
(6.5)
and, γ and ~ are the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton and the reduced Plank constant,
respectively. µ0 is the permittivity of free space and d is the proton-proton distance.
The d value (1.76×10−10 m) for polyethylene glycol (PEO) is used in this work since
it is not known for PTHF and given the similarity in the molecular structures; PEO
(−(CH2CH2O)n−) has a similar chain structure to PTHF (−(CH2CH2CH2CH2O)n−).
Substituting equation 6.2 into equation 6.4 gives a relation between the reverse of the
transverse nuclear magnetization, 1/T2, and the molecular weight, Mn:
1/T2 =
6∆2τ0
pi
(ln(Mn − ln(NaMmono)) (6.6)
Thus, a straight line can be expected from a plot of 1/T2 against ln(Mn) based on equa-
tion 6.6. Thus, from linear fits in such plots, Na and the fundamental Rouse relaxation
time scale, τ0, can be obtained.[444]
We have measured T2 at temperatures from 303 to 383 K. In principle, both τ0
and Na should be temperature dependent. However, to first approximation we make
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Figure 6.6: Fundamental Rouse relaxation time τ0 as a function of temperatures ob-
tained from viscosity and NMR T2 measurements. The lines are the Arrhenius fits,
which give activation energies of 33 and 35 kJ/mol from T2 and viscosity measure-
ments, respectively. Fitting parameters are shown in Table 6.2. Errors are smaller than
the size of symbols.
the assumption that Na does not change with temperature. Thus, a simultaneously
fit for all T2 data obtained at different temperatures with one fixed Na value is con-
ducted, as shown by the red lines in Figure 6.5b. Note that only the data points for
samples with molecular weights of 250, 650 and 1000 g/mol which are in the range
that can be described by a linear molecular weight behaviour and thus a Rouse de-
scription is included in the fit. From the fitted slopes and intercepts, Na and τ0 can
be calculated.[444] The calculated time scales are shown in Figure 6.6. We find that
Na is ∼0.5, which means that each monomer approximately contains two Rouse units.
The Na value for PEO investigated by the same technique is ∼1, meaning that each
monomer contain approximately one Rouse unit.[444] There are 3 chemical bonds
in the monomer for PEO, thus, the length of the fundamental Rouse unit for PEO is
around 3 chemical bonds. Whereas, there are 5 chemical bonds in the monomer for
PTHF, which corresponds to a similar fundamental Rouse length to PEO.[444] From
the value of Na and Mn, the number of Rouse modes that are relevant to include for each
polymer can be calculated. Thus based on equations 6.7 and 6.8, τ0 can be calculated
and is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 6.6.
Based on the Rouse model discussed in Chapter 1, the viscosity is related to the
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relaxation time of the fundamental Rouse mode τ0 using the following equations:[52]
τ0 =
2η
kBTcpΦN
(6.7)
ΦN =
N∑
p = 1
1
sin2(
ppi
2N
)
(6.8)
Here, cp is number density of polymers, and kB and T are the Boltzmann constant
and temperature, respectively. p is an index which enumerates the Rouse modes and
ranges from 1 to N. ΦN is the summation over the p modes within the Rouse model.
To calculate τ0 from the viscosity of a particular sample with a certain chain-length,
the number of Rouse modes p relevant for this polymer length is required and this can
be estimated from knowledge of the Rouse molecular weight, which in turn can be
determined from the NMR measurements, as discussed above.
Interestingly, τ0 determined for P250, P650 and P1000 from the viscosity measure-
ments are identical, indicating that τ0 is independent of molecular weight. Moreover,
we find that τ0 determined from T2 measurements is slightly smaller than that from
the viscosity measurements but within a factor of 2. We note that the temperature de-
pendence of the viscosity data and thus τ0 are best described using a VFT behaviour
even though the behaviour over the measured temperature range is close to Arrhenius.
The temperature dependence of τ0 determined from T2 NMR measurements is well
described using an Arrhenius expression. As shown in Figure 6, we find that if we
approximately describe τ0 from both techniques using Arrhenius expressions, the re-
sulting activation energies are very similar (33 and 35 kJ/mol from T2 and viscosity
measurements, respectively). The inter-proton vector sits at a angle to the end-to-
end vector of the chain. However, when determining ∆ in equation 6.5, this is not
considered.[445], which leads to a difference in ∆ with a factor k. To quantitatively
calculate the τ0 for polyethylene (PE) in Ref([445], a Monte Carlo simulation was per-
formed to calculate the dimensions of PE chains.[445, 446] The value of k is typically
close to 1 and for PE it was found to be ∼ 0.8.[445] In our calculation above, k is set
to 1. Thus, based on the results for PE, this approximation may lead to a difference in
τ0of a factor of 2.
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Figure 6.7a shows the plots of 1/T1 as a function of temperature. As shown, T1
increases as the temperature is increased but decreases as the molecular weight is in-
creased. The red lines in Figure 6.7a are the linear fits to the data, which shows the
Arrenius behaviour. Based on the BPP theory (see Chapter 2),[447] T1 and T2 can be
expressed as:
1
T1
= 2K(
τc
1 + ω2τ2c
+
4τc
1 + 4ω2τ2c
) (6.9)
1
T2
= K(3τc +
5τc
1 + ω2τ2c
+
2τc
1 + 4ω2τ2c
) (6.10)
where τc is the correlation time, and K is a constant which equals:
K =
3µ20
320pi2
~2γ4
d6
(6.11)
Here, µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space, ~ is the reduced Planck constant,
γ is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, d is the proton-proton distance, which is the same
as in equation 6.5, and ω is the operating frequency of the NMR equipment.
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Figure 6.7: (a) 1/T1 as a function of temperatures for samples with varying molecular
weights. The red lines are guides to eye. (b) correlation timescales τc by solving
equation 6.12. The black lines in (b) are the Arrhenius fits. Fitting parameters are
shown in Table 6.2. Errors are smaller than the size of symbol.
Figure 6.7b shows the Arrhenius plots of the correlation timescales τc determined
from BPP theory as a function of temperatures for samples with different molecu-
lar weights. In BPP theory, one assumes that there is only one effective correlation
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timescale for both T1 and T2 relaxations. This is generally true for small molecules.
However, for polymers, this is not true. T2 measurements can probe dynamics which
are much slower than T1 measurements. T2 relaxations are sensitive to the motions of
various pth Rouse modes, whereas T1 relaxations are sensitive to local motions of a
chain which is a function of its surroundings, i.e. viscosity or molecular weight. Thus
the correlation timescales for T1 and T2 relaxations are different for polymers, and the
correlation times τc for T1 relaxations can be obtained by solving the equation 6.12.
1
T1
− 2K( τc
1 + ω2τ2c
+
4τc
1 + 4ω2τ2c
) = 0 (6.12)
We find that τc becomes larger with increasing molecular weight, and can be well
described using the Arrhenius equation. The fitting parameters are shown in Table 6.2.
The activation energies decrease for increasing molecular weights (up to 1000 g/mol).
When Mn ≥ 1400 g/mol, the activation energies almost remain constant (see Table
6.2), which also indicates that the behaviour changes around a molecular weight of
1400 g/mol, which was also observed in the viscosity measurements in Figure 6.3 and
6.4.
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Figure 6.8: Plot of τc from T1 relaxations as a function of molecular weights at various
temperatures, and extrapolation to the timescales τ0 for the fundamental Rouse units
from the Rouse modelling of T2 relaxations. The lines are guides to eyes.
Figure 6.8 shows τc as a function of molecular weight for varying temperatures. In
BPP theory, one assumes that only one effective correction timescale τc is involved in
the relaxation dynamics. In reality, this is only an approximation and τc thus represents
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an effective time-scale, as observed for each molecular weight; as the molecular weight
decreases, τc decreases. On the other hand, the timescale for the fundamental Rouse
unit, τ0, is estimated by application of the Rouse model on T2 measurement data,
as shown in Figure 6.6 and Equation 6.6 and given the applied model, τ0 should be
representative of the fundamental Rouse mode timescale without interference from the
higher Rouse mode contributions. Interestingly, a simple approximate extrapolation of
τc as a function of Mn (solid lines in Figure 6.8) is consistent with the data points for
the fundamental Rouse unit timescales. We note, however, that there is a factor k in
∆ (equation 6.5) which is set to 1 in our calculation and can lead to an uncertainty in
τc. Simulations are required to determine the factor k precisely.[445] In the case of PE,
the factor k was determined to be ∼2.
Table 6.2: The Arrhenius fit parameters for τc from T1 analysis.
P90 P250 P650 P1000 P1400 P2000 P2900
-log(τ0) (s) 13.5±0.2 13.9±0.1 13.7±0.2 14.2±0.2 14.0±0.1 13.6±0.2 13.9±0.2
Ea (kJ/mol) 31.2±0.1 29.9±0.3 26.2±0.2 24.5±0.4 23.2±0.3 22.4±0.1 22.2±0.2
6.3.2 Dynamics near the glass transition
The dynamics of a chain-series of PTHF samples with systematically increasing molec-
ular weights are investigated near the glass transition using DSC and BDS. PTHF is
a semi-crystalline polymer. To measure the glass transitions for PTHF polymers, the
samples need to be quenched in liquid nitrogen (see Experimental section) and quench-
ing PTHF melts into liquid nitrogen was a straightforward way to decrease the tem-
perature under the current experimental conditions. As mentioned in Chapter 1, if the
cooling rate is fast enough, in principle, any material can go into the glassy state with-
out crystallization. Figure 6.9a shows a typical DSC Cp trace for quenched P2000. A
step-like increase in the Cp trace around 180 K is a characteristic feature for a glass
transition; this is shown as the inset of Figure 6.9a. Moreover, a cold crystallization
peak around 198 K and a melting peak around 290 K are detected. The cold crys-
tallization occurs only about 20 K above the glass transition temperature, indicating
that PTHF chains tend to go to the crystalline state once they have enough mobility.
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The integrated area of the cold crystallization peak is 30 J/g, whereas the value for
the melt peak is 100 J/g. The difference in these two values indicates that there are
both amorphous and crystalline fractions in the sample. Figure 6.9b shows the specific
heat as a function of temperature for all quenched PTHF samples. Step features for all
samples are observed, which means that glass transitions for these samples with dif-
ferent molecular weights can be detected after quenching. We observe that P650 has a
larger value of ∆Cp than the other samples, indicating that the P650 sample has a larger
amorphous fraction than the other samples. This conclusion is also strengthened by the
fact that the cold crystallization peak for P650 is larger than for the other samples, as
shown in Figure 6.14b.
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Figure 6.9: (a) A typical DSC Cp trace for the quenched P2000 shows a glass transition,
a cold crystallization and a melting transition on the heating trace. The inset in (a) is
the magnification of the dashed squares to show the step-like glass transition. (b) heat
capacity Cp as a function of temperatures for samples with various molecular weights.
The traces are shifted to the glass-side Cp of P90 by a constant A.
Figure 6.10a shows the dependence of Tg on Mn. Tg first increases for increasing
Mn and then it remains almost constant when Mn > 1000 g/mol. The standard way
of describing the molecular weight dependence on Tg is to use a so called Fox-Flory
equation:[52] Tg = T∞ − C/M, where T∞ is the high Mn limit of Tg. The blue lines
in Figure 6.10a and 6.10b is the fitted results using the Fox-Flory equation. The fitted
results show a good agreement with experimental data except for P90 which sits above
the fitted line. One explanation for this is that H-bonds play a more significant role in
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P90 than the other samples (see interpretation to viscosity of P90 in Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.10: ((a) Glass transition temperatures Tg as a function of molecular weights
Mn. The onset temperature during a glass transition process is used as Tg. (b) Plot
of Tg as a function of the reciprocal of Mn. The blue lines are the fitted results using
the Flory-Fox equation. The vertical dashed lines in (a) show the molecular weight
dependence of Tg in three regions, of which transition molecular weights are MR and
Me or Mc (Mc ∼ 2Me).
It has been reported that the Fox-Flory equation does not work for low molecular
weight samples.[115, 448, 449] Although the Fox-Flory expression works quite well
for our samples, excluding the P90 sample, experiments on different polymer chain-
series show that the molecular weight dependence of Tg can not be easily be described
by a single function over the whole molecular weight range. Instead, the molecular
weight dependence of Tg typically shows three distinct regions. [115, 448, 449] Region
I refers to low molecular weight oligomers where Tg shows an approximately logarith-
mic dependence of the molecular weight. Region II also shows a similar logarithmic
dependence but with a weaker dependence on Mn. Region III refers to high molecular
weight polymers with molecular weights of the order of the critical molecular weight
and above, for which Tg does not show a molecular weight dependence.[115, 448, 449]
The transition molecular weight between region I and II (MI) is usually close to the
molecular weight of the fundamental Rouse unit. The transition from region II to
III (MII) has been suggested to be situated near the entanglement molecular weight,
Me.[115, 448, 449] However, it has also been argued that MII is closer to the criti-
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cal molecular weight Mc by comparing with the behaviours for a range of different
polymers.[450, 451]
In our case, the lack of data points makes it very difficult to be sure what scenario is
true with any accuracy. However, as an illustration we add the determined fundamental
Rouse molecular weight from our NMR studies as well as the entanglement molecular
weight and estimate the critical molecular weight as Mc ∼ 2Me, as shown in Figure
6.10a. The fundamental Rouse molecular weight MR ∼ 50 g/mol. From the viscosity
measurements in Figure 6.4, Me is somewhere between 1000 and 1400 g/mol. Thus an
estimate of region II would be someplace between MR and Me or Mc ∼ 2Me. Within
this region, Tg increases with increasing molecular weights, however, it is hardly de-
scribed using a logarithmic relationship. Note that the behaviour with three regions is
true for polymers without hydrogen bonding ability. The PTHFs, however, are capped
with hydrogen bonding OH groups, which might lead to this difference. For several
polymer systems, such as polystyrene or PMMA, region III where Tg is molecular
weight independent has been show to start close to Mc.
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Figure 6.11: (a) Heat capacity Cp traces for P250 as a function of temperatures mea-
sured at varying heating rates from 5 to 30 K/min. The traces are shifted by a constant
A to the glass-side Cp with the heating rate of 10 K/min. (b) Plots of the reciprocal of
heating rates (equivalent to time) a function of Tg/T for samples with varying molec-
ular weights. The onset temperature during a glass transition process with the heating
rate of 10 K/min is used as Tg.
It is well known that glass transition temperatures measured by DSC depend on
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the applied heating or cooling rates.[159] Heating or cooling rates set the probed
timescales, and faster rates lead to shorter timescales. Thus, the step feature in Cp
curves characterising the glass transition as a function of temperatures can be observed
at higher temperatures for the measurement with higher heating or cooling rates. Note
that Tg from DSC measurements are defined at a specific rate of 10 K/min, approxi-
mately corresponding to 100 s relaxation time. A series of measurements on samples
with varying heating rates from 5 to 30 K/min have been conducted. Figure 6.11a
shows an example of Cp traces at varying heating rates for the sample P250. For in-
creasing heating rates, Tg increases, and ∆Cp decreases, which indicates that entropy
difference in the glassy and liquid states becomes smaller (see Chapter 2). The en-
tropy differences may be attributed to the chain contributions. More importantly, it
is highly possible that the amorphous fractions after quenching of the sample in each
measurement are different, which can also lead to the entropy difference.
Figure 6.11b shows the plot of the reciprocal of heating rates a function of Tg/T .
The y-axis in this plot is equivalent to timescales which are proportional to the struc-
tural relaxation timescales with a factor B.[159] In general, the temperature depen-
dence of the structural relaxation follows the VFT behaviour. However, in a narrow
temperature range it can be treated as the Arrhenius behaviour. This is the case for the
plot in Figure 6.11b where the linear relationships between equivalent timescales and
scaled temperatures, Tg/T , are obtained. The slopes of solid lines indicate the fragility
which increases with increasing molecular weights and remains almost constant when
molecular weight is larger than 1400 g/mol.[100] This behaviour changes around 1400
g/mol was also observed in viscosity and NMR measurements in melt in Figure 6.4
and 6.5, indicating the onset of the entanglement.
Dielectric spectroscopy is also used to investigate the dynamics of the samples.
Figure 6.12a shows an example of the ε′′ curve for P250 at 182 K and fitted contribu-
tions from conductivity σ, structural α relaxation and the secondary β relaxation using
a power law, a HN equation and a Cole-Cole equation, respectively (see Chapter 2).
Figure 6.12b shows the ε′′ curve for P250 at 150 K which are fitted using a power
law and the Cole-Cole equation, accounting for the low frequency contribution and the
β relaxation. The black lines are the total fits to the data. From the figures one can
see that the experimental data can be described well using above mentioned contri-
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butions. The same procedure is applied to fit data sets for other samples at different
temperatures.
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Figure 6.12: (a) dielectric loss permittivity ε′′ curves for P250 at (a) 182 K and (b) 150
K. The dash-dotted, dashed and dotted lines in the figure are the contributions from
conductivity σ, structural relaxation α and secondary relaxation β fitted using a power
law, a HN equation and a Cole-Cole equation, respectively.
Figure 6.13 shows the ε′′curves for P90 and P250 at different temperatures, and
the best fits to the data (solid black lines) using the fitting procedure described in Fig-
ure 6.12. For clarity, contributions from ion conductivity at low frequencies are not
shown for some temperatures. As described in Figure 6.12, both α and β relaxations
are detected by BDS, which become faster with increasing temperatures. The maxima
of ε′′ for the α relaxation for both samples remain almost constant as the tempera-
ture increases. However, sudden drops in ε′′ for both samples are observed when the
temperature increases from 170 to 174 K for P90 and from 188 to 190 K for P250,
respectively. These sudden drops are due to the cold-crystallization of the samples
(see Experimental section and Figure 6.9a). For semi-crystalline samples, the dielec-
tric signal comes from amorphous components. As cold-crystallization happens, the
amorphous component in the samples decreases, which results in the sudden drops in
ε′′.
We also tried to measure the α relaxations for samples with Mn > 250 g/mol. How-
ever, it turns out that we are not able to do it under the current experiment condition.
Figure 6.14a shows ε′′ curves for samples with Mn ≥ 250 g/mol at 188 K. For P250,
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Figure 6.13: Dielectric loss permittivity ε′′ curves for (a) P90 and (b) P250 at varying
temperatures. The solid lines are the best fits to the data as discussed in Figure 6.12.
an apparent α loss peak is observed within the probed frequency window. For samples
with Mn > 250 g/mol, we expect that for a fixed temperature the α loss peaks should
appear on the low frequency side, compared with data for P250. This is, however,
not the case in the experimental data, as shown in Figure 6.14a. No well-defined loss
peaks corresponding to the structural relaxations can be observed. Moreover, the ε′′
amplitude is almost two decades lower than that for P250. These observations indicate
that when the temperature (188 K) is slightly higher than Tg, cold crystallization hap-
pens quickly and makes it impossible to measure the α relaxations for samples with
Mn > 250 g/mol. Cold crystallization can be observed by DSC measurements. Fig-
ure 6.14b shows Cp curves of P250, P650 and P2000 as a function of temperatures.
Clear and strong crystallization peaks on the Cp curves are observed at the temperature
around 15 to 20 K higher than Tg. For clarity, Cp curves for P1000, P1400 and P2900
are not shown in Figure 6.14b. Although the detected cold crystallization temperatures
are around 15 to 20 K higher than Tg detected by DSC, it is still possible that cold
crystallization can happen at lower temperature during BDS measurements, because
heating rates during BDS measurements are lower than that in DSC (10 K/min).
As discussed above, α relaxations for samples with Mn > 250 g/mol can not be
measured using BDS, due to cold crystallizations. However, β relaxations were mea-
sured successfully. Figure 6.15 shows ε′′ curves for samples with Mn > 250 g/mol at
varying temperatures. The data above 174 K for these samples are not shown in the
figure, which are affected by cold crystallization. The solid black lines are the best fits
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Figure 6.14: (a) Dielectric loss permittivity ε′′ curves for samples with varying molec-
ular weights at 188 K. (b) DSC Cp curves at 10 K/min for P250, P650 and P2000 show
cold crystallization peaks around 15 to 20 K higher than Tg (indicated in the dashed
frame).
to the data using the same fitting procedure described in Figure 6.12b, i.e. a Cole-Cole
equation is used to fit the β relaxation loss peaks and a power law is used to account for
the contribution at low frequencies. For clarity, the contributions at low frequencies are
not shown in the figures. For these investigated samples, the β relaxation peak max-
ima in ε′′ increases and the peak positions move to higher frequencies with increasing
temperatures.
The temperature dependences of the determined timescales for different relaxations
are shown in Figure 6.16. Figure 6.16a summarizes the α relaxation timescales from
BDS and from rate-dependent DSC (RDSC) measurements, β relaxation timescales
from BDS, and the relaxation timescales for fundamental Rouse units τ0 from viscos-
ity and NMR T2 measurements. The α relaxation timescales become larger when the
molecular weights increase from 90 to 250 g/mol. This is expected from the increase
of Tg (Figure 6.10a). The temperature dependence of the α relaxation timescales for
both P90 and P250 can be well described by the VFT equation (dashed lines in Figure
6.16a). It has been widely accepted that the glass transition temperature depends on the
heating or cooling rate.[159] Thus, one can probe the dynamics of the glass transition
using DSC measurements with systematically varying heating rates. The timescales
are proportional to the reciprocal of heating rates Q, τ ∼ B/Q, where B is a constant.
The RDSC results after shifted can overlap with the α relaxation timescales from BDS
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Figure 6.15: Dielectric loss permittivity ε′′ curves show β relaxation peaks for (a)
P650, (b) P1000, (c)P1400 and (d) P2000 at varying temperatures. The solid lines are
the best fits to the data as described in Figure 6.12b.
measurements (Figure 6.16c) which confirms that both the α relaxation determined
from BDS and RDSC measurements detect the structural relaxations. With the as-
sumption that the constant B does not change with molecular weight, the α relaxation
timescales for samples with Mn > 250 g/mol (can not be measured using BDS due
to cold crystallizations, see Figure 6.14) and their temperature dependences maybe be
estimated using RDSC measurements (Figure 6.16c).
Figure 6.16b highlights the β relaxation timescales for samples with varying molec-
ular weight. As expected, the β relaxations for all samples become faster with increas-
ing temperature. The temperature dependences of β relaxations follow the Arrhenius
behaviour (solid lines), and the fitting parameters are shown in Table 6.3. Except for
P90, β relaxations become slightly faster with increasing molecular weights, and ac-
tivation energies are also similar, ∼ 40 kJ/mol (Table 6.3). β relaxation timescales
for a series of OH-capped PPG with systematically increasing molecular weights have
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Figure 6.16: (a) The Arrhenius plots of timescales from various techniques as a func-
tion of temperatures: α and β relaxations from BDS, equivalent structural relaxation
timescales from rate dependent DSC (RDSC), the relaxation timescales for fundamen-
tal Rouse units τ0 calculated from viscosity and NMR T2 measurements. The inset in
(a) is the amplification of the timescales at high temperatures indicated in the dashed
square. (b) and (c) are the highlights of β and α relaxations from BDS and RDSC
measurements, respectively. Dashed and solid lines are the VFT and Arrhenius fits
and fitting parameters are shown in Table 6.3.
been investigated using BDS.[334] It was shown that β relaxations become faster with
increasing molecular weights up to ∼1000 g/mol, which is consistent with our results
here. For PPGs with Mn > 1000 g/mol, β relaxation timescales are independent of
molecular weights. For both PTHFs and PPGs, with increasing molecular weights, the
effects of hydrogen bonding on the β relaxations become less and less important, and
after a certain threshold (for the case of PPGs), the effects of the OH end-groups are
so weak that they do not affect the β relaxations any longer.[334]
We average the β relaxation timescales determined for all samples excluding those
for P90 and fit the average timescale values using an Arrhenius expression. Interest-
ingly, if we extrapolate the Arrhenius temperature dependence to high temperatures,
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the behaviour is approximately consistent with the relaxation time-scales for the fun-
damental Rouse units τ0 calculated from viscosity and NMR T2 measurements, see the
black solid line and the inset in Figure 6.16a. Interestingly, these results might indicate
that the relaxation unit related to β relaxation is the same size to the fundamental Rouse
unit, which is also consistent with results on different polymer systems showing that
the behaviour of the β relaxation typically becomes approximately molecular weight
independent above a molecular weight near MR.
Table 6.3: The VFT and Arrhenius fitting parameters for α and β relaxations with
varying molecular weights.
VFT fits Arrhenius fits
-log(τ0) (s) D T0 (K) m Tg (K) -log(τ0) (s) Ea (kJ/mol)
P90 16.2±1.5 32.3±5.9 86±12 49±3 148±1.2 14.8±0.1 31.7±0.3
P250 9.5±0.3 4.6±0.3 145±1.1 80±4 170±2.2 15.2±0.2 37.4±0.1
P650 – – – – – 16.3±0.2 40.1±0.2
P1000 – – – – – 16.4±0.1 40.2±0.1
P1400 – – – – – 16.6±0.1 39.8±0.3
P2000 – – – – – 16.8±0.1 39.8±0.2
6.3.3 Dynamics of alkane diols
Inspired by the effect of molecular weights on the dynamics of PTHF, we also in-
vestigated another series of samples, i.e. alkane diols. The alkane diols used in this
work has linear alkyl units with varying number of carbons (nC) situated between two
end-hydroxyl groups. The structures are shown in Figure 6.1. α and β relaxations of
diols are investigated using BDS. To conduct BDS measurements, samples need to be
quenched following the same procedure for PTHF as described in Experimental sec-
tion. Because of the strong tendency to form crystals, the structural relaxations for the
samples with more than 4 carbons can not be measured by BDS. Figure 6.17 shows
α and β relaxation timescales as a function of temperatures. For α relaxations, the
timescales do not change in a systematic way with increasing nC. To be more specific,
α relaxation timescales for P62 and P90 are close to each other, which are almost a
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Figure 6.17: α and β relaxations timescales as a function of temperatures from BDS
for the P62, P76 and P90. The dashed and solid lines are the VFT and the Arrhenius
fits to the data, and fitting parameters are shown in Table 6.4.
decade faster than those for P76. The temperature dependences of α relaxations can
be well described using the VFT equation (dashed lines in the figure), and fitting pa-
rameters are shown in Table 6.4. The fragility m decreases with increasing the number
of carbons, which is 69 for P62 and 49 for P90. For polymers, fragility normally
increases with increasing molecular weights, which is the opposite way to our results
reported here.[255] However, since molecules measured here are quite small compared
to polymers, it is not necessary to follow the rules for polymers.
For β relaxations, the timescales for P76 and P90 are almost identical. However,
the β relaxation for P64 is far slower (almost 3 decades) than those for P76 and P90.
The reason for this is not clear. However, we speculate that it may relate to cluster
structures formed through hydrogen bonds between ended OH groups. For example,
several cluster structures such as chain-like[426] or tree-like [425, 427–429] and ring-
like[430–432] for monoalcohols have been proposed. With similarities to monoalco-
hols, alkane diols investigated here may also form different cluster structures which
leads to different β relaxations. The temperature dependences of β relaxations can be
fitted using the Arrhenius equation, and fitting parameters are shown in the Table 6.4.
The activation energy for P62 (∼ 43 kJ/mol) is also slightly higher than those for P76
and P90 (∼ 32 kJ/mol).
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Table 6.4: The VFT and Arrhenius fit parameters for α and β relaxations for P62, P76
and P90.
VFT fits Arrhenius fits
-log(τ0) (s) D T0 (K) m Tg (K) -log(τ0) (s) Ea (kJ/mol)
P62 9.6±0.8 5.3±0.9 122±3 68±4 148±1.5 15.5±0.1 43.1±0.2
P76 12.1±0.3 10.1±0.7 112±2 59±2 146±2.2 14.6±0.1 31.8±0.1
P90 16.2±1.5 32.3±5.9 86±12 49±3 148±1.2 14.8±0.1 31.7±0.3
It has been shown that many physical properties are related to the size of a series of
molecules with similar structures. For example, the boiling point which is the transi-
tion temperature from liquid to vapour for a series of alkanes, alcohols and alkane diols
are shown in Figure 6.18. These series are chosen for comparison, because alcohols
and diols can be considered as relatives of the alkanes with one and two ends capped
with OH groups. The boiling point is related to the inter-molecular interactions and the
molecular size. Stronger inter-molecular interaction and larger molecular size result in
higher boiling points. For diols, OH groups at both ends can form hydrogen bonds,
whereas for alcohols there is only one OH group in each molecule that can form hy-
drogen bonds. For alkanes, no hydrogen bonds can be formed. Thus, i) boiling points
for the three series samples increase with increasing nC ii) boiling points for diols are
higher than those for alcohols and boiling point for alcohols are higher than those for
alkanes at a given nC.
Figure 6.19a shows Tg as a function of molecular weights M or nC for alkanes,[454]
alcohols[455] and diols. Tgs for diols were measured using DSC following the quench-
ing procedure described in Experimental section. The Tgs for alkanes are obtained
from the extrapolation of the viscosity to 1013 Pa·s using the empirical equation: log(η) =
log(A) + B/(T − T0)[454, 456] (also see Chapter 1). Tgs for alcohols were measured
using the differential thermal analysis method.[455] Tgs for all series (when nC ≥ 3)
increase with increasing molecular weights M or the number of carbons nC. At a
given M or nC value, Tgs for diols, alcohols and alkanes show the same order as the
boiling points, i.e. Tg for diols > Tg for alcohols > Tg for alkanes. Note that Tgs
for the molecules have one or two carbons does not follow the general tendency as
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Figure 6.18: Boiling points for alkanes,[452] alcohols and diols as a function of the
number of carbons nC in linear alkyl units. The data for alcohols and diols are taken
from an online chemical data base, ChemSpider.[453]
discussed above. For example, Tgs for P62 (nC = 2) is larger than the Tg for P76
(nC = 3). We speculate that structures formed through hydrogen bonds for these very
short molecules are somehow different from others with nC ≥ 3 carbons. Interestingly,
extrapolation of nC to 0 for diols corresponds to the structure of hydrogen peroxide,
H2O2, (top xaxis in Figure 6.19a). The extrapolation line (dashed line in Figure 6.19a)
goes through the reported Tg value for H2O2.[457]
Figure 6.19b shows scaled Tg values for diols and alcohols with a constant λ in
the x-axis direction. To make the data for diols and alcohols follow the nC depen-
dence of Tg for alkanes (the dashed line in Figure 6.19b), λ is found to be 9 and 4
for diols and alcohols, respectively. Based on this, one can speculate that the effec-
tive chains or clusters formed through hydrogen bonds contain ∼ 9 or 4 molecules for
diols and alcohols, respectively. Similar studies on series of glycols (HO(C3H6)nOH)
and glycols with one (HO(C3H6)nOCH3) and two ends (CH3O(C3H6)nOCH3) capped
by OCH3 groups has been reported, and λ equals 8 and 2 for HO(C3H6)nOH and
HO(C3H6)nOCH3,[334] which are close to our reported values here. These results
probably indicate a general physical mechanism governing glass transitions for these
small molecular glass-formers with hydrogen bonds. It is worthy of further studies to
investigate the phenomenon in detail.
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Figure 6.19: (a) Glass transition temperatures Tg for alkanes, alcohols and alkane diols
as a function of molecular weights M. For diols, M = 14nC + 34; for alcohols, M =
14nC + 18; for alkanes, M = 14nC + 2, where nC is the number of carbons. Hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) corresponds to n = 0. nC for diols are also shown on the top x-axis.
(b) Tg values for alcohols and diols are scaled to the values for alkanes by a constant
λ in the x-axis direction. The λ for alcohols and diols are 4 and 9, respectively. The
dashed line is guide to eye.
6.4 Conclusions
Relaxation dynamics for PTHFs with systematically increasing molecular weights in
melts are investigated by rheometry and NMR measurements. Viscosities decrease
with increasing temperature and with decreasing molecular weight. The same temper-
ature dependence of viscosities, regardless of molecular weight, has been observed,
which can be well described by the VFT equation. The dependence of viscosities on
molecular weights show three different regions. When 90 < Mn ≤ 1000 g/mol, the
viscosity scales with Mn, as predicted by the Rouse model; when Mn ≥ 1400 g/mol,
the viscosity scales with M2.4n , showing deviation from the predication of tube model
η ∼ M3.4. The reason for the deviation is not clear. However, it is likely due to the
onset of entanglements. When Mn = 90 g/mol (the monomer), the viscosity does not
follow the above two relations, which can be attributed to either the higher hydrogen
bond density or that the Rouse model breaks down for very short molecules (less than
∼5 fundamental Rouse units). By the use of a Rouse model analysis of NMR T2 data,
the length Na and relaxation time τ0 of the fundamental Rouse unit can be calculated.
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The dependence of the glass transition temperatures on molecular weight follow
the Fox-Flory equation, except for P90 which is too short to show polymer behaviour.
An investigation of α relaxations for samples with Mn > 250 g/mol is difficult due to
the cold crystallization. However, α relaxations and their temperature dependences for
samples with different molecular weights may be estimated using the rate dependent
DSC measurements. The β relaxations for samples with Mn ≥ 250 g/mol become
slightly faster with increasing molecular weight. The extrapolation of the average Ar-
rhenius behaviour for the β relaxations timescales are consistent with the timescales for
the fundamental Rouse unit τ0, as determined from viscosities and T2 measurements.
This might indicate that the relaxation unit for the β relaxation is of the same size as
the fundamental Rouse unit.
The glass transition temperatures for diols with a number of carbons nC ranging
from 2 to 7 in the alkyl unit have been measured using DSC. Tg increases with in-
creasing nC, except that for nC = 2. This exception has been observed in many other
series of molecules, such as in alcohols, alkanes and glycols. The presence of hy-
drogen bonding OH-groups can increase the boiling points Tb as well as the glass
transition temperatures Tg through an increase of the inter-molecular interactions. Tg
data for molecules with one or two OH groups can be approximately scaled onto data
for molecules without OH groups by applying a factor λ in the x-direction, which
might indicate a general physical mechanism governing the glassy dynamics for these
hydrogen bonding glass-formers.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and outlook
7.1 Overall conclusions
This thesis aims at reaching a better understanding of the effects of supramolecular
interactions on the structure, relaxation dynamics, thermodynamics and rheological
properties of supramolecular polymers over a wide temperature range, i.e. from the
glassy state to the melt states. A range of experimental techniques are used, including
broadband dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (BDS), differential scanning calorime-
try (DSC), temperature-modulated DSC (MDSC), shear and extensional rheology and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxometry (T1 and T2 measurements). Four dif-
ferent supramolecular polymer systems with different structures (linear or network)
and hydrogen bonding strength (quadruple hydrogen bonds or single hydrogen bond)
were either synthesized in-house or purchased. The first system (system I) is based
on a comb-like polymeric backbone of PEHA to which a random distribution of UPy
side-groups are added. Quadruple hydrogen bonds can be formed between two UPy
groups, forming UPy dimers. The UPy dimers act as physical cross linking points
for the supramolecular polymers. The second system (system II) is based on PPG for
which the chain-ends are modified using supramolecular UPy groups. Chain exten-
sion occurs due to the end-to-end hydrogen bonds between UPy groups and changes
the macroscopical property dramatically from a viscous liquid (unfunctionalised PPG)
to a rubbery solid (UPyPPG) at room temperature. The final systems are based on
hydroxyl-capped PTHF (system III) and alkane diols (system IV) with varying molec-
ular weights, respectively. Relatively weak hydrogen bonds can be formed between the
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end OH-groups and the effects of such weak supramolecular hydrogen bonds will thus
become more prominent for short chains. These supramolecular polymers are chosen
because they are good examples of different types of supramolecular polymers with a
variety of both polymer structures and interaction strengths.
The relaxation dynamics and rheological properties of the three supramolecular
polymers of system I-III are determined over wide temperature ranges from the glass
to the melt states. Generally, the glass transitions are affected by the supramolecular
interactions. For system I, the glass transitions become weaker, broader and Tg in-
creases, as the concentration of UPy side groups increases. The UPy dimers in system
I act as physical cross links between the polymer chains and slow down the segmental
relaxation and lead to a wider distribution of segmental relaxation times. For system
II, the UPy dimers are located at the end of each UPyPPG chain, which in turn form
longer extended chains through the UPy inter-molecular interactions. The UPy dimers
thus, in a sense, act as the hard segments of many thermoplastic elastomers. More-
over, the chain-extended UPyPPG chains can aggregate into fibre-like structures. Both
the effects of the addition of hard segments to PPG and the fibre-like structure lead to
the observed slower and wider distribution of segmental relaxation times and thus the
higher Tg for UPyPPG. For system III, the end hydrogen bonds seems play less impor-
tant role in determining the Tg and effects are observed only for the lowest molecular
weights and the behaviour can for most of the molecular weight range be described us-
ing a Fox-Flory behaviour. For system IV, the Tg increases with increasing the number
of carbons nC between two hydroxyl groups, with the except that for nC = 2. Extrapo-
lation of nC dependence of Tg to nC = 0 implies the Tg for hydrogen peroxide, which
is consistent with the reported value in literature
The secondary transitions for the four supramolecular polymers, such as α∗ for
system I, γ for system II and β for system III and IV, are less affected by supramolecular
interactions. For system I, the α∗ relaxation is related to the relaxation of alkyl chains
αPE in the nano-phase separated alkyl rich region. For systems II and III, the secondary
relaxations are related to the local motion of polymer chains. In principle the local
motions of polymer chains is less affected the supramolecular interactions, which is
in consistent with our experimental observations. For the system IV, the β relaxations
for 1,3-propanediol and 1,4-butanediol are almost identical, which is nearly 2 decades
faster than that for ethanediol.
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Supramolecular interactions show different influence on rheological properties of
the four systems. For system I, the interactions between chains dramatically delay the
terminal relaxation time, and decrease the power law exponent in the terminal region
from 1 for G′′ and 2 for G′ to around 0.7 for both G′ and G′′ when the concentration of
UPy groups increases from 0 to 14 mol%. The supramolecular interactions act as extra
friction between polymer chains which slows down the motion of polymer chains, and
cooperative breaking of UPy dimers are required for chains to flow. The plateau for
PEHA and UPyPEHA2 are not detected because of the low UPy concentration. For the
samples with more than 2 mol% UPy groups, clear plateaus are observed although the
molecular weights are smaller than Me, and the plateau modulus increases as the UPy
concentration increases. For system II, both the entanglements due to chain extension
and the fibre-like structure (formed through the stacking of UPy groups at chain ends)
act as physical cross linkages, thus the plateau covers almost 5 decades for UPyPPG.
Whereas for PPG no plateau is observed and it is a viscous liquid at room tempera-
ture. The G′(ω),G′′(ω) in the terminal region for both UPyPPG and PPG can be well
described by the Maxwell model (slope 1 and 2 for G′′ and G′), indicating that the
end-to-end interactions along the polymer backbone do not affect the chain flow or dif-
fusion in the terminal region. For system III, the relaxation behaviour in the melt state
can be described by the Rouse model. The fundamental Rouse unit can be estimated
from NMR and viscosity measurements, together with Rouse model. Moreover, the re-
laxation time for the estimated fundamental Rouse unit is coincidently consistent with
the extrapolation of the β relaxation time to the high temperature range. We speculate
that the relaxation unit for the β relaxation is similar to the fundamental Rouse unit
which is around the size of half of monomer.
Time-temperature superposition (TTS) is usually used to investigated the rheolog-
ical properties over a wide frequency range, because of the limited frequency range
of a rheometer. However, TTS is based on the assumption of “thermorheologically
simple”, i.e. all relaxation processes of a polymer including segmental relaxations and
chain modes follow the same temperature dependence. Supramolecular interactions in
our systems, acting as a second friction for polymer chains, show different temperature
dependences to the segmental relaxations and thus makes the supramolecular polymers
not “thermorheologically simple”. Thus, the validity of TTS was tested, and we found
that TTS works reasonably well in a relatively narrow time or frequency window close
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to the reference temperature. However, one should be cautious when building master
curves in which data is shifted by many decades in frequency.
The linear rheological response is investigated over a wide temperature range. For
system I, the response is described using both a classic sticky Rouse model as well as
a new modified model. The new model is proposed to better describe the linear vis-
coelastic response of unentangled supramolecular polymers. The modified model takes
into account: (i) A random distribution of sticky groups which is closer to the reality
when polymers are synthesised from random co-polymerization of two monomers. In
the sticky Rouse model, it is assumed that stickers are distributed evenly. (ii) The
contribution from dangling chain-ends, which are different from relaxation modes of
segments of chains “trapped” between stickers; In the sticky Rouse model, this is not
considered. (iii) The chain motion upon dissociation of a sticker and re-association
with a new coordination involves a finite sized “hop” of the chain, rather than a con-
tinuous motion with increased friction, as assumed in the sticky Rouse model. We
find that both models can describe the experimental data well in the low measured
frequency range. However, the modified model improves the fits in the intermediate
frequency region because contributions from polydispersity of strands between stickers
and dangling ends are included.
Two potential applications based on UPyPPG are also explored. The first appli-
cation is to use PPG and UPyPPG as polymeric electrolytes. Ion conductivities and
relaxation dynamics of polymer chains in polymeric electrolytes are investigated. The
ion conductivities show a dependence on the concentration of lithium ions (expressed
in ratio of O:Li) in the mixture. As the concentrations increase, the ion conductivities
for both polymers first increase. After reaching a maximum ion conductivity (4e−4 and
5e−7 S/cm for PPG and UPyPPG at 298 K, respectively) when O:Li ∼25, ion conduc-
tivities decrease as increasing lithium salt concentration. Glass transition temperatures
increase for an increasing lithium salt concentration, and two glass transition tempera-
tures can be observed for a sample with O:Li =5, as observed in DSC measurements.
This is due to the microphase separation between the ion-rich and ion-depleted re-
gions occuring for high concentrations of lithium. We also found evidence that the
ion conductivity is coupled to the normal mode spectrum of polymer chain dynamic
rather than the segmental relaxation. The second investigated application is to use UP-
yPPG as a component in self-healing polymer coatings. UV curable coatings based on
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blends of UPyPPG with commonly used difunctional monomers or macro-monomers
show varying degrees of self-healing properties. However, the results presented in this
thesis is only a simply demonstration of the potential application of supramolecular
materials for self-healing coatings, and we note that more quantitative work should be
conducted to optimize both self-healing and mechanical properties of the coatings.
7.2 Outlook
The results presented in this thesis provide some examples how the supramolecular in-
teractions affect the relaxation dynamics at different molecular levels, from sub-glass
of local motion of molecules to segmental levels, and to the whole chain dynamics.
In order to fully understand the relationships between structures, properties and ap-
plications, supramolecular materials with more complex structures such as star and
dendritic structures are worth to be investigated in future.
The impact of the fundamental research in this thesis might provide guidelines to
design and improve new applications of these supramolecular materials. For exam-
ple, permeation of oxygen through polymeric film is important for the performance of
packaging material. It has been shown that permeation of oxygen is closely related to
the secondary relaxation of polymers.[458] Thus, plus the reversibility of supramolec-
ular polymers, understanding of secondary relaxation mechanism of supramolecular
polymers could provide new ideas to design sustainable package materials with im-
proved performance to isolated oxygen and also the advantages of supramolecular ma-
terials, such as easy processing and re-cycling. Addtionally, sugar glass can be used to
stabilise or preserve proteins, which has important applications in biotechnology and
medical application, for instance the cryopreservation of biological matter.[459, 460]
It has been shown that the ability of sugar glass to stabilise proteins is directly related
to the secondary relaxations.[461] Finally, temperature responsivity of supramocecular
polymers in the plateau and terminal regions is directly related to many applications,
including printing,[243, 249] cosmetic,[245, 246] adhesive[299] and coating.[248] For
example, several supramolecular inks have been patented. Low viscosity ink is re-
quired for ejection in small droplets. On the other hand, highly viscous or even solid is
required for high printing quality once the ink droplets are ejected to a paper. The ink
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mixture of UPy based supramolecular polymers with other components such as stabi-
lizers, antioxidants and colorants is solid at room temperature because of the network
through the hydrogen bonds between UPy groups. However, at evaluated tempera-
tures, the dissociation of UPy leads to the disappearance of network, thus the dramatic
decrease of viscosity of the ink which is favour of ink-jet printing. Thus, an under-
standing of the these behaviours of supramolecular polymers at different molecular
levels is key to development of novel materials. The fundamental research work pre-
sented in this thesis might lead to a highly important avenue to more applications in
future.
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Appendix A
The stochastic model
The stochastic model containing several modifications to “Classic” sticky Rouse model
was inspired by the discussions of linear viscoelastic (LVE) data with Mr. Victor
Boudara and Dr. Daniel Read from School of Mathematics, University of Leeds. The
detailed mathematical work was conducted by Victor and Daniel. I was responsible
for collecting, analysing the LVE data and discussing to improve the fitting of the new
model. The model includes more realistic assumptions with regards to (i) the ran-
dom placement of the stickers along the backbone, (ii) the contributions from dangling
chain ends and (iii) the chain motion upon dissociation of a sticker and re-association
with a new coordination involves a finite sized “hop” of the chain. The detail of the
model is shown as follows.
A.1 Random placement of stickers on a chain
We first generate a numerical ensemble of chains that accounts for the distribution
of the distance between stickers and the length of the dangling ends. For a given
molecular mass, M, we build Nc chains. Beginning from one chain end, we generate
a series of molecular masses, Mi, which defines the distance to consecutive stickers,
from the probability distribution: [462]
p(Mi) =
1
Mstrand
exp
(
− Mi
Mstrand
)
. (A.1)
We add the first sticker at a distance M1 from the chain end, and then generate a new
Mi for the distance to the next sticker, and so on. Hence, the first sticker is placed
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Figure A.1: Example of a set of Nc chains. On each chain k the stickers (black circles)
are placed via Equation (A.1).
after after a chain length M1, then another sticker is placed after a chain length M2,
etc., until we exceed the given molecular weight of the considered chain, i.e. we stop
when
∑
i Mi > M. We generate Nc chains according to this process, see Figure A.1.
Each chain, k, has Ns,k stickers distributed along the chain according to the set of strand
molar masses connecting them: {Mk,i}, i = {1, 2, . . . ,Ns,k}. From this process, we obtain
chains with a distribution of distances between stickers and a Poisson distribution for
the number of stickers per chain. In the following Section, we detail how the stress
relaxation function is computed for that set of chains.
A.2 “Fast” Rouse modes – Gfast
A.2.1 Trapped and dangling chain strands
Let us consider that the number of chains per unit volume is nM/N, where N is the
degree of polymerisation of the chain, and nM = ρNA/M0 is the number of Rouse
monomers per unit volume, with ρ the polymer density, NA the Avogadro constant and
M0 the Rouse monomer molar mass. Thus, the “unit of modulus” per chain is
G0chain =
nMkBT
N
=
ρRT
M
, (A.2)
where we used the relation between the gas constant R and the Boltzmann constant kB,
R = NAkB, T is the temperature, and M = NM0 is the chain molar mass.
We have to consider the Rouse relaxation process of the segments “trapped” be-
tween two stickers, and that of the “dangling ends” (chain extremities). For each chain
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k, of molar mass M, we write the stress relaxation function of the “fast” Rouse modes
as
Gfast,k(t) =
ρRT
M
(
Gtrapped,k(t) + Gends,k(t)
)
. (A.3)
Trapped chain segments – Gtrapped. For each chain k, the strand of chain of molar
mass Mk,i “trapped” between two stickers, (i − 1) and i, behaves as a Rouse chain with
both ends fixed, and so relaxes via Rouse modes with relaxation time τk,i = N2k,iτ0/p
2,
with p = {1, 2, 3, . . . }, and Nk,i ≡ Mk,i/M0 the number of Rouse monomers in the ith
strand (of molar mass Mk,i) of the kth chain. Hence,
Gtrapped,k(t) =
Ns,k∑
i=2
Nk,i∑
p=1
exp
− tp2N2k,iτ0
 . (A.4)
Note that the first sum excludes the chain ends. The second-sum cut-off, Nk,i, is chosen
such that the fastest Rouse mode corresponds to relaxation time of a Rouse monomer,
τ0.
Chain ends – Gends(t). For each chain k, the two end segments of molecular weight
Mk,1 and Mk,(Ns,k+1), see Figure A.2, behave as a Rouse chain with one end free and
one end fixed, and so relax with the same Rouse spectrum corresponding to the “odd”
modes of a chain twice as long. Thus, the Rouse relaxation times are τk,i =
(
2Nk,i
)2 τ0/p2,
with p = {1, 3, 5, . . . }. The corresponding stress relaxation function is
Gends,k(t) =
∑
i={1,Ns,k+1}
Nk,i∑
p=1, podd
exp
− tp24N2k,iτ0
 . (A.5)
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Figure A.2: Cartoon of the system. Ns stickers are randomly placed along the back-
bone, separated by chains strands of molar masses Mi. M1 and MNs+1 are the molar
masses of the two chain-ends.
A.2.2 Storage and loss moduli – G′(ω),G′′(ω).
The expressions for the storage and loss moduli, for each chain k, from the stress
relaxation function of the “trapped” and “end” strands are summarised below:
G′fast,k(ω) =
Ns,k∑
i=2
Nk,i∑
p=1
(ωN2k,iτ0 p
−2)2
1 + (ωN2k,iτ0 p
−2)2
(A.6)
+
∑
i={1,Ns,k+1}
Nk,i∑
podd
(4ωN2k,iτ0 p
−2)2
1 + (4ωN2k,iτ0 p
−2)2
,
G′′fast,k(ω) =
Ns,k∑
i=2
Nk,i∑
p=1
ωN2k,iτ0 p
−2
1 + (ωN2k,iτ0 p
−2)2
(A.7)
+
∑
i={1,Ns,k+1}
Nk,i∑
podd
4ωN2k,iτ0 p
−2
1 + (4ωN2k,iτ0 p
−2)2
.
The expression of the total elastic and loss moduli from the contribution of the “fast
Rouse” motion and summing over the Nc chains of identical molecular weight, but of
different number of stickers placed randomly along the chain backbone, is
G′fast(ω) =
ρRT
M
1
Nc
Nc∑
k=1
G′fast,k(ω), (A.8)
G′′fast(ω) =
ρRT
M
1
Nc
Nc∑
k=1
G′′fast,k(ω). (A.9)
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A.2.3 Polydispersity
The above Equations (A.8) and (A.9) assume a perfectly monodisperse system, i.e. all
chains have the same molar mass M. We can generalise to the polydisperse case. If
we assume that the molecular mass distribution is discretised into a set of q modes,
{(w`,M`)}, ` = {1, . . . , q}, and that Nc chains are generated as described above for each
molar mass, then the elastic and loss moduli are written
G′fast(ω) =
q∑
`=1
ρw`RT
M`
1
Nc
Nc∑
k=1
G′fast,k,`(ω), (A.10)
G′′fast(ω) =
q∑
`=1
ρw`RT
M`
1
Nc
Nc∑
k=1
G′′fast,k,`(ω). (A.11)
A.3 “Sticky” modes – Gsticky(t)
We now describe a stochastic algorithm, which we use to model the motion of chains
on long time scales, and which we can use to obtain the relaxation spectrum for the
slow chain modes.
A.3.1 Initial spatial configuration
Each of the Nc chains is initialized to have a Gaussian configuration. We start by
positioning the first sticker at an arbitrary position, R0, (e.g. R0 = 0) and define the
position of the following sticker, i, (relative to the previous sticker) by subsequently
generating a random vector, ∆Ri, sampled from the Gaussian probability distribution
p(∆Ri) =
(
3
2pib2Ni
)3/2
exp
(
−3(∆Ri)
2
2b2Ni
)
, (A.12)
where Ni ≡ Mi/M0 is the number of Rouse monomers on the strand connecting the
stickers (i − 1) and i, and M0 the molar mass of a Rouse monomer. Then, we place the
sticker i at the position Ri such that
Ri = Ri−1 + ∆Ri. (A.13)
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Figure A.3: Sticker i detaches (dashed circle), takes a local “hop”, and reattaches to a
new position: Rnewi = R¯i + ∆Ri, (circle).
A.3.2 Sticker “hop”
We made the assumption that the average time during which the stickers stay attached
is much longer than any of the internal Rouse relaxation times of the segments of chain
delimited by the stickers. We consider that once a sticker, i, detaches, it takes a “hop”
to a new position which is a vector ∆R from a mean position R¯i, where it re-attaches,
see Figure A.3. As described in the introduction of this chapter, this “hop” motion is
the result of the change of partner that a sticker undergoes, on average, every τs. Here
we assume that between detachment and reattachment, the sticker is able to explore
the full configurational space available to it, given that it is constrained by the chain
and its neighbouring stickers do not move, see Figure A.3. The mean position R¯i,
around which the sticker re-attaches, is defined by the molecular weight of the strands
(Mi,Mi+1) that are connected to the sticker and by the position of the neighbouring
stickers (Ri−1, Ri+1) as the weighted average position,
R¯i =
Mi+1Ri−1 + MiRi+1
Mi + Mi+1
. (A.14)
Additionally, we obtain the probability distribution function of the “hop variance”,
∆Ri, (i.e. how much far from the average position, R¯i, the sticker will attach) as
p(∆Ri) =
(
1
2piσ2i
)3/2
exp
(
− (∆Ri)
2
2σ2i
)
, (A.15)
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where the variance is σ2i = kBT/keff,i, with keff,i the effective spring constant associated
to the sticker i, which depends on the neighbouring chain segments
keff,i =
3kBT
b2Ni
+
3kBT
b2Ni+1
, (A.16)
with b the statistical length of a Rouse monomer, and Ni = Mi/M0 is the number of
Rouse monomers in Mi.
Assuming isotropy of the “hop”, each coordinate (∆xi,∆yi,∆zi) of ∆Ri follows the
same probability distribution
p(∆xi) =
(
1
2piσ2i
)1/2
exp
(
− (∆xi)
2
2σ2i
)
. (A.17)
Therefore, when a sticker detaches and reattaches, its new position, Rnewi is given by
Rnewi = R¯i + ∆Ri. (A.18)
For the first sticker (i = 1) and last sticker (i = Ns), we use
R¯1 = R2, and R¯Ns = RNs−1, (A.19)
and for the effective spring constants Equation (A.16), we use
keff,1 =
3kBT
b2N2
, and keff,Ns =
3kBT
b2NNs
. (A.20)
The above rules ensure that the chains continue to obey the correct equilibrium Gaus-
sian chain distribution upon hopping. We assume the time between detachment and
reattachment is negligible.
A.3.3 Sticker detachment dynamics
We have Nc chains with a certain amount of stickers – which were generated according
to Equation (A.1). The total amount of stickers over the Nc chains is Ns,tot =
∑Nc
k=1 Ns,k.
For a given sticker, the cumulative distribution function for the detachment time td
of that sticker (time after which an associated sticker detaches) is
p(td ≤ t) = 1 − exp
(
− t
τs
)
. (A.21)
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Therefore, the probability that a sticker did not detach after a time t is p(t ≤ td) =
exp(−t/τs). Hence, the probability that none of the Ns,tot stickers have detached after a
time t is [
p(t ≤ td)]Ns,tot = exp (−Ns,tot t
τs
)
. (A.22)
We conclude that the probability density function of the detachment time of the first
sticker to detach amongst the Ns,tot stickers is
p(td,first) =
Ns,tot
τs
exp
(
−Ns,tot td,first
τs
)
. (A.23)
Given a uniformly distributed (pseudo) random number 0 < θ < 1, we generate
from Equation (A.23) a time, td,first, after which a first sticker detaches:
td,first = −τs ln(θ)/Ns,tot. (A.24)
Then, we choose a sticker randomly amongst the Ns,tot stickers and allow it to make
a “hop” as described by Equation (A.18). We then repeat this process many times to
find the next detachment time amongst the stickers, selecting a random sticker to move
each time.
A.3.4 Stress tensor and stress relaxation
A microscopic expression for the stress tensor is [317]
σαβ =
1
V
∑
springs,m
FmαRmβ, (A.25)
where the summation is made over all the springs in the system, the Greek letters are
the Cartesian coordinates, Fm = 3kBTRm/Nmb2 is the entropic spring force acting in
the mth strand, Rm is the vector connecting the two beads neighbouring the strand m,
and V = NcN/nM is the volume occupied by the Nc chains.
Equation (A.25) can be written in terms of a sum over the Nc chains and, for each
chain, a sum over the number of chain segments between two stickers
σαβ =
1
V
Nc∑
k=1
Ns,k∑
i=2
3kBT
Nib2
Ri,αRi,β
=
ρRT
MNc
Nc∑
k=1
Ns,k∑
i=2
3
Nib2
Ri,αRi,β, (A.26)
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where M is the molar mass of the chain. Note that the two end segments (polymers
ends) are excluded from this stress expression as we consider that they are relaxed and
their contributions were already accounted for in Gfast, see Section A.2.1.
In computer simulations, the most convenient way of evaluating G(t) is by using
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [463, 464]:
Gsticky(t) =
V
kBT
1
tsim − t
∫ tsim−t
0
σxy(t + τ)σxy(τ) dτ
=
V
kBT
〈
σxy(t + τ)σxy(τ)
〉
=
MNc
ρRT
〈
σxy(t + τ)σxy(τ)
〉
(A.27)
where xy is any two orthogonal directions, and tsim the total simulation time.
Since our system is isotropic, one can average over different directions defining
the pair of perpendicular axis (xy). In isotropic systems there are two arbitrary angles
to select the direction of x axis and one more angle to select the direction of y-axes
perpendicular to it. Averaging over these three angles gives the following result [463,
464]
Gsticky(t) =
MNc
5ρRT
(〈
σxy(t)σxy(τ)
〉
+
〈
σyz(t)σyz(τ)
〉
+
〈
σzx(t)σzx(τ)
〉)
(A.28)
+
MNc
30ρRT
(〈
Nxy(t)Nxy(τ)
〉
+
〈
Nxz(t)Nxz(τ)
〉
+
〈
Nyz(t)Nyz(τ)
〉)
,
where Nαβ = σαα − σββ. Using the latter expression instead of Equation (A.27) im-
proves the statistical accuracy of the results.
In order to evaluate correlation functions in simulations, we use a multiple-tau
correlator algorithm proposed by Ramirez.[464]
A.3.5 Polydispersity
If we assume that the molecular mass distribution is discretised into a set of q modes,
{(w`,M`)}, ` = {1, . . . , q}, then we compute Gsticky as
Gsticky =
q∑
`=1
w`Gsticky,M` , (A.29)
where Gsticky,M` is computed using Equation (A.28) for a chain of molar mass M = M`.
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Figure A.4: Sticker “hop” projected on the x-axis. Upon detachment its new position
(circle) is defined, on average, as xnew = x¯i +σi, which is, on average,
√
2σi away from
its current position (dashed circle).
A.3.6 Sticker times
In this section, we will show that, to compare the values of the sticker time τs in the
“classic” sticky Rouse model with the stochastic sticky Rouse model in a fair way, we
need to multiply the former by a factor pi2. To do so, we take the special where the
stickers equally spaced along the chain. Therefore, the number of Rouse monomers
between stickers is fixed to Nm = N/Ns, and so Equation (A.16) reduces to
keff =
3kBT
b2Nm
+
3kBT
b2Nm
=
6kBT
b2Nm
. (A.30)
In Equation (A.17), σi represents the mean square displacement around the mean po-
sition defined by R¯. Figure A.4 illustrates this process, projected on the x-axis. Upon
detachment, a sticker “hops” to its new position defined as
xnew = x¯i + σi. (A.31)
This new position is, on average, at a distance
√
2σi away from its current position
(because σi is measured from the center position x¯i, and we add the variance). There-
fore, the actual mean square displacement of the sticker 〈∆x2〉, is
〈∆x2〉 = 2σ2i
= 2kBT/keff
=
b2Nm
3
. (A.32)
In one dimension, the effective diffusion coefficient, D, is of form
〈∆x2〉 = 2Dt, (A.33)
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where here t ≡ τs. Hence, we have
D =
b2Nm
6τs
, (A.34)
and we can define the effective sticker friction coefficient as
ζsticker ≡ kBT/D
=
6τskBT
b2Nm
. (A.35)
Now, we can use the definition of the Rouse time for a chain of N beads, of friction
coefficient ζ, connected by springs of length b: [317]
τR =
ζN2b2
3pi2kBT
. (A.36)
To find the Rouse time of a chain composed of Ns “springs” of step length (Nmb2)1/2,
we therefore make the following substitutions in Equation (A.36):
N → Ns, b2 → Nmb2, ζ → ζsticker,
to obtain the Rouse relaxation time of a Rouse chain composed of Ns springs
τR =
ζstickerN2s Nmb
2
3pi2kBT
=
2N2s τs
pi2
. (A.37)
Finally, the relaxation modulus for such chain is
G(t) =
ρRT
M
∑
p
exp
(−2p2t
τR
)
. (A.38)
The reason for the factor of two appearing in the exponential is that there is a factor of
two difference between the relaxation time for the stress contribution of the pth mode
and the relaxation time of molecular orientation from the pth mode (τR) [465]. Using
Equation (A.37), we obtain
G(t) =
ρRT
M
∑
p
exp
(−pi2 p2t
N2s τs
)
. (A.39)
Comparing the latter expression for the relaxation modulus with the corresponding
term in Equation 4.1, we see that there is a factor pi2 difference. Therefore, if we want
to compare the sticker-time parameter of the stochastic sticky Rouse model with the
sticker-time parameter of the “classic” sticky Rouse model, Equation (4.1), we need to
multiply the latter by a factor pi2.
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